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PREFACE - _,
l
The following papers in this preprint include all of the invited
! papers from the Second International Ganmm-Ray Symposium held at NASA ._
Goddard Space Flight Center, June 2-4, 1976 entitled "The Structure and
Content of the Galaxy and Galactic Ganmm-Rays".
A glance at the contents of this preprint will show that this was
not just a 7-ray symposium, but in reality a symposium on galactic !
structure drawing on all branches of galactic astronomy with emphasis
on the implications of the new 7-ray observations. The following
; papers are not just reviews; they include much new and previously un- !
: publlshedmaterial including (i) the first reported results from the
: COS-B 7-ray satellite presented by our European colleagues, (2) new
SAS-2 results on 7-ray pulsars, Cygnus X-3 and new maps of the galactic _
_ _ diffuse flux, (3) very recent data from CO surveys of the galaxy,
i (4) new high resolution radio surveys of external galaxies, (5) new ! _'
_ results on the galactic distribution of pulsars and (6) new theoretical _
,. _ work on galactic 7-ray emission. For this reason, the committee felt the _
need to make this preprint available shortly after the symposium in
order to provide the astrophysical conmmnity with this new work well _
_ before the proceedings are published in final book form by NASA. i
Other copies of this preprint will be available on a limited _ '
basis by writing one of the committee members.
i "
I Carl E. Fichtel
! Floyd W. Stecker
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
_ June 1976
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/WELCOME
John F. Clark, Director
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Md. 20771
It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to Goddard Space
Flight Center to participate in our second international Garmna-Ray
Symposium. We are all happy to see that so many distinguished members
of the international scientific community are with us today.
There has been a deep interest in 7-ray astronomy at Goddard
since shortly after Goddard was formed--not only because it was real-
ized that the space age permitted this new astronomical window to be .
opened, but also because of the great significance of 7-ray astronomy ._.
which arises from its very direct relationship to the largest transfers
of energy occurring in astrophysical processes.
At the time of the first international _-ray symposium held here
at Goddard just over three years ago, shortly after the launch of SAS-2, .._
I expressed the hope that it would be the first of many fruitful inter-
national 7-ray symposia. That hope has become reality. In the fol-
lowing year, our colleagues at the European Space Agency held a sympo-
sium at Frascati in preparation for COS-B, the first results from which
we will hear about this morning. ESA has also planned a symposium
in the near future which, we are certain, will also be very successful. ;
The progress in 7-ray astronomy over the last three years has been i
very encouraging. The first fairly definitive results are now beginning
to emerge particularly in regard to the galactic plane, and, as they do,
great interest is evolving in the interrelationship between galactic :
structure, cosmic ray origin, the cosmic ray distribution in the galaxy, .
and 7-rays. Point sources are also beginning to emerge with one of the
great surprises being the identification of several 7-ray pulsars with
their radio counterparts. We are, of course, pleased at the active role
that Goddard has been playing in both the observational and theoretical
aspects of this work.
O,r meeting this week will be of a somewhat different nature than
the first symposium. It will address itself primarily to a particulartask, namely that of determining the relationship of the new galactic
7-ray results to the overall problem of the structure, content, and 1
dynamics of the galaxy. To this end, distinguished colleagues from !
other scientific disciplines of observational and theoretical astronomy
vii
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and astrophysics have been invited to report and review recent advances
in these fields which also bear on these problems. We are confident
that the interaction of knowledgable scientists in these various fields
will greatly further progress in determining the nature of our galaxy
and its contents, both through dialogue and inspiration. Periods of
free discussion and a panel discussion have been planned to fruther that
• dialogue.
The recent NASA report on the "Outlook for Space" to the year
2000 lists many questions which it is hoped that both NASA and the
world space community will help answer and 7-ray astronomy should be
prominently involved in the solution of these problems• To this end,
this symposium, together with tbe one sponsored by ESIAB toward the end
of this year should act as strong catalysts to stimulate even further
continued strong research in this very important scientific field.
On that note for the future, I would once again like to thank you
all for coming, welcome you to Goddard, and wish you the greatest suc-
cess in your present work. _"
=.
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SAS-2 GALACTIC GAMMARAY .RESULTS I
D. J. Thompson, C. E. Fichtel, R. C. Hartmau, ..
D. A. Kniffen, G. F. Bignami*, R. C. Lamb** .-
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics i
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
H. Dgelman, M. E. _zel, T. _'dmer
Middle East Technical University
Physics Department
Ankara, Turkey
ABSTRACT
Continuing analysis of the data from the SAS-2 high .',
energy 7-ray e_perlment has produced an improved
picture of the sky at photon energies above 35 MeV.
On a large scale, the diffuse emission from the
galactic plane is the dominant feature observed by
SAS-2. This galactic plane emission is most intense
between galactic longitude 310 ° and 45 °, corresponding
to a region within 7 kpc of the galactic center. With-
in the high-lntenslty region, SAS-2 observes peaks
0 ° andaround galactic longitudes 315°_ 330 °, 345 °, ,
35°. These peaks appear to be .correlated with such
galactic features and components as molecular hydro-
gen, atomic hydrogen, magnetic fields, cosmic ray
concentrations, and photon flelds.
*NAS-NRC Postdoctoral Research Associate 1973-73.
**On faculty leave from Iowa State University during
1975-76.
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I. Introduction. Because high-energy 7-rays can be produced by _
variety of mechanisms, observations of galactic 7-radiation can provide
information about r_any different galactic components. 7-rays origi-
nating from neutral pions prodaced in collislons between cosmir ray
nucleons and interstellar matter, for example, are related directly to
the product of the cosmic ray and matter densities. Bremsstrahlung
" 7-rays represeh_ a probe of the cosmic ray electron and interstellar
matter distributicns, while inverse Compton 7-rays relate the cosmic
ray electrons to the photon fields in the _laxy. By combining the
7-ray measurements with other observations related to these galactic
components, it may be possible to obtain a more complete picture of
the galaxy than would be possible with any single set of observations
alone. In simplest terms, then, the goal of this paper will be to
present the SAS*2 results in their current form and to try to indicate
how these 7-ray observations may be related to other constituents of -_
the galaxy.
2. Experimental. The SAS-2 experiment, the calibration procedure,
and the methods of data analysis have all been described by Derdeyn
_ et al. (1972) and Flchtel et al. (1975). The detector is a digitized,
wire-grld spark chamber which uses as a triggering telescope an anti-
coincidence scintillator dome, a set of scintillators, and a set of
Cerenkov detectors. The energy threshold is somewhat less than 30 MeV,
photon energies can be measured up to approximately 200 MeV, and an
integral intensity can be obtained above 200 M_V. The two-dlmensional
angular resolution for 7-ray energies above I00 MeV is between 3° and
4°, depending on She incident spectrum.
Results from most of the SAS-2 observations along the galactic
plane have been published previously (Fichtel et al., 1975). Since
the time that these results were compiled, however, a number of changes
have taken place to give improvements in the results: (I) New orbit-
attitude solutions have been obtained for portions of the data. These
solutlons have provided greater accuracy for portions of the data al-
ready analyzed and have allowed the analysis ,f additional data for
which no orblt-attltude information was previously available. (2) Some
additlon_l telemetry data became available. (3) A slightly different
method of computing arrival directions for individual y-rays was incor-
porated it to the data analysis system. (4) Some inconsistencies in
data analysls procedures between dlf£erent observing periods were re-
move d.
Two i_portant features of these improvements shol_ld be emphasized.
First_ none of the adjustments change any of the large-scale features
of the results. At most, these _.od_ficatlons enhance the statistics
1976022022-011
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for certain regio,_s of tileSAS-2 exposure and alter slightly the small-
scale picture of the 7-ray sky. Second, at present not all of these
changes have been included in the SAS-2 data base. Work i_ continuing
on incorporating these changes. The reader is cautioned thaL the SAS-2
results presented here are not in final form, although the regions
around the galactic center and the galactic anticenter have been up-
dated.
" 3. Results or the Larg_-Scale SAS-2 Observations. One of the most
graphic ways of viewing the y-ray sky is shown in the map of 7-ray flux
contours in figure i. A description of the construction of this map
will indicate its values and limitations. The entire celestial sphere
is divided into 20736 bins of equal solid angle. The bins are separated
by 2.5 ° in galactic longitude throughout the sky. The latitude bins
have widths adjusted _o maintain the equal solid angle. At the galac-
tic equator, the bins have a latitude width of about 0.7 °. For each
bin, the number of detected photons within the bin is divided by an
exposure parameter (the sensitivity of the observations at that bin)
to yield a 7-ray intensity. The intensities obtained in this way are .__
smoothed by combining bins, and contours of equal intensity are then
drawn using the centroids of the bins to represent the bin positions.
Because of this smoothing procedure, this sky map is most useful for
examining large-scale features. Any single feature observed in this
plot has a positional uncertainty of _2 °.
As can be seen in the figure, the SAS-2 observations used for
this plot cover about half the galactic plane in longitude and a range
of galactic latitudes from well below the plane to the north galactic
pole. lhc lowest 7-ray intensity contour lles at a value about three
Figure I. Contour map of 7-ray _,
intensities observed by SAS-2 _I
at energies above I00 b_V. The _'_
dashed line shows the limits of _
tbe SAS-2 exposure. In units of _i
I0"_ photons cm"Z s"I sr-I, the _i
contours are 5.1, 4.0, 3.0 D
2.1, 1.3, aLLd0.7. The highest _i
and lowest contours are darker _i
than the others. _r
_
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times greater than the diffuse flux observations by SAS-2 (Fichtel et
al., 1975). Only 7-rays with measured energies greater than i00 HeV
were used. Clearly, at this intensity level, the only significant
features in the 7-ray sky are ones associated with our own galaxy.
J
In terms of 7-ray emission, the galactic plane can be roughly
divided into two regions. The section of the plane between galactic
longitudes 310 ° a,Ld45°, surrounding the galactic center, is an
. intense ridge. The entire range stands out above all other parts of
the 7-ray sky, but prominent peaks and valleys are visible within the
region. The remainder of the galactic plane resembles the section in
figure i between 45 ° and 120° longitude. The plane stands out clearly
above the diffuse background, but at a significantly lower level than
the central region.
Within the intense central region of the plane, four peaks are
visible on the contour plot, centered on longitudes 315 °, 330 °, 0°,
and 35 °. The single most intense region observed by SAS-2 is the
section of _he plane around 330°. On a finer resolution scale, what
appears as an elongated peak in figure i is actually two separate
: intense peaks, one centered on 330 ° and the other centered on 345 °.
In terms of galactic structure, the entire intense region encompasses
the part of the galaxy _rithin about 7 kpc of the galactic center. The
; discussion of how these observations may be related to other components j
of the galaxy will be postponed until section 4.
The parts of figure I away from the central ridge also show some
features, the most prominent of which appears at galactic longitudes
centered on 75o-80 °. While this excess is not as intense as any of the
peaks around the galactic center, it does stand out from the parts of '
the plane on either side. Other apparent features between 50 ° and 120 °
t
are all of low statistical significance, as is the small region at
galactic latitude -35 °. By contrast, the excess extending from the
galactic plane up to latitudes about +15 ° above the galactic center lies
in a region of high exposure by SAS-2 and may very well be significant.
; Figure 2 shows the SAS-2 data above i00 _V summed as a function
of galactic latitude for the regions around the galactic center and the
' ; Figure 2. Distribution of
I 7-rays with measured energies 7o,_
greater than I00 MeV as a _ 60 _
) function of galactic latitude. _ c_,,R i
I Data from the center cover _ _o,_
i 330°<_II<30 °. Data from the _ 40,_
antlcenter exclude the Crab, |
i Vela, and (193,+3) sources. _ 3o._
_ ANTIC[NTt_(|XCLUm_CmAt
The diffuse background is " 2o,_ ..........
-- _-- _'_
-4o -20 o _ 40 -2o 0 20
bu b"
_, 4
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galactic anticenter. As in figure I, the dominance of the galactic
emission over the diffuse radiation is clear, even for the anticenter
region where the plane is relatively weaker. In the center region,
the data has been largely updated with the changes discussed in
I
section 2. The principal features of these results are the same as
discussed by Fichtel et al. (1975). The latitude distribution in the
center longitude range is broader than would be expected from the
detector resolution alone. Two components_ a narrow one with the
detector resolution and a broader one with a gaussion i_ of 6° to 7°
are needed to give a good fit to the data. The resolution-limited
component represents at least half the total radiation. This narrow
component must originate either from localized sources or from
features with a width comparable to the galactic disk thickness at a
distance greater than 2 kpc. The broader component could originate
either from the nearby galactic disk or from a more distant component
with a greater thickness. In the anticenter direction, the observed
7-radiation has a distribution significantly broader than the detec-
tor resolution, suggesting that most of this radiation originates in
nearby regions, as would be expected from the position of the solar
system in the galaxy.
One additional aspect of the latitude distribution deserves
mention. In the galactic center region, the intensity is somewhat .
higher on the positive side of the plane than on the negative side.
In the anticenter region, the intensity is higher on the negative
side of the plane than on the positive side. These excesses are also
visible in figure i and the anticenter flux contour plot of Hartman et
al. (1976). Although these regions of greater intensity are difficult
to localize, their general position suggests an identification with the
local distribution of stars and gas known as Gould's Belt.
The distribution of high-energy 7-ray emission as a function of
galactic longitude is one of the most useful observations for relating
7-ray results to galactic structure. Figure 3 shows th_ _A_-2 data
sun=nedbetween -i0 ° < bII < +I0 ° in longitude bins 2.5 ° wide. Two
important considerations concerning this data are: First, the 2.5 °
bin size is smaller than the SAS-2 resolution for 7-ray energies
above i00 MeV. Even a point source will appear with finite width on
this plot. Second_ not all the data shown here have been updated with
the changes discussed in se_ ion 2, particularly in regions away from
the galactic center. Even though these changes are not expected to
alter any large-scale features, any individual point may show a
noticeable adjustment in the final analysis. In short, no single bin
on this present longitude plot should be taken by itself as decisive.
Figure 3 emphasizes many of the features of the galactic plane
_lich were visible in figures i and 2: the dominance of the plane
itself above the diffuse background, the strong contrast between the
J
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Figure 3. Distribution of high-energy (> I00 PleV) 7-rays along the ! ';"
galactic plane. The SAS-2 data are summed from bII= -I0 ° to bII= +10%
, The diffuse background is shown as a dashed line. Arrrws mark the {
locations of localized sources. The open circles give _e estimated
galactic emission wit_ localized sources subtracted. E_.or bars shown i
are statistical only. An additional uncertainty of about 10% should be
attached to the overall normalization.
galactic center region and the rest of the galactice plane, and the
non-unlformlty of the high-lntenslty region around the galactic center, i_, ,_
In the part of the plane away from the galactic center, four _eaks 1
above the general plane emission can be seen. Those associated with ithe Crab ( mlffen et al., 1974) and th V la supernova remn nt
(Thompson et al., 1975) have been discussed in detail previously. The !
regions around longitudes 75 ° and 195 ° have not been definitely Identi- '
fled with known sources (Fichtel et al., 1975), but available evidence
points to their being localized rather than extended sources (Kniffen
et al., 1975; Hartman et al., 1976). ;
In the region of strong 7-ray emission between 310 ° and 45 °,
five peaks stand out. These peaks are centered on longitudes 315 °, _
330°, 345°, 0°, and 35°. From figure I, all of the peaks could be
seen to lie on the galactic plane itself, within uncertainties. Be-
cause the peak near 315" lies relatively close to the limit of the SA_2
J
6 _
#
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exposure, its overall significance is the smallest of the five. The
peaks at 330 ° and 345 ° are sufficiently narrow to be consistent with
the detector resolution, implying that they must be distant large-
scale features or intense localized sources. The fact that these
peaks lie in a direction not far from the galactic center suggests a
large scale rather than discrete origin for two reasons. First, the
inner section of the galaxy is the region most likely to contain the
cosmic rays and matter which produce diffuse galactic 7-rays. Second,
" unless a discrete source were extremely intense, it would have to be
relatively nearby in order to be seen against the general galactic
background. This effect is illustrated by the locations of two candi-
date 7-ray pulsars in the general region around the center (PSR 1747-
46 and PSR 1818-04; Dgelman et al., 1976). Although these are identi-
fied 7-ray sources, they contribute less than 10% of the intensity in
any one bin in figure 3. The enhance:ment in the longitude distribution
around the 0° direction itself appears to be slightly broader than the
detector resolution. While this effect may not be statistically sig- •
nificant, it suggests the possibility of an extended source in the
galactic center direction. "_
4. Discussion. Any attempt to interpret the galactic F-ray emission
in terms of a model faces the difficulty that the galactic components
which produce 7-rays (cosmic rays, interstellar matter, magnetic fields)
are interrelated. Many different approaches to the problem can there- "
fore be considered. Bignami et al. (1975) have used the spiral pattern
deduced from 21 cm data in the galaxy as the basis for the matter
and cosmic ray distributions. Stecker et al. (1975) started with the
distribution of molecular hydrogen in the galaxy estimated from
2.6 mm carbon monoxide emission. Fuchs et al. (1975) developed a
model based on the magnetic field configuration in the galaxy. Paul
et al. (1975) used _adio measurements of the synchrotron radiation to
estimate the cosmic ray and matter distribution. Cowsik and Voges i
(1975) studied the peqsible inverse Compton component of the radiation
by using a model for the starlight distribution in the galaxy. All of
these models have had some success in interpreting either part or all
of the SAS-2 F-ray observations. Instead of reviewing such models in
detail or proposing a new model, this discussion will attempt to show
how the 7-ray results themselves motivated the various approaches.
One of the key questions in studying the galactic emission is
the production mechanlsm for the 7-radiation. The available data
(Samimi et al., 1974; Fichtel et al., 1975; Sood et al., 1975) suggest
that the dominant source of high energy (> i00 MeV) 7-rays is neutral !
pion decay, while the dominant _urce of medlumenergy (< 50 MeV)
?-rays has a spectrum such a_ that expected from inverse Compton scat-
taring or electron bremsstrahlung. The hlgh-energy radiation
then reflects the product of the matter density and the nucleonic
cosmic ray density along a given line of sight. In order to calculate
7 _
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the medium energy component, knowledge is needed of the cosmic ray
electron density_ the matter density, and the photon density as a func-
tion of position in the galaxy. Some information is also needed about
the degree of association or coupling between the various components.
No single aspect of this problem can be considered to be definitively
understood at present, and one of the special advantages of 7-ray
astronomy lies in its unique ability to probe the galactic cosmic ray
distributions in conjunction with other galactic components.
.7
In studying the spatial distribution of the observed 7-radiation,
as summarized in figures I, 2, and 3, the most important features are:
(i) the broad relatively flat excess around the galactic center and
and the contrast between this excess and the anticenter regions; (2)
the specific non-uniformities withir the high-intensity central sector;
and (3) the resolution-limited and b "oader components of the latitude
_ibu_.._ _ _he galactic center egion. Each of these features _
contains important information about the distribution in the galaxy of
the components responsible for thc 7 radiation. _
The center to anticenter intensity ratio does not appear to be
explainable strictly in terms of the galactic interstellar matter
distribution. The neutral hydrogen distribution as measured by 21 cm
radio observations shows far less contrast than the 7-ray observations.
The 2.6 n_n observations of CO, considered to be a tracer of molecular ._i
hydrogen, do show a strong contrast as a function of galactic radius_
but the peak of this distribution lies at a radius between 4 and 6 kpc
from Lhe galactic center. Such a distribution alone could not account
fo_ the high-lntensity ridge extending from 310 ° to 45 ° (Stecker et al._
1975). The failure of the galactic matter distributions to explain the
7-ray distribution is a strong argument that the cosmic rays which
interact with the matter are themselves not uniform in the galaxy--an _I
argument which supports the galactic origin for the bulk of the cosmic
rays.
!_ it is ass_,,ed that the expansive pressures of the kinetic
motio: of the gas, the cosmic rays, and the magnetic fields in the
g_]_xy can only be contained by the mass of the gas, then some degree
_f correlation would be expected between the matter density, the mag-
netic field and the cosmic ray density, at least on a large scale
(Bignami et al., 1975). This approach suggests that the synchrotron
emission from cosmic ray electrons interacting _rith the magnetic fields
might show some of the same features as the 7-ray emission originating
from cosmic ray nucleons interacting with interstellar matter (Paul _t i
al., 1974). A comparison of figure I with the 150 b_z map of Landecker |
and Wieleblnski (1970), reproduced in figure 4, shows that this is in- _
deed the case. In particular_ the synchrotron measurements show the
same strong center to antlcenter contrast as seen i_ the SAS-2 results. '_
On a galaxy-wide scale, then, these radio measurements seem to support
1976022022-017
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Figure 4. Map of 150 MHz brightness temperatures in galactic
coordinates (Landecker and Wielebinski, 1970).
the concept of coupling between the matter density, the magnetic field,
and the cosmic ray density.
The five strong peaks in the 7-ray data surrounding the galactic
center offer additional clues to the origin of this hlgh-energy radia-
tion. Under the general assumption that ours is a spiral galaxy
(although the pitch angle of the spiral may be small in some regions),
a peak in the 7-ray data implies a long line of sight through a region
of high cmissivlty, such as along a spiral feature. The direction of
the 35° peak, for example, would be tangent to a galactic arm at a
radius of about 6 kpc. This direction is roughly coincident with the
observed peak in the molecular hydrogen distribution and with one of
the arms which has been observed in 21 cm neutral hydrogen measure-
ments. The fact that this is the only strong peak observed between
the galactic center and 45 ° longitude is a strong motivation for con-
sidering the molecular hydrogen as the principal source of the 7-
radiation.
Because relatively little is known about conditions at the
center of the galaxy, the somewhat broadened peak close to the galactic
center may have several origins. Radio observations indicate that
neutral and molecular hydrogen are Lot particularly abundant over the
9
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!general galactic center region. If this 7-ray peak is attributed to
cosmic ray -- matter interactions, then either the cosmic ray intensity f
would have to be much higher in the galactic center than in other parts
of the galaxy or the matter would have to be in some unseen form such - -.:
as ionized gas. The fact that the galactic center is a strong source
of radio, infrared, and X-ray emission suggests the possibility of dis-
crete source contributions, although the intensity appears rather
large to be explained by any one 7-ray source at such a large distance. _
Another possibility is an inverse Compton contribution resulting from ":
an increase in the cosmic ray electron density and the starlight den-
sity toward the galactic center• Such a component would be strongly
peaked toward 0° longitude, as shown for example by Cowsik and Voges
(1975). The central peak in the SAS-2 longitude distribution could
also be made up of several components. Until more is learned about
the galactic center region, it will be difficult to determine whether
this 7-ray excess has an origin similar to the other peaks in the data
or whether it represents a unique 7-ray source.
The three peaks observed between 310 ° and the galactic center
direction all coincide with spiral arm features in the Simonson (1976)
picture of the galaxy, based on 21 cm measurements and the density wave
theory. Because the observed densities of neutral hydrogen in these
,. arms are not extren_ly high, a strong correlation between the cosmic !
ray density and the matter density in this region would be necessary ._
in order to explain the results solely in terms of these features
(Bignami et al., 1976). In the absence of any CO measurements of this i
region of the sky to indicate where molecular hydrogen might be con-
centrated, one possibility would be to assume some sort of sy_mmtry
with the opposite side of the galactic center. The molecular hydrogen
might then be found at the position of the 330 ° feature. Some other i
explanation would then be needed for the other two peaks in this regio_
An alternature possibility, suggested by Fichtel et al. (1976), is that
the molecular hydrogen densities are high, as observed around the 35 °
direction, but that the cosmic rays are more strongly coupled to the
dlffuse neutral hydrogen than to the high-density clouds of molecular
hydrogen. One additional observation which might tend to support such
a concept is the 150 MHz sky map (Landecker and Wielebinski, 1970),
which shows the 310 ° to 45 ° segment of the galactic plane to be an
intense source of synchrotron radiatlon_ with an additionally intense
ridge between 330 ° and 0° longitude. As mentioned before, this radio
observation would suggest a strong coupling between the cosmic ray
electrons and the magnetic field, with an implied coupling to the
distributed matter in the same region.
Finally, the two component nature of the observed F-ray latitude
distribution is a some_hat unexplored subject. The most likely expla-
nation of the broad component of the latitude distribution toward the
galactic center is that this radiation is originating from regions
7
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close enough to the solar system that the galactic disk itself appears
broader than the detecto- resolution, while the resolution-limited c_l-
ponent originates from more distant parts of the galactic plane. A
s_all contribution to the broad component could come from an extension
of the cosmic ray disk above the disk defined by interstellar matter,
I
although Bignami et al. (1975) have shown that a broader cosmic ray
disk would have little effect. Another small contributor to the broad
. latitude component could be inverse Compton 7-rays produced by cosmic
ray electrons and starlight or 3 ° K radiation, since both stars and
cosmic ray electrons are thought to extend above the interstellar gas
disk. Additional work on the SAS-2 data, studying only the broad
latitude component, may reveal additional information about the nature
and origin of this radiation.
• In summary, the SAS-2 results have shown that high energy 7-rays
are an excellent tracer of the components and structure of the galaxy.
The 7-ray evidence for a galactic origin of cosmic rays it strong, and
the combination of 7-ray data with measurements at other wavelengths
provides useful information about the dynamic processes coupling the
• matter, magnetic fields, and cosmic rays in the galaxy. As more 7-ray
• data and more data from other sources become available, some of the
. prospects and possibilities which have been raised by SAS-2 should
become a greatly improved picture of our galaxy.
_ta
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ABSTRACT
Gamma-ray emission has been detected from the radJo
pulsars PSRI818-04 and PSRI747-46, in addition to the -...
previously reported gamma-ray emission from the Crab
and Vela pulsars. Since the Crab pulsar is the only
one observed In the optical and X-ray bands, these
gamma-ray observations suggest a uniquely gamma-ray
phenomenon occurring in a fraction of the radio pulsars. ,
Using distance estimates of Taylor and Manchester (1975),
we find that PSRISI8-04 has a gamma-ray luminosity com-
parable to that of the Crab pulsar, while the luminosities
of PSRI747-46 and the Vela pulsar are approximately an
order of magnitude lower. Thls survey of SAS-2 data for
pulsar correlations has also yielded upper limits to
gamma-ray luminosity for 71 other radio pulsars. For
five of the closest pulsars, upper limits for gamma-ray
luminosity are found to be at least three orders of
magnitude lower than that of the Crab pulsar.
Th gamma-ray #nhancement around galactic coordinates
_I_ = 193 o, bll = +4 ° is probably not associated with
the recently discovered Milky Way satellite galaxy
(Slmonson, 1975), since its position seems to be incom-
patible and its intensity appears to be unreasonably
high. The enhancement near the galactic plane in the
Cygnus region, while consistent with the location of a
galactic spiral arm feature, is sufficiently well-locallzed
to be compatible with a point-llke source.
,
**NAS-NRC Postdoctoral Research Associate 1973-75
On faculty leave from Iowa State University during 1975-76
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\ i. Introduction. Three years ago, at the time of the Denver Cosmic
Ray Conference, there was only one confirmed ganena-ray point source
observation of high statistical weight,
the Crab Nebula. There were some results from balloon-borne experi-
ments which indicated excesses of three or even four standard deviation
significance; however, with the exception of observations of the Crab
• pulsar, none of those results were convincingly confirmed.
At the present time, analysis of the SAS-2 data is nearing comple-
tion. In addition to the general r - .............
galactic plane emission discussed
in the previous paper, the SAS-2 _°'i
gamma-ray telescope also recorded
a number of localized regions of "[
enhanced gamma-ray emission, all I
within about I0° of the galactic °'!
plane.
b_
2. Results. In the general '"
direction of the galactic anti- _'ii
center, two enhancements are
seen in the SAS-2 data above the _"
background, about 12 ° apart. This
region has recently been re .... "!
analyzed, as discussed in the I
previous paper, with the result L
shown in Figure I. The two
enhancements are clearly separ- t= =
f ated. One of them is obviously Figure 1 Contour plot of the inten-
associated with the Crab Nebula, sity of gamma rays with energy >
since a large portlon of its I00 MeV from the galactic antlcenter i
z emission is pulsed at the period region. The contour lines represent
of the Crab pulsar. In deriv- 75%, 60%, 45%, 30% and 15Z of the
: ing a total intensity for the maximum value, 3 x 10-4 cm-2sr-ls -I.
Crab source, some uncertainty
is encountered in estimating the diffuse background to be subtracted.
The background estimate which has been used includes regions both above
and below the galactic plane, and yields a Crab intensity of (3.2+.9) x
! 10-6 cm-2s-I above I00 MeV. It is now clear (Fichtel et al., 1975;
Kniffen et al., 1975) that there is a higher diffuse flux south of the
galactic plane than on the north side. Since the Crab is south of the
galactic plane, it is possible that a higher background should be used
for the total intensity calculation, which would result in a somewhat
lower value, but still within the quoted errors. Figure 2 shows the
result of folding individual event times at the predicted radio pulsar
period. The gamma-ray emission is found to be strongly pulsed, with !
#
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,°
stri:'_ : and phase similar to those
.... see_ ; _idlo, optical and X-ray bands.
_ _L The. ,,._ ed intensity is (2.2+O.7) x
i_ IC. _ "2s-i --
DEC 14-?: _,. above I00 MeV. Thus the
_o : !975 ,,,; ;emiss o accounts for most, if
i i _ .... : all, of the enhancement seen in1_.d
5 -l_J _'_.:Crab region. The spectrum of the
.,tab gamma rays is consistent with a
power-law extrapolation from X-ray
15 energies, for both the pulsed and
APR 1_-23 total intensltles.
IO 1975
z The strongest source observed by
5
L SAS-2 s associated wlth the Vela
_ _ _ _ supernova remnant. The surprising
discovery (Thompson et al., 1975) is
k M ! that a major part of the Vela gamma-
{ ray flux is pulsed at the radio period, _.
25 although no pulsation is observed in
__L COMBINED the optical range, 8rid no confirmed
20 DATA observation of pul%ation has been made
{5 in the X-ray rang_. Still more in-
triguing Is the fact that the gamma ,-
io radiation is double-pulsed and that
5 L neither pulse Is In the phase with the
single radio pulse. Figure 3 shows
' _ ' _ the dramatic difference in the pulsed
0 0.2 04 O.S 0.0 {.0 behavior of the Crab and Vela pulsars
FRACTION OF A PERIOD in the radio, optical, X-ray and gamma-
ray energy ranges• Although the Vela
Figure 2. Phase plot for pulsar is a brighter gamma-ray source
ganglia rays (E > 35 MeV) than the Crab as seen from the Earth, ,
from the Crab Pulsar the gamma-ray luminosity of the Crab
(NP0531+21). The arrows pulsar Is about eight times that of
marked M an_ I indicate the Vela pulsar above 100 MeV. In
I
the positions of the main contrast, the luminosity ratio LCRABI
radio pulse and inter- LVELA in the X-ray region is at
pulse, least 80 (Fritz et al., 1971; Harnden
and Gorenstetn, 1973) at 1 keV. aud
may be 1000 or more t.l the 1.5 - 10 key band (Rappaport et al., 197_).
The energy spectrum of the Vela source is essentially the same as
that of the galactic plane, within the detector ability to see a dif-
ference. Furthermore, the pulsed fraction is independent of energy,
again within the detec_gr limitatic,s. For all energies combined, the
pulsed fraction is 70+_%. The total flux above 35 MeV is (15.1+2.4) x
10 -6 cm-2s -1, and abo_e'lO0 MeV Is (6.3+_1.1_ x 10-6 c_-2s -1. -
!
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• _ _.T'8 / l ,' " .... .t .L ,,.tOIm Figure 3. Comparison of Crab
,_/__j/x__ _ and Vela pulsar phase plots in
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'_ ,_.'*"°',,._,c_,_,,,.radio, optical, X-ray and gamma-
{Igt_)
,,co; ,.,_ o_o,.._ I_,_,,.o_..,,,_,!ray bands.
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Thompson (1975) has proposed a model for the Vela pulsar in which
the radio emission originates near the polar surface of a neutron
star which has its magnetic dipole axis roughly perpendicular to its
spin axis. The gamma-ray emission then arises from synchrotron radi-
ation in the region where the polar field lines reach _he speed-of-
light cylinder. In each case the photons are emitted roughly along the
magnetic field lines, and the spiral shape of the field lines produces
the observed 13 millisecond delay between the radio pulse and the
gamma-ray pulse. The double-pulsed gamma-ray structure is explained by
assuming that the gamma rays are emitted in a broader cone than the
radio emission, and that we observe gamma-ray emission from both mag-
netic poles, but radio emission from only one pole• Obviously, this
picture does not apply to the Crab Pulsar. Its different phase
structure and spectrum indicate that a different mechanism is probably
responsible for its gamm_a-ray emission.
The observation of gamma ray_ from the Vela pulsar, which is not
seen in the optical or X-ray regions, suggests that other radio pulsars
mlght be observable at gamma-ray energies. Of the 147 known radio
pulsars, 134 were w_thln the reglon of the sky observed by SAS-2. For
59 of these, however, the period and period derlv_tive were not known
wLth sufflclent accuracy to give adequate phase information during the
l'Ib
>
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SAS-2 observations. This leaves 75 :.e PSR 181g-04
pulsars available for study, two of _ • R
which have already been discussed, the _ _ 25 - _ i
Crab and Vela pulsars For the remain- ¢
" W
ing 73, a search has been made for < • 20 - |
•o
ganmla-ray pulsation at the predicted _ _ J I n J
radio periods. In two cases, phase dis- _ m 15 r" I rl
tributions were obtained which are _ _ 91 Ii L
" relatively improbable. The phase plot o _ _ I
U
for PSR 1818-04, with a period of about ¢ w IOWZ
0.6 sec., is shown in Figure 4. The m w• •
position of the radio pulse is shown by = m S
the arrow marked "R" z
•
..... _ ...... • ........ _ 0 i| llllili
r_ I ] 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
_i j TIME IN FRACTIONS
[ J OF A PULSE PERIOD
,_ Figure 4. Phase plot for
_'_ gamma-rays (E > 35 MeV) from
_: j PSR 1818-04• The arrow
'_ " ' - t marked R is the position of
_" _!I ' _" '-" "-'J-_ -_ i the Observed radiO pulse"Figure 5. Contour plot of the ""
intensity of gamma rays with
i_I I energy > i00 MeV for galactic
i longitudes between 270 ° and
,e f 90 °. The contour lines repre-
_o_f sent 81%, 63%, 47%, 33%, 21% ,
and 11% of the maximum, which
_" _ _- o" 3_ is 6.3xi0 -4 cm-2sr-ls -I.
i
The chance that a distribution like this might occur randomly in one
of the 73 pulsars is about 0.3%. The contour plot shn,._ in Figure 5
indicates an enhancement, not significant by itself, in the appropriate
region for this pulsar. The pulsed flux above 35 MeV found for
PSRISIS-04 is (2.0+0.5) x 10-6 cm-2s -I.
The phase plot in Figure 6 is for gamma rays from the region around
the pulsar 1747-46, which has a period of 0.742 sec. There is a chance
probability of about 0.6% of seeing it in one of 73 distributions.
Since PSRI747 lies i0 ° south of the galactic plane, at a galactic longi-
tude of 345 ° , it is feasible to look for an enhancement in the total
gamma-ray flux from that region. The contour plot in Figure 5 shows a
bump in the proper region; a more careful analysis, using a band of
latitudes from -6 ° to -14 ° to estimate background, yields a 30 positive
z5 REPEODUCIBILITYOF Tl+:t,+
i + ORIO NALPAGEIS
g
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Figure 6. Phase plot for garr_a rays i_ Is ,
(E > 35 MeV) from PSRI747-46. The _
arrow marked R indicates the position _
• of the observed radio pulse, i_ is-i
I ! l i I I i I I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
TIME IN FRACTIONS OF&
PULSE PERIOD
result. This independent evidence enhances the significance of the
pulsed result.
The total flux obtained for PSRI747-46 is (1.6+--0.6)x 10-6 cm-2s -I _"
i above I00 MeV. For pulsed flux above i00 MeV we find a value of
(6.5+3.3) x 10-7 cm-2s -I, based on only six events. Above 35 MeV, the
% pulsed flux is (2.4_-+0.7)x 10-6 cm-2s-_. We note that the delay
between the radio pulse and the gau,na-ray pulse is 115+20 milliseconds,
or 0•16_+0.03 of a pulse period• This delay is very clo--seto that ""
between the radio pulse and the closer of the two ganwaa-ray pulses for
the Vela pulsar of 0.15+O.02 period.
Thus we now have _trong evidence of four radio gau_a-ray pulsars,
only one of which, the youngest, is detectable at optical and X-ray '
energies. Several obvious questions i,,nediately come to mind. For
instance, what fraction of the energy lost by the pulsar goes into gamma
radiation? If we know _e period and its derivative, and assume a
moment of inertia of i0_ gcm-, we can estimate the pulsar's rotation-
al energy loss rate from
dER I _ _ = 4 _2 1 P .
dt p
where _, _, P and P are the angular frequency and period and their
time derivatives, and I is the moment of inertia.
For the gamma rays, we assume a radiating cone of i sr and a
typical energy of i00 MeV, with the result shown in Figure 7. We see
that the Crab and Vela pulsars are apparently radiating only 10-3 to
10-4 of their energy in gamma rays. Pulsars 1747 and 1818, however,
seem to be radiating a major fraction of their energy in this range.
The apparent excess of the gamma-ray luminosity over the energy loss _ :
rate for PSRI818 is attributable to large uncertainties in both the
16 i
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Figure 7. Observed gamma-ray luminosities and upper limits as a _
function of pulsar rotational energy loss rates, from Taylor and _.,
Manchester (1975). Open circles are the Crab (Knlffen et al., 1974)
and Vela pulsar (Thompson et al., 1975) observations. The open boxes
_- are for PSRI747-46 and PSRISI8-04. Distance estimates from Taylor and
Manchester (1975) were used in calculac_ng luminosities. Error bars
reflect only gamma-ray flux uncertainties. The line indicates the con- ._
dition in which all pulsar rotational energy loss appears in the form
of gamma rays.
pulsar moment of inertia and the width of the gamma-ray emission cone.
[
We can also compare the pulsar luminosities and upper limits with
apparent ages P/2P, as shown in Figure 8. No simple relationship is
obvious between gamma-ray luminosity and apparent age; however it is
worthwhile to note that all four of the pulsars for which _amma-ray _ '?
pulsations have been observed show ages less than about i0° years, while
! most of the pulsars included in the study have ages greater than 106 t
i years. This suggests, although not conclusively, that gamma-ray lumi-
nosity decreases rapidly for pulsars older than 106 years, as is the +_
_. case for radio luminosity.
If gamma-r,.y emission is a fairly general property of pulsars, as
now seems possible, it is natural to ask what portien of the gamma-ray +
_ luminosity of the Galaxy is attributable to pulsars. Since no gamma- :
r_y pulsars are presently seen with ages greater than about 106 years,
we use that figure as the pulsar gatma-ray lifetime. If pulsars are
created in the Galaxy at the rate of one every i00 years, and each +
radiates for 106 years a gamma-ray luminosity of 1037 photons s-I above
35 MeV, we find a contribution of 1041 s-1, or about 5% of the
luminosity of the Galaxy due to cosmic-ray interactions.
_7 + .
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One region of enhanced gamma-ray intensity has been
observed with SAS-2 which has not been clearly identified with any
known object. In the region of the galactic anticenter, there is a
major flux enhancement centered at approximate galactic coordinates
£II = 193o, bl I = +40. This source has an intensity comparable to that
/' of the Crab for energies above I00 MeV. However, it appears on the "'
basis of limited statistics to have a somewhat flatter spectrum, since it
stands out most prominently as a localized source for energies above
i00 MeV. Lamb, Thompson and Fichtel (1975) have investigated the pos-
sibility that this source might be associated with the recently dis-
covered (Simonson, 1975) satellite galaxy near the Milky Way. They .
c_ncluded that the association is unlikely, for two reasons: first, the
position obtained for the gamma-ray source is at least five standard
deviations from the position given by Simonson (1975); second, from
Simonson's (1975) estimates of the distance and mass of the new galaxy,
it appears that its cosmic-ray density would have to be nearly two
orders of magnitude greater than is observed locally if its emission is
assumed to be due to cosmic ray interactions. Several supernova
remnants are known in the same general direction as the u_identified
gamma-ray enhancement, but the closest, IC443, is more than 4°, or at
least 5o, from the gamma-ray source.
Very recently we have found evidence for possible periodicity in
this source, with a period of about one minute. This possibility was
first noticed by examining the time intervals between individual samma
rays from the source. Figure 9 lists all pairs of events near £I_ .
193°, bII = +4 ° which occurred during sin_e SAS-2 orbits(The SAS-2
telescope was recording celestial gamma rays for about 60% of each 95
minute orbit) during one week of observation. It was noted that the
|
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shorter intervals all appear CLOSEPAIRSFROMDEC 14-21,1972DATA
to be approximate multiples
ASSUMED CALCULATED
of the shortest interval, PAIR NO At(SEC) MULTIPLE M Z%I/M(SEC) MULTIPLE
57.7 seconds. By assigning i 75s7 ,s _e2 IZ94
integer factors of multipll- 2 s52e II _93 _IIS
cation a better value of the 3 ,276_ z2 _7e 2174
hypothetical period was 4 _77 l _7e o 99
found, as _howl, i_LFigure 9. s i,r2 3 _91 303 ._
The probability that this6 _- 6 347 I 6 579 5 93 %
indication of periodicity 7 1334 2 6s r _ _
is a chance regularity is B 3oo, _ som _._3
estimated to be i or 2 per s _92 9 _77 eBB
: cent. A folding search of ,o t_SS.Z 2? 5e.i 26.Ba
the three observing inter- _l _224 2 s,2 2o9
vals, each one week long, ,2 939B _s _B7 ,s06
showed evidence for
TOTAL 6846 1 117 58 5
periodicity, but the intervals
showed slightly different
PROBABILITY OF ALL
periods, consistent with a NUMBER 12 PAIRS IN 06 PHASE
period increasing at a rate OFPAmS PLOT,22=IO "3
"_ of 2.2 x 10 -9 . Figure 10 PERPHASE _• BIN
shows the resulting phase , 1 , , ! , , I ,,
_ -5 -3 -I I 3 5
plot. In view of the number
:' of trials used, and the added PHASE ,'_
degree of freedom in assuming Figure 9. Time intervals between pairs
a non-zero P, we feel that the of gamma-ray events from near _II =
evidence for this periodicity 193° bII = +4° which occurred within
is not statistically compel-
; ling, but must await confir- single SAS-2 orbits (45 minute
marion. However, this intervals). ._
unidentified object, which presently appears to be a uniquely gamma-
ray phenomenon, is certainly one of the important experimental problems
in ganna-ray astronomy. _ :
The final source we will mention is in the Cygnus region, near the
_ galactic plane at a galactic longitude of about 75° It has been :
pointed out previously that this enhancement, which is clearly seen in
the contour map of Figure 5, is in about the same position as the local
spiral arm seen in 21 cm radio measurements, and therefore might be a
galactic arm feature rather than a point source. Reanalysis of one of
the two weeks of observation indicates, however, that the enhancement
is compatible with a point-like source, and is considerably narrower in
longitude than the calculated width of about 15° for a galactic arm
feature in this direction (e.g. Blgnami et al., 1975). If a galactic _
arm feature is 200 pc thick normal to the galactic plane, and is 1 - 2
kpc away, its observed latitude extent would be 5 ° - 10 °, which is also
probably incompatible with the observations. "
19
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The observed position is consistent with that of Cygnus X-3, a
prominent X-ray source modulated with a 4.8 hr. period. The period and
phase of the X-ray modulation are known sufficiently precisely to make
a fold of the SAS-2 data at this period meaningful. However, this ,
period is almost exactly 3 times the orbital period of the SAS-2 satel-
lite and care is required in order to avoid a possible spurious indl-
cation of periodicity. Figure ii shows the result of folding the SAS-2
data at the known X-ray period of 4.8 hr. The bottom part of the :'
figure includes all of the data from the week of observation, _ 90% of ' ;
which are gamma rays not associated with the Cygnus X-3 region• The
small modulation seen in this data is the direct result of the nearness
of the orbital period to one-third of the folding period. In the upper
part of Figure II only those gamma-ray events near Cygnus X-3 are
shown. There is clear indication of a 4.8 hr. modulation in these ';
gamma rays with a minimum near the minimum predicted from the X-ray
data. The probability of finding this behavior by a random fluctuation
of a uniform time distribution is about 0.1%
The SAS-2 observations have also produced upper limits on gamma-
ray fluxes from a number of interesting astrophysical objects. In
general, fqr objects away from the _alactlc plane these limits are t
around i0-b cm-Zs-I for gamma rays above i00 MeV. Objects in this
group include Cen A, Cas A, Tycho SNR, M87, M31, Sco X-l, Cyg X-I,
20
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Cyg X-2, LMC, SMC, and Jupiter. We note that our upper limit on Cen A
does not contradict the Compton-synchrotron model recently proposed by
Grindlay (1975) for that object.
Z 16 CYG X-3 4.792 HRm
12 ['-] X-RAY _ Figure 11. (a) Phase plot for gamma
• _ _ IMI N" rays from the region around Cygnus
z _ %__ X-3, folded at the 4.782 hour period
8 observed in X-rays from Cygnus X-3;
Y (b) Phase plot for all gamma raysw
_ 4 - observed during the same observation
interval. The small modulation at
' >
O three times the Cygnus X-3 frequency
is due to the fazt that the SAS-2
orbital period was almost exactly
80 - - one-thlrd of the Cygnus X-3 periodA
_J-_-]_ A distribution similar to this would
_ 60 - ] ___ _ _ - be expected in Figure ii (a) if no4 792 hour modulation is present
¢ 40 - ALL EVENTS
20 - /
O0 I I I 11 I I I !.2 .4 .8 1.0
: PHASE
3. Sun_ary. SAS-2 has provided evidence for gannua-ray emission from
four radio pulsars (the Crab and Vela pulsars, PSRI747-46 and PSR 1818-
04). Three of the four have not been observed to pulse at optical or
X-ray energies. We have made a tentative identification of Cygnus X-3 i
as a gamma-ray source, with intensity modulated at the 4.8 hour period q :
observed in X-rays. Finally, a strong gamma-ray source seen near the
galactic antlcenter has not been identified with any known object.
Past experience in astrophysics has shown that every time a new
frequency band has been investigated, totally new and unexpected objects
and processes have been discovered. Gamma-ray astronomy is apparently
beginning to demonstrate this principle again.
i
i
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Foreword.
The idea of a European mission for gamma-ray astronomy was first
considered abo_t ten years ago when an ESRO feasibility study was
_ undertaken. Five University and Research Institutes the: Max Planck .
Institute, Garching, Cosmic Ray Working Group, Leiden, Istituto di I
Scienze Fisische, University of Milan, Centre d'Etudes Nucl6aires,
: Saclay and the Physical Laboratory, University of Southampton forming
the Caravane Collaboration, _hen developed the mission lequirements
. and instrument characteristics. 11 May 1969, the Caravane Collabo-
ration approached ESRO with a letter ofintent, proposing that they
i produce the experiment for the proposed COS-B satellite and in July ._
1969, the ESRO council formally approved the inclusion of COS-B in
the organisation's scientific progra_ne.
: Many scientists were involved already at this stage, but it is
.i appropriate here that particular mention be made of the senior members _"
of the collaboration responsible for bringing the idea of a gan_na-ray
.. _ mission to life:
'_ H.C. van de Hulst, G.W. Hutchinson, J. Labeyrie, R. L_st,
i G.P. Occhialini, C. Occhialini-Dilworth and K. Pinkau.
In 1970 the Southampton group had to withdraw from the collabo-
ration and the remaining members invited the Space Science Department
of ESTEC, lead by Dr. E.A. Trendelenburg to join the collaboration.
} At about the same time, the University of Palermo, joined the Milan
group for the provision of the X-ray detector.
During the course of the next five years many scientists no .
longer directly involved made vital contributions to the COS-B
_ programme namely:
R.D. Andresen, I. Arens, P. Coffaro, M. Gorisse,
E. Pfeffer_nann, A. Scheepmaker, G. Sironi and W.H. Voges ,
Supporting the scientists were the engineers technicians and
programmers of the institutes without whom the project could not have ,_
continued, including:
Messrs. R, Duc, N. Heinecke, T. Hydra, P. Kettle, G. Kettenring,
E. Leimann, P. Mussio, R. Ro&er and Mme F. Soroka.
The authors can not do better taan to quote the words of H.C. van :
de Hulst, the chairr_n of the COS-5 SLeeting Committee, in an article i
written prior to the launch of the satellite in August 1975: i
".... I wish to thank each member of the Collaboration for his contri-
bution, members whose unrelenting input and ca_tion in safeguarding
the technical and scientific quality of the experiment are the best _:
guarantee of ultimate success".
COS-B has now achieved ten months of life in orbit and is
r_payin E all the time and effort expended over almost the last decade.
25 I
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THE COS-B EXPERIMENT AND MISSION
8
The Caravane Collaboration
• ABSTRACT
The COS-B satellite carries a single experiment, capable of de-
tecting gamma rays with energies greater than 30 MeV. Its objectives
are to study the spatial, energy and time characteristics of high-
energy radiation of galactic and extragalactic origin. The capability
to search for gamma-ray pulsations is enhanced by the inclusion in
the payload of a proportional counter sensitive to X-rays _f 2-12 KeV.
The experiment has been calibrated using particle accelerators.
The results of these measurements are presented and the performance
of the system in orbit is dlscussed.
26
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LI. Introduction. The European Space Agency's satellite COS-B was launched /
from NASA's Western Test Range on g August 1975. Its missic_, is to
study in detail the sources of extraterrestrial gamma radiation of
energy above about 30 MeV. The principal objectives of this study
are:
i. To investigate the spatial structul.e and energy spectrum of gamma- ' ,
ray emission from the galactic plane.
2. To examine known or postulated localised sources of gamma radia- i
tion, to determine the energy spectrum of sufficiently strong
sources and to search for time variations (long and short ter_n)
in their intensities.
3. TO measure the flux and energy spectrum of the diffuse ra3iation
fro_ high galactic latitudes.
Two further objectives, defined during the developmen_ stages of
the program, are a study of the long-term variability of X-ray sources
(Boella et al, 1974a) and a high time-resolution study of cosmic
gamma-ray bursts (Boella el al 1975).
COS-B carries a single large experiment, which was designed, con-
structed and tested under the responsibility of a collaboration of
research laboratories known as the Caravane Collaboration, 'whose mem-
bers are listed in Table ". The definition of tbe observation program
and the analysis of the data are also collaborative activities.
TABLE i
o THE CARAVANE COLLABORATION7
Max Planck Institut f_r Physik und Astrophysik, Institut f_r ' i
Extraterrestrische Physik, Oar ching-bei-M_nchen
Service d'Electronique Physique, Centre d'Etudes Nucl_aires de Saclay
i Cosmic Ray Working Group, Huygens Laboratory, Leiden
Laboratorio ii Fisica Cosmica e Tecnologie Relative,
Istituto dl Scienze Fisische dell'Universit_ di Milano
Istituto Fisica, Universit_ di Palermo
/
Space Science Department, ESA, Noordwijk
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2. Instrumentation. The experiment has been described in detail by
Bignami et al (1975). A sectional view of the central detector is
shown in Figure I. It features a 240 x 240 mm 2 16-gap wire-matrix
spark chamber (SC) with magnetic-core read out. Interleaved between
the gaps are 12 tungsten plates giving a total thicknes_ of 0.5
radiation ler_gth for the conversion of incident photons to electron
pairs. The top gap and the bottom 3 gaps have no tungsten immedia-
tely above th(m.
The chamber is triggered by a coincidence pulse from a three-
element telescope. The field of view of the telescope is defined by
the 30 mm-thick plexiglas >Jirectional Cherenkov counter C (Andrescn
et al, 1974b) and the i0 A_m-thick plastic scintillation counter B2,
each of which is divided into four quadrants. The q mm-thick plastic
scintillator BI (Andresen et al, 1974a) above counter C provides a
measurement of the number of particles leaving the bottom of the
spark chamber. The I0 mm-thick plastlc-scintillator guard counter A,
surround{ng the spark chamber and upper part of the telescope, is
placed in anticoincidence to reject triggers due to incident charged
particles. ""
Beneath the telescope is the energy calorimeter consisting of a
caesium-iodide scintillator E, 4.7 radiation length thick, to absorb
the secondary particles produced by the incident photons and a plastic
scintillator D to provide information on high-energy events for which
this absorption is incomplete.
Alongside the gamma-ray detector is mounted a proportional coun-
ter, sensitive to X-rays in the energy range 2-12 KeY, to pro,,ide
synchronisation for possible pulsations of gamma-ray emission from "
A
PMT
PM1 _i
f
Fig, I: Sectional view of the COS-B experiment. Ident4fication of
the units is given in the text.
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sources known to pulsate at X-ray wavelengths (Boella et al 1974b). J
The relative times of arrival of individual X-ray photons are re-
corded with a precision of 0.2 ms.
3. The satellite and its orbit. COS-B is configured as a cylinder
1.40 m diameter and 1.13 m long, with the main experiment package i
occupying the central region as shown in the cutaway view of Figure 2.
t
I
%-- .-_ \
' i \
Fig. 2: Cutaway view of the COS-B satellite. Key to subsystems:
I. Anticoincidence Counter
2. Spark Chamber
3. Triggering telescope
4. Energy calorimeter
5. Pulsar synchroniser
6. Structure
7. Superinsulation
8. Sun and Earth-albedo sensors (attitude measurementj
9. Spin thruster
10. Precession thruster (_ttitude control)
11. Nitrogen tank (cttitude control)
12. Neon tank (spark chamber gas flushing)
I$. Solar-cell array
14. Electronics
29
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The pulsar sync]moniser is mounted on the equatorial equipment plat-
form with its optical axis parallel to that of the main experiment.
All experiment electconics units and spacecraft subsystems are mounted
above or below this _latform in order to minimise the amount of mate- ,.
rial in the field of view and to reduce the probability of the experi-
ment being triggered by background induced by charged-particle inter-
actions in these units. The total mass at launch was 278 kg of which
the experiment units comprise 118 kg. f
" The satellite is spin-stabilised at about i0 rpm about its axis
of symmetry, which coincides with the optical axis of the gamma-ray de-
tector. A nitrogen-gas attitude-control system is used to point the
experiment in the desired direction. Sun and earth sensors provide
data from which the attitude can be reconstituted with a precision of
oeLter than 0.5° .
The initial elements of the COS-B orbit, and their latest
available values are given in Table 2. The eccentric orbit was prefer-
red over a low orbit because the loss of observation time due to earth
occultation is much less. The orbital plane is inclined at 90° to the _
earth's equator with the argument of perigee in the fourth quadrant
which ensures that for most of the operational part of the orbit the
satellite is in sight of one of the ESTRACK ground stations. This
4provides for a high data recovel without the use of an on-board tape ,,
recorder. Regions of the celestial sphere which are close to the
TABLE 2
COS-B ORBITAL PARAMETERS
I L
i Date (Y, M, D) 1975-08-08 1976-03-30
.. .... - ....
! Orbit number ! 154
i Altitude of perigee (km) 346 2624 _
Altitude of apogee (km) 99103 96828
Semi-major axis (km) 56103 [6104
Eccen*ricity 0.880 0.840
Inclination (deg.) 90.15 93.08
R.A. of ascending node (deg.) 43.72 42.43
Argument of perigee (deg.) 344.68 325.19
Period (h ,m) 36-44 36-44 '_
_- [ .....
R]_RODUCIBILITY_JFrlll_
' 30 _)_AL PAGE • _OOR
o
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i• _ direction of the line of apsides are difficult or impossible to ob-
serve due to the entry of the earth into the field of view or be-
cause the earth-aspect angle is outside the range of operation of the /:
albedo sensors for most of the orbit. The right ascension of the -
ascending node was chosen so that these regions contained only target
directions of lowest scientific interest, i
The position of the satellite at any time may be reconstituted
from tracking data with a precision of 75 km. This is compatible with
' the 250 _s relative accuracy of the on-board clock and, allowing for
uncertainties in the propagation delay, permits the determination of
the absolute Universal times of gamma-ray or X-ray events in either
the satellite or the solar-barycentric frame of reference with an un-
- certainty of better than i ms.
4. Observation program and orbital operations. Routine experiment
• operations began on 17 August 1975 when th_ satellite was directed
_ towards its first target, the Crab Nebula, with the instrument axis
pointing at the pulsar NP 0532. Table 3 shows the subsequent program
_. _" of observations and the relative sky coverage achieved so Jar is as
_ _ shown in Figure 3. At the present time the satellite is pointed "
_ towards Virgo, midway between 3C273 and M87. It is intended that in
!_ the next six months the observations of Vela and the ant!centre will
' be repeated and as much as possible of the parts of the galactic disc ;
not yet studied will be observed. A study of either the Large or the
Small Magellanic Cloud is also foreseen.
_: TABLE 3
COS-B OBSERVATION PROGRAM "
_ Beginning of observation Target Galactic Coordinates _ ,
llI blI '
Orbit 6 1975-08-17 NP0532 I 185° -60
26 1975-09-17 GXb-I 5° -1°
48 1975-10-20 Vela X 264 ° -3°
60 1975-11-08 Vela X-I 263 ° 4°
73 1975-ii-28 Cygnus I 7'4° 0°
90 1975-12-24 Cen X-3 L 292 ° 0°
ii0 1976-01-23 Cen A I 309° 19°130 1976-02-23 Cir X-i 322 ° 0°
150 1976-03-24 3U 1832-05 26° 1°
170 1976-04-24 Aquila I 45° 0°
190 1976-05-24 Virgo I 2860 69°. |, , ,.
III ,_
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Scheduling of observations is constrained by limitations on solar-
aspect angle, attitude-sensor coverage and entry of the earth into the
field of view, but takes account of scientific priorities and_ where ._
possible, the known plans of other satellite, balloon or ground-based
astronomy _xperiments. The standard period of one month for each
observation was chosen to provide good statistics and is also the
minimum necessary to achieve the full capability of the attitude-g
reconstitution softuare.
The experiment is only operated outside the radiation belts, i.e.
about 80% of the time. Occasionnaly the observation is reduced due
to automatic switch-off caused by fluctuations of the boundary of the
radiation belts or by solar-flare events. About 45 min. per orbit
is devoted to calibration of the detectors,using either cosmic-ray
protons or an In-Flight-Test system with electronic stimulation and
light-emitting diodes. During alternate orbits a calibration of the
pulsar synchroniser is made using an Am 241-Sr target source.
The satellite carries a gas-flushing system to permit emptying
and refilling of the spark chamber. This has been used at 6- to 8-
T week intervals to forestall progressive deterioration of spark- •
chambem performance due to poisoning of the gas. At this rate of #¶
usage, the supply of gas carried is more than sufficient for the
nominal two-year lifetime.
I
1 RELATIVEEXPOSURE 0.7 TO1.0
RELATIVEEXPOSURE0.4 TO0.? * TARGETPOINTINGDIRE_TION.,_
i'J RELATIVEEXPOSURE0.1 TO0.4
Fig. 3: Relative sky coverage between 2? August 1975 and 23 May
_. 1876 (galactic coordinates).
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Data are received by the ESTRACK ground stations at Redu (Bel-
gium) and Fairbanks (Alaska). The subsequent paths of data proces-
sing are summarised in Figure 4. The recorded data are despatched
at regular intervals to the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC),
Darmstadt ,here they form the basis of the final data processing. In
addition, data recorded at Redu can 5e transmitted to the Operations
Centre inESOC , either in real time or, by playing back the tape,
at the end of a pass. Real-time data are used for monitoring the cot-
• rect functioning of spacecraft and experiment subsystems, especially
during telecommanding operations.
From the data played back to ESOC a fraction, averaging about
20% of all data acquired, is made available to the experimenters'
"Fast Routine Facility". In this facility the Collaboration has set
up programs for a preliminary analysis of this sample of data, using
predicted orbit, attitude and time information provfded by ESOC. This
permits a thorough check of the performance of the experiment, provi-
ding the possibility of a fast feedback to keep the equipment in the
optimum operational mode. In addition preliminary scientific conclu-
sions can be reached (Bennett et al, 1976), which can be taken into
account in planning the future observat[on program well in advance of
the analysis of the final data.
DIblTA_ TAp[ c,
.................. _ i DIGIT'L
..... I I°''''"'PROOUC T I0 N
.,_rENTIFIC PNF. LIMINAR¥
PE RFt_MANC E _'_N JWL
_ MONITO_Nb MONITO_INC, RESULI 5 PqOCE 5S;NG
x :
O_BI TAl ' O B5"IERVA TI0N SOlE N TIF *C' PERA't JON5 1 PROGI_,MM£ C NCL USION5I
L ...... 4{...... J
: Fig. 4: Overall flow chart of data processing
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5. Calibration and in-flight _erformance. The characteristics of the
experiment were determined before launch by exposing the instrument
to beams of gamma rays and charged particles at particle accelerators.
The data acquired were analysed using the same computer programs that
are used for flight-data analysis. An automatic spark-chamber picture-
analysis program classifies the events and assigns the addresses of
set cores to electron tracks from which the directions of incidence
of the gamma-ray photons are reconstituted. Analysis of the data from
proton and electron exposures showed that acceptance of only events
in which an electron pair is recognized in both projections (class 22
events) gives a high confidence that little background is included
b_t does imply rejecting some genuine gamma rays. For many purposes,
where the signal can be identified by another criterion, e.g. _pdtial
localisation or time pulsation, events showing a pair in only one
projection (class 2 events) may also be used.
Both the engineering model and the f'ight model were calibrated
in tagged photon beams with energies between 20 MeV and 6 GeV at
DESY, Hamburg. (Christ et al, 1974). Measurements were made at a se-
lection of photon energies and directions of incidence (Bennett et al,
1974) and the results were smoothed and interpolated to provide the
sensitivities used in the analysis of the flight data. The effective
area of the engineering model for recognition of gamma rays as class .,"
2 or class 22 events is shown in Figure 5. The efficiency for class
22 only events is about 30% lower. The data from the calibration of
100F-_-'t*_- _• _ _'_"" _ __ _ *
E
l l I kl LLt L---t__l _ iJ_Ll_, i.. £ __!oo
GAMMA-RAY ENERGY (MeV)
Fig. 5: Effective sensitive area of the engineering model for
detecting and recognising ganTna ra_s. Measurements are
shown by c{rcles (0_), squares (15_), crosses (30°
incidence) and the solid lines represent the inte_'polations _
used in the analysis of flight data.
J
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the flight model are currently being analysed. First indications are /
that the results are not much different from those of the engineering
model.
The angular resolution has been characterized by the half angle
of a cone, centered on the observed source direction, within which
68% of the reconstituted directions lie. This parameter is shown in
Figure 6 for the engineering model. Observation of the point source
in Vela, which will be presented in a following paper, confirms that,
" at least at higher energies, the flight model is similar to the
engineering model.
An important characteristic of the experiment is its capability
to measure gamma-ray energy over a wide dynamic range. The energy can
be derived from measurements of track length in the spark chamber and
from the energy loss as measure£ by the counter pulse heights. The
method is still being optimised using data from the accelerator call-
bration of the flight model. For incidence parallel to the axis an
energy resolution of about 50% (FWHM) is achieveable in the energy
range 70 to 500 MeV. _"
16
14
° p,
12-
w
10
u_
1 ® ® .)
z z2
io
20 50 _ ' 'loo 260 s6o 2,ooo
GAMMA RAY ENERGY (MeV)
_[ Fig. 6: Angular resolution of the engineering model as a function
,_ of energy for selected events .i_cident para.lle.lto _" axis (closed circles) and at 15 (open clrcles; and
(s_uares) to the axis.
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The charged-particle environment in the eccentric orbit required
special care to be taken in suppressing background triggers. From the
accelerator tests and a balloon flight it was concluded that the ex-
pected trigger rate would be compatible with the telemetry capability. .
This prediction proved to be justified, _ith trigger rates between
0.15 and 0.25 s-I (depending on the triggering mode). The majority of
residual background triggers can be rejected from the data by very
simple criteria on the spark-chamber pictures. Although the automatic
• spark-chamber analysis program has been very highly refined there are "
still occasions when the track assignment or event classification
- can be improved upon by human intervention. A system is available
which uses a mini-computer with interactive display to permit such
intervention and it is intended to use it to monitor the performance
of the automatic analysis and to apply corrections wbere necessary
to those events that have been automatically selected as the best
candidates for gamma-ray events.
The performance of the complete system (hardware plus software)
_' can be expected to vary with time, especially due to aging of the
; spark-chamber gas. A check on this has been made by dividing the first
: two observation periods into shorter intervals of time and measuring
for each the counting rates of selected gamma rays in different energy
intervals. This has shown that over a period of a month the total
efficiency does not vary by more than about 10%. Day-to-day monitoring
of spark-chamber performance is possible us'ng the real-time display
'_ facilities in the Control Centre.A display of the first gamma-ray
event seen on this system is shown in Figure 7.
In the accompanying papers results are presented that are based
on analysis using the calibration data and analysis methods described "
above. For the following reasons these results are preliminary:
- the calibration used may not reflect exactly the pe_,formance
of the flight unit
- the automatic analysis without human correction leaves a non-negli-
: gible background
; - not all data acquired for the observations discussed have been
recei',ed.
As a result, absolute values should be treated with caution. None _f
the conclusions derived are affected by these limitations. However
the combined effect of the quoted uncertainties prohibits at present
the drawing of conclusions on energy spectra in most cases.
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COS-B$ FIRSTI-RAY
Fig. 7: Real-time display of spark-chamber P_icture" for the
first event accepted as a gamma-ray event. (This disp1ag
has onlg half the resolutlon of the spark chamber.)
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" COS-B OBSERVATIONS OF THE HIGH ENERGY GAMMA
_ RADIATION FROM THE GALACTIC DISC
The Caravane Collaboration
[
ABSTRACT
: During the first months of opera_ion, COS-£ t,as observed galactic
high-energy gamma rays from the galactic disc. In the galactic centre
and Vela regions the disc emission distribution has been measured.
: From these data the existence of a local (< i kpc) and a distant
(> 3 kpc) emitting re£ion is apparent in the general direction of the
inner galaxy.
g
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Ii. Introduction. During the first three months of operation the COb-B
experiment has observed approximately one fourth of the galactic ;[sc
including the galactic-centre region, the galactic _nticentre end the
Vela region_ A completely a_tomatic analysis of the ezents recorded
during these observations reveals a galactic gar_ma 'y emission from
the three regions. In the anticentre and Vela re_l" ,s localized
sources of gamma-ray emission are present. T:-._c.]y of these discrete
• gamma-ray sources is described in an accompu: _ng paper. ."_
The presence of localised sources complicates t_e observation
of the diffuse galactic emissioL_, especially in the anticentre region,
where the contribution of the galactic background cannot at present
be resolved from the discrete sources. The reduction of the effective
sensitive area for photons incident at large angles limits the sig-
nificance of the events recorded at the edges of the observation
zones. For this presentation, our surve} of the galactic emission is
then restricted to the Vela region (244° < 1It < 284° ) and to the
galactic centre region (350° <III < 20o).
The exact nature of the origin of the high-energy gamma rays
from the Galaxy is still questionaLle in spite of the large number
of interpretations of the SAS-2 data. (For a review see for instance
Paul, Cass_ and Cesarsky_ 1976). Most of these interpretationa ;ndi-
cate that the galactic gamma rays originate in the galactic disc and "_,
especially in the interstellar gas layer - the scale height of the
galactic disc, the ,bserved width of the galactic emission and the
angular resolution of the gamma ray detector provide limits to the
distar:ce of the emitting regions. For example an emitting region
located in a disc % 200 pc thick would appear to be about 4o wide ii
its distance from the Sun is 3 kpc. It has been suggested (Fichte Iet
al, 1975) tha_ towards the galactic centre (within . 30° longitude)
the hlgh-energy gamma-ray emission (>I00 MeV) i_ re_resented by the
sum of a wide contribution from the nearby Sagittarius a_m and a
narrow component coming from distant regions. At other galactic
longitudes only a wide component has been observed. A high-resolution
observation of the galactic gamma ray emission (>15 MeV) indicates
that a dominant part of the ga.,m_aradiation emitted from the direction
of the galactic centre may be confined to a _3° wide band lying along
the galactic equator (Samlmi, Share and Kinzer, 1974) suggesting a
source location more distant than 4 kpc.
High-resolution observation_ can be achieved by the COS-B experi-
ment if high-energy events are selected. For example, the angular reso-
lution of the experiment is about 3 for photons of 300 MeV (Bennett
et al, 1974). With such a resolution a line emission as thin as 4° may
be resolved. The long exposure time achieved during our galactlc-disc
survey enables us to take a'vantag_ of the h°tter an_ular resolution
at high energy.
\
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For the purpose of this paper only those gamma-ray events are ?
?
considered for which the tracks of the electron pair are separately: identifi in t o projections. Applying this selection as ures hat _0
the instrumental backgrouod can be neglected with respect to the . .=i "galactic emission. However the detection efficiency is not accuPa- _ ,,. tely known at present, so that the quoted intensities should be con- '
sidered to be preliminary.
- • , °
I 2. Observations. Figure 1 shows the la,:]tude profile of the galactic :"emission in the galactic longitude interval 244° < 1II < 284° for the
_ energy ranges 70-2000 MeV and 300-2000 MeV. The contribution of the ,_Vela source has been exclude from both distributions y ignoring a
circular region centered at the position of the Vela pulsar and with
; a radius equal to 9° (range 70-2000 MeV) or (range 300-2000 MeV).
3(2 r _ r
"_" 70- 2000 MeV :
"_ _'0_20
L I L
o
- 20 - 10 0 10 20 <
'L. GALACTIC LATITUDE (DEGREES)
300-2000 MeV _
m ;
O. - 20 -10 0 10 20
GALACTICLATITUDE(DEGREES)
Fig. I Lat_Cudej_rofileoOf the gommaray emiesions_z_.edfrom _
_44 < l_i < 284 excluding the contribution of the Vela :
_:. The error bums reflect only the statistical uncertainties. "_;_.
<
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The better angular resolution in the 300-2000 MeV range does not
reveal more structure. Th# observed distribution width of about 20°
suggests that at lIIZ 270 U the galactic high-energy gamma rays origi-
nate in regions less than i kpc distant.
Figure 2 shows the latitude profile of the galactic emission in
the galactic longitude interval 350 ° < 1II < 20° for the energy
ranges 70-2000 MeV and 300-2000 MeV. The difference between the two
profiles is consistent with the variation of angular resolution with
energy. The data imply the existence of a wide component and a narrow
one. The measured thickness of the narrow component (<4 ° aLove 300
MeV) is compatible with a thin line emission. The wide component is
%00 _ l
_O-ZOOOM_1
•.-_ 80 _
z 40
0 __L- t l__
::[
-_ qO 0 •
GALAC_CLATITUOE©EC4_£5)
Fig. 2 Latitude _rofile of th_ ga._naray emission summed from
1II = 350 to 1II = 20-.
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_eminiscent of the disc profile in the Vela region. This result sug- •
gests that most of the gamma rays recorded in the latitude intervals
-I0 ° < bII < -2° and 2° < b II < i0° originate in close-by regions
(_ 1 kpc) _hile a large fraction of those observed in the range -2 °
< bII < 2 come from distant regions, at least >3 kpc if one assumes
that the scale height of the emitting region is 100 pc. A more quan- ,
titative analysis is required to resolve the possible contribution from
intermediate distances.
• The sensitivity of our survey permits the investigation of the
galactic structure in more detail. Figure 3 shows the longi- !
tude distributions of the two components separately. The longitude dis-
tribution of the close-by component (curve b) is reminiscent of the
distribution of the predicted contribution from the interstellar medium
within 1 kpc of the Sun as deduced fPom interstellar reddening by Puget
et a] (1975).
.%
30 _---T.... 7- ......... 7--
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340 0 20
GALACTICLONGITUDE(DEGREES)
Fig. 3 Longitude profile of the gamma ra_ emission in the energy
oo-oo Mevs ed -'-< I<0and fr m -10 < biI < _2o a_ _o < blI < (curve b).
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The distribution of the distant component (curve a) reaches a maximum
for 5° < 1II < I0°. While this may be taken as a hint of some struc-
ture in the inner region of the galaxy, the data definitely exclude . .
a peaking of this high-energy radiation at 1 II = 0.
3. Conclusion. In spite of the rather incomplete survey of the galactic
• disc presented here, the following conclusions are derived:
i) most of the galactic high-energy gamma rays originate
a) from close by regions whose latitude-profile widths are compa-
tible with a distance Z 1 kpc, or
b) from distant regions compatible with a thin line source indica-
ting a distance > 3 kpc. ii Iii) Such distant regions are not observed at _270 ° indicating that
the contribution of the outer galaxy is very weak.
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COS-B OBSERVATIONS OF LOCALISED SOURCES OF GAMMA-RAY EMISSION
The Caravane Collaboration i
• ABSTRACT
In October 1975 the high-energy gamma ray flux from the Vela pulsar
was measured by COS-B to be 1.6 to 2.1 times higher than the flux
measured by SAS-2 in 1973.
i The existence is confirmed of a second region of enhanced radiation
in the galactic anticentre in addition to that from the from the
Crab pulsar.
1976022022-056
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i. Introduction. COS-B data from the first three observation periods,
galactic anticentre, galactic centre and Vela region, have been ana-
lysed by the automatic processing sequence. This comprises spark
chamber picture recognition and classification and derivation of the
direction of incidence and energy for each event recognized as a
gamma ray. Intensity sk_aps were produced for selected event classes
and energy ranges.
Since only the purely automatic picture recognition process is
used for the present analysis there remains a residual background in
these sk_aps. Although for the gamma classes 2 and 22 used for this
analysis the background is higher than for class 22 alone, the possi-
bility to use the calibration data already available for class 2
and 22 makes it preferable to use these data.
In Figure i the data from the first three observation periods for
gamma rays of energy greater than i00 MeV are plotted as line fluxes
derived by integrating intensities from -i0° to +i0° galactic lati-
tude. The error bars indicate statistical errors. The striking
feature is the high peak observed in the Vela region.
f
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to 2 GeVj derived by automatic _alysis without backgrou_
subtraction. Statistical errors are i_icated.
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I2. Vela. Figure 2 shows a latitude profile across the galactic plane
": integrated over 22° of longitude centred on the Vela pulsar:
To make use of the better angular resolution the 300 to 2000 MeV
energy band is used for this latitude profile. In this profile it
is seen that the peak coincides within 0.5 degree with the position
of the Vela radio pulsar (PSR 0833-45) at bII : -2.8°.
8
The width of the peak is consistent with that expected from the angu-
lar resolution as determined from the calibration for this energy
range. It is therefore evident that most of the source flux is emitted
• _ from a source much less extended than the supernova remnant which has
a diameter of 5 degrees. Final evidence for the identification of this
!
gamma ray point source with the radio pulsar will be provided in a _:
following paper on pulsation analysis.
F.........T ....I + 1i
!300MeV< E _<2GeV
2_ 5>1n>252.5 :
-L
-]__ . ii
j. L ._ J
-_ -10 0 ._ .20
GALACTIC LATITUDE(DEGREE_
Fig. 2 Latitude profile in the Vela region for the energy range
: 300MeV to 2 GeV. (Analysisand errors as for Figure I). ,
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Fig. 3 Longitude scans for the Vela region in five laCiCude bands >
for the energy range I00 HeV to 2 GeV. (Analysis and errors
as for Eigure 1). _
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It is worthwhile to remark that the Vela observation period was
divided into two parts6 one with the experiment axis pointed to theO o ,
Vela pulsar (iII= 264 , bII = -3 ) the other wzth the axis dzrected
to the binary system 3U0900-40, (III : 263°, bII : +4°). Analysis of -'_
these two periods gave consistent results and prove the correctness
of the applied analysis procedure concerning the reconstitution of i
arrival directions.
• Longitude scans for different latitude intervals are presented ._
in Figure 3 for energy greater than i00 MeV. These clearly indicate
the source contribution above the galactic disc and background, In
order to separate the intensity of the Vela point source from the
underlying galactic disc and background components, a maximum and :
minimum background level in each scan has been assigned and the
excess flux above these levels has bee_ attributed to the point _-
source leading to the flux values given in Table I. Comparing these
< limits with the measurement of SAS-2 (Thompson et al, 1975) we find
that our values are 1.6 to 2.1 times higher. _
TABLE 1
i COS-B SAS-2i
Energy Range i 100-2000 MeV >i00 MeV
Flux Upper limit (cm-2s-l)!' 1.3 x 10-5 (6.3 + i.!) x i0 :
• -2s-1)!Flux Lower limit (cm 1.0 x 10-5 --
i
This factor is too large to be accounted for by error in the _'
COS-B calibration or analysis. This is supported by a comparison :
_ of the COS-B measurement of the narrow line component from the ga- :
: lactic centre region with the flux derived from the measurements
of SAS-2; the COS-B flux comes out about 15% lower than the SAS-2 _
J
figure.
- It is interesting to note that a glitch in the pulsar period
took place about one month prior to the COS-B observation (Manchester, !
Goss and Hamilton, 197b; the previous glitch occurred about 1.5 yr
before the SAS-2 observation. The increased rotational energy loss
: after the glitch cannot simply explain the increased ¥ luminosity. _
If the two phenomena are related the gamma ray emission, absorption -,
or beaming process must be extremely sensitive to changes [u rota-
tional parameters.
No change in intensity (greater than 20%) is apparent in the _
39 days of observation. A second observation is scheduled for August
1976 with the aim of gaining insight into the long-terln behaviour _
" of the Vela luminosity.
¢
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3. The Galactic Anticentre Region. In Figure I.the COS-B data show a
relatively weak and wider peak in the anticentre, as compared with i
the Vela region. From the detailed sky map it was seen that _-his
enhancement has broad maxima centred at two positions, one being
_6 o ;;iII : 1.85° bII = , the Crab Pulsar, the other being ti_e location
]II= 19501 bIl +5° for which enhanced radiation has been already '
reported by Kniffen et al (1975).
More detailed longitude and latitude profiles centered at each of the
• two positions are given in Figures 4 and 5. '_
100 MeV ,: E i' • 2 GeV "*&
-J I 0"< DI<*IO"
Z _
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GALACTIC LONGITUD[ (DI[GREES) _ ,'
0
200 tgO |llO 170
i Fig. 4 Integrated fluxes in two latitude bands in the anticentre
region for the energy range 100 MeV - 2 GeV. (AnaZysi8 and
errors as for Figure I). ¢
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t Figure 4 shows longitude profiles, one north the other south of
the galactic equator, integrated over i0° of latitude. The profiles
show similar as_Tnmetric peaks. In Figure 5 latitude profiles are shown;
we again find distinct asymmetric peaks with maxima at the location of
Crab and at blI = 5° The larger statistical errors in the latter '
region are due to the reduced sensitivity since this region is about
14° from the experiment axis.
. r-- T -t- T -T I [ T r_
100MeV<E_,<2C,eV _ " '
"m, |
Z
U >
: i t
151 l??.s,,'%'m9._
'I" i i
I
t
i
0 .... _L....... L_.... 1 1 L..... t ...... l.___l_J a
-20 -tO 0 • 10
GALACTICLATITUDE(D_ES) _ :
Fig. 5 Latitude profiles fo_ the an_icentr< ,_gion centered on the i _
longitudes III= 18_ and lII : 19_°. (Analysisand errors i ,:
as for Figure 1).
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[Js[ng d method similar to that for thc Vela source.tIL_ magi_itude
• o o " 5o < iIIof the enhancement from the reglon -i0 < bII < 0 and 177.
102.5° (Crab)isfound0t8be(3.0•0.5)x _0-6cm-2s-1.Thenu×5°determined for the region < b II < TO ° and 187.5 ° < 1II < 202
is 2.2 x 10-6 cm-2s -I with similar uncertainties.
The statistical uncertainties in the present data do not allow a
detailed investigation of the structure of the emission reglon. The
• peak at iII= 195 ° , blI = 5° is consistent with a point source but
an extended object cannot be ruled out.
It is planned to look in this region again with COS-B in October
1976 with the optical axis nearer to the re_ion llI= 195 ° ' bll = 5° .
These data may help resolve the uncertain nature of the emission in
this complex region of the sky.
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gTHE TIME STRUCTURE OF THE GAMMA-PAY EMISSION FROM THE CRAB
AND VELA PULSARS - L
8
.I
The Caravane Collaboration
• "f
• ABSTRACT
: High-resolution data on the pulsed gamma-ray emission from the
Crab and Vela pulsars are presented. The light curves of these two
pulsars ot gamma-ray energies show striking similarities.
The measured pulsed intensity from Vela at energies greater
than 50 MeV was found to be * 1.3 x 10 -5 c_.-2s -1. The energy spectrum ._r
is not consistent with a power law.
r
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i. Introduction. The objective of studying the short-perlod temporal
behaviour of possible gamma-ray emission from sources known to have
time structure at longer wavelengths was included when the COS-B
mission was defined. At that time, some 50 radio pulsars were known
and one, NP-0532, the Crab pulsar, had been observed to emit pulsed e
radiation in X-rays and possibly gamma rays (Vasseur et al, 1971, Leray
et al, 1972). The number of radio pulsars known now is about 150 and
two, possibly four, gamma ray pulsars have beeu detected (Browning,
" Ramsdenand Wright 1971, Albats et al 1972, McBreen et al 1973, Albats
et al 1974, Thompson et al 1975, @gelman et al 1976).
Apart from the intrinsic interest in the temporal properties per
se, the detection and correlation of a characteristic time structure
can be decisive for the identification of weak gamma-ray point sources
buried in, for example, the galactic plane.
The low intensity of gamma rays above 30 MeV requires long ob-
servation tlm_s (_i06 secs.) to provide sufficient statistic to extract
temporal patterns from the background. Under tnese conditions, a phase
analysis down to i ms or less with the solar barycentric system as
reference frame, would require a stability of the on-board clock and
a knowledge of the satellite orbital elements beyond the expected
scope of the COS-B programme. Hence a small X-ray detector, referred
to as the pulsar synchroniser (PS), with an effective area of 80 cm2
sensitive to X-rays in the interval 2-12 KeV was included in the pay-
load (Boella et al, 1974). The arrival times of the X- and y-quanta at
the satellite would be determined by sampling the spacecraft clock to
0.2 ms increments. This detector would provide a convenient counting
rate capability so that the period and phase of X-ray pulsars of
intensity down to 0.i of the pulsed emission from the Crab could be
obtained in the satellite reference frame in intervals of about
one hour, within which Doppler effects due to the motion cf the earth
and satellite could Oe neglected. With this information the search
for pulsations in the gamma-ray emission could be undertaken.
In fact, it has been possible to determine the satellite position
to better than 20 km, a factor _4 better than expected and the on-
board clock has achieved a stability of i in 109 over three hours,
ten times better than specified. The on-board time can be related to
UTC to better than i ms. Thus COS-B is able to perform a gamma ray
phase analysis both by synchronising with the X-ray data from the
pulsar synchroniser in the satellite reference frame and by using
the solar-system barycentre as a reference frame.
53
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T2. Description of the procedures used for the pulsar analysis
The following block-diagram outlines the phase analysis by the
. ,'/.
synchronisation method:
JSubdivide the whole observation in time intervals At. smallenough to neglect Doppler effect. 1
+
t
Check the statistical confidence of the X-ray data sample
collected during each interval At.. •
b
¢
J i •
Phase analyse the X-ray arrival times with variable value of
the soarce period P for each At..
1 _ '
t
Select, for each At., the value P. corresponding to the maximum
X2 phase dlstrlbutlon
t
' tI Obtain Px(t) and Cx(t) from Pi
1Phase T-ray arrival times using Px(t) and Cx(t' I _ :_
The validity of the method was checked by a study in which the
experimental conditions of COS-B were simulated. That part of the
X-ray analysis relative to the extraction of the pulsating pattern in
each of the synchronisation intervals Ati has been tested on experi-
mental and Monte-Carlo simulated data in order to check the confi-
dence of the algorithm used (Boella et al 1974).
For _he Solar-System Barycentre analysis the two steps were (a) trans-
formation of photon arrival times at the barycentre - using the emphe-
meris (_indly supplied by Lincoln Lab. through the courtesy of
Dr. Henry Helmken (SAO))and the position of the satellite and
?
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: (b) computation of residual phases at the barycentre. In the case of
NP 0532 the solar-barycentric period and phase have been derived from
the X-ray analysis through the synchronisation method. For PSR 0833
a "period model" has _een used as obtained from radio observations by
Manchester, Goss and Hamilton (1976) and Reichley and Downs (private "
communication). Absolute radio phase values are not yet available
for comparison, i
• 3. NP 0532 observations. COS-B observe8 NP-0532, the Crab Nebula and
the region of the galactic anticentre from 17 August to 17 September ""
1975. The X-ray light curve is shown in Figure i for the entire
observation period excluding intervals when the data were disturbed.
The pulsed f_action of X-ray emission in the range 2-12 keV, accoun-
ting for the instrumental background is 8.5%, which is compatible
with the results of Ducros et al (1970).
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Figure 2 shows, superimposed on the X-ray light curve, the gamma-
ray light curve derived by the synchronization method for class 2 and
22 events for energies _50 MeV and for reconstituted directi_rs with-
in an acceptance cone of half-angle emax = 6° centred on the pointing
direction, for all intervals when both X-ray and gamma-ray data were
available simultaneously (_50% of the operational time). The very
strong similarity of the X- and gamma-ray light-curves is evident.
" i (NP-0532]
i X-_' SYNCHRONIZATIONI
J .... 2KeVK Ex 4; 12KeY -_40
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x
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! Fig. 2 G_a-ray light curve of NP 0532, obtained by the synchro-
niaation methodj compared with the X-ray light curve.
' The pulsar period is divided into bi_ of _,2 ms.
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IFigure 3 shows the gamma-ray light curve dericed by the solar-
barycentric analysis for class 2 and 22 events with energies _ 50 MeV
and within emax = 8°. This analysis used radio data supplied by Rankin
(private communication) updated by phase information obtained from the
PS. All available gamma-ray data over the completed observation period
have been used. The separation of the two peaks i_ 13.5 ms, while i
the main- and interpulse have 1.5 ms and 3.0 ms widths at half height
respectively. The lower limit for the pulsed fraction for Ey _ 50 MeV
• derived from Figure 3 is _35%, with the background level taken as the
average of bins 47 to 66. It must be noted that the unpulsed fraction
includes any continuous component from the source, a contribution
from the general gamma-ray emission from the anticentre region and
instrum_,tal background.
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i 1 I ] [NP 0532-j -- X" RAY EVENTS..
' Ox (2 <Ex < 12KeV)5000 COLLECTED IN15 DAYS
a8 267.0/,3 EVENTS _.0
13.5M5 _ _ _
.... _'x-_ "6-RAY EVENTS ¢n
i (Et>5OMe v 0_8 o)
S'" oZ ,, COtLECTED INONE
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Fig. 3 GanTna-ray light curve of NP 0532, obtained by soZar system
barycentric analysis, compared with the X-ray light curwe.
The pulsar period is divided into bins of _0.5 ms.
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So far, only 36 h of X-ray data have been analysed by this method. (
The X-ray light-curve obtained is superimposed on the gamma-ray light-
curve in Figure 3. The overall similarity of Figures 2 and 3 gives
confidence for the epplication of the barycentric analysis for pulsars _
i not exhibiting temporal structure observable by the PS. i
: 4. PSR 0833-45 observations. COS-B observed the neighbourhood of the +_
Vela supernova remnant, with the experiment axis directed to PSR 0833- i_
• 45 from 20 Oc[ober to 8 November and to 3U0900-40 from 8 November to
28 November 1975. Since the pulsar emits little or no pulsed X-radia-
tion (Rappaport et al 1974), the synchronization method cannot be
: applied and gamma-ray light curves can only be obtained through the +
barycentric method. The barycentric analysis has been carried out
separately for the two periods, based on the radio data. Only the
first period has been analysed in detail, i
r----[q_-_+ "--T - -]----_----[---T--- T 3 3 --7- --T--q q--]
_, IPSR 08331 [ ,-5o L ---38MS
Ey >. 50 MeV
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system barycentric analysis, for the period 20 October to
8 November 1975. The pulsar period of 89.2 ms is divided "'<
into bins of _I ms. _,
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Figure 4 is an example of the gamma-ray light curve for class 2
and 22 event_ of E > 50 MeV and for ema x - 7°. This result clearly
establishes detail_ of the pulsed gamma-ray emission. The separation
of the two peaks is 38 ms, while the main- and interpulse have 3 ms
and 6 ms widths at half height respectively. These widths are _n -
contrast with the measurements of Thompson et al (1975), who reports
widths of 14 ms.
• A series of light-curves for various selections on energy and
arrival direction has been produced. From these, Figure 5 has been
derived which shows the number of gamma rays above the background
(average of bins 67 to 90) in the phase plot as a function of Oma x
for five energy intervals. The number of pulsed gamma rays reaches a
maximum at higher acceptance angles as the energy is decreased, con-
sistent with the variation of angular resolution with energy. The
curves through the data points have been fitted qualitatively. The
T , , , , T , I , ! ' 0 _ " T T , , I
600 • _
0 0 E _.50 MeVlI PSR-'O833 I _ o .,_
I I _ 0 , O
"_ t /° *
/7.
O_Q • • EI>2OOMt V
X X X X E|_JOOMeV
X X X
; _..r..O--V--L-4_O E if>IOOOMeV
S 10 tS
_,, HALF ANC4,.£ACCEPTANCE CONE _P
Fig. 5 The number of pulsed gamma rays, i.e. those in the light
i curve peaks above the background level_ shown as a functionof the half angle of the acceptance cone for reconstituted
g_a-ray arrival directions centred on PSR 0833, for
five energy intervals.
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asymptotic value of the number of pulsed events for each energy has
been taken and, correcting for the energy dependance of the sensi-
tivity of the instrument, the integral energy spectrum shown in
Figure 6 was obtained. Over the energy range from 50 to 1000 MeV,
the spectrum is not consistent with a power law. The pul_,J flux e
above 50 MeV is 1.3 x 10-5 cm-2s -I and above i00 _leV is 1.0 x 10-5
cm-2s-i .
I
i ! I , w
¢" 20 - PSR 0833I
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i ,9(:D ""
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_:, bJ •
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Fig. 6 The integral energy spectrum for the pulsed component of
the gamma-ray emisson from PSR 0833. The statistical
error at 1 GeV (40 counts) is indicated. The data have
not been corrected for the finite energy resolution,
which may result in uncertainties _ 20% 7_nenergy
assignment.
The intensity for E _ 50 MeV is 1.3 x 10-5 photons am-2s-1.
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iThe p,llsed fraction of gamma rays for ab-ve 50 MeV and above
500 MeV as a function of acceptance angle is plotted in Figure 7.
The diagram shows that the lower limit of the pulsed fraction is . :
approximately 85%. The unpulsed fraction contains any non-varying . :
I
component from the pulsar, the supernova remnant, the galactic plane
and instrumental background. Given this pulsed fraction, the pulsed
flux is consistent with the total flux quoted in the previous paper, i
. <
Comparing these measurements with those of Thompson et al (1975),
we conclude that the pulsed luminosity has increased significantly
(by about a factor of 2). It is uncertain whether the apparent change
in pulse widths is related to this change in luminosity.
X f T T T _ T T T T T-- l_
100_- ![PSR 08331 _ " "
. .
J
3
n E_> 500 MeV
] 4 -t
4 :
5 10 15 O°
HALF ANGLE OF ACCEPTANCE CONE
Pig. 7 The pulsed fraction of gamma rays recorded as a function of
the half angle of the acceptance cone for reconstituted
gamma-ray arrival directions centred on PSR-0833 for E >50
and >500 MeV. The lower limit to the pulsed fraction i_
_85%.
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5. Comparison of NP-0532 and PSR 0833-45. Figure 8 shows the gamma-
ray light curves for F__ >,50 HeV and F_ ; 200 HeV derived by solar
barvcentric analysis for the complete observation period of NP 0532
and for the second period 8-28 November on PSR 0833-45. For both
8
i .... , ,,. ITT, ,,,,,,, f,, rT1-T_ T |,I--T_ r rT t_-tT_--r_ r_'_TV_T" T_
E>S0MeV I PSR 0833 j E>200MeV 165 - e<4o l e<4o
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P$_ $-t-P_P$_# t .......... .;;;; ..... ....-
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Fig. # Th¢ gc_a-r_y light, curves of _ 08_ (8-28 November" 19"/_)
E_ >_0 and 200 _eV, with the periods of bo_h t_e puZeaes
d_v_ded into 33 _ime bins.
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pulsars the structure is dominated by two narrow pulses separated by
0.42 of the period. This structure is practically the same for the
two energies she m. t
In the light of the extreme difference of these two pulsars at
i t
longer wavelengths and their striking similarity at gamma-ray
energies, it is tempting to suggest that the pulsar process manifests
• itself directly in the gamma-ray emission and that tile radiation at .;
lower energies reflects more complicated processes.
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"LOW-AND-MEDIUM ENERGY GALACTIC GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATIONS"
Gerald H. Share, E.O. Hulburt Center for Space Research,
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375
ABSTRACT
Observation of 0.2-300 MeV diffuse gamma
radiation emitted from the Galaxy can provide
information on the intensities of 5-50 MeV/
nucleon cosmic-rays and _50 MeV electrons in
interstellar space. Recent measurements of
gamma-rays emitted irom the galactic center
region provide evidence for a diffuse con-
tinuum between i0 and I00 MeV which is
dominant over the _decay emission generated
in high-energy nuclear collisio,_s. The
intensities of the recently reported nuclear-
line gamma rays, also observed in the direction
of the galactic center, require the presence of j
intense fluxes of low-energy cosmic-rays in the
inner Galaxy if the gamma-rays are produced on
a galactic scale. Current detection techniques
for 0:1-100 MeV gamma-ray measurements are
summarized and their capabilities for measuring
the diffuse galactic emission are evaluated.
Significant improvement in our knowledge of
low-and-medium energy galactic gamma radiation
can be expected within the next few years.
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I. Introduction. In this Symposium we are primarily
interested in large scale features of our Galaxy, such as
the spatial distribution of interstellar matter and
energetic particles. Diffuse gamma radiation emitted
from the Galaxy provides us with information which
. either supplements or is not obtainable from the more
traditional disciplines of astronomy.
Observations of galactic gamma radiation in the
hundred MeV energy region from SAS-2 and COS-B have
been summarized earlier in these Proceedings. These
high-energy photons are generated in the interactions
of particles with kinetic energies _500 MeV. Although
discrete gan_a-ray sources, such as the Crab Nebula and
the Vela Pulsar contribute to the enhanced emission
from along the galactic plane, it is likely that most of
this radiation is produced in interactions of high-
energy cosmic-ray protons and alpha particles with inter-
stellar matter. These interactions produce the character-
istic _°-decay y-ray spectrum which peaks near 70 MeV,
and above which energy more than 80% of the emission
occurs. For this reason, >I00 MeV gamma rays can provide
information on the fluxes of GeV cosmic-ray nuclei and on
the densities of interstellar gas in regions of the
Galaxy distant from Earth.
In this paper the status of the observations of .
lower energy (E < 100 MeV) galactic gamma radiation is
s'unmarized. These low-and-medium energy gamma rays
provide us, in like manner, with information on the
fluxes oi two other components of the galactic cosmic t
radiation, electrons with energies _50 MeV and nuclei with
energies between 5 and 50 MeV/nucleon. The electrons can
generate continuum gamma radiation from bremsst-rahlung
interactions on interstellar gas or from "inverse" Compton
scattering on interstellar starlight. The low-energy
nuclei produce nuclear-line emission in inelastic col-
lisions with interstellar gas.
The next section discusses the low-and-medium energy
gamma-ray observations which have O_n made in the general/vicinity of the galactic center (Ib < 10°;-30 _ _ < +30 ),
where the intensity is expected to be greatest. Future
investigations will aim at achieving better sensitivities
so that low-and-medium energy gamma-ray emission can be
mgpped from other extended regions of the Galaxy as
7
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well. The last section treats the detection techniques
that will be in use in the next few years and the antici-
pated improvements in the measurements.
2. Observational Status. "-
A. Detection Techniques. Before presenting the observa-
tions which kave been made to date, it will be helpful to
• first describe the instruments used. Although the SAS-2
multiplate spark chamber (Fichtel et al. 1975a) is most _
sensitive at energies above i00 MeV it responds to photons
down to -35 MeV. At these energies the angular resolution
is considerably degraded but some spectral information on
diffuse galactic emission is available.
An experiment which provides both good angular
resolution (-_2 _) and good energy resolution (f15%) in the
15-100 MeV range is the emulsion wide-gap spark chamber
array which Bob Kinzer, Carl Noggle, Nat Seeman and I
developed at NRL (Share et al. 1974). A drawing of
the configuration flown during a 1971 exposure to the
galactic center region is shown in Figure i. Gamma rays
" convert in the stack of nuclear emulsions (E) producing
electron pairs which are detected by a counter telescope
consisting of a proportional counter (P) and two plastic ._
scintillation counters (B). The plastic scintillation
counters (A) reject charged cosmic radiation Use of a
combination absorption - _erenkov counter (Ci limits
detectable gamma-ray energies to _200 MeV. The trajec-
tories of the electron pairs are photographed in a wide- ,°
gap spark chamber permitting the tracks to be located in
the emulsion where precise measurements can be made near
the point at which the gamma rays converted. ,_
The third instrument, shown in Figure 2, was developed :
at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (Helmken and _
Hoffman 1970) and flown in 1971. It consists of a tele-
cope arrangement using plastic scintillators and a gas !
erenkov counter. Although it has excellent background
rejection properties and is sensitive down to -15 MeV, it
has rather poor angular resolution, -25 °, and provides no :,
. spectral information.
The fourth instrument is shown in Figure _ and was
designed at Rice University to detect gamma rays of much
lower energy, from _50 keV to -10 MeV (Walraven et al., _ '
1975). It consists of a 5 cm thick NaI crystal, with a _
sensitive area of -180 cm _', which is shielded by other
NaI crystals and collimated to an aperture of _13 ° FWHM.
J
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B. Summary of the Observations. Much 9f the data from
these experiments relating to galactic observations have
already been published. What I have attempted to do is to
combine these results with some theoretical studies in
order to appraise the status of our knowledge of the
0.i-I00 MeV diffuse emission from the galactic plane. The
summary takes the form of the differential spectrum, shown
• in Figure 4, of the radiation emitted f_m the direction of
the galactic center (IbIIi : lOt; -3_" _ _ 30_). From the "
shape of the spectrum, especially at energies -I00 MeV, we
can determine the relative contributions that processes
such as high energy proton interactions and electron
bremsstrahlung make to the total gamma-ray flux. This
determination is critical to the interpretation of the
longitude distribution of galactic gamma rays which is
discussed later in the Symposium by Floyd Stecker and
Don Kniffen.
Shown at high energies are the data obtained by the
group at Imperial College, London (Sood et al. 1975).
The measurement between 600 and 1400 MeV was 4_ over
background in the latitude interval IbIIi -4 _ , while the :
other points are 2_ upper limits. Recent extended balloon-
borne exposures with this same experiment promise signifi- ,_
cant improvement in these high-energy measurements
(G.K. Rochester 1976, private communication). In addition,
forthcoming results from COS-B should provide good quality
spectral data up to _2 G_V (Bennett et al. ]974).
" IThe data from SAS-2 have been adapted from the
integral spectrum given by Fichtel et al. (1975a).
Caution must be taken in using such a subtraction pro-
cedure, the large errors shown reflect this uncertainty. ,i
As suggested by Cowsik and Voges (1975) a "direct" dif- '
ferential representation of the SAS-2 galactic energy data,
similar to that given for the diffuse cosmic background
in the same paper, is desirable,
The points designated as NRL-Mashhad have been derived /
from an analysis of data obtained during a 1971 exposure
with the emulsion-spark chamber system shown in Figure 1
(Share et al. 1974; Samimi et al. 1974). The emulsion
analysis which has been performed recently at tt_e Fer, _wsi
University, Mashhad, Iran is almost ¢ompleted. The
spectral data shown in the Figure wele obtained in col-- 'i
laboration with Robert Kinzer and Ja]a] Samimi and have
not been presented before in this fo,'m. They have been
derived using only 7-ray events _100 MeV for which both
} 69 :
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Fig. 4 Differential measurements of galactic Y-ray i
emlsslon (Ibll[ <10=;lelll<30=) compared #ith .
calculations.
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members of the electron pair were energetic enough to
leave the stack of emulsions and to be recorded in the
spark chamber. Final results from a complete analysis
will be presented in a forthcoming publication. The
differential intensities were found by subtracting the
contribution of %_mospheric background (determined from
data taken at Ib_l > 6 °) from the y-ray spectrum observed
within !3 _ of the galactic equator for longitudes
• _30 e z£11_ 30 o. Th9 limited statistics in both the galactic
and background spectra yield large errors after subtraction.
Because of the important energy range over which it
was made, data obtained using the SAO _erenkov telescope
have been incladed, even though only an integral measurement
was made. The conversion to a differential intensity
yields a large uncertainty which is reflected in tile
errors given.
L
Before discussing the low-energy data, it is well tc
reflect on the measurements above 10 MeV. Various system-
atic uncertainties, such as exposures to differing sections
of the galactic plane near the galactic center are
present, in addition co the statistical uncertainties
shown. With this in mind, the agreement between experiments
is reasonable. Shown for comparison are the calculated dif-
ferential spectra of galactic gamma-rays produced by
electron bremsstrahlung and Compton collisions, and by
cosmic-ray interactions on interstellar matter. The
bremsstrahlung and n°-decay intensities are from the
calculations of Fichtel et al. (_975b) for a galactic
longitude of 335 °. The _o intensity dominates over
bremsstrahlung for energies above I00 MeV. However, as
suggested by Ramaty and Westergard (1976). the
b:'emsstrahlung contribution could be significantly greater
i_ the cosmic-ray electrons are stopped before they can
escape from the Galaxy (closed _.laxy model). The Compton
spectrum shown was calculated by Cowsik and Voges (1975)
and indicates that the Compton process dominates the
galactic gamma-ray emission even at energies above 100 MeV.
However, other estimates of 1_ Compton source strength are
significantly lower (Shukla and Paul 1976; Dodds et al.
1975).
The data in their present fragmentary form provide
an indication of the dominant production mechanisms for i
gamma rayb <100 MeV. The NRL-Mashhad observations, taken
together with those from SAS-2 are consistent with a con- _
tinuum produced primarily by electron bremsstrahlung or
Compton collisions, i
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The data plotted be]ow i0 MeV from the Rice observa-
tions (Haymes, et al. 1975) were obtained during an
exposure centered on the hard X-ray source GX 1+4.
Continuum emission up to -800 keV was observed from this
region of the galactic plane; it is likely that much, if
not all, of it is emitted from the hard X-ray source.
However, for purposes of comparison I have chosen to plot
the extrapolation of this continuum spectrum
• (dN/dE = 7.1 x I0 -t* E -2"7_) to higher energies assuming
that the gamma rays are emitted from a diffuse source
along the plane. There is some evidence in the Rice data
for such diffuse emission. A brief exposure to the
longitude range from 339 ° -352 ° along the pla'-e during a
background portion of the flight also showea ..n enhancement
over background measurements taken at higher latitudes.
In addition, the continuum intensity measured in an
earlier Rice experiment (Johnson and Haymes 1973) was
about a factor of two larger than the current measurement;
this is consistent with a diffuse interpretation because
of the larger aperture of the earlier experiment.
Some of the higher energy data points observed by
_ the Rice group above 1 MeV are also plotted, assuming a
diffuse origin, in order to indicate the level of sensi-
tivity of the current measurements in this energy range.
Most of the data poi,,ts >800 keV are consistent with zero;
however evidence was found for features which can be
attributed to nuclear line emission. This evidence is
illustrated in Figure 5 which is taken from IIaymes et al.
12 I " i
' iO,?!:i
' _ _ _ _ _ _ "31 _ _ _ _ i _ _. _ _ _,
ENERGY. k_ ENF_%
Fig. 5 Spectral data _btained by Ha_nes et al. (1975) giving evi-
dence for nuclear llne features emitted from the galactic
center region.
J
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(1975). The features at _0.5 MeV and _4.5 MeV can be
attributed to positron annihilation and emission from the
excited state of 12C, respectively, while the broad
enhancement from 1.2 to 2 MeV could be due to a combination
of lines from 56Fe, _4Mg, 2°Ne, 29Si. If confirmed these
line features represent the first observation of nuclear
gamma rays emitted from outside our solar system.
• Returning to Figure 4 we can compare the intensity
of these features, assuming a diffuse origin from the
galactic plane, with recent calculations by Meneguzzi and
Reeves (1975; see also Rygg and Fishman 1973). I've
plotted their results for an assumed _-3 differential
spectrum in kinetic energy for cosmic ray nuclei in the
5-50 MeV/nucleon range by normalizing to their calculated
O_decay gamma fay intensity. Although the expected
features agree with the observations, the calculated
intensity is about two orders of magnitude below the ob-
servations, requiring either that the cosmic ray intensities
are significantly higher or that the features come from
localized sources such as supernova remnants.
' A detailed discussion of galactic nuclear line ,,
features is found in Richard Lingenfelter's paper
in these Proceedings. It is of importance to note in
Figure 4 that both narrow and broad features are expected.
The broad features arise from Doppler broadening of y-rays
emitted from heavy cosmic ray nuclei excited in collisions
with ambient hydrogen gas. "ith this in mind, I wish to
question the interpretation by Fishman and Clayton (1972)
of a possible Line feature at -478 keY, observed by Johnson
and Haymes (1973), as being prod,'ced by excited 7Li in the
cosmic radiation. Any feature produced in this way would
be severely broadened and not show evidence for a narrow
line profile. Even the narrow features, arising from
cosmic-ray proton excitation of nuclei in tile ambient gas
may show significant broadening (e.g., -80 keV FWHM in
the 4.43 MeV line of 12C).
3. Future Observations. There is considerable activity
at present devoted to the development of suitable instru-
mentation for observing low-and-medium energy gamma
radiation. For the purpose of observing diffuse emission i
from the galactic plane, an optimum instrument would be !
one having a reasonably broad fieldl_f view (-25 ° FWHM) iand an angular resolLtion of about . This would enable
the galactic diffuse emission to be not only resolved
simultaneously from the background but would also permit
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variations of the diffuse emission to be mapped and
resolved from any point sources. Energy resolution in
the range >i0 MeV is not critical, a resolution of -25_
FWHM should be adequate to distinguish the various processes
contributing to the diffuse emission. Below I0 MeV,
better energy resolution is critical in order to identify
and distinguish the lines which may be emitted. In the
• near future, it is perhaps not essential to attain the
excellent resolution (-2.5 keV FWHM) characteristic of
Germanium detectors. High sensitivity crystal detectors
with moderate energy resolution (_3_-8%) can perform a
large part of the pioneering activity in this field.
(This is especially true because many of the nuclear
lines are expected to be significantly Doppler broadened).
Future detection systems wl]l probably employ arrays of
large volume (-150 cm 3) intrinsic Germanium detectors
capable of achieving both high sensitivity and excellent
energy resolution. _,
It is clear from the results obtained from SAS-I,
SAS-2 and COS-B, that long term observations are important
> for making high sensitivity measurements and for detecting
transient phenomena which can complicate measurements of
a diffuse intensity. It is probably more important for
the observations >I0 MeV to be performed above any over-
lying atmosphere than it is for observations _I0 MeV.
This is true because the intrinsic background of the high
energy detectors is much lower than the background produced
in the overlying atmosphere as viewed from high altitude
balloons. The reverse is true for energies <i0 MeV. In
fact there are significant advantages that balloon-borne
low-energy gamma-ray detectors have, e.g., a stable
background environment which is free from the high intensity
radiation fields that most satellites periodically en-
counter.
The prospects for long duration balloon observations
are growing. In the past most flights have been limited
to durations of -8 hours, except for the semi-annual wind
turn-around periods, when durations of 40 hours have been
achieved. Recent innovations such as transatlantic
balloon flights, as the one launched last year from
Sicily, offer flight durations of 5-7 days. Even longer
duratioas of up to two to three months will be possible
with the successful development of large superpressure
balloons expected within tbe next one or two years.
With these general considerations in mind, I wish to
su, marize the current status of instrument developmen% in
74
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the low-and-medium energy gamma-ray domain and also the
sensitivities for detecting diffuse galactic emission
that can be achieved in the next few years. Table 1
lists the types of instruments _mt are currently in " ,
operation, or being planned, which are known to me.
Within each category there may be one or more variations
developed by different groups. My purpose here is not to
• provide an all inclusive listing, but one which is just
representatice. Typical prop, "ties of currently used
detectors are also given in the Table.
The Rice detector shown in Figure 3 falls into the
first category of actively shielded and collimated
crystals. Another example of this type is the UCSD-MIT
detector (Matteson et al. 1974) which _;ill be launched on
board the HEAO-A satellite in the Spring of 1977. This
instrument is shown in Figure 6. It consists of a '-
cluster of detectors with different apertures and energy
ranges of operation. The most sensitive element for
detecting the diffuse galactic y-ray emission is the
central detector with its 40 ° field of view. The four
point source detectors (20 ° aperture) will be helpful in
distinguishing discrete sources. The block of CsI shown
in the Figure is used as a shutter, primarily for measure-
ments of the diffuse cosmic background.
,i second type of shielded scintillator is also
li_ted in the Table. This type has a large aperture and
uses an occulter to identify point sources of radiation;
it therefore is not designed for observation of extended
sources. Groups at Toulouse (Mandrou et al. 1975) and
the University of New Hampshire (Chupp 1975, private
communication) are currently employing this technique.
High-energy resolution germanium detectors make up
the next group. Significant progress is being made i_
the utilization of large volume detectors such as the
instrument developed at '_oulouse (Vedrenne 1976, private
commnunication) which employs a 140 cm 3 diode. This
instrument will be flown within the next year from Brazil
to study the nuc!ear line emission from the galactic
i center ,--_:on. Shown in Figure 7 is the array of four
40 cm j Ge(Li) detectors developed for balloon observations
by the Jet Propul, ,_n Laboratories (Jacobsen et al
1 - "1975). The deter, rs are actively shielded and collimated
by cylindrical cl# "_ls of CsI. This configuration t,
I similar to the one ,eing developed for the HEAO-C s_ cllitewhich has four 60 cm _ diodes (Hicks and Jacobsen, 1974).
' i
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This will not be the first germanium detector to be
placed in orbit. The group at Lockheed flew two 50 cm
Ge(Li) detectors on a polar orbiting satellite in 1972
(Nakano et el. 1974). Other laboratories with experiments
using Germanium include a Sandia-Bell Lab o collaboration
(Leventhal 1976, private con_nunication) ,.rid Goddard
(Cline 1976, private communication).
The next two types of instruments operate in a
higher energy range• Both make use of the Compton effect !
for detecting incident gamma radiation, but they are
significantly different in their concept and operation.
Shown in Figure 8 is the semi-actively shielded Compton
detector built in a collaboration _etween Milan and
Southampton (Maccagni et el. 1975). An -2_ field of view
is _rc.vided by the lead-slats and lead-_,,clntillator
shielding. This type of xhie_d!ng re_resents s_gnificant
cos_ savings over inorganic cr,stals, vat its background
)
•*' REPRODUCIBILITY OF "l'H_
} ORIGINAL PAGB I8 POOR
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rejection still needs to be demonstrated under flight
conditions. The narrow field of view prim_',rily l imit'_
this system to observation of point sources.
The double Compton telescopes developed independently
at Munich (Sch6nfelder et al. 1:,73) and at tht, Un!versity
()f California it Riverside (Herzo et al. 1975) represe_,_
the first attempts to develop an imaging system in this
difficult energy domain. The RiverstJe system uti(izes
several tanks of liquid scintillator which alsu make
it _ sensitive detector for solar neutrons, h modified {
and significantly enlarged Compton telescope i _ currently
being constructed a_ Munich (Graml et al. 1975). It is
shown in Figure 9 ap.d consists of sixteen separate
detecting elements in each r_lane. The use of NaI in the
bottom plane greatly improves the instrument's energy re-
solution and sensitivity.
The last three detectors listed in the Table are all
imaging systems designed for highe: gamma-ray ei_ergies.
The large-area low-mass multiplate chambers are ba._i_:all-
78
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the same as the systems designed for photons >50 MeV
exc_ot for the emphasis on reducing the scattering of the
pa _ produced electrons, primarily by incorporating thinner
converting plates. The instrument shown in Figure 10,
which was designed at the Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute (Galper et al.
1975) illustrates some of _ , AI n
' UI " "- " " " • " _ "e "" _1
the character±sticm of this _!J I: :=:: ::-_ UN
• low-mass design. The : : : : : : :
conversion plates are a H: k%._\\\\%_\_:_4!1
_ factor of -4 thinner than
those used in COS-B. In
addition thin-window pro-
portional counters (designa- i c2 .
ted by C) are used as _ ,
triggering elements. The
angular resolution attainable
' with this instrument should
! be about a factor of two '_ -J. • .'. ",'-'_..91t __better than achieved by DJ:_ COS-B based on the reductionof scattering material; it
is therefore difficult to
understand how a resolution Fig. I0 Diagram of the low-mass
• ' of 3° at 17 MeV can be _-ray telescope develop-
achieved as claimed by the ed _t the Moscow
authors. Other instruments Engineering Physics
for investigating this same Institute.
energy domain, but having
considerably larger sensitive
areas have been developed by the Case-Western Melbourne
:, collaboration (Jenkins et al. 1974), by the Saclay- '
Toulouse collaboration (Bonfand et al. 1975) and by the ! i
group at Goddard (D. Kniffen 1975, private communication)
_ • I'
The next type of instrument is only conceptual
'_ (Kinzer et al. 1970; see also Kniffen 1971) but, if
" developed, it should provide a significant improvement in
angular resolution in its energy range without having the
difficulties inherent in the emulsion spark chamber
-; design listed last in the Table. In this concept, the
gamma rays convert in a heavy noble gas, e.g., xenon, of
a wide-gap spark chamber. This permits measurements to
be made on the directions of pair electrons before they are
: scattered appreciably. The limiting feature of this
instrument is its low conversion efficiency and high
: operating voltage. Perhaps, though, with the age of the :_
Space Shuttle near, it may be worth further appraisal. :
" 79
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I've already discussed the operation of the emulsion
wide-gap spark chamber array developed at NRL (see Figure
I). A modified instrument, with sensitivity extending to
-i GeV (Samimi et al. 1974) was recently flown and obtained
ten hour3 of exposure to the galactic center region.
From this exposure _500 galactic gamma rays will be
mapped at a re_olution of 1_- 2 _. The analysis which is
• proceeding at NRL and the Ferdowsi University at Mashhad,
Iran, is arduous; but as is evident from the Table, no
other operating system can approach this angular resolution
in the I0-I00 MeV range. This resolution is also critical
for identifying any point sources which contribute to the
diffuse galactic emlssion.
It is reasonable to ask at this point what we can +:
anticipate learning from low-aad-medium energy galactic
_amma-ray observations within the next few years. The
graph shown in Figure 11 attempts to answer this question
%-.. ,,,
_, 4" :_" \ REPORTED !,
_._'.>" \ MEASUREMENTSi
,,-I,
_.( _/AND LIMITS
; 153 %.- \
X \
\ ._.A
-_- V'.%. X
-">,E,"- -°--o-.-.-_:":_ ..
I
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for the continuum emission >I MeV. The shaded area shows
the range of current measurements made in the direction of
the galactic center (including limits) as depicted in
Figure 4. The points give estimates of the 30 sensitivities
of current instruments as adapted from publications or
communications. No limits are given on the Figure for the
large area multiplate chambers, but I'd estimate their
sensitivities to be somewhat better than those plotted for
" the emulsion-spark chambers. For purposes of comparison,
I've included an estimate of the sensitivity of the con-
ceptual heavy-gas spark chamber. It is also important to
keep in mind that systematic uncertainties in the HEAO-A
measurements, due to the rapidly changing background
environment, can significantly degrade the plotted sensi-
tivities.
Even with these reservations, it is clear that much
will be learned about diffuse galactic emission in the ,-
I-i00 MeV region in the next few years. The relative _,_
contribution of electron initiated processes, such as
Bremsstrahlung and Compton interactions, to the total
galactic y-ray emissio_ will be well known. In addition,
initi_l mapping of these low-energy cemponents will enableJ
the spatial distribution to be determined to a level ap- _
proaching that obtained from SAS-2 for higher energy
photons.
A similar comparison can be made between the reported
nuclear-line intensities and sensitivities attainable ._
within the next few years This comparison is shown in
• ,[
Table 2. The observed intensities are adapted from the
: work of Haymes et al. 1975 on the assumption that these
features are emitted on a galactic scale. The limits _
_ have been adapted from sensitivities estimated by the '
different experimenters. It is clear, once again, the
advantage that comes from extended observations, such as
are available with the HEAO-A detector. The sensitivity
obtainable with the large area Compton telescopes is also
worthy of note; however, their limited energy resolution
may be a significant liability for future line obser-
vations.
The sensitivities available during a single day's :
_ exposure with the current generation of germanium detectors _
are just sufficient to detect the reported line features. _:_
The increased exposure available with long duration
i balloon flights and satellites improves their capabilities _
significantly as can be seen in the Table. However. we
|
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Table 2
_5-NSITIVITIES TOGALACTICr-RAYLINES , .
(Xi0-3CI'F2S'IRAD-I) ,
EXPERIMENT 0.5IIEV 0.9MEV 1.2-2HEV 4.5MEV
- I. DOUBLECOMPTONTELESCOPE( l HRS) .:
A) RIVERSIDE - - 0.4
(HERZOETAL.1975)
B) MUf!ICH - - 0,I :
(SCHONFE_ZR,PRIVATECOM_I.)
2, HEAO-ASCINTILLATOR(2I;ONTHS) 0.04 0.03 0.09 0.03 ;
(,MATTESOIIETAL.1974)
.:.
3, SHIELDEDGE(LI)
- A) BALLOON- 7 HRS 1.0 2.0 - 2.
(JACOBSGNETAL.1975) _'_
B) HEAO-C 0.02 0.05 - 0.15
(HICKSA,_DJACOBSON19/4) -'
OBSERVEDINTENSITY 3,5:I.0 1,6:IJi Ii,5_2.6 4.2-'1.2 ,_(HAYIIESETAL.2975) ",
must remember that these sensitivities are estimated '
under the assumption that the intrinsic line width of the }
' radiation is less than the detector's resolution (_2.5 keY).
. This is not the case with many of the lines (e.g., Doppler _ ._
broadening of the 4.43 MeV 12C line is expected to be ,
-80 keY.)
q
5
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VERY HIGH ENERGY GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
Jonathan E. Grindlay s ,.
Center For Astropl_sics, Itarvard and Smithsonian Observatories _
" Cambxidge, Massachusetts 02138 •
4:
"_" ABSTRAC T
: Recent results in ground based very high energy (> l0 ll eV)
ii gamma ray astronomy are reviewed. The various modes of ,:
4 the atmospheric Cerenkov technique are described, and the
_, importance of cosmic ray _ejection methods is stressed. The
positive detections (at _ 10 eV) of the Crab pulsar that _ ._
": suggest a very fiat spectrum and time-variable pulse phase
_. are discussed. Obscrvations of other pulsars (particularly
_:' Vela) suggest these features may be general. ]_idence that _
a 4.8 hr modulated effect was detected at Er> 10"_ eV from ;
Cyg X-3 is strengthened in that the exact period originally
' proposed agrees well with a recent determination of the X-ray r
_: period. The southern sky observations are reviewed_and the :
significance of the detection of an active galaxy (NGC 5128)
is considered for source models and future observations. _i
}
o
,%
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VERY IIIGIIENEI{GY GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
J. E. GRIN DLAY
Center for A strophysics
Harvard Collcge Observatory and Smithsonimi Astrophysica 1.Observatory . "*_
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I. INTRODUCTION
Gamma ray astronomy at very high energies (_ 1011 eV) was last reviewed
by Fazio (1973). Accordingly, the present review will be confined largely to results
reported since this time. These results have been particularly exciting in that the
first source_of very high energy gamma rays have now been detected by several
groups using different techniques.
_ The spectrum of observable electromagnetic radiation from cosmic sources ?
_ outside the solar system now extends all the way through photon energies of _ 10TMeV.
This is some 3 orders of magnitude above the gamma ray energies accessible to
;_.
; current satellite detectors. Thus, for a source like the Crab pulsar NP 0532, th? _*
_ integral photon flux is more than 3 orders of magnitude lower and detection systems _
:_ with extremely large area-time factors are required. In fact, for NP 0532 the pulsed "
_ flux we sh_l summarize is only about 1 photon/hour if it were recorded by a detector _;
:• measuring 100 m by 100 m squarel Such incredibly low fltL_es at these highest :/
: energies are possible to detect with sy_te_as tha_ detect the extensive air shower_ _
(EAS) that are produced ta the earth's atmosphere by singlo primary gamma rays
•_, with energies > 108 eV. For primary energies _ 1011 eV, there arc enough (,_ 3001 _
i!i J
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electrons in the shower with energies above the threshold for Cercnkov r;' '"'..cion
tn the atmosphere that the EAS initiated by a single gamma ray may bc detected ,
entirely by optical techniques (Jclley 1958). The disk of optical Ccrenkov photons /
(~ 150 m radius, ~ 2 m thickness) produced in such a shower is sufficiently dense .
I
F
(~ 5 photons/ m 2) that it may be detected as a ~ 10 nsec light flash with a photo-
" multiplier at the focus of a large optical light cullector such as the 10 m reflector
_7
?
at Mt. Hopkins Observatory. _
: The atmospheric Cerenkov technique has been further developed recently
.: ?
by several grows seeking to improve the sensitimty of the early searches for very "_
; high energy gamma ray sources. We shail :,riefly review these experiments _ _
and the recent modifications of the Cerenkov technique. These experiments have ;_
s
finally yielded rather convincing evidence for the detection of at least two gamma
ray sources above 1012 eV. In reviewing these restults, it will be clear that the ,":
astrophysical implications of these very high energy gamma ray sources for models (
of severalclassesof objectare alreadyquiteprofound. Itis especiallyinteresting, i >,
:_ for example, that one of these sources is an active radio galaxy (ten A). If _ _
nuclei of active galaxies are generally very high energy. Eamm-,t ray sources, then _ ' ,
; perhaps QS(7 s will be detectable with further increases in sen_.ttivity. Detection _
! of quasars in turn would permit testing the cosmological interpretation of QSO red ' :_
°_ shifts since objects more distant than 3C2'/3 (z -_ 0.16) could be attenuated by IT" v) _
.: pair production of the gamma rays on the optical photon background. Alternativcly, -,_
_; it should be pointed out that _nce the (~ 1012 el/) gamma ray mean free path for i_
:_ '* 86 r;'
t _, t
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attenuation by either y-_ or _-_ interactions is so lonff, c._.,cntially "all objects ._
but the most distant quasars are potentially observable.
II. Observational Techniques
The simplest type of Cerenkov receiver, consisting of one or more (in , =
coincidence) optical reflectors pointed direct', at a suspected source, has been
" used m most of the searches for very high energy gamma rays (e.g., Chudakov :
_i et al. 1965, Long et al._=.1965, Fazio et al__.1968, Weekes et al__:1972_ Porter et al=.
19'/4, Stepanian e._tal._.=.19'/5, and Erickson e.ttal._.=,1976). These "single beam"
detectors were pointed directly at the suspected sources_since the optical Cerenkov
:_ radiation expected in the gamma ray-initiated EAS (T- EAS) is calculated to be "_
_ (llieke 1969) collimated about the prhnary direction to within ~ 1°. In actual fact,
_: most of the searches mentioned above employed the drift scan technique where the
detectors were pointed such that the earth's rotation caused the object to transit
: through the (typically _, 1 °) detector field of viev,. In many of the _bservations of
Weekes et al__.11972), as well as others we shall descrtbe below, the candidate ,_
i_i source (as well as background) was tracked f_.r maximum ezposure. In none of _ :
_ these obsezvations was there active rejection of the background of cosmic ray- i'
_ initiated EAS (p- F_AS); gamma rays from the source direction were sought as an
increase tn the total detected rate. _
!. The absolute sensitivit_ of the_ various experiment, is based on calculatlous _.
of the Cerenkov light pool expected for T -EAS. However, evc_ the most complete
_ calculations of the electromag_ctic cascade and light distr_,butions (Rleke 1969) _
(.,.x,
"_ r . ST ' .:
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including as well as the effects of the geomagnetic field (Weekcs ,'m¢lllieke 1974) are
uneorlain to within a factor of',, 2. Sineetherosults are quite strongly dependonl
on the exact detector configuration (i. e. atmospheric depth, field of vicw, etc. )it is
similarly difficult to make relative comparisons of _he sensitivity of the various
systems. In general, since the detector is operated at a threshold such thaL the
",, K Ep-_" 6 of cosmic rays (p-EAS) above " _background is entirely due to the flux Fp . :_
!
_- E the detectability of a gamma ray flux or S/N will vary as _
energy threshold E° p,
E "_ E whe_'e_ is the im•egral spectral index of the gamma ray
source. "Ihus, /or _> 0.8 the maximum sensitivity should be possible for the lowest
gamma ray energy thresholds or the largest op*_cal collector area (directly propor- .:
tional to Eo). This was, of course, the philosopbv behind the single 10 m. reflector
at Mt. Hopkins with E _ 1 x 10I! eV. It is interesting, however, that th_ sources
o ,;
C
detected so far have turned out to (probably) have fiat spectra with a < O. 8 and thus
maximum _:.._ectability at the highest energies in the 10I! - 1013 eV range. Apart •
: from the 10 m. reflector results (Weekes et a!. 197_.), the energy threshold for all
the other single beam searches mentioned above was ",, 101_" eV. The effective collection
" 108 2;: area in all cases was _, 2 x cm . In addition to the several uncertainties mentioned,
the actual values of these parameters are also strongly dependent on zenith angle, _ .:
_ sky brightness and atmospheric transparancy. -,_
When the first single beam observations (e. g. Cht_dakov et al. (1965_ Fazio et al. ,
_ 1968} yielded gamma ray upper limits o/ _1% of the detected cosmic ray flux (typically _°
_, 10 - 100 rein'l), it became clear that some degree ,_¢ '. _kcround rejection was
_t needed, dMongaln et al. 119681 attempted to select y-i,.:,_ _,, using, a fast (_. 3 nse?)
.i coincidence sy_Item to favor dc'ectlon of C6rmkov light from the first/_et¢ in tera_t,_. ....
lengths of the shower, since the _-EA8 develop faster than p-EgS. The light from
¢
88 .'J
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' this portion of the shower is "focussed" (clue to increasing index of refraction) in
an annulus of radius _ 120 m and duration ._ 3 nsec. Although this techn clue prefer- :-
entially selects ,_,-EAS, and in fact p_:,tt_ effects were reported (e.g. O_Mongain _ :_
et al. 1968,_en,_b,3s et al. 1974), the background p-EAS were still not actively rejected.
Apart from the "fast annulus" mentioned, v-EAS are expecteo (Zatsepin and Cerenkov
a :
19621 to have a flatter lateral photon distribution than p-EAS, which will be more
, :
• : strongly peaked at the core. Tor_abene (1976) has set up ar array o_ Cerenkov i. . "_
detectors and by multi-coincidence fast timing (Tornabene and Cusimano 1968), the i :
EAS core location, arrival direction and Cerenkov front curvature may be determined !
as well as the photon lateral distribution. EAS with peaked distributions _t the core : :
may thus be rejected from the analysis for gamma ray events. This "multiple beam" ":
_ techniqae has the advantage that the individual detectors may have large (_. 5°) fields _
; of view and a source may be "tracked" with a series of drift scans. It suffers, however, i
;: from the systematic difficulty that in a single EAS the lateral distribution can be quite
_ different from the average due to the effects of fluctuations (i. e. the Cerenkov disk '_
"_
: _ can be "spotty") and thus the core density and location are uncertain. Nevertheless, ;
•
' this technique is among the most promising and positive results have been obtained ! _:
which we shall describe below.
': Other multiple beam techniques have been described by Grindlay et al. (1974, I .
19761. These have employed multiple photomultiDlier detectors at the focus of the ,
_ Mt. Itopkins 10 m reflector. Since the angular distribution of _-EAS (especially) will "
- be broadened by geomagnetic effects, a class of EAS were selected by a 3-fold coin- ,i "
i ctdence of a 1° triangle of phototubes. Another configuration of 6 phototubes surrounding :
_ I a central detector (all with _, 1° beams) on the reflector optical axis was used to isolate i
:_
, i a class of roughly circular shower spots by an anti-coincidence of the center with the :
?
i 89
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surrounding channels. Cosmic ray showers would generally be incident off-axis and
produce elongated Cerenkov images. This technique was not as sensitive as the first,
however, since the effective detection area must be smaller since gamma rays tnu._t
be incident within _, 50 m of the reflector for their Cerenkov image to appca, r circuhLr .
(w_thin -_ 1°).
We conclude our discussion of Cerenkov detection techniques with the so-called
"double beam" technique for actively rejecting p-EAS (Grindlay 1971a, 1972; Grindlay
et al. 1976 and references therein). This method embodies several of the distinguishing
features of v-EAS already mentioned - the fast timing and relatively broad vs. peaked
lateral distributions. However, the main feature (originally suggested by experiment
(Grindlay 1971b)) is the detection of the penetrating cores in p--EAS by identifying _tructure
• in the angular distribution.of the Cerenkov light. The angul.ar structure shows up as
4 follows, Whereas the peak detection of background Cerenkov flashes by two reflectors
(with",,1° beams) separatedby, say, -,,70 m occurs when the reflectorsare inclined
towards each other by _ 0.3 °, an enhanced (over the optical beam response) rate is
observed as the angle is increased}but not decreased. Furthermore, this relative
• increase is greatest in the ultraviolet, suggesting the radiating particles are comparatively _:
close to the detector and the 1/)_2 Cerenkov spectrum suffers less atmospheric absorption _
than at the primary peak of the angular distribution. The natural interpretation of these 1
data was (Grindlay 1971a) that the primary peak was due to the large number of electrons
° .
at the p-EAS maximum and the UV component due to penetrating particles, primarily 4
muons, on axisnear thecore and detectedat thecharacteristicCerenkov openingangle
¢
of",,1°. This hypothesis_as supportedby detailedMonte Carlo calculationsof p-EAS
:i_ (protontlu'oughironprimaries)and theCerenkov productionofthepenetratingparticles.
The calculated angular distribution shown in Figure 1 (Grindlay 1974) agrees well with
the observations.
, i
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Thus, p-EAS may be actively rejected by detection of the penetrating much
cores which are not expected in the (nearly) pure electromagnetic cascades of ,_-EAS.
This requires an array of at least 3 spaced Cerenkov detectors: two originally eetect
the EAS at its maximum while the third, through an appropriately delayed coincidence, ]
searches for emission from the muon core. Such a system can be pointed at a suspected
source either in the drift scan mode (Grindlay 1972) or continuously tracking (Grindlay :7
et al. 1975a, 1976)• The double beam technique is restricted to gamma ray energy "
I
thresholds i 3 x 1011 eV (for sufficient muon numbers). In general, the other multiple
beam techniques mentioned are also restricted to threshold energies above the minimum
. .=
• values because of the importance of fluctuations.
Finally, we note that all the coincidence techniques described here usually
: employed random coincidence controls. A numbeI of the single beam observations
(Fazio et al. 1968, Charman et al. 1969, Weekes et al. 1972) have also uset_ serve
systems such that the phototube current or pulse rate remain¢<l constant as sky brightness
changed. While thisintroducesadditionalnoise, itis essentialfornon-coincidence
experiments (e. g. Weekes et al. 1972). "-- _
; III. Observational Results !
_ A. Crab Nebula and Pulsar NP0532
_'_ We begin with the Crab in our discussion of results since this object has been ;_
observed by all groups and the pulsar NP0532 has now been detected in several of these _'
observations. _ince the review by Fazio (1973), the principal results on the Crab have
been obtained at Mt. Hopkins by the SAC group using the multibeam and double beam ,.,i
techniques (Grindlav et al. 1974, 1976; Helmken et al. 1975). These observations were
uT..h.¢. 161,_ r&';le¢t"or alone (____l}opI¢.. b',t_.y_.) ov n't ¢OLnC.,dt._,.:t: udlfh t }"
all condiJct,_ witii_a i-eh ote-l.-5m reflector (double beam). All observations were done i:
in a track2ng mode on NP0532 in an effort to observe a pulsed flux; background was not : , ,_
measured off source to determine a steady flux• 'lhe final results have been described
by Grindhy et al. (1976) and only a summary will be given here. In Figure 2 the
: phase histograms of selected ,/-EAS show the Crab pulsations at about the 5o- level. The
phone of each EAS arrival time (recorded within 100 p_ec of absolute U. T.) was corn-
: puted by interpolation between phases calculated for the outlcal I_ulse every 30 mln. The |
accuracy of both the data recording and analysis systems was repeatedly verified by i!
recording the optical pulsations of NP0532 with the 1.5m Tllllnghast Telescope at Mt.
: Hopkins (adjacent to the 10m reflector) and the gamma ray data recording system. The
° fi
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optical phase histogram is also given in Figure 2 (lower section) and the predicted vs.i
observed phases of both the main and secondary pulses are in close agreement.
t The most striking feature of these results is that the gamma ray pulsations at
: E _ 8 x 1011 eV are time variable. In December 1973, the pulsar was detected at ,o
•,, 50- by the double beam observations (Figure 2, middle) in-- 24 hours of exposure on
: 5 nights. The phase of the pulsations is about 6 msec after the main pulse phase, and)
e
• _ in a region of th_ light curve that is increasingly "filled in" with increasing photon ,
= I
energy. Pulse features at this phase have also been detected occasionally at radio and
! X-ray energies (see Grindlay et al. 1976 for refs.). In January 1974, however, the
z
: pulsations were detected (_ 3o- confidence lev 1) again in just a single peak but at a
-
_ phase "- 2 msec before the phase of the optica secondary pulse. The effect was present
i only in the highest pulse height data or for E > 1012 eV, whereas the double beam
_ ! o
! pulses were evident over the entire (factor of ,, 10) pulse height range above the threshold ;
i011 ii "_ 8 x eV. Thus, these results provide strong evidence for a very flat spectral
• i component (consistent with F (> E) _, A E°) of the NP0532 spectrum at the highest energies
, that is almost certainly not (by virtue of its shape and time variability) an extrapolation
: of the "low energy" spectrum through "_100 meV. We return to further discussion of (
! this spectrum below, i
., _ These SAO results have been supported by several other groups. Jennings et al. i
(1974) reported a _ 3o- pulsed effect at _ 10TMeV that was peculiar in that two peaks :
/ (with the _, 13 msec separation of the optical pulses) were detect_ at a phase _, 14 msec
: before the optical phase. It should be noted that these observations were all conducted )
after the major Crab glitch of September 1969. In January 1972, Porter et al. (1974) I
reported a ',,4o- pulsed effect (E o _ 5 x 10 TMeV) at the phase of the optical secondary ,1
pulse. The r':eet appeared to be variable on time scales of several days and was in t
|
_ fact only "vtected on the first 2 of 3 nights in January and not in February 1972. The ii
observations were conducted with a coincidence wide-angle single beam Cerenkov ]
s-_tem at Mt. ttopkins, and it is interesting to note that the phase is in good agreement
: _vith tim double beam observations (Grindlay 1972 and Grindlay et al. 1976) obtained
; in November - December 1971. It is also interesting to note that these observations all
_ were withir several months of a minor glitch of the pulsar in early October 1971.
in December 1973, on some of the very same nights (e.g. 3 December)as the
Mr. Hopkins observationspTornabene (1976) was recording on the Crab with his multi-2
: detector Cerenkov system for locating EAS cores and lateral distributions as described
"_
: 93
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; above. While his analysis is still incomplete, he reports that he has detected a rela-
tively strong effect from NP05:,'2 at encrgdes ) 101.2 - 1013 eV. Preliminary phase
ap.alysis of the ,-EAS events indicates the effect may be entirely pulsed at either the
"_ 6 msec delayed intcrpulse or near the optical pulse phases as in Figure 2. This is
" a very important result (and final analysis is awaited) and obtained with a very different
technique which _ould provide additional confirmation of the very high energy pulsed .. _'
flux from NP0532 as well as its variability.
Finally, in February and IVIarch 1975, Erickson et al. (1976_ have also recently
found evidence for the detection of NP0532 at E _ 1013 eV. They used a coincidence
a
single beam system in which two multi-mirror reflectors were co-aligned on the Crab
in a tracldng mode. Lvents were defined by requiring the equivalent of 4-fold (out of 16) '
coincidences, but no active cosmic ray rejection was available in the analysis. A phase
analysis of the detected events on 5 nights yielded -,. 3a peaks either just before the optical
secondary pulse (March 15) or at _- 5 msec after the optical main pulse (March 14 and 17).
No pulsations were detected on either February 10 or March 4, which were shortly after
another major Crab period glitch on February 4, 1975 (Lohsen 1975).
: We have plotted many of these Cerenkov results in the spectral plot of Figure 3,
which also shows the extrapolation of the NP0532 spectrum through _ 1 GeV (McBreen
':
et al. 1973). The result of Tornabene is not yet final and therefore not shown; we
: estimate it would be near the point F on the plot. While probably only the double beam
:_ results and the wide angle results of Porter et al. 11974_ (and possible Tornabene's
results) are statistically very significant, all of the results taken together present an
unquestionable detection of NP0532 at energies _ 10 TMeV. If this detection is accepted s
(as the many independent ob_ ervatlons require), it is also very likely that the pulsar
;: spectrum at these energies is either flat or conceivably even has a .uositive slope (!_
above 1011 eV. It is also necessary to accept the fact that this spectral component of
the pulsar" is time variable in both amplitude and phase. " _
" There is evidence, of course, for changes in the pulsar emission that may
directly relate to this high energy gamma ray variability. The possible association of
detection at the several phases with_litches has been mentioned above. The detections :*
of December 1973 followed a period^enh,'mced (on a broad decline) radio emission *,*t
(Rankln et al. 1974). This possible association of detectable pulsations and general _
: pulsar variability suggests that the enhanced position effects reported by Fazio et al. ,_
119721 following the 1969 September and 1971 August and October glitches could in fact :_.
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have been pulsed with variable phase, lIowever for this not to have been evident in the i
: pulsation analysis, the phase variability mv.s_ be on a time scale of several days such '_
', that pulsations were smoothed out in the less-sensitive single beam data. Althot:gh
_; _ time scales of days are in fact indicated for the phase variations described above, the ' -_)
apparently flat pulsed spectrum would tend to argue against a largely pulsed origin for
the short-term enhancement at'_ 1011 eV. In any case, these lowest energy Cerenkov ::_
results are significant mostly for limiting the minimum value of the average magnetic -" ":
field in the Crab nebula to B& _ 5 x 10-4 gauss. This value was recently calculate(! by '
the author using the Compton-synchrotron model of Grindlay and Hoffman (1971_ and the
" most recent X-ray data summarized by Wolfe and Novick (1976), who also derived an "_
; upper limit of B i._ 8 x 10-4 gauss from the variation of X-ray size. Thus the high energy
: gamma ray observations of extended objects like the Crab nebula (in which Compton-
synchrotron processes may occur} can limit or establish the source magnetic fields.
In the Crab, the best value appears to be _. 6 x 10 -4 gauss, or near the equipartition
: value.
• B. Results of Northern Sky Observations ... f
We have emphasized the Crab results since these are the most significant detections
_.
•, of the northern sky observations. A large number of other candidate sources have also
been observed, although for none has the exposure been more than a fraction of that on
the Crab. Results on a list of 27 objects, primarily supernova remnants, radio galaxies
and quasars, have been reported by Weekes et al. (1972). Most of these were surveyed _
with the drift scan technique though several were tracke( with the 10m reflector. All
: observations were done with the single beam technique, and no significant positive effects '
_, were found. Although useful limits on magnetic fields were obtained for several in¥
: addition to the Crab. _ _:
A total of 41 objects have been observed by thegroup at the Crimean Observatory ' _
(Stepanian et al. 1975) using a drift scan technique. While these observations were i
"single beam" in that no cosmic ray rejection was employed and the detectors were
P0_nted directly at the position through which the source would transit, two separate
2-fold coincidence detectors (1.5m reflectors) were used. These were offset in right , _:
_: ascension by 2.5 ° so that the candidate source would transit through the two systems i i_
sequentially, thus allowing a check on sky transparency independent of sky brightness l _:
or source contributions. These authors have derived the actual distribution of rate !
fluctuations and found the data are well described (within a few percent) by normal sta-
96
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tistics near the zenith. Such checks arc especially important for all Cerenkov
observations in which source and back_o-round are compared. In general, coin-
cidence experiments - even withoug servoing the phototube singles rate or ]
current on sky brightness - give experimental fluctuations within a few per-
cent of Poiss_n values (c. f. also discussion of southern sky results below and
Grindlay et al. (1975a)) whereas single channel systems (e.g. Weekcs et al• - :
19721 yield o-exp/_rtheor -_ 1.15. ,
Three possible sources (>a_) at Eo>- 2 x 10TMeV are reported by
• the Crimean group. These are unidentified regions near _ = 05h 15m,
6 = +1° and a = OI h 11m, 5 = +62 °. The first of these may be associated with
a source at -_100 meV reported by Frye (1973,). The second of these,
: which the authors claim to be time variable as it was^detected by Mt. Hopkins
observations {Weekes 19731 b_ ten two periods of possible detection.
Clearly further observations are needed. The third source reported is Cyg
X-3, an X-ray source with a 4.8 hour period that has been detected up to
,_ hard X-ray energies (Pietsch et al. 1976}. The drift scans in 1972-1973 on
:: this object yielded "- 3.50- evidence for emission from Cyg X-3 at the X-ray -
phases 0.3 and 0.9• The sum of several drift scans obtained at these phases
_he.
is shown in Figure 4. These data are from just^one of the two offset (in r.a.) ;,
detector systems which was at the lowest energy threshold. No effect was
_: seen in the other system at a factor of "_2 higher energy, suggesting that if
the source was actually detected, its spectrum (unlike the Crab) must be very
steep (with integral spectral index > 3.2) This would imply detection at the ;
high energy cutoff of the spectrum• Unfortunately, Stapanian et al. (1975) do
not give an estimate of the flux to which the effect in Figure 4 corresponds
so comparison with other measurements is difficult. It is curious, though,
i that the detection of Cyg X-3 claimed by the same group (Vladimirsky et al. ._
_ 1973) at the time of the 1972 September radio outburst was also only detected
in the low energy system and yet the flux (given as 2 x 10 -10 photons/cm2sec)
is significantly above an extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum. Apparently _
i during the outbursts at least a two component spectrum is required. Tracking :
; observations of Cyg X-3, with fields of view increased to 2°, were conducted
i from July - November 1974 (Vladimirsky et al. 197b}. In August (only} a
?
t .
\
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significant effc_t ('_ 4.4o) was detected, which was primarily at phase 0.35 '(
of the 4.8 hour period° It is especially interesting that the authors find the ::"
phase of the 1972-1973 effect would agree with that for 1974 if a period 4,
0. 199682 days is used since that is very close _o the current best deter-
ruination (Parsignault et al. 1976) of the X-ray period. This object deserves ._.
.i
much further study by other Cercnkov detection groups as well, since there is .
now (this conference) evidence that Cyg X-3 has been detected at ",, 100 meV. _ -
A systematic sky survey of a large area of sky is needed to search for
previously unsuspected sources of very high energy gamma rays. Such a " _
program was described by Weekes et al. (1975))and a survey of the entire sky
north of declination 0° is in progress. A large fraction has now been covered,
< with some areas scanned several times. Unfortunately, data analysis is just
beginning and results are not yet available. O,_e important addition to the i
L
system described by Weekes et al. (1975) was made: a double beam system -_
has been Lncluded. Two 1.5m reflectors at 188m separation from the 10m L _L
reflector were operated in 2-fold coincidence with 2 pairs of detectors at "_
: the focus of the 10m reflector. The reflectors were pointed towards each
:: other such that EAS were originally detected at their electron maxima :
, Then, as in all the double beam observations, a third reflector (in this case _,
: located near the center of the baseline) was operated in coincidence with each
of the original 2-fold coincidence outputs. This channel, biased to detect _'
the penetrating minor component in the UV. then provided the cosmic ray
_ rejection with an efficiency of-_ 70%. In addition to completing the planned "_
\
; survey, a number of observations of the Cyg X-3 region will be conducted.
C. Results of Southern Sky Observations ';:_
' i Since the center of the Galaxy passes directly ov_'head at Southern :.
*" i latitudes (-300), ground-based Cerenkov observations of the galactic center
source region identified at',. 100 MeV (e. g. Fichtel et al. 1975) are particu-
larly attractive. An opportunity to conduct such observations, as well as of
a number of other potential very high energy sourcc_ iu_ _h_ _ _t time, _"
became available in 1972. A group at the University of Sych_ey, Australia
99 '
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had conducted Cerenkov obscrvations (including an upper limit on tile Crab
steady flux) in 1968 using the two 7m aperture optical reflectors of the stell,'u"
r
intensity interferometer at Narrabri NSW (IIanbury Brown et al. 1969). A ] _"
_ collaborative observation program between this group and SAO was arranged
in 1971 since it was recognized that the computer-controlled Narrabri re-
_ flectors were ideally suited for tracking-mode double beam observations, . -_._"
The reflectors and data recording system were thus converted to accomodate , ,
: the double beam observations and a program of observations of 11 candidate
• sources was carried out in April - July 1972, April _ June 1973 and March - •-_
April 1974. A complete description of this program and the results has been
given by Grindlay et al. (1975 i_)and we shall give only a brief summary here.
; All the observations were conducted with the reflectors separated by :
120m and tracking the source under computer control while maintaining the i:
f
double beam pointing geometry as shown in Figure 5. The rejection effi-
ciency against p-EAS achieved by the off-axis photomultipliers ,_as -- 60% and _. :
the total EAS detection rate was "_ 1 sec -1. Candidate source objects were -._
tracked in between observations of "_half the duration in which comparison
sky regions (> 2° in r.a. to either side of the source) were tracked over the "
.: identical ranges of track and elevation angle as the source. The comparison
: regions were selected for identical sky brightness and hence singles rate as (
the source so no servo of photomultiplier voltages was required, f
No significant effects were detected from the galactic center or from
t
possible point sources reported at ,,, 10O MeV (Frye et al. 1971_. The upper
limit for emission from within -_ 1° of the galactic center was F (> 3 x 1011eV_ '-
< 8 x 10-11 photons cm -2 _ee "'1 and is a factor of _. 3 above an extrapolation _ ,:
of a zro spectrum from the',, 100 MeV results. This result also requires ._
that any fiat inverse Compton component of the galactic center (or plane) flux :.
not extend to > 1011 eV without a brcak in the spectrum. Interesting results (
were obtained on the three pulsars observed. )_J sl_owed a "steady source"
excess of > 2¢ above background, with MP1451-68 actually ..,3¢ positive.
However upon analyzing the data for pulsations at the predicted periods and
: summing all the data in phase, only the Vela pulsar yielded e_idenee for
pulsed emission, and this only In 1972. A "_ 4¢ (single) peak was evident in
_" i00
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! t_, _(:data at a phase within 3 msec br,fo_- , ,' _,de--dispcrscd) radio pulse
-'i _ ph_,_e (';rindlay et al 1975b). Tlfi_ sire, _, _=kcontrasts with the double
j
pcake_i ;::.d_e structure found at ",, _0, '. _ i'hompson et _1. 1975_ though ]
_. it is simiia_" _o ".e Crab pv.l:_r _, ' " comparable energies (Figure 2),
Thus it is strikii_g that ._as_ as tt;'. : .i, :and Vela pulsars show almost
identical double putsed lighT, cur .,._ at ,_ 100 MeV, t', _y may also be very
I
: similar (single pulse) at very h_,,:L e,_mrgics. Since a very much smaller
_ effect, and only at the highest _:crenkov pulse b_,ights (or primary energies),
; " I was detected in the 1973 observations, the Vela spectrum may be like the
: _ Crab pulsar also in being very flat and time variable. Unfortunately, the ,
i
_ _ single 4_rdetection (1972) of Vela rer,ders these results much less certain
statistically than for the Crab, However one may speculate that if pulsars
: _ produce very high energy gamma ray sources with variable plmse, then per-
_ i haps the "steady" effects on MP1451-68 (and, though only _ 2o-, also onPSR1749-28) are actually pulsed with phase variations occurring within a ""
: _ few days. _ "_
' _ The final result we shall summarize was obtained on the radio gal-
; r axy Cen A (NGC5128). This is the closest (,, 5 mpc) of 3 active galaxies
i (including the OSO 3C273) observed and is especially interesting for its com-
pact source structure in the nucleus detected through hard X-ray energies.
The source was detected at 2-3o. in each of the 3 observing periods for a total
detection at the _- 4.6o- level of an average flux ;_
_ F _ 3 x 1011 eV) _- 4.4 x 10"11 photons cm -2 sec "1
.¢
_ Complete details are given by Grindlay et al. (1975a). About half of the data
_ were recorded with pulse height (spectral) information, and the spectrum of i ',
the observed gamma ray flux is consistent with a spectrum that is flatter I
than the background cosmic ray spectrum up to a break at ~ 3 x 10 TMeV. :_
_ Such a spectrum and indeed the entire detected flux can be understood in _
terms of a Compton-synchrotron model of the nucleus of NGC5128S
(Grlndlay 1975) where the .. 10 TMeV gamma rays are produced by inverse
: Compton scattering of an X-ray synchrotron electron spectrum (through _etr¢_ en_ _
•,* 1013 eV) on the optical - X-ray _ynchrotron photon_. The synchrotron
,_
4
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- spectra were calct-latcd assuming the compact sources are self-absorbed in
the radio regime. The very high energy ga.mrna ray flux tilth provides the
additional constraint necessary to solve for both the source angular diameter ;
: and magnetic field. The complete source spectrum model requires a two ' :
0 ?
- eomponer.t source whose diameters are then calculated to be'- . 01 pc and , =
0.2 pc and magnetic fields _ 2 gauss and _, . 01 gauss, respectively. The high
J
energy gamma rays are produced in the larger compmmnt, which may be a , "_:
: • cosmic ray source surrounding the smaller source in the nucleus of NGC5128.
IV. Conclusion
After a long beginnfng it now seems that gro,.md-based gamma ray -"
, astronomy has begun to yield positive results o_ great astrophysical interest. ',
'_ The early upper limits on steady emission from objects such as the Crab ,'
:: nebula were themselves of fundamental importance for establishing limits "
to pion production a_ld the necessity of continuing acceleration of electrons
(Cludakov et al. 1965) and for important limits on the magnetic field !
"" (Week,s et al. 19721 in the Crab, Now with solid evidence for pklsed emission :
from NP0532 at -> 10TMeV that is variable in phase, pulsar emission and
! particle acceleration theories are additionally constrained. Consi0eration of i:
these theories suggests, for example, (Grindlay et al. 19761 ".hat the very il
high energy pulsed spectrum may arise from bremsstrahlung of a cosmic ray ,_
' beam (accelerated off the neutron star) as it traverses relatively dense
matter accumulated at the "force balance" radius {Rogerts and Sturrock
, 1973) relatively far from the star (therel:_ also escaping pair conversion in _ -'
; the magnetic fielo). The possible ass{,clatlon of NP0532 emission (at > 1011 " _i_
eV) and pulsar glitch activity might then be _derstoodjsin,Je glitches may _-_
arise when matter from this force balance shell is released into the nebula. :,_
The results obtained by the Crimean group, partlculm'ly on Cyg X-3, 4
arc of great Interest. If the Cyg X-3 variable ormsslon, prlm_'lly at X-ray _i'_
_ phase _, 0.3, can be conflrmcd_lt is of major significance fox"theories of •_-
this very unusual X-ray source. None of the currently proposed theories for ::
this object would directly predict 1012 eV gamma rays, A gamma rg7 rlux _:_
. .ffif
, i lO2 { A
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coul_ ari_ _ro_ (presumably by inverse Compton or bremsstrahlung processes)
production of -- 10TMeV cosmic rays in this type of source. The evidence for
: the reality of the periodic 5 10TMeV emission from Cyg X-3 reported by
Vladimirsky et al. (1975) is greatly strengthened by the fact that the trial
best-fit period they proposed (0d 199682) now turns out to be the best-fit
X-ray period (Parsignault et al. 1976_.
Q
The most important result of the southern sky observations is, of
course, the detection of ", !011 cV gamma rays from the fivst extrwgalactic
. source, Con A. Tiffs result and the model (Grindlay 1975) which accounts
for the flux and entire NGC5128 spectrum by inverse Compton scattering in
compact synchrotron sources in the nucleus, provides new insight into the
physics of active galaxies. The results suggest other obiects of this type
may also be detected. The other key results of the Australian observations
were the possible detection of p,llsed emissio:l from the Vela pulsar
PSR0833-45 with puls.e profile mad variability similar to that of the Crab ,.
: pulsar_and the lack of detectable emission fl"om the galactic center or gal- _-_
actic plane.
% It is useful to summarize the major conclusions reached by very high
energy gamma ray astronomy to date:
: 1) Gamma ray sources above 1011 eV appear to be point sources or
compact objects which may be usually time variable and are accelerating
cosmic rays. The physical conditions (i. e. magnetic fields, energy uensities,
etc. ) in these objects are reve_led by the very high energy gamma ray fluxes
or upper limits.
2) Pulsar.q, at least the Crab and possibly Vela and others, produce
i
very high energy spectra of pulsed gamma rays that are variable in phase
and amplitudes. These spectra are almost certainly not ,'m extrapc,lation of
the low encrgs, pulsar spectrum and may arise from the primary particles ,
(rather than their cascades) accelerated by the pulsar.
3_ All of the possible source fluxes reported are ( 5_j (dsually < 1%)
of the background cosmic ray rate detected. While the stronge,_t classes of
sources may not yet have been detected, the high background problem and
J
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results to uate point out the necessity that future observations be doul)l(: beam,
: multibcam, or in some way actively reject the cosmic ray ba(-kt,qcound.
The final point should be re-emphasized. Despite tb.e very promising ]
progress achieved in ground-based gamma ray astronomy, a major increase
in sensitivity is needed. It is verb" likely that an extension of the double beam
: technique to a multi-reflector EAS array could achieve this.
I
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RADIATION MECHANISMS AND MAGNETOSPHERIC STRUCTURE OF PULSARS
I
P.A. Sturrock and K.B. Baker, Institute for Plasma Research, .
• Stanford U_iversity, Stanford, California _305
ABSTRACT
: This article outlines the chain of thought which has led
to a model of pulsars now being investigated at Stanford.
Key early considerations were those which led to the ._
identification of pulsars with neutron stars and the
Goldreich-Julian model of pulsar magnetospheres. Another
important step was the recognition that, in a pulsar _ i
magnetosphere, a high-energy gamma ray may annihilate
to produce an electron-positron pair. Arguments advanced
by Scargle an_" acini suggest that pulsar magnetospheres
may contain large masses of plasma, a suggestion which
has important implications concerning the structure of ;
the magnetosphere.
Observational data seems to support a magnetosphere
model based on the Scargle-Pacinl idea rather than the
Goldreich-Julian model. The cascade process resulting i_
from pair creation enables one to interpret the x-ray
emission from the Crab and Vela pulsars as synchrotron
radiation. On the other hand, the optical radiation
from the Crab pulsar is best understood as coherent _ -
curvature radiation. Radio emission is interpreted
as curvature radiation produced by charge bunches
moving along magnetic field lines. Certain tests of _
this model are proposed.
_Presented by P.A. Sturrock
#
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, _' I. Introduction. I am very sorry that France Pacini could not be . .._
_ here today to give this talk. France would no doubt have had much
to say about the origin of cosmic rays. By contrast, I have very
_ little to say on this topic, and I shall be concerned primarily with
the problem of the magnetospheric structure of pulsars and of
radiation mechanisms. ""
?
I think virtually all scientists now believe that pulsars are
rotating neutron stars, but in the early days there was a competing
hypothesis that they were pulsing white dwarfs. Some of you may be
• curious to ask, '"Whatever happened to white dwarfs?". Table I
will show you why white dwarfs were ousted in favor of neutron stars•
i IS A PULSAR A NEUTRON STAR OR A WHITE DWARF?
NS WD
i I. PERIOD IN RANGE .03 SEC to 3.7 SEC _ X
2. PERIOD STABLE TO I PART IN 109 _ ?
3. PERIOD INCREASES "_/ X?
4. NO OPTICAL PHOTOSPHERIC RADIATION _ X
5. I_40PULSARS IN SUPERNOVA REMNANTS _ X
J
TABLE I
It is believed that white dwarfs could not vibrate as rapidly as .03
seconds. It is believed that white dwarfs would not have a stability 7=
of the oscillation as good as one part in 109. If pulsars were
pulsing white dwarfs, we would expect their period to decrease [
because stars become denser with age just as we all do. One would " :
?
expect to be able to observe the objects (or some of them) by their
photospheric emission. One would not expect to find pulsars in
supernova remnants if they were white dwarfs. Now, of course, one
fact will not destroy a theory or a theorist, but an array of five _!_
• facts as good as these will bring any theorist into llne.
_ Once that argument was settled and it was accepted that pulsars
are neutron stars, the next question was where the radiation is _,
produced. There were, and perhaps still are, two schools of thought.
One school proposes that the radiation is produced at the light ,_
cylinder. T. Gold was one of the first and published a paper in
1969 (Gold, 1969) developing the idea of streams of plasma flowing _
out along field lines. (Figure 1.) When they get to the light _
_ 109
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FIGU_ I. Light-cylinder model for emission of
radio energy and relativistic gas. _e neutron star
has a cor,tating magnetosphere reaching out to the
c_rcle at which _, the peripheral speed, is close to
: the speed of light. Plasma emitted on tb_ surface by
nonthe_al processes will be accelerated to relativistic
speeds and flung out of the magnetosphere (Gold, I_9).
_ cylinder where _r c, they must be moving at the speed of light andthey will be_ radiation in the fo_ard direction. _ improved -_
model was developed by Professor Smith, who is n_ the director of
/ the Royal Greenwich Obse_atory, in 1971 (Smith, 1971, 1973). How- 1
ever, I have not seen much published from this school in recent years.
Some of my colleagues feel that this particular question is n_
settled: that radiation is not produced at the light cylinder, it
: really is produced near the pola_ cap. _is school of thought began
with two radio observers Radhakrishnan and Cooke (I_9), who also
published in I_9. _elr dlagr_ in their first paper is shown in
Figure 2. It is assumed that radiation is produced at two cones at
i the magnetic polar caps. So there are in fact two lighthouse be_s
which swing around with t':e star. If an obse_er is lucky, he may
• be in the llne of fire of one of these be_s and see one pulse per
rotation. If he is extremely lucky, so that the rotation _Is is
_ almost orthogonal to the magnetic _is_ then he may see two pulses, i.
_ere are in fact a few pulsars which do show both the pulse and
what is called an "interpulse".
110
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FIGURE 2. The geometry of polar-cap model: Clo a-up
view of neutron star with emission regions near the surface •
, at the magnetic poles. The dipole field lines give a
preferred direction to each part of the emission region
producing the linear sweep of polarization observed in a
radio pulse (Radakrishnan and Cooke, 1969).
Also in 1969, a very important paper was publi_ned by Goldreich
and Julian (1969) (It is a rare theoretical paper which leads to :
an editorial IP Lne New York Times.) This paper outlined a model l
for the s_racture of a pulsar magnetosphere. The authors showed that ! :
the electric fields produced by induction are so strong that there ',
must be plasma in the vicinity of the star drawn off by field
emission. They concluded that the magnetic field lines coulJ be
closed only out to the light cylinder and must be open beyond that
point. The plasma flow constitutes a "pulsar wind", similar to :
the solar wind.
2. Magnetospheric Structure. So here were two excellent ideas: that
of Radhakrishnan and Cooke and that of Goldreich and Jul_an, which
together led to a prediction. One could calculate the expected pulse :_
width of the beam produced at the polar cap of a pulsar an_, compare
it with the observational data• However, when this is done, there _
is no fit between the mean pulse-width expected for a given period
on the basis of that modsl and what is actually observed (Figure 3). ,':_
_' III
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_I_URE 3. Pulse width W versus period P distribution "_
of pulsars. The curves show the mean expected relationship
for the PCLC model (polar-cap radiation, lines opening at
the light cylinder) for the star masses indicated.
lhis seems to imply that one of the two ideas is incorrect• Either :_
i radiation is not produced as proposed by Radhakrlshnan and Cooke, or
the magnetosphere does not have the structure proposed by Goldretch _ _
and Julian. I think the answer to that question comes by constderin!
the braking index of a pulsar. The torque exerted on a pulsar will, ,,
we expect, vary as a power of the rotation frequency:
e = - I = W • (2o
9
: We can in fact determine n from observational data if we know the
• period, the derivative of the period and the second derivative of th_ *i
period, which we do for the Cr_b:
-:- n- (2.: .,2 "
! Goldreich and Julian made the definite prediction that n - 3. Data ,_
for the Crab is still not certain, but it seems to be in the range
2.2 to 2.6 (Boynton et al., 1972). ' '_
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In any case, it seems that there is a clear-cut discrepancy
between prediction and observational data, suggesting that the idea
of Radhakrishnan and Cooke may be correct, but that of Goldreich and
_ Julian is somehow probably inc,rrect. Where did it go wrong? A
• possible suggestion arose out of a paper published by Scargle and
• Pacini (1971). They noted that the 1969 glitch of the Crab pulsar ! J
was apparently associated both with the disturbance of a wisp in the
_ Crab nebula and with a change in the dispersion measure. They :
• _ proposed, therefore (contrary to most current thoughts), that a glitch
is a magnetospheric phenomenon involving an instability which itself i
involves a large mass of plasma trapped in a pulsar magnetic field.
Their estimate was that mass must be about 1021 grams. Dave Roberts i
and I looked into this possibility and we found that such a large
" _ mass could probably not be contained in the pulsar magnetosphere, i
Either gravitational force or centrifugal force would disrupt the I
equilibrium situation unless there was a singular situation with the
gas collecting at the "force-balance" or "corotation" position where
gravitational and centrifugal forces just balance. Suppose that gas
were to be ejected into the magnetic field either by evaporation from
the star or by ionization of neutral gas being accreted by the star.
If a lot of gas collects and cools down at small radii, it will fall
to the surface. If, on the other hand, it collects at large radii,
it will pull open the field lines, the end result being that the
largest closed field line comes at the force-balance radius rather
than at the light cylinder.
We can express this radius (of the Y-type neutral point) in terms
of the mass of the star and the period of the star:
2 GM
RFB" 7 ' (2.3)
_F B
which leads to
Z
RFB= 10-2.9 M1/3 e2/3 (2.4)
" In the inner re,ion, the magnetic field is approximately dipolar and
drops off as r'J, but once the field lines open up the field will
drop off as r "2. This change in the magnetospheric structure also
produces a change in the braking index (Roberts and Sturrock, 1972),
which we calculated to be n = 2.33. Thts value is in reasonable
,_ a&reement vlth the known data. The openlns of tha field lines at
RFB also means a l_rser polar cap, and hence a dlfferant dapendance _'
of the pulse vldth on the period (Roberts and Sturrock, 1972):
. _ = tOI'I M"1/6 R1/2 r 2i3 . (2.5)
This expression involves the mass of the star, but for nagses in the "_
113
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range .1 M_ to 1._ MQ, there is a reasonable fit with the data
(Figure 4). We note that different orientations of the spin axis
and magnetic axis can give rise to _lues of the pulse period either
larger or smaller than the value g1_en by equation (2.5). ,
J
o
/ • Q ot/
_ _ •
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FIGU_ _. Pulse width W versus period P distribution
of pulsars. _e cu_es repeat those of Figure 3, and also
show the mean expected relationship for the PCFB model
(polar-cap radiation, lines opening at the force-balance ,
radius) for the star masses indicated.
B. Radiation. N_ I want to turn to the more tmportant question:
Where and how is the radiation produced, and how intense Is it? First
I would draw your attention to the fact that a wind such as the s_lar
wind will cause magnetic field lines to spiral in the ¢luatorial
plane. A field pattern such as this has non-zero curl, 8o that there
must be curr6nts flowing to maintain this field pattern. If these
currents are flying along field lines, they must originate in or
flow into the polar caps. For the e_ple case that the dipole _is
i8 parallel to the spin axis, at each polar cap there will be an
inflow of current at the center and an outfl_ at the edges cr
vice-versa. If intense currents are le_ing the polar caps, one -i_
ex_uts that electric fields somehow develop in that region to draw
_ off the currents. We can estimate the current and the charge density {
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iand hence estimate the voltage required: for the Crab pulsar, which J
probably has a field strength of order i_12 gauss and has a rotation
perio_ of about _ ms, we find that the voltage must be of order 1016
volt_. If any ions leave part of the polar =ap, they may accelerate
to that enormously high voltage, and if they escape into interstellar -
space, they might contribute significantly to the cn_ic ray l_.ccasity. _
On the other hand, electrons will radiate, because they are moving
alcng curved magnetic field lines and have a smaller laa , and the
• radiation reaction becomes so intense as to limit the electron energy o_
to about Iolg volts. Hence if half the rotational powe_ goes to
driving the ion flow and the other half goes to driv g th_ .lectron
flow, almost all the power that goes into driving _!e, Lrons will go
into an intense flux of gamma rays of energy about 1012 eV. _
Our model has now advanced to the point that we have a structure
for the magnetosphere and we nave an elementary picture of where the
acceleration occurs• But what we now find is that we have produced -_
an intense source of very high energy gamma rays. Perhaps partici-
pants in this conference may be happy about that, but radio astrono- _
mers are really not satisfield because they assert that all pulsars
produce radio emission. In addition, one pulsar produ, es optical
emission, and perhaps _o produce x-cays, whereas the only radiation
produced by the model at this stage is a flux of gamma rays.
Tht missing link (Sturrock, 19/1) is believed to _e the follow- .?
ing" - If a high-energy gamma ray is moving transv r_ to _n intense •
magnetic field, it will annihilate to produce an electron-positron
psir. l_e gamma ray energies in the Crab, for example, are so
I_igh and the field strength is so high, that this annihilation wLll
occur extremely rapidly. When it occurs, there are two important
consequences. One is the production of secondary particles -
electrons and positrons - moving with non-zero pitch angles which
therefore will emit by the synchrotron process. This may give rise
to the optical or x-ray or gamma ray part of the spectrum. The
important point is that whereas we began with a stream of charge of
i Just one Jign (electrons), we now have a stream with particles of
opposite sign -- positrons. Some of these will tend tc move back
towards the surface of the star under the action of the electric field,
and this will create a two-stream situation which plasma physicists
I know is potenti_,J unstable. If the instability should occur, it
I will give rise to bunching of the charges, a_d it is precisely this _
, tha_ one needs to give rise to radio emission because single particlesi J
flowing along c_rved field lines will give negligible radio emission, _&
; but bunches of charge w_ll give significant radio emission. _-
One may e, tlma:e the epectrum to be expected from this m_del
; (Roberts et al., 1973). With quite a reasonable a_s,_ption about the
degrec of bunching oi the electron beam, one can fit the radio data. _
_ 115
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!The simplest e_timate of the x-ray spectrum gives a _-I/2 law, but
when one takes full account of the cascade process, this becomes
modified to a _-I law which is a better fit to the observed data. The
estimates are fairly sensitive to the mass of the star. However, an _
important point is that the model does not allow gamma rays of energy
i#12 eV to escape from the polar cap regions. Hence the observations
by Grindlay :i1972_are hard to understand. Second, the emission is
self-absorbed at 2 or 3 keV energy, so that there is no way to explain
°
the optical emission on the basis of this model. In fact the optical c
pulse shade has such a sharp cusp that it must be produced by particles
of energy 108 eV or more. This means the magnetic field strength
must be less than 106 gauss; if the radiation is being produced by the
synchrotron mechanism. But the field has this low a value only near
the light cylinder. The difficulty with assuming the radiation to be
produced near the light cylinder is again that the cusp is so sharp
Lhat it would require emission in a very small region of the light "_
cylinder. I am not saying these requirements cannot be met, but
there is no current model that satisfactorily meets them.
One way cut of this difficulty was proposed by Steve Turk, a
student who worked with me who unfortunately died three years ago.
_ His suggestion is that each primary electron gives rise to a stream
of gamma rays, each gamma ray producing an electron-positron pair,
so that a string of secondary particles form near each primary _-
electron. A very small separation of these particles, due to a quite
small electric field, will mean that the electrons and positrons will o:
behave independently so that one can obtain coherent radiation in
this model even in the optical part of the spectrum. Hence we propose
that the optical radiation from the Crab may be coherent curvature .
radiation. The observational data yields a spectrum which peaks at
little less than 1015 Hz, at a luminosity of about 1018 ergs per Hz
per second. One can fit this data approximately with a star of mass i °_
J.4 solar mass, which is also the mass indicated by the power budget _"
of the Crab nebula (Sturrock et al., 1975). '
_. Discussion. To conclude, we shall review the properties which we
attribute to pair creatien.
(a) We believe that pair creation explains the perlod-age distribu-
.t
tlon. The point is that as a qtar slows down, it eventually reaches
a period (for a given field strength and mass) for which pair
creation will no longer occur. In that case, we believe that bunching _.
will no longer occur so that there will no longer be radio emission
(Sturrock et al., 1976).
,¢
(b) We attribute the coherent RF radiation to pair creation, as _
discussed earlier.
: i16_ :
Ib
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/c) We believe that the optical radiation from the Crab is coherent
and is d_,eessentially to pair creation process.
(dl We bellcve that x-ray emission frem the Crab and the Vela pulsars .
is due to pair creation. [I would add that, if the new observations |
of radiation from 1747 and 1818 are c,_rrect, *'.s gamma-ray emission
(which is of fairly low energy) may be due to pair creation.]
!e) Based on analysis of the radio data, _hicn is not unambiguous,
there appears to be a large flux of low energy particles into the
Crab nebula. The current model does lead to a large particle flux
(mainly of positrons and electrons) into the nebula.
(f) The precursor of the Crab may be due to the possibility that _
radio emission occurs not only where electrons leave the polar cap i
_EPZ), but also where ions leave the polar cap (IPZ). The Crab is !
the only pulsar spinning rapidly enough for pair creation to occur
in the IPZ, so it is the only pulsar for which this process would i
occur. This interpretation suggests an explanation of the curious _
fact that the Crab is the only pulsar with a precursor.
There are still some observations to be made that I think would :
help to resolve some uf the remaining outstanding equations. I think
_ it is most desirable to try to determine whether the optical and the _
_ x-ray parts of the spectra of the Crab pulsar are continuous or
" whether they are quite distinct. This can be determined by trying
to extend the optical spectrum into the UV or by trying to extend
the x-ray spectrum to lower energies. It also would be valuable
to try to determine the polarization of the x-ray emission from the
Crab pulsar because the model I am proposing suggests that the E-
vector of the x-ray emission should be orthogonal to the E-vector
_ for the optical emission. On the other hand, if they are both
produced by the same process (say if they are both synchrotron _ J
i radiation), then they should both have electric vectors in the same !'• direc . I _:
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GAMMA RAY PULSARS -
I
H. Dgelman, S. Ayasli, and A. Hacinliyan
Middle East Technical University
Ankara, Turkey
ABSTRACT
Recent data from the high energy 7-ray experiment have
revealed the existence of four pulsars emitting photons
above 35 MeV. An attempt is made to explain the ?-ray
emission from these pulsars in terms of an electron-
photon cascade that develops in the magnetosphere of the
pulsar. Although there is very little material above _
the surface of the pulsar, the very intense magnetic
fields (1012 gaucs) correspond to many radiation lengths
", which cause electrons to emit photons via magnetic brems-
_ strahlung and these photons to pair produce. The cascade
develops until the mean photon energy drops below the "'_
pair producLion threshold which happens to be in the
7-ray range; at this stage the photons break out from
the source. ,
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i. Introduction. Initial results of the SAS-2 7-ray telescope have
shown that two of the outstanding 7-ray sources in the galactic plane
survey were the pulsars PSR 0531+21 (Crab) and PSR 0833-45 (Vela) _ -
(Kniffen et al., 1974; Thompson et al., 1975). Subsequently, a more
extensive search of the SAS-2 data for pulsed emission from some 75
more radio pulsars has yi=Ided positive fluxes with chance occurrences
• less than 10-4 for PSR 1747-46 and PSR 1818-04 _gelman et al., 1976).
Among thes_ four 7-ray emitting puls_s that cover an age span :
of 103 to 106 years only the youngest one, Crab nebula pulsar, exhibits
emission in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, in addition to
the radio and ganmm ray region. Thus, it appears that 7-ray emission
around the 35 MeV region is a fundamental emission feature of pulsars.
In this paper we attempt to show that this feature is a consequence of
the co-existence of intense magnetic and electric fields that can pro-
duce energetic electrons near the pulsar surface.
Since 7-rays in the energy range under discussion are commonly
considered to be the signature of high energy protons interacting with
the _mbient medium and producing _o mesons which in turn decay into
7-rays, we may consider the applicability of this process to the
pulsars for the production of gamma rays. There are two strong objec-
tions to this alternate explanation. One is the fact that above the
: surface of the pulsar there is very little material to cause inter-
actions of the high energy protons that may be accelerated in the
: electric fields near the surface. The density of current producing ,"
: charges is estimated to be near 1013 cm"3 even for the fastest pulsars.
This magnitude of density integrated to the speed of light cylinder ._
only yields about i0 miczogr@ms cm'27ofmaterial above the surface
,! which is of the order of 10-6 to I0" interaction mean free paths for _-
protons. The second objection lies in the fact that even if sufficient
i _ material was found for protons to interact, such as the surface of the
_ ne_ron star, the efficiency of the _o production process requires some ' _'
f i0_- tO I040 protons s"I to account for the 7-ray flux of an object
such as Crab nebula pulsar. This is about a factor of 106 larger than
_ the estimated primary electron flux.
Turning bach to the material starved, electromagnetically rich
pulsar magnetosphere we can speculate on how one may get special
emphasis in the emission around gamma ray region. As an anolo_y let _:
us consider observations of secondary 7-rays below the earth's atmos- ?
phere. If we perform such an experiment we may notice a preference of
7-rays around the 10 to I00 _V region. Although the details of the --
interactions are complex we can guess the reasons behind the energy _i
preference. Initially we start on top of the atmosphere with energetic _
particles. The atmosphere is many interacting mean free paths thick to
t
the cosmic rays. The high energy protons quickly interact, producing ,_,
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: mesons which then decay right away into electrons, positrons and 7-rays
thereby starting an electromagnetic cascade. The electrons predomi-
nantly lose their energy by bremsstrahlung to photons of comparable
energy and create electrons with about half their energy; the electro-
magnetic cascade thus multiplies and grows. When the average electron
energy drops below 80 MeV the electrons predominantly start losing
their energy by ionization and at around 20 MeV the photons through
• Compton process. At this stage the electron and photon cJmponents can
no longer sustain each other, the shower stops growing. Furthermore _
around 10-50 MeV_gion the photons have a minimum in their a_sorption
curve which allows them to penetrate deeper into the atmosphere.
A simil_r situation exists in the pulsar magnetosphere with the
source and observer reversed• Energetic electrons accelerated near
the surface have to emerge out of the intense magnetic fields of the
magnetosphere. In doing so they create an electromagnetic shower, the
photons of which eventually break out of the surface. To understand
more about the shower let us review the electromagnetic processes that
take place in intense magnetic fields. "_"
; 2. High Energy Electromagnetic Processes in Intense Magnetic Fields.
_ Typical parameters of electrons and magnetic fields in the astro-
physical setting put the encountered electromagnetic conversion
processes into the classical relativistic regime. However, the surface
fields of 1012 gauss of pulsars and electric fields that can yield
electrons with energies greater than 109 eV force us to treat this
phenomenon with the proper quantum electrodynamical considerations.
Following Erber (1966) we define the dimension less parameter T that /i
characterizes the transition probabilities.
E B
cr
where E is the energy of the electron or the photon, Bz is the per-
pendicular component of the field to the direction of the particle and
Bcr is the natural quantum measure of the field strength:
m2c 3 13 _
Bcr _
-- = 4.414 x I0 gauss (2)
The measure of the dominance region of the electromagnetic process is %
also characterized by this parameter. For the case T << I we are in
the classical relativistic regime and for the T >> I region we are in
the quantum electrodynamic regime. In the T _ 1 regionwe can have
pair production of photons which eventually disappears as T << I. _
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Furthermore, the peak of the emitted photon spectrum for an electron
of energy E is given by:
eTmax = E 2 + 3T
I
For T >> i, ¢7 ~ E and for T << I, c7 3ET/2.
. With some simplifying assumptions that will alter the high energy
portion of the spectrum, the magnetic bremsstrahlung spectral distri-
bution of an electron with energy E is given by:
)
where --E
r_ = _7 (5)
(E -_ )3T
and K's are the incomplete Bessel function integrals that also appear
in classical relativistic synchrotron radiation.
We may notice that the intrinsic rate of magnetic bremsstrahlung
Ks measured by mc_/_c which is of the order of I0 4 eV/cm. The total
energy loss rates integrated over the photon spectrum can be expressed
' as (Erber, 1966):
d___c= 6.43 x 1013 g(T) eV cm"I (6)
dx
g(r)=" _ .556 T2/3 T >> I (7)LT2(I -5.95 T) T << I _
f
!
To get a feeling for this process we may notice than an electron of
: energy E 0n _hE _ >(e I He_ will lose half of its energy in a dls-tance of i 1 3 ) (gauss) era. nd in doing so it will
typically radiate one photon with half of its energy. The situation
is reminiscent of an energetic electron radiating bremsstrahlung
photons in the Coulomb field of the nucleus.
If we examine pair production by energetic photons in magnetic
fields we again see the important effect of T parameter. The photon
attenuation coefficient _(T) can be expressed as:
>
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2 \_c _cr (8) - J
where T(T) can be approximated by:
" (0.76 T "I/3 y >> i
0.46 exp 8 _ << I (9)
The maximum of _(_) occurs at _= 12, or ¢ = 12 mC2Bcr/B7
For a typical pulsar field of 1012 gauss, this maximum corresponds to _ ;
27 MeV. At this energy the pulsar magnetosphere corresponds to some
_I _ ?
i0 radiation lengths of material, or the equivalent of 5x105 kilo-
meters of lead: Even though the attenuation length grows exponen-
tially as_'decreases, the pulsar magnetosphere is so "thick" that •
along the equatorial plane, it will cause all photons above a few MeV
to pair produce before emerging out. Near the poles this threshold .._
energy is increased by about a factor of csc e due to the reduction
of the perpendicular component of the magnetic field, thereby allowzng
higher energy photons to emerge.
3. Production of Electromagnetic Cascades in Pulsar Magnetospheres. :
Various authors have realized the importance of the above mentioned
electromagnetic processes in the pulsar magnetospheres and have invoked •
them to produce coherunt bunches of electrons and photons to explain
the microwave and optical radiation from these objects (Sturrock, 1971; _
Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975; Sturrock et al., 1975).
In gener_l the complicated relationship and geometr_ between the
rotation axis _, the magnetic field B and the resulting E field in a
pulsar differ extensively between different models. In this paper we
ignore the details and assume that energetic electrons are produced
near the pulsar surface and try to estimate the subse Juent radiation :_
produced by these electrons and the propagation of this radiation i
through the pulsar magnetosphere. In particular we would like to trace :_
the outlines of the cascade shower process that will develop as the _
energetic electrons radiate photons that in turn produce electron-
positron pairs.
In the electromagnetic conversion processes discussed above the .
relevant component of B for the radiation process is perpendicular to i_
the direction of motion_ therefore it seems important to know what the :
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E.B term is what accelerates the electrons. If electrons arc going
along field lines, they emit curvature radiation instead of magnetic
bremsstrahlung. However, even electrons accelerated in a typical
pulsar can lose their energy by curvature radiation to photons around
109 eV energy (Ruderman and Sutherland, 1975). These photons that
travel in straight lines subsequently encounter the perpendicular com-
ponent of B as they travel in the curved lines of force. Once they
pair produce, the electron-positron pair also feels this component of
• B in their radiation process. Henceforth, in our discussion, as a
first approximation we shall ignore the geometry of the field lines
and assume that the component of B perpendicular to the direction of
motion is comparable to B. We can then perturb our general conclusions
for the polar region by decreasing the effective value of B.
Qualitatively we can describe the cascade in the follow_ng way:
An energetic electron in,C>> I regime (E >> 20 _'J for H I0Iz gauss)
will lose half of its energy in a distance:
, ,"_ \10--'_ / _10'_ cm (11)
. Where B is in gauss and E is in eV. It loses this energy by typically
' : emitting one photon with energy E/2. The radiated photon, if still in
i the pair production regime, will create an electron-positron pair with
' each particle containing half of the photon's energy• For a photon of
109 eV energy in I0IL gau_s field, the mean free path against pair
production is about 5xlOTM cm. Subsequently these electrons and posi-
trons will again radiate one-half their energy as a single photon and
so forth. When the mean energy of the electron drops down to a value
i that corresponds to q" _ I (E _ 22 MeV for B _ 1012 gauss), it starts
losing its energy mostly by radiating photons of'r _ 0.6 which pair
o _ produce electron-positrons with q'~ 0.3. The next generation of 4
photons has Taround 0.I and they can easily break out of the surface
even _f this energy is greater than the pair production threshold of
'; 2 M C-.
"" e
Effectively then the maximum of the shower occurs whe_ the mean
energy of the electromagnetic component is degraded_ = 0.I to 0.3 i
range. Since the photon component of the shower is attenuated at lar-
ger distances as compared to the electrons, this maximumwill not be a
strict spatial maximum but in the steady state implies a concentration
of electrons in the above energy range that radiates photons in the
corresponding energy range. The extent in height of this cascade is
stall compared with the distance over which B changes appreciably,
hence we can treat the problem as occurring at a constant B value.
. _ We have carriedout numerical calculations of.the resultin= -
pnoron spec=rumwnenwe Le_ a m_no-energe=lc beam or eLecuronB _£th
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E = 109 eV pass through a uniform magnetic field of 1012 gauss. The /
results are shown in Figure 1. The ordinate gives the resulting photon
spectrum in units of energy per unit photon energy interval produced :
by a single electron. The _hree different curves labeled 1, 10 and 30
reflect the spectra after the corresponding nL_nber of iterations where " "
each iteration is a distance step of 10-6 cm. If we continue this
iteration process and follow the photons out to large distances, the
. portion above 5 MeV should decrease more and the cascade photons that
ere produced should increase uniformly the intensity level below this
energy. We could approximate the resulting photon spectra by:
E_r e < e
de _ 7 cr
-- (12) :
de7 e7 cr
> 6 "
where the critical energy ¢cc is given by: L
6 _ 0.2 M C21Bcr ) (13)_ cr
30 H=1012 ,_
2 gauss
_-_0 Figure i. Numerical :_
_ calculations on the "
vJ-1 photon spectrum of a _
_CJ sh_er initiated by _ -:_
: -2 i0_ eV elec_on in a ' ,?
field of 10"- gauss. .-
_ "° 4
; -3 The curves labeled I,I0 and 30 are the i
number of iteration _"
_ -_ steps in units of 10-6
CIL_.
-5 ,,_
:i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
t og(photonenergy,eV) ;
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4. Discussion. There are several factors that will change the
idealized calculations of the previous sections. One factor i_ assump-
tion of the mono-energetic electron beam. In reality there will be a
spectrum of electrons accelerated by the pulsar. However, as long as
this spectrum implies the existence of elect_ons above _cr, the con-
clusions of the previous sections do not change. The second factor is
the possibility of the reacceleration of the electrons as they lose
" energy. A third factor is the geometry of the field lines. We can
include this effect approximately by considering the fact ¢cr will in-
crease as csc e where e is the angle of propagation with respect to
the poles. For example, in the case of the canonical pulsar with B
1012 gauss, ¢cr is about 5 MeV but within a cone of 6° from the poles.
Canmm rays above 50 MeV will be able to break through the pulsar. For
the case of B = I0II gauss, ¢cr _ 50 MeV, and 500 MeV photons can
emerge from the poles within the 6° cone. -_
In short, ganmm rays in the 106 to 109 eV region are the photons
that can break out of the pulsar magnetic fields as well as being
photons that correspond to the shower maximum produced by an energetic
electron.
The s ape of the photon spectrum implies that most of the energy
will be radiated away by the ganmm rays near the critical energy. Ex- _
perimental!y this fact is certainly supported by PSR 0833-45, PSR
1747-46 and PSR 1818-04 which radiate a factor of 3.5 x i0_, 2.2 x 105
and 3.5 x 105 more respectively in gamma rays above 35 MeV than in the
radio region, the only other region an emission has been detected. In
the case of the Crab nebula pulsar PSR 0531+ 21 the ratio of the gamma /
ray to radio luminosity is again 3.1 x I05_ however Crab pulsar shows
additional emission in the optical and X-ray regions which must be
explained by some other mechanism. Although the Radio luminosity _
: itself needs other coherent emission processes, it is interesting to :
note that in all the observed gamma ray pulsars.the ratio of garmmaray
It_inosity to radio luminosity is around 3 x i0_.
In concluslon_ if the general results of this work are correct_
: pulsars radiate predominantly in the i0 u to 109 eV range. Although the
radio emission is only a trivial part of the energy loss, in under-
standing pulsars it has received an unfair share of the effort.
!
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"DENSITY WAVE THEORY"
WILLIAM W. ROBERTS, JR., Department of Applied Mathematics And Computer
Science, University cf Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22901
ABSTRACT
The prospect that density waves and galactic shock waves
are present on the large-scale in disk-shaped galaxies
has received support in recent years from both theoret-
ical and observational studies. Large-scale galactic
shock waves in the interstellar gas are suggested to
play an important governing role in star formation,
molecule formation, and the degree of development of
spiral structure. Through the dynamic_ of the inter-
stellar gas and the galactic shock wave phenomenon, a
new insight into the physical basis underlying the
morphological classification system of galaxies is
suggested.
t
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INTRODUCTION
8
In this symposium a primary focus is the structure, content, and
• dynamics of our Galaxy as revealed by various galactic constituents
and tracers - HI, CO, OH, H2, young stars, HII regions, supernova rem-
nants, pulsars, _ - radiation, synchrotron radiation, and others.
Some of these constituents help to make up the overall gaseous compo-
nent of _ur Galaxy, while others have their formation and large-scale
distribution directly related to the large-scale dynamics of the gas-
eous component. In this review on Density Wave Theory strong emphasis
will therefore be directed toward the gaseous component and the im-
portant role it can play. Our Galaxy is thought not to be greatly
different from external spiral galaxies we see; and this review will
focus from time to time on external spirals to help us theoretically
view our own Galaxy. _"
In many external galaxies the optical appearance of the disk re-
veals the presence of luminous spiral arms. If the spiral arms were
material arms and were composed of the same material for a substantial
portion of the lifetime of the galaxy, the differentia] rotation inher-
ent in the disk would tend to overwind the arms into nearly circular
forms instead of the spirals observed. Partly because of this winding
dilemma associated with material arms, a wave interpretation of large-
scale spiral structure seems necessary. In the wave interpretat_o,, the
enhanced luminosity of a spiral arm is believed to originate in the ,
very young, newly formed stars whose births from interstellar clouds
have been triggered by the passage of the crest of a spiral density
wave. i
STELLAR DENSITY WAVES
=
The density wave viewpoint originated with Bertil Lindblad (1963; :
also see I.indblad and Langebartel, 1953) and has been developed toward
a coherent density wave theory by C.C. Lin and his associates and
_: others (see Lin, 1971). Gravitational forces are considered as domi-
nant forces, with magnetic forces also playing a role but of secondary
importance. The fundamental spatial coherence of the wave pattern is
provided by the orderly underlying spiral gravitational field of the ,_
collective distribution of old to moderately-old disk stars partici- _
paring in the wave pattern. Lin and Shu (1964, 1966) find that this
2
self gravitation of the material participating in the wave-pattern can
i
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go a long wdy toward helping to sustain it. On the other hand Toomre
(1969) shows that a group of spiral waves would still propagate in the
radial direction and eventually disappear in several rotations of the
galaxy. Thus one of the intriguing problems at the present time is
how to account for the origin and permanence of spiral structure. For- ,
tunately this problem is receiving the attention of a number of re-
searchers at the present tlme, and a variety of promising sources have
already been found for the generation of spiral structure (see Lin,
1970; Toomre and Toomre, 1972; Lynden-Bell and Kalnajs, 1972; van der -_
Kruit et. al., 1972; Feldman and Lin, 1973; Mark, 1974, 1976 a,b,c,d,;
Lin and Lau, 1975; and Lau, Lin, and Mark, 1976).
The mass concentration in a density wave is believed to consti-
tute only a small perturbation on an otherwise rather smooth stellar
disk. For this reason the theory for stellar density waves has evolved 7
primarily as a small amplitude linear theory. Figure 1 provides a pho-
tographic simulation of a stellar density wave of 5% amplitude super-
posed on a stellar disk whose axisymmetric distribution is computed
from the mass model of Vandervoort (1970) for our Galaxy. Here the re- _ _
sulting background wave pattern of old to moderately-old stars is hard-
ly visible and such background patterns would most certainly be diffi-
• cult to detect in real galaxies.
GALACTIC SHOCK WAVES
On the other hand, the response of the interstellar gas to _he
small background spiral gravitational field associated with such
stellar density wave pattern is in fact found to be a rather lar9, re-
sponse in which shock waves form along the arms of the background pat- i
tern (Roberts 1969, also see Fujimoto 1966). Figure 2 illustrates
the location of the shock formed along the background arms. Undergo ng
rapid basic rotation about the galactic center, the gas flows along the
arrowed streamlines through the slower rotating wave pattern from one
shock to the next. It is mainly the spiral gravitational field of the
background pattern coupled with rotation along with the effect of pres-
sure and the variation in streamtube cross section that drives the gas-
eous response and forms the shock. The galactic magnetic field and the
ccsmic ray particles which interact with the magnetic field also con- !
strain the gas motion. In the model here, a galactic magnetic field is
embedded in the gas (Roberts and Yuan, 1970),and the shock that forms
is a hydromagnetic shock wave. Because of the enormous size of the
galaxy, the magnetic field is essentially "frozen into" the gas, and
the arrowed streamlines represent the gas streamlines as well as the
: magnetic lines of force. _
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IFigure 3 provides a sketch of the nonlinear response of the gas
density distribution along a streamline. The gaseous response has a
rather narrow peak induced by the shock wave which forms in the poten-
tial well of the background stellar density wave arm. A photographic
simulation o_ the gas density distribution over the face of the model
disk is provided in Figure 4. The ridge of the light distribution
traces out the shock and the gas density ridge. The surface density
response of a particular component in a galaxy is roughly proportional
to the inverse square of the characteristic speed. Since the effective
acoustic speed of the interstellar gas is typically only one-third to
one-fourth of the root mean square random velocity of the disk stars,
it is not difficult to see how the same mild spiral gravitational field
which induces only a small fractional variation of the disk stars
(Figure I) can drive a very large density response in the interstellar
gas toward the formation of shock waves (Eigure 4).
The formation of such inrge amplitude spiral waves in the gas is
not greatly sensitive to the form of the background forcing field
adopted to drive the gas. For example, in a time dependent study of "_
the gas response to a bar-like oval distortion, Sanders and Huntley
(1976) find a large amplitude wave pattern of a rather similar char-
acter to that in Figures 2-4, but with rather open spir_l arms. Fig-
ure 5 shows a photographic simulation of the gas density distribution
in two different cases of mild bar-like forcing. ,_.
GAS CLOUD COLLAPSE AND STAR FORMATION
Galactic shock waves may well form a possible triggering me-
chanism for the gravitational collapse of gas clouds, leading to star
formation and the formation of other tracers along spiral arms. Figure ;
3 illustrates this possible star formation mechanism. Gas flows into
this shock and compression region from left to right. Before reaching
the shock, some of the large clouds and cloud complexes may be on the
verge of gravitational collapse. A sudden compression of the clouds in
the shock could conceivably trigger the gravitational collapse of some
of the largest gas clouds. As the gas leaves the shock region, it is
rather quickly decompressed, and star formation ceases.
On the small scale the main obstacle to star formatimn is th._t
most of the interstellar gas clouds would not be even remotely bound by
their self gravitation if the clouds were isolated entities placed in a
vacuum. Random motion can act as a "pressure" in that it provides sup-
port against the gravitational field of the Galaxy.'; however, there are
difficulties in visualizing how the "effective p,:_._sure" is transmitted o
on a small scale to trigger the gravitational coi _pse of clouds. This
J33
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obstacle is now largely removed through recent work by a number of re-
• searchers who show that the nearly neutral component of the interstel-
lar medium may consist of two gaseous phases in rough pressure equilib- /_
: rium with one another. These two phases are identified with the ob-
served cold, dense clouds at temperatures of 20 -200°K and with an un-
observed hot, rarefied intercloud medium at temperatures of perhaps i
104OK.
" In a study of gas flow based on the two-phase concept (Shu, et
al., 1972) galactic shocks are found to be initiated by the "hot" in-
tercloud medium. For the case of 5% spiral field it is found that the
total variation of pressure along a streamline at the solar circle ex-
ceeds the range of pressures consistent with the thermal stability of
both cloud and intercloud phases, and phase transitions occur in the :
flow. Inside the shock layer, the transient pressure tends to achieve
a value higher than the maximum pressure, p , consistent with ther-
mal stability of the intercloud medlum and _Is forces a transition of
some of the "hot" intercloud gas into the "cold" cloud phase. On the
other hand, in the interarm region the pessure tends to drop to a value
! lower than the minimum pressure, P-in' consistent with thermal stabil-
ity of the cloud medium, and this _orces a reverse transition of some
of the "cold" cloud gas into the "hot" intercloud phase. As the pres-
sure tends to drop below p . in the interarm region, the evaporation
of cloud material to the i_rcloud phase helps to maintain a constant
pressure environment for the remaining clouds.
In this picture, the clouds are viewed as embedded bodies which
expand or contract to adjust to changes of the ambient pressure of the :
intercloud medium; and the increase in pressure across the galactic
shock occurring in the "hot" intercloud phase is in turn transmitted to
the "cold" clouds, leading to star formation. Due to the greater com-
pressibility of the gas in the two phase model and the nonlinear nature
of self gravity, the critical mass for the gravitational collapse of a i _i
gas cloud is substantially reduced from that estimated for an isother- _ •
: mal gas by a factor greater than i0. This decrease of the threshold ' _
for gravitational collapse coupled with the effect of the galactic
shock as a possible triggering mechanism help to explain why the re- _
gions of active star formation can be delineated so sharply in certain i_
external galaxies.
In a study of the time scales relevant to cloud formation and
star formation Biermann, et al. (1972) follow the phase transition pro- _i
cess by a simple numerical model of thermal evolution in cases for dif- _
ferent strengths of compression and magnetic field, and for different
rates of heavy element depletion onto grains (also see Mufson, 1974,
1975). Through this work they reconfirm that the transition to the
cool stable cloud phase may occur within 106 years and that stars may _
form within approximatel_t 5 x 106 years in agreement with the time est_
mates for M 51 by Mathewson, et. al. (1972) and for M 81 by Rots (1975_
135
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Woodward (1976) further enhances the theoretical picture through stud-
ies of shock-driven implosions of interstellar clouds toward star for-
mation (also see Sawa 1975). Shu (1974) considers the Parker (magnetic
Rayleigh-Taylor) instability for an interstellar medium composed of
t_-rmal gas, magnetic field, and cosmic ray particles and investigates I
the tendency of the gas to drain down magnetic field lines into dense
pockets of concentration. Mouschovias, Shu, and Woodward (1974) sug -
gest further that the initiation of this instability in the interstel-
• Jar medium by the passage of a galactic shock may play a strong role in _
the formation of large cloud complexes, OB associations, and giant H II
• regions.
STRONG SHOCKS WITH NARROW REGIONS OF HIGH GAS COMPRESSION;
WEAK SHOCKS WITH BROAD REGIONS OF LOW GAS COMPRESSION -_.
For a wave of given amplitude, the strength of the shock and tne _ :
degree of compression of the gas vary as the square of the ratio
w_/a where wz is the total (unperturbed plus perturbed) velocity
1 component of the gas normal to a spiral arm and a_ is the effective
acoustic speed of the interstellar gas. If the two-component model of
the interstellar medium is adopted, a is unlikely to be very differ ....
ent from the sound speed associated w_th the intercloud medium
~ 7 - 12 km s-I and a mean value of a in this range might be dictated
by the atomic physics of all spiral galaxies. On the other hand, w_ _
oscillates along a streamline about its unperturbed value w because
of the forcing of the spiral gravitational field of fractiona_ ampli- •
tude F. Shocks form if F is sufficiently large as to force w&
to achieve transonic values. There are actually two regimes:
<(i) w > a and (2) w < a. For (i) w > a, most of the gas on
AO . .I.0. . .&O i
the streamline is movlng at supersonlc speeos while only a small por- , "'
: tion is moving subsonically. The shocks which form in this (w > a) ,
: situation tend to be strong and give rise to narrow regions of_igh gas _:"
compression. For regime (2) w _ < a, most of the gas on the stream-
,_ line Is movlng subsonlcally whi_e only a small portion travels super-
sonically. In this (w 0 < a) situation the shocks tend to be weak and
yield rather broad regions of relatively lo_._wgas compression (see Shu,
et. al., 1973). Therefore the strength of the shock and compression of i
: : the gas and the consequent theoretical differentiation between s_Jral _'
: structure with narrow "filamentary" arms and broad "massive" arms seem
I to be critically dependent on the quantity /
i
t w&0 = (_ - _ )_ " sin i (i) ,'-
P _
where i is the pitch angle of the wave pattern which is determinable %
_" from the dispersion relation of the linear density wave theory once the 1
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pattern speed, _ , is specified.
P
I
INSIGHT INT0 THE PHYSICAL BASIS UNDERLYING THE
MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF GALAXIES
A semiempirical study of the density wave patterns predicted ir
the models of twenty-four external galaxies is made by Roberts, Rob-.rts,
and Shu (1974, 1975; also see Shu, Stachnik, and Vost, 1971). Figure 6
provides the theoretical curves of W±o, i, and F characterizing the
density wave pattern calculated for one sample galaxy NGC3031 (Mql).
The superposition of three sets of curves for three possible cholces of
the corotation radius _llustrates that the magnitude of w _ver its
{ extent, and particularly at half corotation, is not overly_°ensi_ive to
the location of corotation. For NGC3031 the ch;:racteristically high
levels reached by w signify that potentially strong galactic shocks
v
are possible together with a high degree of development of spiral st_'uc-
ture wi_h narrow "filamentary" arms.
A photograph of the ssmple galaxy, NGC3031 (M81), with its typi- >
cally "filamentary" spiral arms taken from the Hubble Atlas (Sandage
1961) is shown in Figure 7. This well-developed spiral structure with
narrow, "filamentary" spiral arms is thought to be a consequence of the
rather strong shocks possible in this galaxy, zuperposed is the com-
puted wave pattern, based on the curve of theoretical pitch angle i _
for _ = 26 km/s/kpc in Figure 6.
P
i
The theoretical curves of w , i, and F for another sample
_o
galaxy NGC 598 (M33) are provided in Figure 8. The characteristically
low levels of w signi_.y that only weak shocks, if any at all, would
&0
b_ possible. Consequently the corresponding spiral structure would be r_"
expected to be oo_qo/_-develo_ed, perhaps with broa____dd"massive" _ _
: arms of a fuzzy and patchy nature. '_
<
A photograph of the sample gal_xy, NGC598(M33), with its charac-
: teristically "massive" spiral arms taken from the Hubble Atlas is showr.
in Figure 9. This poo_y-develope_ spiral structure with rather broad, "
"massive" spiral arms is thought to be a consequence of the result that
_ only very weak shocks, if any at all, are possible in this galaxy. Su-
perposed is the computed wave pattern, based on the curve of theoretical _
' pitch angl_ i for _ = 32 km/s/kpc in _igure 8.
P
The results for the two sample galaxies in Figures 6-9 suggest _
that the two parameters w and i may play a major roJe in detezmin- _
ing the degree of development of spiral structure in a galaxy as well
' as its IIubble type. This role is illustrated in Figures I0 and ii
"
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Figure i0. w_0 and Luminosity Class. Trend for a sample of "
twenty-four external galaxies indicative of a possible corre-
lation betweep w_Q - the velocity component of basic rotation :,
normal to a spiral arm - and shock strength on the one hand, _:
and luminosity classification and degree of development of
_V spiral structure on the other. Those aa]axies, in which poten-
tially strong shock waves are possible, are found to exhibit
long, well-developed spiral arms. Those galaxies, in which
weak shock waves are predicted, are found to exhibit poorly- .
developed _piral structure (fro_ Roberts, at. al., 1975). i
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; Figure ii. Theoretical Pitch Angle i and Hubble Type. Those
_. galaxies whose models predict wave patterns with very tightly-
wound spiral arms of small pitch angle i are the galaxies ob-
[ served to be of relatively early Hubble type S0/a - Sbc. 2
Those galaxies whose models predict more open and loosely-
i wound spiral arms with large pitch angle i are the galaxies '_observed to be of relatively la e Hubb type Sc - Zm
L
(from Roberts, et. al., 1975). .
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where, for the computed density wave patterns in the theoretical models
of twenty-four external galaxies, w 0 (and potential shock strength)
and the theoretical pitch angle of the wave pattern are well correlated
with luminosity class and Hubble type respectively. In Figure i0, high
w and potentially strong shocks with narrow regions of high gas com-
z0
pression are found to correspond to galaxies with long well-developed
"filamentary" sprial arms; low w and weak shocks with broad regions
zo
of relatively low gas compression are associated with galaxies with ""
- short, patchy "massive" spiral arms. In Figure ii, the computed wave :
patterns with small theoretical pitch angle i correspond to relative-
ly early Hubble types, SO/a - Sbc; whereas th_ wave patterns with
large theoretical pitch angle i correspond to relatively late Hubble
types, Sc - Im. Since the theoretical pitch angle i is dependent on
the choice of corotation radius in a galaxy, the correlation in Figure
ii is equivalent to saying that the theoretical wave pattern obtained
by choosing the corotation radius according to the criteria in Roberts,
et. al. (1975) agrees reasonably well with the observed spiral pattern
for each galaxy in the sample.
Through the correlations in Figures i0 and ii, a new insight is
suggested into the physical basis for the morphological classification
system of galaxies. By showing that typical values of w and i
(say at half the corotation radius) can be expressed as:
W"
w = (GM/_) 1/2 f(_ 5M/_c) (2)&O c .
sin i = g(_ 5M/_c) (3)
where f and g are functions whose forms are specified once the
equilibrium disk has been specified except for scale factors, Roberts,
et. al. (1975) identify what they believe to be the two fundamental
physical parameters which underlie the accepted type-luminosity classi- '_
i
fication system of galaxies (van den Bergh, 1960 a, b): namely, (I) the
total _ass of the galaxy, divided by a characteristic dimension, _'
GM/_ , and (2) the concentration of mass toward the galactic center,
_ M_ . These two fundamental parameters govern w and the poten-
tial s_rength of galactic shocks in the interstellar gas as w zz as the
geometry of the spiral wave pattern.
Figure 12 shows for example the dependence of w and the poten-t0
tial shock strength on these two fundamental parameters. The black dots A
indicate the locations of the twenty-four galaxies of the sample plus ,_
our own Galaxy with respect to the w surface. A galaxy with a mass&0 .
distribution of moderate central concentratzon, as evidenced by the
parameter _ _./_ being near the value of 0.5, is found to lie near :
the ridge of'_e _ _ surface. Such a galaxy is capable of forming
shoc_O • .rather strong waves (even wzth small to moderate forczng F) and "_'_
is therefore capable of exhibiting well-developed "filamertary" spiral ,,_
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Figure 12. Theoretical categorization of disk-s; ] galaxies;
a representation of an ensemble of cases spanning t = two-dimen-
sional parameter space of the two fundamental parameters:
M/_C' _ -_C" w evaluated at half corotation generates a
w sug_ace which _easures the strength of the galactic shock
•o .
posslble over all cases of the ensemble. Superposed are twenty-
four e_ternal galaxies plus our own. Those galaxies with a moder-
abe concentration of central mass lie near the ridge of the w
z0
surface; these galaxies can have the strongest shocks (e.g.
NGC3031-M81). Those galaxies with a low central mass concen-
tration lie well below the ridge and are predicted to have
only weak shocks, if any at all (e.g. NGC598-M33) (from Roberts,
et. al., 1975).
structure• The larger the mass of the galaxy, the higher along the
ridge it can manifest itself, and the stronger the shocks possible. On
the other h_nd, a galaxy with a mass d_strlbutlon of very low central
concentration, as evidenced by the parameter, _ =.J_ , being sub-
stantially larger thaP 0.5, would lie along the surface at a level well _ :
below the ridge. A galaxy in this range is capable of forming only weak i
_[ '
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shocks, if any at all (even with large forcing F); and the correspond-
ing spiral structure is expected to be poorly-developed and more
"massive." The three coordinates in this representation are ideal in
the sense that they are distance independent parameters, and any un-
certainty that may be present in the estimate of distance of a galaxy
does not enter here.
Some attention should be directed to the forcing amplitude F
which in the density wave theory measures the amplitude of the back-
ground stellar density wave driving the gas. In those galaxies with •
high level3 of w , the potentially strong shocks and high gas
compressions can _e attained even for rather small (e.g. 5%) to moder-
ate forcing amplitudes F. The larger F is, the stronger the shocks
and gas compressions which can be attained. However with zero or neg-
ligible forcing, such potentially strong shocks and compressions could
not be realized even for galaxies with high levels of w . Unfortu-
nately within the present framework of the theory the am_itud ^ of the
background driving wave F can be calculated only to within an arbi- _,
trary multiplicative scale factor. Of course, the real forcing of the
gas in galaxies could be much more complex and even more difficult to
calculate if various other driving and excitation mechanisms should
enter to help drive the gas.
p,
Empirical estimates of mean compression strengths reached in the
spiral arms of eleven of the galaxies in the above sample are inferred
observationally by van der Kruit (1973) from high spatial resolution
21 - cm continuum studies with the Westerbork Radio Synthesis Tele-
scope. What is indeed interesting is that F and other possible com-
plexities do not seem to play an overwhelming role because a comparison
: of the w levels in Figures i0 and 12 with v,_-_er Kruit's mean com-
pression s_rengths shows general agreement. ThrOugh observations of
emission line strengths in the disks of 12 late-tv2_ galaxies, Jensen
Strom and Strom (1976) find that radial changes _n disk gas composition
across the face of a galaxy can largely be understood in terms of this
density wave picture and can be directly related to variations in the
strength of the gas compression (and w ) and the frequency of com-
4o
pression with each passage through a spzral wave crest 2(_-_ ).
P
INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND TEMPORAL SEQUENCE ACROSS A SPIRAL ARM
In Figure 12 our Galaxy is located near the ridge of the w
surface. Unfortunately, from our vantage point within the Milky _y _
System, it is extremely difficult to view clearly and decipher the
large scale structure of our own Galaxy. Consequently before focusing
on our Galaxy it might be instructive to view in some depth one or two
144
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external spirals which are located on the w surface near our owno
Galaxy in Figure 12 and for which detailed o_servatzonal studies are
available.
One important feature to focus on is the predicted internal t
structure of a spiral arm. This is illustrated by the sketch in Figure
13. With the formation of _ galactic shock, the gas density peaks a-
long a nazrow front, and the magnetic field frozen into the gas, and
• possibly the dust particles as well, share in this compression. There-
fore, a shock, a shar E H I peak, a narrow dust lane, and the strongest
maqnetic fields are all expected to lie in a narrow lane on the inside
edge of the bright optical arm of young stars and H II regions trig- _
gered by the shock. Figure 14 provides a photographic simulation nf
the lane of young stars distributed in a Poisson distr%bution outside
the shock. To be sure complexities most certainly arize from a number
of sources ranging from local processes within the shock region govern-
ing the interaction of clouds with the intercloud medium, e.g. through
turbulent viscosity (Sawa, 1975) and governing the post-triggered col-
lapse of gas clouds (Woodward, 1976) to the effects of spiral arm
i drift and age dependent spreading of the newly-formed stars (Biermann
and TJnsley, 1974; and Wielen, 1975). Therefore Figures 13 and 14 are
meant to provide only a qualitative overview of the temporal sequence
of physical phenomena expected in the density wave theory across a
spiral arm in the region interior to corotation. ,.
THE SAMPLE GALAXY NGC 5194 (M 51) - OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
Recent observational results from the Westerbork telescope in the
Netherlands indicate that NGC5194 (M 51)- a galaxy located on the w
_0
surface near our own Galaxy in Figure 12 - is one striking example
which exhibits features suggested in this wave picture. Figure 15a _
shows a map of M51 and its companion NGC5195 presented as a series of
intensity profiles from the survey at 1415 MHz by Mathewson, et. al.
(1972). The most striking feature of the radio map is the clear delin-
eation of two radio spiral arms. Most of the spiral arm emission does
not arise in supernova remnants that lie in the bright optical arms,but rather more than half of the total emission of M 51 is contained in
the narrow radio spiral arms. The inner portions of the radio arms are
unresolved by the aerial beam and this implies that they are less than
250 pc in width• Linear polarization is detected in their emission ;
which indicates that their origin is due to the synchrotron mechanism.
Connected with this phenomenon of synchrotron emission is the strong
dependence of the radio emissivity on the strength of the magnetic field
: which in the density wave theory is predicted to be strongest in the
; compression regzon at the shock and dust lane.
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Figure 16. Surface Brightness and Color Index Maps of M 51.
In the lower left panel, the spiral pattern is interpreted as an
azimuthal density variation iz, the old stellar disk population,
as identifiable in a background stellar density wave (from
Schweizer, 1976).
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The ridge line of the 1415 MHz emission from the radio spiral
arms is determined by Mathewson, et. al. (1972) and this ridge line is
shown in Figure 15b superposed on an optical photograph of M 51 and
NGC5195. Here it i3 apparent that the ridge of the radio spiral arms
in synchrotron emission and the _trongest magnetic fields lie well a-
long the dust lanes generally on the inner sides of the optical spiral
arms.
z • , ,_
Through a study of the detailed surface photometry of six galax-
ies including M 51, Schweizer (1976_ detects background spiral patterns
in the old stellar disk population. He identifies the arms of these
broad patterns as background stellar density wave arms. Figure 16
shows his surface brightness and color index maps for M 51. The red
arms which stand out in the O passband (lower left panel) are composed
mainly of old giants underlying the old stellar disk, and these are the
a£ms in M 51 identified by Schweizer for the first time as background "
stellar density wave arms. The blue arms which stand out in the B3
passband (upper left panel) are representative of the young population I
stars•
In his identification of the background density wave arms,
Schweizer makes use of a sequence of azimuthal surface-brightness pro-
files at different radii, shown for M 51 in Figure 17. It is interest-
ing _o note that most of the strong dust lanes (marked by arrows) are
not only located on the inside edge of the arm [rofiles but are al==
often shifted a little onto the rising inside slope of the profiles.
In fact in the outer parts of M 51 some appear even right on top of
$
the arm profiles. Schweizer argues that the rise of surface brightness
of the arm profiles inside the dust lanes must be largely due to the '_
old disk stars which participate in the background density wave arms.
In another view, Figure 18 shows two projections of a three di-
mensional map of surface brightness of M 51 and its companion NGC5195
computed by Burkhead (].976) from a combination of photographic plates
weighted toward yellow-green (centered about 5300 (A°)). Here, the
spiral arms of M 51 might well be characterized as narrow roadways
slowly winding up the sides of the steep mountain of total surface
brightness (not unlike the wave arms in Figure 1). i_
THE SAMPLE GALAXY NGC 3031 (M 81) - OBSERVATIONAL STUDIES
Another rather striking galaxy - on the w._ surface near our
own Galaxy in Figure 12 - for which high resolution 21-cm line observa-
tions have beer, possible is the galaxy NGC3031 (M81). Figure 19 con-
tains a radio photograph from Rots and Shane (1975) of the observed _
density distribution of neutral hydrogen in M81. Although there is a
great deal of detailed structure, two major arms of neutral hydrogen
seem to stand out as rather prominent spiral features. These H I arms _.
<
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Figure 21. H I surface density as a function of spiral phase
about the disk of M 81. The three panels show different radius
ranges. Th_ concentration of neutral hydrogen into spiral arms
is quite clear with the arm peaks substantially narrower than ',_,
the interarm troughs (from Rots, 1975).
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Figure 22. B - V color as a function of spiral phase about
the disk of M 81. This plot can be directly compared with the
upper panel in Figure 21. The arm ridges where the H I is most
compressed (Figure 21) correspond to the _luer regions (troughs .,_
in Figure 22) where young stars may be forming with prominent'..
(from Rots, 1975).
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are also closely cc ,Icide_t with the optical arms and the dust. Figure
20 shows the observe_ veloci' field, determined by Rots (1975),
superposed on the radio photograph. _ _
Figure 21 frc_ Rots _i975) shows the H I surface density distri- ' :
bution as a function o? the spiral phase aruu,__ three circular bands in
M 81, each 2 kpc wide. Fne concentration 0f neutlal hydrogen0in the
spiral arms is clearly visible, with the ,_astern arm around 0 in spiral "
• phase and the western arm azound 1800. Moreover the den&_ty distri-
bution appears to be of such a nature that the arm peaks are substan-
tially narrower than the intera_m troughs, altogether indicative of non-
linear w_ve phenomena. _
Rots also plots the average B - V color in the circula band be-
tween 4 and 6 kpc as a function of spiral phase, and this is shown in
Figure 22. In view :_f the H I distribution in the upper panel of Fig-
ure 21, a cor-elation seems to exist between H I and color in the sense _
that the higher is the surface density of H T, the bluer the color.
Indeed the blue regions delineated by the tzoughs here appear even
narrower than the corresponding arm peaks of H I _in the 4 to 6 kpc
band _ ;_ Figure 21. If these regions of bluer color are interpreted to
r_ c , .lative increases in the number of young stars forming from
'_ th. I L_..n it would appear that star formation is occurring with _
promi_ei:cn only in the limited regions of the H I spiral arms. Rots
finds that there actually is a time lag between the highest density of
very youn_ stars and the maximum H I surface density of the order of
i0- to 15-, which corresponds to an order of i0 million years, in the
sense that the stars are forming with most prominence just outside the
ridge of the H I arm from gas that has already jus+ entered and been _
_ compressed wit|,in this ridge region. This observed time lag between .
the H I peak and _he concentration of y_ung stars acToss the spiral <
o _ arms of M 81 is just the temporal sequen-:e expected in the theory be- _ _
; • tween the shock _nd H I peak _nd the region of highest concentration of
young stars and H II reqions. Consequer.tly, these observational re-
sults on M 81 suggest that this galaxy is another example whic)_ exhib- _
_ its features predicted in the wave picture.
Visser (I_75a) a_plies the theoretical picture to simulate thenonlinear, large-scale ga_ flow in M 81. Figure 23 illustrates the ,_
theoretically-calculated fiel_ o£ line of sight velocities superposed
on a _0( " photograph of M _I. The over, ll _rend of loci of equal hel_o-
centric velocities indicates the general rotation of M 81, while the _
i urests and troughs o_ the contours reflect th= systematic motions pr¢-
_. dicted along the wave arms. With the inclusion of the e_fect of beam
smearing as _hown in Figure 24 (Vlsser 1975b), which is an unavoidable
effect _nherent _n obs_rvations, substantial progress t_ward a deeper _
understandinq of M 81Js possible through a comparison of the smoothed
theoretical vez_]ty field (Figure 24) and the observed velocity field _
(Figure 20).
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OUR GALAXY
We now turn to focus on our own Milky Way System. Hopefully
these concepts of density wave theory which seem to be playing an im- l
portant role in M 51 and M 81 - two extragalactic systems for which
we enjoy a birds eye view - can be borrowed and applied to help us
better understand our own Galaxy. .
Figure 25 provides curves of w for two possible choices of
A0
corotation radius in our Galaxy (see Burton, 1976). Because of the
hiqh levels attained b_, w , potentially strong shocks and high gas
compressions are possible in the inner parts of the Galaxy, and these
have been calculated even for small to moderate forcing F (e.g.
Roberts, 1969; Shu, et. al. 1972). Simultaneously the frequency of
compression 2(_-_ ) with each passage through a spiral wave crest is
also substantial_ higher in the inner parts due to the differential
rotation inherent in the .galactic disk. Both these effects - the po--
tentiai strength of gas compression and the frequency of compression -
tend to make the conditions for star formation and molecule formation
; rather favorable in the inner parts of the Galaxy, perhaps inwards as i
far as inner Lindblad resonance about 4 kpc where the spiral wave is
he,_ght to terminate (also see Shu 1975; and Oort, 1973, and Segalovit_
_975, for application to M 81). ,;
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Figure 25. Characteristics of the Density Wave Picture for our
Gal,_y. Str_ng shocks and high gas compressions are possible
(and have bee,, calculated) in the inner parts where w > a. •
The frequency of gas compression in shocks is also high°in the
inner parts. These factors suggest that the conditions for _
shock-triggered star formatio-_ and molecule formation may be
favorable in the inner parts of our Galaxy (see Burton, 1976).
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Both wan {and potential shock strength) and the frequency of
compression 2(Q_? ) decrease with increasing radius in the Galaxy.
Moreover, in the _uter regions over the range of radii near the solar
circle where the intrinsic frequency v of the density wave satisfies
! the relation
2 2 -2
v - _ = n , (4)
" ultraharmonic resonances can occur in the gas (Shu, et. al., 1973).
Here _ is the intrinsic acoustic speed of the gas, andt
n = +__2,+--3,+__4,.... Such ultraharmonic resonances tend to produce
secondary compressions and secondary arm structures in the gas. These
secondary features bear some resemblance to the secondary arms, spurs,
and feathers often observed (with a birds eye view) in the outer parts
of many external spirals. However their presence more than anything
else probably confuses any coherence that the overall spiral structure
might otherwise have in these outer regions. For larger radii outside
the solar circle toward corotation where w <a, only very weak shock_
if any at all, are possible together with b_ad regions of relatively _.
low gas compression. Therefore in these outer regions where there may
be a lack of coherence as well as a lack of sufficient gas compression
the conditions for efficient and coherent star formation and _.olecule
/; formation may be rather unfavorable except in unusual local environ-
ments.
' I I I I I I II
n(CO)1.2_ - 10_(CO)(10"4cm-_1 J ...-
: I.o- '_-"_lu3"'epc-2) _
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Figure 26. Radial distribution in the Galaxy of Z2CZ60 i
; vohu, e densities at b = 0*(lefthand ordinate) and of
the projected 12C160 surface densities (righthand ordinate)
(f_om Gor4on and Burton, 1976). i
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Figure 26 shows the radial abundance distribution of the carbon
monoxide molecule in our Galaxy found by Gordon and Burton (1976). By
relating the CO densities to those of molecular hydrogen on the basis
of solar abundances, Gordon and Burton further derive the radial abun-
dance distribution of H in the Galaxy This is shown in Figure 27 to-2 "
gether with their deduced distribution for total interstellar nucl, 9ns
(also see Stecker, Sololon, Scoville, and Ryter, 1975). They find that
the abundance distributions for CO and H 2 are more concentrated than
that of the H I toward the inner parts of our Galaxy as well as more .
concentrated than that of the H I toward the galactic plane. This
separation of the peak concentrations of CO and H2 from that of the H I
suggests that there exists a factor other than the average neutral hy-
drogen gas density which controls the present day formation of mole-
cules (and perhaps young stars) in the Galaxy. If we adopt the a_nsit',
"J I l I I I I I I
(cm-31 r'"
4.G ',
' n(_, " 2n(H2) h)ð$   "_.3.5
5,(1-
2.5 ---
z,o- ., "i "
1.5- "';,-" ".
I ,..
:, 1,0
0.5- nlH2_' ..... ! ..
O,O nlHI) .... :/ _ . _- r.--=•....... _.
I I I I I I I i
0 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18
R (kpc)
Figure 27. Radial distribution in the plane of the Galaxy _ ,
of volume densities of atomic and molecular hydrogen. The
distribution of the sum 2 n( H2 ) + n( H I ) indicates _ ",i
: the overall distribution of interstellar nucleons (from _
Gordon and Burton, 1976). "_i
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wave picture where the present day formation of molecules (as well as
young stars) occurs in part as a result of compression in a galactic
shcck wave, it is possible to account for this str_king separation as a
consequence of: (i) the inward increase of the gas density compression
(and w ) and (2) the inward increase of the frequency 2(_-_ ) at
which t_ interstellar gas is periodically compressed. Because _tellar e
density waves are absorbed at inner Lindblad resonance and cannot pro-
pagate inside this region, substantial molecule formation by the wave
. mechanism is not expected inside 4 kpc.
Similar morphological characteristics also seem to distinguish
the distributions of a number of other constituents and tracers - H II
regions, supernova remnants, pulsars, y-radiation, synchrotron radia-
tion, and other molecules - from that of the neutral hydrogen (see
Burton, ]976). It is intriguing to consider the prospect that the com-
pression wave mechanism, if strong enough, might play an important role
in the formation and large-scale distribution of many of these constit-
uents and tracers as well.
Optical observations of the spiral structure of our Galaxy are _'_
confined to the realm of a few kiloparsecs in radius about the Sun.
For this reason the current picture of the large-scale spiral structure
rests primarily on radio observations of the 21-cm line of neutral hy-
drogen. Unfortunately from our vantage point within our Milky Wa_"
System, we have difficulty in seeing the forest because of the trees. .7
As Burton (1972) has demonstrated, it is extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to interpret a profile of the 21-cm line of neutral
hydrogen unambiguously, particularly with both the gas density and the
gas velocity varying along the line of sight. Of course in the density .
wave theory a relation between density and velocity does exist. How-
ever, becaus_ of the uncertainty in the choice of specific valuers for
the parameters of the model and because of uncertainties in the physi-
cal properties and state of the H I gas and the interstellar medium
(with.multi phases, multi components, turbulence, complicated cloud
structures, etc...), the interpretation of line profiles is still very
difficult.
Despite these uncertaintiesSimonson (1976) works toward a slmu-
lation of large-scale spiral structure by constructing a model based on
density wave kinematics that reproduces many of the main features of
the 21-cm H I o_servations. Figure 28 provides a synthetic optic31
p:.Jtograph of his simulated model of our Galaxy as revealed through
the 21-cm line profiles. A basically two-armed spiral pattern %ith a
O O .
pitch angle of 6 -8 _s apparent between the 4 kpc disp£rsion ring and
the solar circle. Near the solar circle, two additional arms originat_
and th_ pattern outside is multiple-armed.
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Figure 28. Synthetic Optical Photograph of a __imulated
model of our Galaxy using density wave kinematics as de-
duced from 21-cm l_ne profiles of neutral hydrogen (from
Simonson, 197_) .
PERSPECTIVE TOWARD THE FUTURE
Toward the future the outlook is optimistic. Definitive scien- /
tific research generally motivates further scientific research, no mat-
ter _;hat the discipline. Most certainly of great benefit will be cur-
rent and future observational studies a._d theozetical work on the vari-
ous constituents and tracers delineating the structure, content, and
dynamics of our Galaxy as well as extragalactic systems - H I, CO, OH,
and H2, young stars, H II regions, supernova remnants, pulsars, _
_-rad_ation, synchrotron radiation, and others.
?
Already there are many exciting problems ripe for the cha_.lenge
of future investigations. ;hnswers are needed to such questions as: _
i Does our _laxy indeed possess spiral structure, which many extragalac- _
• _; tic systems seem to be capable of exhibiting for our birds eye viewing?
?
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If so, how coherent is it and why do the present CO observations for
example not show a better delineation of spiral structure in our Gal-
axy? From our vantage point, how severely do we suffer from not seeing
the forest because of the trees? Although the abundance distribution
of CO does drop off within the inner 4 kpc in our Galaxy in qualitative
agreement with the compression wave mechanism, why does the CO not drop L
off more abruptly there? Might the compression wave mechanism be cap- !
able of penetr&clng to a sufficient distance inside 4 kpc to account :
• for this low level of CO present, or need there be other sodrces? In- -:
deed these aze only a few of the intriguing questions and problems that
could be mentioned; there are many others.
At the present time, theoretical results and developments are
progressing well on many fronts; exciting new observational results are
springing forth- and theoreticians and observationalists alike have the /
opportunity to learn a great deal more and broaden our present under-
standing. The interactxon between theory and observations is extremely
important for the purpose of providing pew challenges to current theory
and to current observational techniques toward their better and better
refinement.
I would ''ke to thank Martin Burkhead, Butler Burton, Jim Huntley,
Arnold Rots, Francois Schweizer, Chris Simonson, and Herman Visser for
graciously sending me a number of the photographs included in this re- _
view, in many cases prior to publication. I would also like to than"
J_m Huntley for kindly preparing the photographic simulations. This
work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
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THE GALACTIC DISTRIBUTION (IN RADIUS AND Z) OF INTERSTELLAR
MOLECULAR HYDROGEN
N. Z. Scoville, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 010C2
P. M. Solomon and D. B. Sanders, Dept. of Earth and Space
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ABSTRACT
New observations of the galactic longitude
and latitude distributions of I = 2.6 r:m CO emission
are presented. Analysis of this specoral line
data yields the large scale distribution of
molecular clouds in the galactic disk and their
,-,-distribution out of the disk. Strong maxima in ,"
the number of molecular clouds occur in the galactic
nucleus and at galactic radii 4-8 kpc. The peak at
, 4-8 kpc correlates well with a region of enhanced
100 Mev y-rey emissivity. This correlation strongly
supports the conclusion of Stecker et al. (1975)
that the y-rays are produced as a result of cosmic
ray interactions in molecular H2 clouds rather than
HI. One important implication of this is that the
_ interstellar magnetic field lines to which cosmic
rays arc confined, must tl_erefore not be excluded
from these dense clouds.
: The width of the cloud layer perpendicular to
i gal_crl- plane _etween half density points is
105.+:.5 _ near the 5.5 kpc peak. The total mass
of mol isr gas in the interior of the gal_y i"
,. exceeds _t of _tomic hydrogen and is 3.] r M 0
basea en these observations.
].53 _ ,
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Until just the last year there was little appreciation
of the possibility that clouds of molecular H2 rather than
atomic hydrogen might constitute the dominant contribution ,-"
to the interstellar mass. The importance of the H2 gas on
a galactic scale was overlooked, essenti_lly because it was
impossible to detect from the ground. The rotational and
vibrational transitions of H2 are weak infrared quadrupole
" lines; and observations of the ultraviolet resonance lines
are limited to clouds o_ low vis1_al extinction (<i mag) in
front of nearby 0 and B stars (e.g. Spitzer et al. 1973).
Our knowledge of H2 in selected, more opaque, and more
distant gas clouds has instead been deduced from observa- _
tions of relatively rare trace molecules like CO, CS, and _
HCN which have fundamental rotation lines at _ = i + 6 mm.
Recently observations of th_ CO J = 1 _ 0 line at
2.6 mm have been extended to surveys of this emission
throughout the galactic plane (Scoville and Solomon 1975,
and Burton, Gordon, Bahia, and Lockman 1975). Scoville
and Solomon (1975) used their CO observations to deduce the
overall distribution and mass of molecular hydrogen in the
galaxy. The relevance of these studies to obser_,ations of
galactic y-rays (Fichtel et al. 1975) rests cn our early
conclusion that within the region of the v_laxy interior to _
_ the solar circle molecular hydroge r not F the dominant
constituent of the interstellar m_dium. " _r et 31.
_975) have pointed out that the distrib _ of molecular
hydrogen derived from the CO observations _ verj _milar
to the "missing" interstellar matter distrib_tio_ _equired
to account for the ooserv_ rise in y-ray e,11 at
galactic radii 4 to 8 kpc. The consistent _ , _ion of
both analyses is that at the peak in the mol,_ _ _r cloud i
distribution (_ = 5.5 kpc) perhaps 90% of the interstellar '
gas is H2 and as one moves outward in the galaxy the ratio
H2/HI decreases until at the solar circle the two abund-
ances are about equal.
In the following, we first review CO data obtained in S
the galactic plane (b = 0) from w_ich one derives the _
radial distribution of CO (and H2) outside the galactic
nucleus. Then some of oLr most recent observations per-
taining to the z-distrlbution of molecular clouds are
discussed. Because the CO emission, from the galactic
center shows quite diffe" t characteristics from that seen _
_ else_ ]ere in the galactic plane, we have devoted a separate ,
• sectiun (§4) to ana]ysls of the emission seen at _ < 3° .
And finally we are then able ill §5 to estimate th_ mass
and surface density contained in interstellar molecular _
i 164
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hydrogen by inte_ratin_ the radial distriLution functlon
(§2) over galactic radius and z (§3). ..2
I. Considerations fo2 Interpretation of CO Observations - tt
t {.
It is in no way obvious that the CO intensities we
have observed at different positions in the galaxy should
be a proportional indicator of gas column densities. Very
• generally the line is found to be optically thick ana in
clouds having hig___._hhgas density the intensities will, in _
fact, correlate with gas temperatures not with gas
densities. On the basis of _2C0 data alone it is impossible _
to tell in what fraction of the clouds observed ill the
plane the CO is thermalized. Our limited 13C0 data obtained _
at three positions indicates that the CO is probably not "
: thermal±zed in roughly half the clouds. _
634.0,0.0 m "
CO -."
7
I I I I '"
Jl' .,.
 3C0 :J
'!
i. 0 ,,:
)
Figure i: CO and '3C0 spe_._ra are :_hown for the direction
£=34 °, b=0 ° Note "'"• t_,_ thtre are :: least five discrete -,
features in the CO spectra, each o_ which has a counterpart
; in *SCO. The negative d_2 at v=20 km/sec in ;he CO spectra _"
is caueed by the presen'_ oz" CO emission at _nat velocity in '"_
the reference position _o above the galactlc plane• The in-
. tensity units are Rayle!gh-Jeans antenna temperatures °K. j_
: 16.5 :_:_,
T
-]
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JThe first figure shows emission of 12C160 and the rarer
: isotope 13C160 obtained at the position _ = 34 ° , b = 0° . }i
The closest approach of this line of sight to the galactic - -,-.
center occurs at galactic radius 5.5 kpc near the moleculsr / :==i
cloud maximum. The discrepancy between the observed
<(
intensity ratios ISC0/12C0 (ranging from 1/2 to 1/6 amongst
• the five _atures seen in Figure i) and the much lower valu_ ..>
of the interstellar abundance ratio [IsJq/12CO] = 1/40 • }
(Wannier et al 1:76) imply tn_t these lZco lines are _.
'_ optically thick with T > 6. !_ must be an im_o:._tant cc _- " _'
sideration that the CO lines are optically thick and the )0
observed brightness temperatures are, therefore, equal to -
the excitation temperature characterizing the relative '-- 7
J = I and J = 0 level populations.
.,.. This excitation temperature is determined by the rate .,
of collisions of H2 with CO, by spontan_ouu radiative decay _ ,_.
- (At0 = 6"10 -8 sec -l) _nd by stimulated radiative at_orption ',,,,.
, and emission. In the event that a cloud has r,H2 < 3000 cm -3, " .:<,
the collisions by themselves wouTd not be sufficient to "-
•_ thermalize the CO levels. However, if in this same reg-'on, . '_,..';_i
the CO lines ate optically thick, a line nhoton will bet
absorbed and scattered approximately • times before it ,.';
escapes the cloud. Thus one may visualize that when this ._
"radiation trapping" occurs, each collisional excitation is :'
replicated approximately T times and the observed excitation
: temperature will be in some manner proportional ";o _. In a '_
more _........ al treatment of the excitation which solves the "-
, full equations of statistical equilibrium for CO (Scoville ..:
' ._ - and Solomon 1974), we have found that for a large regime" - - 4i
"i giving subthermal excitation of optically thick CO, ._ _-,
TB "-Texcitation a .nco )0._ (I) '
_.. ,. (nH2 . _ ,
Therefore, if the abundant _,r-atlo nco/nH2 from cloud to ;'_
"-" ul_<_. %s constant, , : ._
TB n 0._ , _ ' '"
-' (2.) '>;" ',v'" : H2 :: ', t ,_. ,
_ . ">,k_. As the densities increase and Te×citation = Ty., then TB: . :.
,.. < . .-gradually,.-loses its dependence on nHz altogether and _-"_ _,..
..... _'_' :_ "develops,a lines., dependence on T K. _ . .,.." ""
...,, --In most of the c_ouds outside of.,%he galactic r.._cleus--' .,. ., ._
, _ we feel that the densities arc. insufficient ..for '"' "":
' ._ .complete thermallzation and%herefore an intuition whir_,,h.. ." ./ ./D._
;"' associates increased "CO intenr_-ty with increased gas .;i... " " :.i_..-<" . _.-_.:
; " _. _" " d_,_si..%y seems reasonable',tho[' .,.' it ._%]%ard-!y p.rover_"_ "_.'.' "' " -, -,,.--_"' "' - ,. '"-_
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Figure 2: The intensity of CO emission along the galactic
\ equator is shown as a function of longitude and velocity. .
Molecular emission tends toward lower longitudes and more
positive radial velocities as compared with 21 cm (see Kerr
_, 1969), indicating that the molecules are concentrated toward _
the center of the Galaxy. A version of this figure spanning i
more velocities (±300 km s-_), and therefore containing the
full range found in the galactic center, may be found in _..
Scoville (1975),
" C);[,, t
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2. The Radial Distribution of Molecular Gas
The entire run of data from our earlier observations in
the galactic plane (£ = -I0 ° to +90 ° sampled once every
degree with a 1 arcmin beam) can be displayed in a single
longitude-velocity diagram (Figure 2). In this representa-
tion a single spectrum observation constitutes a horizontal
! • line of shading. One sees both intense, high velocity
: emission arising from molecular clouds in the galactic center
(_ < 300 pc; see Scoville, Solomon, and Jefferts 1974) and
; many individual, less intense features which were sampled
in the galactic plane outside the center.
81- '.z_il
I
I
• 1.01I -_
_ 6
,_o 0.81 _I'_
0,I "
z4- uQ61',}
. V I'_
0.4 i_
!°3.2m [ I':I r-ll_ Li O-- 0 '' ' 'i 2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 q
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Figure 3: The mean CO antenna temperature as a function of
_ radius "n the Oalaxy _ was calculated using the Schmidt
(1965) rotatlc, n law to transform £, v in Figure 2 to _. We
use only data at £ > I0 ° in order to exclude the galactic
center where much of the gas clearly is not in pure rotation.
Note the sharp peak in CO at radius of 5.5 kpc and dramatic
falloff toward the Sun and beyond The vertical scale may
also be c('r_verted to H2 surface density through a normali-
i zation to 25 M 0 pc -2 at the 5.5 kpc peak (see §5). :
; A _o_c • useful representation of the CO emission for :_
.: compariso2_ with y-ray observations is obtained by using the i
Schmidt rctatlon law to transform from the _, v coordlnates I
w
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of Figure 2 to galactic radius (Figure 3). This figure
provides our best indication of the molecular gas distri-
bution in the galactic plane outside _ = 3 kpc. The verti-
! cal scale of Figure 3 may be approximately transformed from _ :
<TA> to nH2 by setting nH2 _ 4 cm -3 at the 5.5 kpc peak '! (Scoville and Solomo 1975) This H2 distribution matches
well that of other population I components excepting
• atomic hydrogen (see Figure 4). It is very similar to the °_
distribution of discrete HII regions (Mezger 1970), diffuse
ionized gas (Westerhout 1958 and Lockman 1976), and is
; consistent with the pulsar distribution _leradakis, this
symposium and Hulse and Taylor 1976). And most important '
[
[ ] 1.0 "_
"_ _ _6
_ W
_ ).4
z ).2
• ,///f_ / •
_ 0 "
Figure 4: The surface density in giant HII regions (shaded
area, Mezger 1970) and free-free continuum radiation (see
: Figure 16 in Westerhout 1958) show a remarkable similarity -
i to the radial distribution of CO (Fig. 3). In contrast the :
i HI surface density varies little with galactic radius (Van i ,-
Woerden 1965). i
for the discussion at hand, the H2 distribution is identical
i to the y-ray emissivity (Stecker et al. 1975) within obser-
vational errors and the uncertainty involved in unfolding
the y-ray longitude distribution. All of these results have
been confirmed by the finer spaced, higher sensitivity CO
observations of Gordon and Burton (1976) at b = 0 and our _"
most recent, higher sensitivity observations in 1 and b
169 "_
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(Solomon, Scoville, and Sanders 1976).
3. The Thickness of the Molecular Gas Disk _
!
i A major shortcoming of the published CO observations
when making a comparison with y-ray data is that the 1
arcminute CO beam observed only the galactic plane, whereas
7
• the T-ray data has a much lower angular resolution - in-
cluding contributions from over 5° degrees of latitude Our
newest observations and those of Cohen (1976) are, therefore,
especially addressed to estimating the thickness of the
molecular cloud layer. We have observed along strips per-
pendicular to the galactic plane from b = -1 to +i ° every
even degree of longitude in the range £ = 0° to 50 ° Though
i we have yet to fully analyze these new observations, samples
in the form of integrated line intensities are shown in
F Figures 5 and 6 and tabulated in Table 1.
i -
Interpreting the intensity integral as a proportional
indicator of the molecular column densities we may use th_s
_ data for estimating both the thickness and the central
latitude of the clouds. The full width in latitude to half-
intensity varies from 0_7 to I?0 (excluding £ = 0°) The _.
! mean latitude of this emission significantly deviates from •
the galactic plane in the longitude range 20 ° to 40 ° where
<b>= -092 and most of the emission integral is contributedi
by gas in the 4-8 kpc ring. This amounts to a displacementi
! <Z> of 40 pc below the plane• From the latitude thickness ,..
i of the emission observed near the terminal velocity* at manylongitudes £ = I0 - 50 ° we have estimated that half-density
points on either side of the plane are separated by 105±15 ._
i pc at radii 4 _ 8 kpc. This _s in agreement with the crude '
I value of 130 pc found in our earlier survey (Scoville and '
i Solomon 1975) and the estimate of ll8 pc found by Burtonand Gordon (1976) from data at _ = 21 ° A more sophistl-
cated analysis of the data at all longitudes is planned in
order to search for systematic variations of the scale
height with galactic radius (Solomon, Scoville, and •
• i
'_, Sanders 1976) _
Perhaps a most relevant quantity against which one
should compare the y-ray observations is the double integral
of the line intensity over all velocities and over galactic
latitude (last column of Table I). That the longitude
! *Emission at the highest positive velocity in each llne-of-
sight with _ < 90 ° is produced at the point of closest
approach to the galactic center. Therefore, the distance to
gas producing emission at these "terminal" velocities is |
unambiguous.
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Tab le ISample Data on the Latitude Distribution of CO Emission
I
_ dV at b = 0° <b> _db_TA dV
! /TA(K.km s-l) (o) (10_O.K.km s-l)
' _ 0° 1200 0 29•
!
1° 775 0 31
i0 ° 200 -0.2 15
22 ° 170 -0 3 13
_ 30° 200 -0 ] 7 4
_ _ • .
36° ll0 -0.2 4.4
i 42° 70 -0.3 3
! 50 ° 37 -0.i 1
dependence of this double integral is similar to the longi-
tude distribution of I00 Mev y-ray emission argues most
persuasively in favor of the y-rays being produced within /'
molecular clouds. Indeed this is perhaps the most direct,
straightforward comparison one can make. The alternative of
t comparing the radial distributions of y-ray and CO emissi- _
vltles which we have used in the past requires an assumption
of azimuthal symmetry about the galactic origin. For a mere
comparison of the two observations, the unfolding of both
_ sets of data (in different ways) does not gain anything.
4. The Galactic Center
One enigma in the comparison between CO and y-ray
emissions still remains. Within the inner 3° of longitude
about _ = 0° there is a system of very dense, massive clouds.
Here the integrated CO emission is therefore 2-3 times the
value at _ = i0 to 30° (Figure 7 and Figure 5) yet the y-ray
emission varies less than 50% over the same longitudes. In
interpreting the CO emission elsewhere in the galactic plane,
it was convenient to imagine that all clouds had a similar
kinetic temperature which was slightly above the observed
brightness temperatures. One could Justify thls assumption
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observatlonally on the basis that all lines observed were ,
weak (most had TA < 4°K). However, in the galactic center
clouds the assumption is clearly not valid inasmuch as
several of the CO features have TA # 20°K. In this region
there are also several infrared sources (eg. Hoffman et al.
1971) of sufficiently high luminosity to heat the dust and
gas to > 30°K. And if the CO transition is close to ther-
t . malizatlon, a change in TK can bring about an equal change
in the observed TA(CO) without any change required in nH2
(see §l). We therefore Judge that the increase in CO
emission going from _ > 3° to _ < 3° does not accurately
reflect column density variation but instead is due la-gely
to kinetic temperature changes. We have previously obtained
the total mass _.10 _ - 108 M_ of H2 inside £ = 3° from
analysis of detailed CO and 3C0 observations there
(Scoville et al. 1974).
5. Molecular Cloud Densities and Mass
_" An important feature of the molecular hydrogen distri-
bution, as deduced from the CO observations, is the extreme
concentration of gas into clouds. The fraction of space
filled by clouds Is approximately 0.007 near the peak in the
_ 4-8 kpc region with a mean molecular hydrogen density within
the clouds of 670 cm-3 corresponding to a smoothed-out
• density of 2-5 cm -3 (see Figure 3 and Scoville and Solomon
1975J. The corresponding number derived by Gordon and
Burton (1976) is 2 cm -3.
The relative abundance of CO within clouds is
[CO/H2] _ 3.10 -s. This abundance ratio must itself depend
: on the density and opacity of the cloud. Low denslty or
low opacity clouds of the type observed by the Capernicus
satellite (cf. Jenkins In this symposium) have a much lower
[CO/H2] ~ 10 -8 and therefore have much weaker CO emission
per H2 molecule. The mass of H2 in these low opacity clouds
is an additional component to that determined through
millimeter wave CO surveys.
Combination of the measured width and density estimate
i (4 H2 cm-3) yield a mass density of 25 M@ pc -2 at 5.5 kpc
(see Figure 3). And integrating this surface density
function over the galactic disk, we flnd a total mass of
3.109 MQ in interstellar H2 interior to the solar circle.
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i Figure 7: The very strong emission from the galactic center :,:
, may be appreciated in this graph o£ integrated intensity as a
function of galactlc longitude at b = 0.
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i _ REMARKS ON THE OVERALL DISTRIBUTION OF HYDROGEN IN THE GALACTIC DISK _ _i
l
W. B. Burton, National Radio Astronomy Observatory,* Green Ban_,
_ West Virginia 24944
•
•"_ ABSTRACT
t Several current problems concerning the overall distri-
bution of hydrogen in the Galaxy are discussed in general
i_ I terms. These problems include the degree of saturation
:_ charact_rlzing low-latltude emission observations of HI,
: and the optlcal-depth corrections to the derived column ,E
and volume densities; the amount of flne-scale velocity
•i and spatial structure diluted by the instrumental limita-
tions of the presently available surveys; and the general
problem of detailed mapping of the HI in the Galaxy. Com-
parison is made between the distribution of HI and that
: of CO and several other galactic tracers. Atomic hydrogen
is unique in its distribution, instead of being typical of
': : umny Population I constituents. The galactic disk as de-
fined by atomic hydrogen has a diameter fully twice as
large as that defined by the ionized and molecular states
of hydrogen, as well as by other molecules, supernova .,,
remnants, pulsars, 7-radiatlon, synchroton radiation, and
the youngest stars. It is also less confined to the
galactic equator than most of the other constituents. The
degree of s_all-scale structure apparent in the molecular _'
obsercations is much greater than in the HI observations. Ii
Param=ters describing the small-scale structure have been
determined using Monte Carlo techniques to simulate the
I observations, i
t
i * Operated by Associated U_iversities, Inc., under contract with the
National Science Fom:datlon.
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Ii. Observations of the %21-cm Line of Atomic Hydrogen. A spectral
line of wavelength 21 cm is produced by the welJ-known hyperfine tran-
sition of neutral atomic hydrogen (HI). Observations of this line give
intensity, usually expressed as either antenna or brightness tempera-
ture, as a function of frequency Doppler-shifted from the line's j
natural frequency of 1420.406 MHz. The measured frequency shifts are
converted to radial velocities (i km s-i = -4.74 kHz at 121 cm) usually
expressed, in Milky Way studies, with respect to the local standard of
" rest. Observational oarameter_ of the major low-latitude HI surveys
have been tabulated by Kerr (1968), by Burton (1974a,b), and--for the
central region of the Galaxy--by Simonson (1974).
Observations from Westerhout's (1973) hlgh-resolution survey of
the galactic disk are represented in Figure i and show HI emission from
the portion of the galactic equator accessible to the NRAO 91-.m tele-
scope. These observations illustrate the ubiquitous distribution of
atomic hydrogen in the Galaxy. HI emission c n be observed easily In
any direction on the sky, and, although transformation from the observ-
ed velocity distribution to a spatial arrangement Is very difficult, ---
no region in the galactic disk has been identified as empty of HI.
2. Motions Affecting the A21-cm Line. A number of mechanisms broaden
the 21-cm line from its negligibly small natural width of 10-16 km s-I.
The overall width of the HI line is determined at low latitudes by ._
differential galactic rotation and is typically 150 km s-I. To an ap-
proximation valid to first order over most of the Galaxy, the motions
of material are such that the linear ,otatlonal velocity, 8(R), depends
only on distance, R, from the galactic center. The rotation curve for
R < Ro has been gotten from 21-cm observations. The method (reviewed
by Burton 1974a) _nvolves measuring the terminal velocities, vt, con-
tributed by material on the locus of subcentral points, where R =
Rmin = Ro Isin Zl,and where the linear rotational velocity is directed
entirely along the llne-of-sight. The observationally derived rotation
curve is 8(Ro|sln _I) = Ivtl + _oI sin £I, where 8o and Ro refer to the
observer's location.
Terminal velocities derived from 21-cm measurements at b - 0=,
A£ = 0_2, are plotted in Figure 2. The line in the figure represents
the terminal velocities predicted by the smooth rotation curve tabu-
lated by Gordon and Burton [1976). Deviations of the observed terminal
velocities from this llne should be attributed to deviations from clr-
cular rotation (see Shane and Bieger-Smith 1966). The deviations
Figure i. Grey-scale representation of HI emiss_,_ _cLensitles in
longitude-veloclty coordinates at b _ 0", II° < _ 334 °, constructed
from Westerhout's (1973) observations.
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which are not systematic over more than a degree or two of longitude
can mostly be associated with known HII regions. The deviations which
i show a systematic trend over more than several degrees are apparently
streaming motions induced by the gravitational torque of large-scale "[
density fluctuations in the overall galactic mass distribution
(Barbanis and Woltjer 1967, Yuan 1969, Burton and Shane 1970, Burton
1971). Indeed, these irregularities provide the most convincing direct
. evidence for the validity in our Galaxy of the density-wave theory.
Other arguments motivated by the 21-cm observations are less direct.
The density-wave itself has not been directly studied since the ex-
pected 5% mass variation (Linet al. 1969) in the old to moderately old
disk stars is not detectable with present techniques. Some of the ob-
servational consequences of this theory for our Galaxy have been review-
ed recently by Burton (1973; 1974a,b; 1976), Wielen (1974), W. W.
Roberts (1975), and Kaplan and Pikel'ner (1974).
I If it is correct that the two major perturbations in the vt longi-
tude variation are due to motions induced by spiral arms, then the Io-
_ cations of there perturbations at _ _ 52° and _ % 35° provide the tan-
gent directions to two spiral arms. This quite circumstantial evidence
seems to be the best from 21-cm observations for the existence of
;_ spiral arms in our Galaxy, at least in the portion of it at R < Ro.
! The terminal velocities derived from observations in the longitude
! quadrant 270° < _ < 360° show irregularities somewhat differently
i placed, although of about the same amplitude, as those found from the
,, uorthe_hemisphere observations. There is also a well-known systematic
difference between the two sides of the Galaxy of about 7 km s - over!
the subcentral-point region between R = 5 and 8 kpc (Kerr 1969). Manabe
_ and Miyamoto (1975) discuss attempts to find a dynamical explanation of
this kinematic asymmetry.I
L
Streaming motions of the sort which influence the terminal ve-
i loclties are known from a wide variety of observations to be couunon
[ throughout the Galaxy. Although the amplitude of these motions
:. _5-8 km s-l_ is only about two or three percent of the rotational ve-
locity of the Galaxy, their occurrence nevertheless has a profound in-
*_ fluenee on the appearance of the observed 21-cm profiles. Thus the
shape of any observed HI profile can be modelled, with no fluctuations
in the hydrogen density, by suit.ble--and plausible--adjustments to
Figure 2. Upper panel: Variation with longitude of the total-velocity
integrals fTdv calculated from the HI observations of Westerhout (1976).
Lower panel: Variation with longitude of the terminal velocities,
representing material along the locus Ro sin _. The full-drawn line cor-
responds to the perturbation-free rotation curve tabulated by Gordon
and Burton (1976).
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{: the galactic velocity field (Burton 1971 1972; Tuve and Lundsager
1972). Although density fluctuations are bound to be present, the
kinematic irregularities of the sort known to be present throughout ,'
the Galaxy play a predominant role in determining the shape of the
obse_ed profiles.
3. Detailed Mapping of the HI Spatial Distribution. One of the major
results sought from observations of HI emission is a transformation of
• features in the observed intensity-veloclty profiles to the correspond-
ing spatial distribution of HI density in the Galaxy. The procedures
involved in making this transformation require that the profiles be
) decomposed into physically significant individual features, that these
, features are contributed directly by density concentrations in space,
and that the velocity field is well enough known in advance that ac-[
curate kinematic distances can b_ derived. These requirements are very
difficult to satisfy. Isolation of individual features in the heavily
blended low-latitude profiles is itself in general a tedious chore,
producing results which in many cases are somewhat tentative. Even
after the separation is accomplished (obviously a necessary first step -_
_. to detailed mapping), the relative contributions of the various phy-
sical parameters to the separated profile features remain problematic.
If the motions are gravitationally induced in the sense of the linear
: density-wave theory, the resulting spectral feature will furthermore in
=_ general occur at a velocity in dle profile different from that correspond-
ing to the center of HI mass of the structural feature (Burton 1972).
If the motions are those predicted by the non-linear density-wave
, theory, one structural feature can contribute multiple peaks to the in-
tensity-velocity profile (W. W. Roberts 1972). Variations in the ef-
fective HI temperature can also influence the appearance of the line
profiles; structural features could even appear as minima instead of as
peaks in the profiles in some directions in the not implausible sltua-
\ tion that cold clouds are concentrated near minima of the gravitational
potential. Line profiles also show some features which result simply
_ from the geometry of the transformation from space to velocity coordl-
; nate_ (Burton 1971). Examples of such model-lndependent features ap-)
parent in Figure 1 include the intensity-ridge near v = 0 km s-I at
A < 90°, the persistently enhanced intensities near the maximum veloc-
,: ities at £ < 90 °, the pseudo-feature centered on £ % 75 ° , and the en-
hanced intensities near £ = 180°.
These procedural difficulties do not mean that the structural
characteristics of low-latitude HI are inaccessible, although it does
! seem important that the definiteness of the 21-cm derived picture of
our Galaxy's spiral structure not be over-rated. In general a grand-
design of a spiral nature in the overall HI distribution is not yet
' established. In particular there is little comprehensive evidence for
a spiral structure of HI concentrations at R < Ro, where because of the _
double-valuedness of the velocity-dlstance relationship, the procedural :
difficulties become more important. Values applicable on a galactic
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scale for the spiral arm tilt angle, radial separation, and arm-interarm
ienslty contrast are indirectly available from 21-cm observations, al-
though the specific values depend on the validity of working hypotheses,
on extrapolation over large portions of the Galaxy, or on theoretical
justifications. It is also not clear how representative the solar re-
gion (r _ 1 kpc) is of the Galaxy as a whole. Thus there is no con-
sensus (but many opinions) on the location of the Sun with respect to
• the nearest spiral arms; specification of our location in the overall !
galactic design is important if, as seems plausible, the parameters
of the interstellar medium are regulated by passage of a spiral density
wave and the associated compression zone. It is worth noting, however,
that the mapping difficulties are pri.arily procedural. The kinematic
irregularities characteristic of our ,_alaxy are remarkably less severe
than those commonly found in other sp_ zal galaxies (see e.g., Bottlnelli
1971). Similarly, the Galaxy is found to be quite symmetric on a large •
scale (relative to the situation pertaLnlng in many other spiral gal-
axies) when comparison of the total velocity extent, or of the total in-
tegrated emission, is made between data measured at b > 0° with that at
b < 0°, or when data at 0° < Z < 180 ° is compared with that at 180 °
< Z < 360°.
4. HI Column and Volume Densities Near the Galactic Plane. The HI
column density is given by NHI = 1.823xi0'18 ITk T(v) dv cm-2 and is in ;,
general not a measured quantity because the kinetic gas temperature, Tk,
and the optical-depth profile, T(v), generally are not measurable. Only
in the uase of a profile optically thin at all velocities does NHI be-
come uirectly measurable through the profile integral ITB(v)dv, since
in this case the observed brightness temperature profile, TB(V) = Tk _
(l-exp (-Y(v)), is % TkT(V). The volume density smoothed over a path
of length Ar is gotten from ITB(v)dv/Ar. Densities derived under the
assumption of spectral thinness will underestimate the true amount of
, HI. The degree of saturation depends strongly on the characteristics %
of the space-to-veloclty transformation inherent in the observations, ,
and thus on longitude and latitude. In the limiting case of complete
saturate,a, TB(V) = Tk, and /TB(v)dv/Ar = Zk I_I, where Av is the ve- ,
locit_ extent of the portion of thed_rofile considered. The arrange-
me_t of the geometrical parameter IE_I in the galactic disk is what de- :
termines, through veloclty-crowding , the model-lndependent profile
_eatures mentioned in the preceding section. For e_ample, as £ + 0°,
_  0° over most of the line of sight; the increasing saturation re- [
sults in the decreasing values of the total profile integrals plotted
in Figures 2 and 3 at low £. The condition of optical thinness is
! probably _ncountered only for certain velocity segments of most 21-cm
profiles observed near the galactic plane, although at higher latitudes,
_(V} < i is a realistic first approximation.
The spatial distribution at Ibl _ i0° of the profile integrals de-
rived from observations made by Weaver and Williams (1973) is plotted
,_ _ in Figure 3. At these latitudes, r(v) _ i is not uncommon, so that
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r optical depth effects become important. An estimate of the degree of
• saturation in fact characterizing the low-latitude HI profiles can be
! found from the controlled conditions inherent in synthetic profiles. ::
: Many aspects of the projection on the plane of the sky of HI emission - t%
! observed at low latitudes are approximately reproduced by synthetic '
profiles accounting for the radiative tran6fer effect of a smooth dis-
._ tribution of gas wlth Tk = 120 K, a peak density nHl = 0.33 cm-3, ro-
f_ taring according to a basic rotation curve corresponding to the smooth
line in Figure 2, with the z-dlstribution given by Baker and Burton
I (1975). The total-velocity integrals from such synthetic profiles are
shown in the lower panel of Figure 3. The overall distribution of the
/ synthetic-profile integrals is approximately the same as the observed
,; overall distribution of the total-veloclty integrals plotted in Figure
_ 3. Thus the saturation characteristics known for the model profiles .can be used to determine corrections which should be applied to the oh- _
_ served profile integrals to give volume and column densities.
_ The volume density nHI(R ) and the llne-of-sight column density
i NHI(£), corrected for the effects of partial saturation, are plotted in
• _ Figure 4. These quantities refer to the locus of latitudes where the
_' _tal profile integral in the Figure 3 observations is largest. The cor-
" rection for partial saturation is greater at R < Ro because of the d+
. i_ double-valued nature there of the velocity-space relationship. The
_ (beam-smoothed) density of the neutral hydrogen gas remains roughly con-
: _ 0.35 20 +
" 2_f (cORO'_ R2EO'_ I _-'"1x COe#ECrFO__.
: - 'or +
_ o. 4v MV _.._', _..
7°' °lr ¢,,,lllllll I-
<' 1
t 0.0
Oi _/1111111111111111111800 I_ _ 140 ° 1_00 1_ _ 80 ° 601 400 _00
i R (kpc)
Figure 4. Large-scale distribution of ffl volume and column denslties
In the Galaxy. The densities labelled "corrected" contain an adjust-
ment for optlcal-depth effects determined from the controlled con-
ditions inherent in model-flttlng. The values refer to the latitudes
of maximum fTdv of the observations in Figure 3. Substantial densities
of HI exist at R > i0 kpc and at £ > 90°_ contrary to the situation per-
taining for many other dlsk-populatlon constituents.
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stant over the major part of the galactic disk. This is in marked con-
trast with the distribution of total mass density, which increases
• strongly toward the galactic center. The HI decrease in the inner parts
is a characteristic the Galaxy shares in co_on with all other spiral .
galaxies for which projected HI surface densities have been measured • i
(M. S. Roberts 1974). In particular, the corrected nHI(R) distribution
' for our Calaxy has quite the same form as that observed in the nearby
• spirals M31 (M. S. Roberts 1974) and M81 (Rots 1975).
i 5. Beam Dilution in Low-Latitude HI Profiles. Although Hl emission
measurements sample long lengths of path through the galactic layer,
the heavily blended nature of the profiles is such that individual
small-scale structure is evident at low latitudes only in special cases.
$ The bulk of the information on the details of the interstellar medium
is derived from observations of the solar neighborhood. This limita-
: tion is arbitrary, being imposed on most optical measurements by ex-
tlnction and, at _21 cm, by the relative simplicity of high-latitude
: profiles. Analyses of high-latitude profiles routinely allow for a wide
range of temperatures, densities, and sizes of emitting HI regions (see
reviews by Heiles 1974 and by Verschuur 1974).
All of the major surveys of HI galactic disk emission have been
made with beamwidths varying from about 12' (300-foot telescope) to
: _I° (60rfoot telescope), and with velocity resolutions generally about
2 km s-I. These beamwidths correspond at a distance of 5 kpc to
lengths of 17 pc and 87 pc, respectively. It is not yet completely
clear to what extent the limitations of angular and spectral resolution
have affected the analyses of these surveys. The limitations imposed
by the angular resolution seem the more important. Thus very little
• additional structure appears in a conventional beam if the spectral
resolution is increased beyond 2 km s-I. This practical limitation on
the necessary spectral resolution is illustrated by Figure 5, where
profiles are plotted which were measured with a velocity resolution of
_. 0.17 km s-I (Lockman and Burton 1976). No fine-scale structure is re- _
veiled by these measurements. Indeed, HI spectral features observed
at low latitudes rarely have dispersions less than _3 km s_l; thus, as
_s generally the case in radio spectroscopy, the widths of individual
: features are greater than those expected solely from thermal broadening.
Unresolved turbulent elements would contribute to the broadening of ap-
patently isolated features.
• Substantial additional structure is revealed by measurements made
with angular resolution higher than that used in the previously avail-
able surveys of HI emission. The _ewly resurfaced Areclbo 1000-foot
telescope offers a 3|5 beamwldth at A21 cm . A comparison is made in
; Figure 6 between observations made with a 37' beam (Weaver and Williams
i 1973) and ones made of the same region of the sky, and with the same
resolution in velocity, with the Areclbo telescope (Baker and Burton
19_6). Although there are many low-latitude structures with angular
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Figure 6. Comparison showing the widespread occurrence of small-scale
HI structures. Upper panel: Latltude-velocity distribution at £ = 52°
- i
constructed from the 21-cm observations of the Hat Creek survey of
Weaver and Williams (1973). The 37' beamwidth and 2.1 km s-I velocity ' ,
resolution are indicated by the cross in the upper right-hand corner.
Lower panel: Latitude-velocity distribution at _ = 52° constructed
• from observations made using the Arecibo 1000-foot telescope (Baker
and Burton 1976). The profiles entering the lower panel where smoothed
_ to the same spectral resolution as those in the upper panel. The 3_5
beamwidth reveals substantial additional structure. At a distance of
5 kpc, representative for low-latltude investigatlons, 3_5 subtends a
length of 5 pc.
i •
scales greater than i° (see also Figure 1 and the upper panel of Figure _,_
2), these structures show much fine-scale internal structure. An ex-
tensive series of Areclbo observations will provide direct measures
' (or at least limits) of length-scales of HI emission regions and com-
_ plexes (Baker and Burton 1976).*
_ Aspects of this problem have been considered in a less direct way
by Baker and Burton (1975). They emphasized that the cold, opaque HI
r regions revealed in large numbers by absorption measurements (see e.g.,
_ Radhakrishnan 1974), which are made against distant continuum sources
E {, of vanishingly small angular size, must be strongly beam-diluted in :
'_ _ the emission profiles. Otherwise the emission profiles would be satu-
i rated; they are observed to be (effectively) optically thin.
I 6. The Galactic Distribution of Carbon Monoxide and_ by Implication t i
_ of Molecular Hydrogen. Although 21-cm observations of atomic hydrogen
I show HI to be an ubiquitous tracer of a number of galactic character-
istics, they cannot give the true amount and distribution of inter- '
stellar hydrogen. This is partly because cool HI is under-represented
# in the 21-cm observations, but it is much more important that large
amounts of molecular hydrogen do not contribute at all to the 21-cm
! llne. H2 is the most stable low-temperature form of the most abundant
element in the interstellar medium, and undoubtedly predominates over ,
all other material in optically opaque, cool, compressed regions where
the molecule is shielded against photo-dissociation after formation
on grain surfaces (Solomon and Wickramasinghe 1969, Hollenbach et al.
• The National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center is operated by Cornell
University under contract with the National Science Foundation. The
' observations in Figures 5 and 6 represent a preliminary reduction; in
particular, the intensity scale is uncalibrated.
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1971). H2 has no observable transition in the radio or in the optical
windows. Direct observations of H2 Lyman absorption bands in the
i ultraviolet spectra of reddened stars have been made first from rockets -.
_ (Carruthers 1970) and extensively from the Copernicus satellite ,
(Spitzer et al. 1973, Spitzer and Jenkins 1975) Ultraviolet extinct-
ion due to interstellar dust limits such observations to material within
. a kpc or so of the Sun. CO, the next most abundant interstellar
molecule, is also concentrated to cool, dense regions where it is self-
i shielded against radiative dissociation. The most important source of
excitation of the CO llne involves collisions with H2 (Goldreich and
Kwan 1974, Scoville and Solomon 1974). Thus the observable abundance
distribution of CO provides by implication some aspects of the d_str_-
i bution of H2.
Observations made along the galactic equator of the J = I+0 rotat-
ional transition of 12CO at _2.6 mm (115 GHz) are shown in Figure 7.
; The NRAO ll-m telescope has at this wavelength a beamwidth of 65"; how-
ever the effective resolution of Figure 7 is set by the _12' longitude
interval between spectra, which is the same as the 12' beamwidth of the
_ 91-m telescope at _21 cm characterizing Figure i. Certain salient
_, characteristics of the CO distribution which distinguish it from the HI
: distribution are apparent from these observations (see Scoville and
i Solomon 1975, Burton et el. 1975, and Gordon and Burton 1976a).
, The most striking difference between the overall HI distribution
; and that of CO is that the CO flux is much more confined to the inner
I Galaxy. The relative radial abundance of CO is shown in Figure 8. The :
[ mean radius of the distribution is R = 5.9 kpc; 66% of the accumulated
emission originates between 4 and 8 kpc, where the abundance has fallen
to its half-maxlmum level. The abundance distribution is skew, fall-
;
! ing off less sharply at R > 7 kpc than at R < 5 kpc. At R > i0 kpc,
generally corresponding to the portion of Figure 7 at _ > 0°, v < 0
km s-I very little CO is observed outside of the galactic nucleus. In
addition, the CO disk is substantially thinner in the z-dlrection than
, the HI disk (see Figure 9).
The radial distributions of several other galactic tracers which
can be observed along transgalactic paths are also plotted in Figure 8.
Within the uncertainties of the observations, the galactic radial dis-
tribution of molecules, distributed ionized hydrogen, giant HII regions,
supernova-remnants, pulsars, y-radiation, and synchrotron radiation are
roughly equivalent. The extent of the galactic disk is for Xl approxl-
merely twice as large as the extent measured for these other tracers.
It is clear that the chemical composition and physical state of the
interstellar medium show great variations even on a galactic scale.
It is necessary to distinguish between compressed material, confined to
the inner Galaxy and representing recent or current phenomena, and
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i Figure 8. Radial distributions of several constituents o_ the galactic ,"
disk. The CO distribution Is from Gordon and Burton (1976), the tt166a
di_trlbution is from Lockman (1976), and that for the giant HII regions
from a compilation by Burton et al. (1975); only data at g > 0 ° enter
thc_e distributions. The y-ray distribution (Stron_ 1975) and that for
supernova remnants (Kodaira 1974) utilize data from both sides of the
Sun-center line and from a wider latitude range; theee distributions
are probably less accurate than the upper three, especially in vlew of
the lack of direct kinematic information. The vertical axes labelled
A refer to abundances on an arbitrary relative scale.
atomic hydrogen, whose fundamental distrlbution extends to much larger
distances. Instead of being the prototype _or the distribution of the
constituents of extreme Population I, tbe distribution of atomic hydrogen
seems unique (see Burton et al. 1975, Burton 1976, Stacker 1976). The
general picture emerging for our Galaxy is in these respects consist-
ent with the morphological information available for external galaxies•
There is so far no straightforward, comprehensive, or conclusive
evidence for spirality on a galactic scale of any of the inner-Galaxy
tracers. Probably of the distributions considered that of CO is the
: most basic representative of the compressed Population I. Extensive
an' detailed observational material should become available for CO with-
in the next Jew years. If the inner Galaxy Is characterized by a grandt
_ design of a spiral form, it is reasonable to expect that this would be
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:_ _ demonstratedby observations of CO because of the high angular resolut-
I ion at 2.6 mm, the relatively low characteristic velocity dispersion,the abundance of CO, the accessibility of long lengths of path, and the ..',
! _ expected confinement to rather narrow zones of high compression. Fig- . 2
.., _ ures 8 and ii show that the CO apparently is not confined to the narrow ; .
:. zones which are predicted to trace the compression due to the passage
j
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i Figure 9, Comparison of CO and Bl latltude-velocltydistributions in _'
the direction _ -- 21°, _howlng that the z-thickness of the neutral hy- '.
drogen layer is about twice that of the carbon monoxide layer (Burton
: and Gordon 1976a). The Rl observations are from the survey of Weaver
_ and Williams (1973).
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: of a galactic density-wave. It is particularly puzzling that the run
with longitude of terminal velocities, calculated from the CO observa- "_
*_ tions and plotted in the lower panel of Figure ii, shows large-scale i
irregularities of the same form as those found for the HI and plotted ,
-. in Figure 2. If the CO kinematics were governed by a galactic shock,
then it seems reasonable to expect that this would be indicated by :
terminal-velocity perturbations of larger amplitude and narrower extent
in longitude than found for the neutral gas. Bash and Peters (1976)
. have recently considered several consequences of the CO terminal ve-
locity variation, o
Another important difference between the Figure 1 HI observations
and the Figure 7 CO observations concerns the amount of small-scale
structure apparent. Although much detail may be unresolved in the HI ob- -=
_ le , , , , , , ' -_450_, ' ' ' ' ' '
i (MoPc"2) ,,IM3'5i/ (MoPe-z)16 _rt (meMo)i
. J]400 3.0i "_
-- 14 _350 : ' '2.5 :_,i':_ '"
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Figure 10. Radial distribution of projected surface densities and dif-
! ferential masses of atomic and molecular hydrogen. This figure is from
Gordon and Burton (1976a), where the several important uncertainties
inherent in the derivation of H2 densities from observations of CO are
summarized. Also shown is the total-mass surface density _t predicted
dynamically by Innanen (1973).
Figure ii. Upper panel: Variation with longitude of the total-veloclty
integrals ITdv calculated from the CO observations of Figure 7. Lower
panel: Variation with longitude of the CO terminal velocities. Com- _,
'_ p_rison with the HI terminal velocities plotted in Figure 2 shows that _
_' the compressed molecular material is characterized by the same overall _,
kinematics as characterize the much more ubiquitous atomic hydrogen.
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•_ _ servations, features extending over many beamwidths are nevertheless
common. The CO observations show few extended features. The small-
! scale irregularities in Figure Ii mainly represent characteristics of .
i the CO distribution, not measurement errors. The characteristic appear- -
ance in the CO spectra of isolated features allows estimates to be made •
i of the characteristic size and separation of the emitting clumps '
Burton and Gordor (1976a,b) have modelled the CO observatlonsby gen-
eratlng synthetic profiles correspcn4ing to a stochastic assemblage of
• i dark clouds (see Baker and Burton 1975). The stochastic distribution
_ is governed by the probability of finding a cloud in a particular in
terval,of length Ar, along the line of sight:f
.- _ Ar i
_ ei = <d> f(r) Aco(R) "
_ Here Aco(R) is the (normalized) radial distribution of CO plotted in
_ Figure 8, f(r) is the telescope beam-filling factor, and <d> is the
': _ average separation between clouds at the mode of the Aco(R) dlstribut-
z ion. The kinematics of the clouds are governed by circular galactic _.
_: rotation and a motion of one cloud with respect to another character-
ized by a dispersion Oct-+c. Each cloud has an internal velocity dis-
persion of cc. Using preliminary determinations of these parameters,
Burton and Gordon (1976a) have modelled several characteristics of the
CO observations. Figure 12 shows that the small-scale irregularities
in the synthetlc-profile integrals and the modelled terminal velocities !
are approximately the same as those observed. The model assemblage con-
_' sists of clouds each having a diameter of 5 pc, an excitation tempera-
ture of 16 K, a representative optical depth of 5, an internal disper-
sion of 2.5 km s-1, a cloud-to-cloud motion of 4 km s-1, and a cloud-to-
cloud separation of 200 pc at the peak of the Aco(R ) distribution.
7. The Distribution of Carbon Monoxide within i0° of the Galactic
Center from T. M. Bahia's Observations. The J = i € rotationaltransi-
tion of the 12Ci60 isotope of carbon monoxide has been surveyed at
_ = 0° in the inner region of the Galaxy by Banla (1976). The observa-
tions, which extend over the range i0° _ £ _ 352°, are shown in Figure
13 in the form of a veloclty-longltude contour diagram. Also shown in%
the figure is the observed veloclty-longltude behavior of 21-cm neutral
: hydrogen emission for the same region of the Galaxy. Although the tele-
! scope beamwidths for the CO and HI observations are quite different,
being i' and 20' of arc, respectively, the angular sampling resolution
L
Figure 12. Longitude variations of the total-veloclty integrals and of
the terminal velocities calculated from synthetic line profiles con-
structed to mimic the CO observations. The model CO distribution con-
sists of discrete clouds distributed stochastically as discussed in
the text (see Burton and Gordon 1976a). The symbols v in Figures Ii
and 12 refer to profiles for which no terminal velocity was determined
: because of the lack of an emission feature more intense than 1.2 K.
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[ Figure 14. Observed longitude dependence of the integrated intensity
!. of 12C160 emission in the inner Galaxy (Bahia 1976). The symbol indi- i
cares the magnitude of a one standard deviation measurement error.
, of both sets of observations, A_ = 0°.2, is the same. The similarity of
the distribution and kinematics of the CO and HI emission is striking.
+" Apparently the regions wherein atomic hydrogen is converted to molec-
i ular hydrogeP do not possess large velocity anomalies. The overall
velocity-longitude behavior of both CO and HI is dominated by differen-
tial galactic rotation since the major portion of the emission observed
occurs at positive velocities for I0 ° >_ £ >__0° and at negative veloc-
ities for 352 ° < _ < 360 °.
Some extended kinematic features common to both the CO and HI emis-
sion data and which are discussed in detail by Banla (1976) include
(1) the 3-kpc arm; (ll) an anomalous cloud at £ = 3550 , v = i00 km s-1,
,_ moving at a velocity forbidden by circular rotation; and (ill) the
:i well-known nuclear Jisk feature.
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The longitude dependence of the integrated intensity of 12C160 _
I emission in the inner Galaxy is plotted in Figure 14 (Bania 1976). The
intense peak near £ = 0° with a half-width of about 175, probably
arises from CO lying within 350 pc of the galactic center (see Liszt • ,
! et al. 1976). The background integrated intensity at the level indica-
by figure at 200 K km is consistent with theted the line in the s-I
1 accumulation along the line of sight of the annular disk of CO (see
! • Figure 8) with no additional contribution from the region R _ 2 kpc.
8. The Galactic Distribution of Ionized Hydrogen from F. J. Lockman's
Observations of the H166_ Recombination Line. Ionized hydrogen, in
concentrations sufficiently dense to produce measurable radio recombi-
nation lines, is associated with very young, hot stars, and thus
_ identifies sites of recent star formation in the Galaxy. In addition
! to the rather dense compact HII regions which have been studied in
radio sourveys of, for example, the HI09_ recombination line, the in-
terior part of the Galaxy contains larger regions of more moderate
L density ionized hydrogen. This lower density material is most easily ...
i observed in recombination lines at frequencies near I GHz, and al-
though the emission is quite weak, it is seen at enough locations to be
a useful tracer of both the velocity field and the overall level of
star formation in the Galaxy. A survey of part of the galactic plane in
the H166_ recombination line near 1.4 GHz has recently been completed ._
(Lockman, 1976) and the gros_ distribution of this gas is reasonably
well known.
Figure 15 shows the observed H166_ emission from a portion of the
! northern galactic plane, plotted in velocity-longitude coordinates. The
[ lines from moderate density gas are detected at every observed position
4 ° _ _ _ 44 ° . The power in the line, averaged over 3° intervals, is
plotted against longitude in Figure 16. Although these observations do
i not cover longitudes greater than 51 °, a survey by Hart and Pedlar
: (1976) at Jodrell Bank indicates that there is virtually no H166_ emis- :
! sion between lon_itudes 52 ° and 70° . This, when considered with the
absence of emission at small velocities (corresponding to locations near
the sun) and the low level of emission at high positive velocity for low
_ longitudes, indicates that most H166_ emission originates between
galactocentric radii 4 < R < 8 kpc.
A quantitative description of the radial distribution of H166_ emis-
sion is shown in Figure 17, where the power in the line per kiloparsec
derived under the assumption of pure circular galactic rotation i_ plot-
ted against galactocentric radius R. The apparent emission at R > 8 kpc
: can be attributed to the broad nature of the features in the profiles
since emission at each velocity has been separately assigned to the cor-L
responding radius, and does not necessarily imply significant ionized
gas at these radii. In contrast, it is quite likely that the apparent
k
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Figure 15. Distribution of H166_ antenna temperature in velocity-
longitude coordinates (Lockman 1976). Marks through the right-hand
i border show the observed longitudes. Some of the weak emission at
v < 0 km s-i can be attributed to the C166_ recombination line of r
: ionized carbon.
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i, emission at R < 4 kpc Is real, although the limited observations of
this region cause large uncertainties in the analysis. A comparison
with the radial distribution of neutral hydrogen (Figure 4) shows no
strong correlation between the HI and the H166_ distributions, implying
! that the source of ionization must be distributed somewhat like the
H166_ emission. Qualitatively the radial distribution of H166_ re-
sembles that of CO (Figure 8) much more than that of HI. Although the
exact nature of the regions giving rise to this recombination line
emission is unclear, the ionized gas is so prevalent in the interior
parts of the Galaxy that stars must be forming at a rate much larger
than would be implied from observations made in the solar neighborhood.
"_ Several of the topics discussed briefly in Sections 1-6 are dealt _>
with in more detail in a chapter in Volume 14 of the Annual Revlew of
Astronomy and Astrophysics. I am indeb ted to T. M. Bania and F. J.
Lockman for providing the material in Sections 7 and 8, respectively.
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Figure 17. Power in the H166= llne, per kiloparsec, derived under the
assumption of pure circular galactic rotation, plotted against the
galactocentric radius (Lockman 1976).
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THE NON-THERMAL RADIATION IN THE GALAXY
I
J.E. Baldwin, Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, England "_
ABSTRACT
This paper does not attempt to review all aspects of the
non-thermal continuum radiation in the Galaxy but
concentrates on two topics of palticular interest for
gamma-ray studies:
I) The distribution of non-thermal emissivity with height --.
z above the galactic plane. The main result here is that
recent observations of the distribution of brightness at
intermediate latitudes in the Galaxy and of the edge-on
_ spiral galaxy NGC 891 indicate that the emissivity extends
to heights of several kpc perpendicular to the plane. _
2) The relationship between the non-thermal emissivity and
the neutral gas. In several galaxies the angular
distributions of neutral hydrogen and non-thermal emission
are roughly coextensive and show similar features such as
spiral structure. If radio galaxies and normal galaxies
with strong nuclear radio sources are excluded, there
appears to be a proportionality between their total HI
content and their non-thermal radio luminosity.
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I. Introduction. In the last few years there have been notable
advances in observations of the non-thermal radiation from the Galaxy
but almost no corresponding progress in our understanding of the
r phenomena in terms of physical processes taking place in the Galaxy.
The observational advances can be summarised as:
I
I i) Improved angular resolution. There are now several surveys
I with angular resolutions better than IO arcmin at frequencies above
1GHz, notably those initiated by Beard and Kerr (1969) at 2.7 GHz and
continued by others. The highest angular resolution used has been
3 arcmin by Green (1974) at 408 MHz, where the galactic radiation
appears to be fully resolved except for details of individual sources.
ii) Improved sensitivity. Surveys now extend to higher latitudes
than previously at high frequencies. Good examples are the surveys by
Hirabayashi et al. (1969) and Altenhoff et al. (1970).
iii) Observations at very high frequencies. The upper limit of
frequency has now been extended to 15 GHz by Hirabayashi et al. (1972).
This is extremely important for distinguishing the thermal component
of the galactic background radiation.
iv) Surveys with identical angular resolutions have been made
over a range of frequencies by Altenhoff et al. (1970).
v) The spectrum of the non-thermal radiation has been studied
over a wide frequency range at low latitudes by many authors and with
high accuracy at high galactic latitudes at frequ=ncies up to 1.4 GHz
by Sironi (1974) and Webster (1974). i
vi) _ole sky surveys have been completed at lower frequencies
(Landecker and Wielebinski, 1970) and are partially complete at
408 MHz (Haslam et al., 1974).
vii) Low frequency observations at 30 MHz by Jones and Finlay
(1974) with an angular resolution of 098 provide important measures
c _ the absorption coefficient due to ionised hydrogen close to the
galactic equator.
viii) Observations of nearby spiral galaxies with high resolution
and good sensitivity have revealed their disks and spiral structure in
the non-thermal continuum (Pooley 1969; Mathewson et al. 1972;
van der Kruit 1973) and have made possible the study of edge-on systems
i for measuring of the thickness of their disks and searching for
galactic halos.
I
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Of these advances, the one which has changed our viewpoint most
is the extension of studies to nearby ga]axies. It is still true that
the actual properties of our Galaxy and no other are of the greatest
importance for understanding the cosmic ray and gamma-ray data. But
the freedom we gain by not being tied to model-making from a viewpoint i
inside one system is of crucial importance. Particularly so, since we
can examine what relationship exists between the non-thermal emission
• and other constituents of galaxies in a way which is impossible with
a sample of only one system.
In spite of these advances, the questions being asked 20 years
ago are still with us. Do the radio observations provide evidence for
a region of containment of cosmic rays in the Galaxy? What are the
sources from which the cosmic ray electrons originate? What processes
determine the shape of the radio spectrum and the corresponding shape
of the electron energy spectrum? Of course there are answers to these
questions, but which are we to believe?
In what follows I shall ignore many problems of importance and
concentrate on two aspects of the non-thermal radiation which seem
particularly important for this meeting. They are:
r a) The distribution of emission perpendicular to the galactic
plane """
b) The relationship between the non-thermal radiation and the
neutral gas.
First, we must review briefly the main properties of the distribution
of non-thermal emission which are generally accepted.
2. The non-thermal disk. The distribution of brightness temperature,
T(Z), in longitude, Z, at b = O° has been well known for many years.
Improvements in angular resolution have revealed the presence of many
HII regions and supernova remnants but have not changed the basic •
picture. The symmetry about the galactic centre is sufficiently good
(Fig. la) that it is reasonable to make a circularly symmetric model
of the radiation in the equatorial plane. I emphasize here, as in the
past, that model-making is a reputable technique provided that one is
good at guessing the correct model and that the model is a simple one.
The procedure adopted in deriving the variation of the emissivity,
J(R), as a function of radius R from the galactic centre is straight-
forward. It differs slightly from many similar derivations in
astronomy in that the Sun is situated in the disk itself and so
{T(_) + T(_ + 180°)} is the brightness temperature which would be
i observed from a point outside the Galaxy along a line of sight passing
i a distance RosinZ from the galactic centre. Notice that in this case
i we have no knowledge about the distribution of emission outside the
I 208i ,
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Fig. 1. (a) The distribution of brightness temperature with
longitude at 408 MHz at b = 0° from Green (1974). The two halves of
the curve have been reflected about Z = 0° to show the departures from
symmetry. The dotted line corresponds to the smooth modeI adopted.
, (b) The variation of emissivity at 408 MHz with radius in
; the Galaxy derived from Fig. la. The units are 10-40 W m-3 Hz-I
h
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tSun's radius Ro and are subject to appreciable uncertainties even just
inside R . The distribution of emissivity with radius, derived from
the brightness temperatures in Fig. la, is shown in Fig. lb. It is
fairly similar to that derived, for instance, by Ilovaisky and Lequeux
(1972) and by Baldwin and Pooley. The most important features of the
curve are the fairly uniform value of the emissivity within R = 8 kpc
and the rapid fall-off with radius near the Sun. The _ncrease of
" emissivity with radius beyond R is not shown by this technique but
models of the local spiral arm _using data at high latitudes as well
as at b = O°) strongly suggest that there is an increased emissivity
in this arm.
The contours of brightness close to the galactic equator
correspond very closely with those expected for a uniform thin disk of
emission. The width in latitude between half intensity points is only
2°, very much smaller than the width in longitude, and the contours
run remarkably parallel to the galactic equator for latitudes up to
about 5°. _,,
A long-standing problem is 'How much of this disk radiation is
truly non-thermal?'. There is beyond doubt a thermal component from
individual HII regions and also perhaps a smooth dlstribution of
ionised hydrogen. Its magnitude has fluctuated from observer to
observer. The reasons for this are simple. The extraction of a
thermal component from several surveys at different frequencies
depends on having observations with identical beam shapes and
accurately determined zero levels. The zero levels, in particular,
can be a potent source of error since they give rise to systematic
variations of spectral index with latitude which mimic the behaviour '
expected from a narrow distribution of thermal emission along the
galactic equator. In the first analysis of this kind, Westerhout
(1958) found that, at 1420 MHz, about 50 per cent of the radiation i
at b = 0° was thermal. From the surveys by Altenhoff et al. (1970)
at 1.4, 2.7 and 5.0 GHz, all with a resolution of II arcmin, Downes
(Ph.D. thesis) concluded reluctantly that it was not possible to make
the separation into thermal and non-thermal components because of
uncertainties in one of the beam shapes. Jackson and Kerr (1971), who
needed this result, were bolder using the same data and obtained a
thermal component of 50 ± 25 per cent of the total brightness at
b = 0° at 5 GHz. This value refers to a smooth distribution of
thermal emission which has a total flux density far greater than that
due to individual sources. The sources listed by Altenhoff et al.
(1970) and by Reifenstein et al. (1970) have a combined flux density
only about 5 per cent of the total flux density of the disk.
• Measurements of the galactic radiation at 15 GHz by Hirabayashi et al.
(1974) are an important addition to our knowledge. For a number of
points along the galactic equator, selected to be free of HII regions,
they show spectra containing a very significant thermal component -
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i about 80 per cent of the total at 15 GHz. Taking a non-thermal
; temperature spectral index of -3 at high frequencies, this value
! would correspond to a 60 per cent contribution at 5 GHz, well within .
I the errors i Jack_on and Kerr's determination, and 30 per cent at
1.4 GHz which is only a small reduction on Westerhout's value But a°
number of other authors have found a negligible contribution from
[ thermal radiation even at 5 GHz. The resolution of this problem needs
more serious measurements. At 408 MHz the effects of the thermal
i radiation can be neglected for most purposes. The distribution in
latitude of the thermal component is narrower than for the non-thermal
and it does not influence a discussion of the distribution of
emission outside the plane of the disk.
3. The variation of emissivity with z. The evidence presented in the
previous section suggests that the distribution of the non-thermal
radiation is well represented by a plane stratified disk in which the
emissivity is independent of R but may, however, have some
dependence on z. If such a disk were of infinite extent and the Sun -_.
lay in its meridian plane, then the brightness temperature observed
at any latitude b would be
T(b) = fo J(z) cosec b dz
= constant x cosec b
Baldwin (1967) found that the best available data, which were at
400 MHz, fitted this law very closely for 20° > _ > 2°. Departures
from the relation showed at lower latitudes but were perhaps affected
by the angular resolution of the observations (about 50 arcmin).
Under these circumstances it was only possible to derive a value of
the equivalent thickness of the disk, 2 S_ J(z)dz/J(o), of about i
750 pc. The 150 MHz contour map of the w_ole sky assembled by
Landecker and Wielebinski (1970) was used by llovaisky and Lequeux
(1972) as the basis for fitting model disks as mentioned in section 2.
J_ They found it necessary to use two disks both having the same radius
of about IO kpc. The first had a thickness of 500 pc and an
emissivity at 150 MHz of 200 K kpc-I and the second a thickness of
2000 pc and an emissivity of IOO K kpc-I. The method of fitting model
contours to those observed is not described and it is hard to see
! _ which features in the observations led to the choice of disks used.
The equivalent thickness of their disk which would be 1500 pc is in
i i clear disagreement with Baldwin's value unless either it is due to the
_ low resolution of the 150 MHz survey or there is a very rapid ;
; _ variation with frequency. An alternative explanation is that the old !
= i 400 MHz data were in error. Examination of modern data suggests that [i this may be so.
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Improved angular resolution in the observations make it useful to
reexamine the question of the z dependence of the emissivity. Jones
and Finlay (1974) noted that, in the observations of Altenhoff et al.
(1970), departures from the cosec b law occurred at ]bI _ I_5, a much
larger value than the resolution of 11 arcmin. Evidently this tells J
us something about the z distribution of emission. Consider now a
disk of finite radius R which is in fact slightly less than Ro. The
e
I !
s --F---qb
' C iI I
I I
! _-Ro--R-._ .................R.............. )
i •
} Fig. 2. Geometry of a thick disk with radius R < Ro.
t
situation is shown in Fig. 2. Then, taking _ = 0° for simplicity, the
[, brightness at latitude b will be
c
i T(b) = j J(z)cosec b dz
; , (Ro-_) r.. b
, For low latitudes tan b _ b. The change in T(b) due to change in the
i _ lower limit of integration is to a good approximation _o-R)J(o).
_ This i_• just the emission lying very close to z = o, present in the
infinite disk and now missing in the case of the finite disk.
So _{T(b) + (Ro-R)J(o)} = f(Ro+R)bj(z)dz
-o
d
and d'_ b{T(b)+ (Ro-R)J(o)} = (Ro+R)J(Ro+R)b)
Thus in this model the departures of the brightness from the cosec b'
variation provide direct measurements of the emissivity at different i
heights. The behaviour is easily seen from Fig. 2. 7f the line of I :
sight at latitude b emerges from the top face of the disk _nto a
1
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region of zero emissivity before reaching the distant edge of the disk
then the variation of brightness with latitude will vary as cosec
(or i/b for small latitudes). If the line of sight reaches the far
edge of the disk whilst still in a region of finite emissivity, then "
the variation of brightness with latitude is slower than cosec b. In
plotting the observational data the constant term (Ro-R)J(o) on the
left hand side must be allowed for. It is about 7 - 8 per cent of the °
" brightness temperature at b = O° and at 408 MHz is roughly 25 K. The ""
i emissivity outside radius R is probably not zero but I think it likely
that the value of the term must be at least 15 K. In practice there
is a further constant term to be allowed for, since the observed
value of T(b) already includes a constant contribution from extra-
galactic sources and perhaps an almost constant term from any large
: extended radio halo of the Galaxy, neither of which have been
mentioned in the model analysis. My best guesses of their combined
value range from 6 K to 20 K at 408 MHz. Values from the 408 MHz
survey of Haslam et al. (1974) are plotted directly in Fig. 3a making
I no allowance for either of these terms, on the basis that they exactly
; cancel. I adopted this as the most conservative view, i.e. that will "_"
lead to the lowest values of emissivity at large values of z. In fact :
it is probable that the term (R^-R)J(o) will be the larger and will
_" lead to larger emissivities at _igh z. Also plotted in Fig. 3a are
data from the 1.4 GHz survey of Altenhoff et al. (1970). An a11owance
of 1K has been made for the constant term (Ro-R)J(o). The zero level
of their brightness temperature scale corresponded to the skyr
i brightness at latitudes of ± 25° which is certainly higher than the
sum of extragalactic and possible halo contributions. Thus again the
i values plotted represent a conservative view of the emissivity at
large z. The shape of the curve fits that of the 408 MHz data very
closely. The variation of emissivity with z derived Irom the 408 MHz
data is shown in Fig. 3b together with the model of llovaisky and
Lequeux adjusted to 408 MHz with a temperature spectral index of -2.6. i
The most interesting feature of the curve is the extensions to at
least 3 kpc from the galactic plane. Since the constant terms in the
brightness temperatures were chosen conservatively, the extensions
are probably yet larger. The correctness of the result obviously
depends on whether the model is correct. Tests which might justify
it would be an analysis at all longitudes, including those where the
edge of the disk is seen tangentially, but I have not yet completed
these.
In the discussion so far I have avoided the use of the phrase
'radio halo'. It arouses antagonism in otherwise placid astronomers
and many have sought be deny its existence including Burke (1967),
Wielebinski and Peterson (1968), Yates (1966), llovaisky and hequeux "
(1972) and Price (1974). The main feature of all these analyses is
! that features formerly associated with the presence of a h_lo can be
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Fig. 3. (a) The variation of bT(b) with galactic latitude. Dots
are 1.4 6Hz (Altenhoff et al. 1970) for 12° < Z < 17 ° . Crosses are
408 MHz (Haslam et al. 1974) 30° < Z < 40° , b > O°. Circles b < O°.
(b) The variation of emissivity J(z) with b,,ight z above
the galactic plane for a plane stratified disk model derived from the
408 MHz data in (a). The dotted line is llovaisky and Lequeux's
[ emissivity adjusted to 408 MHz.
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explained in terms of features in the disk but at the expense of
leaving an embarrassingly large isotropic component which is presumed
to be of extragalactic origin. The only recent supporter of halos has
been Webster (1975) who showed that the distribution of the spectral
index of the radiation at high latitudes was consistent with a model
in which a spherical halo has a steeper spectrum than the disk
radiation. The question of its existence seems to me to be still
" quite open, but hard to resolve. The main point to establish is the
existence of emission at large values of z. The shape of the
distribution seems to me a subsidiary refinement. Perhaps the
compromise which would satisfy everyone would be _f the Galaxy has a
very thick disk as indicated by the preceding discuscion. An
independent line of evidence which suggests that it may be so comes
from the study of other galaxies.
4. The edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 891. Studies of an edge-on spiral
might settle unambiguously whether radio halos exist or not. Many
negative searches made in the past did not in fact have sensitivities
adequate to detect them. For several years M31 has been thought to
possess one but Wielebinski (1976) has recently argued that it does
not. The next best candidate we know is NGC 891. It is very close
> to edge-on. It is an Sb galaxy probably of slightly earlier type .
than the Galaxy but looking very similar optically to the wide-angle
infra-red photographs of the Milky l_y showing the central bulge of
_ the Galaxy. It has slightly large dimensions than the Galaxy, is
rather more massive and its intrinsic radio luminosity is a few times
larger. Observations by Baldwin and Pooley (1973) at Cambridge
indicated that the equivalent thickness of the disk was larger than
in the Galaxy (4.8 kpc at the present distance of 14 Mpc) though in
retrospect that determination was certain to err on the large side
by an uncertain amount. More recent observations at Westerbork i
(Sancisiet al. 1974; Allen and van der Kruit 1976; Allen, Baldwin and
Sancisi, in preparation) have provided a study at higher resolution
and greater sensitivity over a range of frequencies from 610 MHz to
5 CHz. In these observations extensions of the emission above and
below the galactic equator were detected to heights of 8 kpc at 21 cm.
The most detailed profile of the emission normal to the plane was
obtained at 5 GHz and is shown in Fig. 4. The width of the narrow
component to half intensity points after correction for beam
smoothing is 9.6 arcsec or 700 pc, rather similar to that in the
Galaxy. The extensions seen out to ± I arcmin (4 kpc) in z also
resemble those seen in the Galaxy.
One of the most interesting aspects of the results concerns the
spectral variations over the galaxy. In the equatorial plane the
spectral index _ is uniformly -0.65 but the spectrum steepens with
,I increasing z reach{ng values of a of -I at heights of 4 kpc above
! the disk. Whether the steepening is associated with energy losses
!
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_' Fig. 4. The distribution of emission with z in NCC 891 at 5 GHz.
by the electrons contained for periods of about 108 years or is merely
due to lower magnetic fields at large z is not yet known. The
uniformity of the spectrum in the disk suggests either that the
sources of the electrons are spread throughout the disk or that
diffusion in the disk is relatively rapid.
The evidence discussed in section 3 makes it probable that the
radio emission in the Galaxy resembles that in NGC 891 quite closely.
It is of great interest to examine the variations in spectral index i
at high latitudes discussed by Webster (1975) in terms of a thick
disk model rather than the spherical halo which he adopted for
analysis but work on this has not yet started.
5. The relationship between the non-thermal radiation and the neutral
gas. There are many reasons for expecting that there should be some
correlation between the non-thermal emission and the gas in galaxies.
For instance
i) If magnetic flux is frozen into neutral gas clouds then
_ ;nn_O_n,_?'_ft_en_-_ _
' c r emissivity d = BI'_ and q = -O 7,
h s electron density is uniform.
, ii) Regions of high n H give rise to star formation leading
¢I perhaps relatively quickly to supernovae which might provide a high
i_ flux of cosmic ray particles.
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iiii) Galaxies having a high gas content and rate of star
formation should also have a high supernova rate and a generally high
flux of cosmic ray particles not solely in the neighbourhood of a
single supernova• At the other extreme dwarf elliptical galaxies with I
almost no gas may be very weak sources of cosmic ray electrons and
also they are unlikely to have large scale magnetic fields which
could trap particles for a long period• .:
<
[
If correlations do exist, they are evidently very important for
our interpretation of the gamma-ray data. Correlations are hard to
substantiate in the Galaxy because of the distance problems for both
the HI and the continuum emission, except close to the Sun at high
! latitudes. There have been a number of discussions of this region,
notably of the non-thermal spurs and loops (Berkhuijsen et al• 1971)•
i Heiles (1974) has also drawn attention to some local features in the
neutral hydrogen which are correlated with continuum features.
It must be clear that we are not seeking a one-to-one correlation _._
of HI with non-thermal radiation. HI in the Galaxy extends radially
well beyond the Sun but the non-thermal emission probably dies away
i quite rapidly beyond the local spiral arm; the z distribution of HI
_ well may not be as wide as that of the continuum. It must also be
clear that we are talking about the disk radiation associated with
normal spiral galaxies, not radio galaxies or the nuclei of spirals•
Fi,ally we must recognise that any correlations we find may not imp1,,
a direct physical connection.
Similarities in the features of the distribution of HI and non- ,
thermal radiation have been commented on for individual galaxies for
a long time. For instance, the LMC and SMC (Mathewson and Healey
1964), M31 (Pooley 1969; Emerson 1974), MIOI (Allen and van der Kruit
1976). Thermal radiation, which might well correlate with HI, is not
the dominant in the continuum distributions, even in the LMC. In
most cases the non-thermal continuum is more centrally condensed in
the galaxy than the HI•
A direct comparison of the total HI content and the non-thermal
radio luminosity is now possible for a large number of nearby
galaxies. The data are presented in Fig. 5. They cover a wide
range from the most massive spirals rich in gas such as MIOI to the
lowest mass of HI detected (3 x 105 MO) in recent measurements we
have made of NGC 205, one of the dwarf companions of M31. The radio
luminosities are based on flux densities measured at a wide range
t of frequencies but converte] to 1420 MHz assuming a spectral index of
-0.6. Where possible the flux densities refer only to the disk
component and have had any nuclear component subtracted. They are
all small corrections for the values plotted. There is a very clear
correlation in the diagram with a scatter of only about x2 about a
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line of unit slope. Errors in distance_ merely slide points in a
direction parallel to this line. The absence of poicts well above the
line is very significant. Below the line we must btuare. The data
suffer from rather unknown selection effects. Valu. : are plotted only
when there are published measurements of both Ill ::_- continuum flux
densities. Astronomers are notorious for n,;t _;_:bl.shing negative
• results so that some genuinely interesting po: _s which lie away from
the line may be missing. The line drawn corresponds to a constant
ratio of column density of HI to non-thermal brJgntnes:, _emperature
at 1420 MHz, NH/TI_20 of 2.5 x10 _5 atoms m-2 K-I (2.5 x IO21 atoms
cm-? K-I). It is clearly consistent with what we know for nearby
galaxies which have been mapped, that the surface densities of HI are
typically 10.05 atoms m-? (109] atoms cm-?) and they have brightness
temperatures of about 0.4 K. Our Galaxy would lie well on the line
if observed from outside.
It would be easy, but perhaps idle, to speculate on the
significance of the correlation until one understands why some galaxies
lie off the line with abnormally low values of continuum emission.
Prominent examples are NGC 3109 and NGC 4244, both late type, perhaps
Sc or Irr I galaxies. It seems to me that if we understood what is
peculiar about such objects we might gain some important clues cbout
the origin of cosmic rays.
6. Observational ne, ds. In the fields I have discussed there are two
very clear opportunities for improved observations:
i) Measurements of continuum flux densities of galaxies with hillh
sensitivity. We are engaged in a survey which is sensitive to so, rct.s
of low surface brightness at 150 HHz at present which we hope will
cover t,:ostof the nothern sky. I hope others are undertaken at higher
frequencies.
ii) Measurements of the galactic non-thermal continuum at high
frequencies ( 1 GHz) with the aim of extending the surveys to higher
galactic latitudes. Such observations would be important in
establishing any systematic variation of spectral index with z.
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INFRARED ASTRONOMY AND HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
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ABSTRACT
Observations of the diffuse far-infrared flux
from the galactic plane as well as far-infrared
measurements of the properties of dense mole-
cular clouds, when combined with recent high-
energy gamma-ray measurements and radio obser-
vations of carbon monoxide, can yield new in-
formation about the total mass of molecular
clouds, the large scale structure of the inner ,.'_
galaxy, and the density of cosmic rays.
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i. Introduction. Our picture of the distribution of in-
terstellar gas in the galaxy has been changing rapidly, i
with important implications for galactic structure theory.
Earlier studies of the interstellar gas distribution
• depended on studies of diffuse optical light, radio con-
tinuum and 21-cm radiation. Recently, observations of
absorption lines in the ultraviolet spectra of reddened
stars have yielded information on the density of mole-
cular hydrogen, but only within a distance of about 1 kpc
of the sun. However, recent changes in our knowledge of
large scale galactic structure have come about as a con-
sequence of two new and important observations: (I) The
detection, at millimeter wavelengths, of carbon monoxide
in molecu±ar clouds; in particular, the ground-based ob- '
servations of the 2.6°mm line associated with the rota- "_
i t_;nal transition (J : I_0) in CO. (2) The satellite
observations of y-radiation from the galactic plane (in
particular the SAS-2 and COS-B results for y-rays greater
than MeV).
The CO measurements yield the molecular cloud abun-
dance in the galaxy, which can then be indirectly related
to the molecular hydrogen density (Scoville and Solomon,
1975; Gordon and Burton, 1976). Emission of the 2.6-mm
i rotation line of CO ultimately results from collisions of
H2 and CO. Hence the CO observations can yield informa-
tion on the H2 density and temperature.
i
The gamma-ray measurements, assuming the radiation
arises either from electron bremsstrahlung or _°-meson
decay, yield information on the product of the interstel-
lar gas density and the cosmlc-ray intensity.
The CO surveys show that the molecular cloud abundance
in the galaxy exhibits a strong radial dependence with a
broad maximum in the 5 to 6 kpc region. A strong increase
in the y-ray emissivity, peaking in the 5 to 6 kpc region,
has now been associated with the increase in molecular
cloud concentration (Stecker e__ttal___a., 1974; Puget and
Stecker, 1974). The consequence of these observations
and their interpretation is that molecular hydrogen is by
fa_• the most abundant form of gas in the inner galaxy.
|
i ,
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1Thus, observations of the mm CO line and the galactic
y-ray flux are related, in that they both give similar
distribution of radiation and both lead to a determination
of She molecular hydrogen density in the galaxy. Although
they complement each other, both require independent anal-
ysis in obtaining the molecular hydrogen density, each
. with different uncertainties.
With this in mind, I would like to suggest ar alter-
native technique, far-infrared observations, for exploring
the physics and galactic distribution of interstellar gas,
particularly cold molecular clouds and molecular hydrogen.
Specifically, in connection with high-energy astro-
physics, I would like to suggest two explicit observations
that could yield new and important information on the gas
density and cosmic-ray density in the galaxy:
(I) measurement of the diffuse far-infrared flux and
spectrum from the galactic plane (Fazio and Stecker, 1976);
(2) measurement of thc y-ray flux from dense mole-
cular clouds in the galaxy (Black and Fazio, 1973). ,_
2. Diffuse Far-Infrared Flux. The basic source of far-
infrared radiation in a molecular cloud or HII region is
the reradiatlon of dust heated by light from early type
stars or young stellar associations. Judging from mea-
surements of CO excitation temperatures in the molecular
clouds (Scoville and Solomon, 1975, for example), the
dust temperature in them is expected to be of the order of
10-25 K so that they are expected to radiate most of their
energy in the wavelength r_nge _ I00 um in distinct con-
trast to the hotter strong infrared sources at shorter
wavelengths (< I00 um) which are primarily associated with
HII regions. Stein (1966), Pipher (1973), and Andrlesse
(1974) have previously proposed the existence of a diffuse
infrared flux from the galactic plane due to thermal radia-
tion by dust grains, but the rece_it CO observations now
permit a more detailed prediction of the properties of this
radiation.
For this discussion we will assume that the ratio of
total gas to dust is roughly the same as that in more dif-
fuse atomic clouds (Ryter et ala, 1975) and that the phys-
ical properties of the dust are roughly uniform throughout
the Galaxy. We will then propose a framework for future
j 224
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Ifar-infrared surveys by suggesting some basic numerical
relations for predicting flux distributions and emissivi-
ties. Using dust temperatures derived from CO and other
measurements, we can then predict the diffuse far-infrared
flux distribution in the galactic plane as a function of
galactic longitude _ in the range 4° < _ < 90 ° and the
far-infrared emissivity distribution as a--function of ga-
lactocentric distance.
a) Galactic Pla_le Emission
If we assume the dust is at an equilibrium temperature,
Td, and radiates with an absorbtivity, QIR, then the ener-
gy emitted in the wavelength interval dA per unit volume
of the dust cloud per second is given by
JiR(_)dl= 4_2a2ndQIR(1)B _ (Td)dA (I) _ :
J
where a is the radius of the dust grain, nd the density of
dust particles, and BA(T) is the Planck function.
The value of nd is related to the total hydrogen den- _
sity by
nd = (3mH/4_0aS) (Md/M H) nH (2)
where mH is the mass of the hydrogen atom, nH the total
hydrogen density (nH=2nH2 + nHl), p is the grain density,
and Md/M H the dust-to-gas mass ratio. The column density r
NH=fnHdS In any direction can be related to the CO emls- _
slon in that direction as follows:
f
NH = 4.6 x i02° ICO cm-2 (3)
where ICo=FTAdv is the integrated CO intensity in units of
K km s-J (Solomon, 1973; Scoville and Solomon, 1975;
Gordon and Burton, 1976) 1.
o--
1
Based on the CO measurements alone, eq. (3) is uncertain
by a factor of 5 (Scoville and Solomon, 1975). However,
arguments taking into account infrared and X-ray absorp-
tion measurements reduce this uncertainty to within a fac- r
_ tor of 2 (Stecker et al., 1975).
i
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The dus_ parameters are O,a, and QIR" The value of
oa can be determined using a hydrogen column density at
_.=0° (excluding the galactic nucleus) of 7 x 1022 cm -2
(Stecker et al., 1975) and an optical depth in that direc-
tion _v = 28, (Becklin and Neugebauer, ]968; Spinrad et al.,
1971) • Then
T = 0.92 A = _aZQvN d (4)'; V V
where Av is the visual extinction in magnitudes, ©v is the
extinction efficiency at visible wavelengths and Nd is the
column density of the dust. If we assume the canonical
values (Md/M H) = l0-2 and Qv = I, we find
Pa = 3.1 x i0-_ g cm -2 (5)
This _s consistent with the values given by Allen (1973)
of 0 = i g cm-3 and a = 3 x i0-s cm estimated from Qv and
,_, ,.:i_ichwe now adopt. We then obtain from eq. (2)
Nd = 1.4 x i0-13 NH (6)
The value of QTR is assumed to be of the form A1 l-I with
A1 = 4.5 x I0-5 cm (Pottasch, 1973) 2 . The optical depth of
the dust is then
_IR = Q]R_a2Nd = 8.2 x I0-6_ -IcmICO (7)
For the range of values for ICO Kiven by o_ ..o_ovill ,_ and
Solomon (1975) and taking _ = 300 _m, it is found that the
galaxy is optically thin at far-infrared wavelengths.
From equations (I) and (3) the infrared bri}:htness can
be computed as a function of galactic longitude
-]
The dependence QIR _ k-n with n = i is son_w_mt mmertai_ at lon_
wavelengths. Pcttasch (1973) and Soifer et al. (i<_7,7)f]nd
evidence in favor of an overall dependence _[ven by n -- i.
Scoville and Kwan (1975) and Leung (1975) suggest the.
pendence may be better represented by n _ 1.5 for _ % 3C um,
although Leung also gives several examples of grains for
[ which n --i. Andrlesse (1974) suggests that n = 2 for
' _ > k with _ between 50 _m and 200 urn.
•_ C C
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ilIR dl - d14_I JiRdS = 0.97 x 10-I° (8)
l
X{Ico(£) d_ l-b(exp(l.44/kT)- i) -I }
erg cm-2s- ISr -_
with I in cm. The total infrar_d brightness is
co
fIR = I0 fir dl = 3.8x 10-13_'S-d ]C0 (_ wm -2Sr-l (9)
Q
The total emission per grain is
I"
= n_ I I JIR dA = 7.7 x 10 -24Tds w (]0)gg
The temperature of" the dust can be derived by relating
it to the CO kinetic temperature, TCO. Goldreich and Kwan
(1974) and Scoville a_d Kwan (1975) have investigated the i
thermal coupling between radlattvely heated dust end am-
bient molecular gas (H2) and indicate that th_ gas will ap- _
proach thermal equll_brlum with the dust (TH2 _ Td) via
collisions of H2 with grains for nH2 > i0 _ cm -3. However,
at nH = I0 4 cm -3 the collision rate is sufficient to give i
2
only TH2 = 1/2 Td. Observational evidence, however, sug-
gests the coupling may be stronger. Scoville and Solomon
derive an average value cf TCO of 6.6K. We shall assume
that a lower limit to Td _s 7K.
An upper limit to the dust temperature can be derived
by assuming the dust particle absorbs all the incident
' visible and ultraviolet radiation and reradlates it in the
infrared. At equilibrium:
[ 4_2a 2 I QI_Bk(Td) dk : _ a2cu (ii)
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where uV is the density of radiation in interstellar space
7x10 -13 erg/cm 3 (Allen, 1973). Solving for Td, we get
Td : 15K. Kaplan and Pikelner (1970) and Greenberg (1971)
obtain similar estimates, uV may vary somewhat throughout
0.2
the galaxy, but eq. (ll) gives only a u¥ dependence for
Td •
In presenting our results in graphical form, we shall
assume a value Td = 10K. In figure I we have plotted the
total infrared brightness, IIR as a function of galactic
longitude derived from eq. (9) using the data of Scoville
and Solomon for ICO and excluding the galactic center. Of
particular importance is the predicted large peak at
: 30 ° tangent to the maximum interstellar gas density
near 5 kpc.
A further consequence of our model which can be used
as an experimental test is the prediction that the width
of" the galactic far-infrared disk should be comparable
with that of the molecular cloud disk. The full width of
the cloud disk is given by Scoville and Solomon to be
- 130 pc corresponding to a full width in galactic latl-
tude of ~ 1° at _ ~ 30° "'
The infrared spectrum can be obtained from equation
(8). The maximum in the spectral curve is given by
Am = (hc/5.98kT d) = 0.2' Td I cm (12)
where for Td = 10K, I m = 240 _m. In general, with QIR of
the form A _-n (n > 0),
n -
1.44
1 = hc/{Cn+_)kTd}_._. -
m (n+5)T d cm (13)
In the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, hc << AkT, the far-
infrared spectrum takes the power-law form
d_ a A-(4+n)dk (14)IIR
I It follows from eq. (Ii) (also Andrlesse (1974)) that
! assuming n > i would result in higher Td estimates and
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Fig. I. Predicted longitude dependence of the galactic
far-infrared flux based on the model in equation (9)
using the CO data of Scoville and Solomon (1975) and a
temperature of lOK.
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sma]]pr differential flu×<_s at long wav_l,_ngthr, although
the total infrared flux integrated over all I as si,own in
the figures remains unchanged (Greenberg, ]971). For ex-
I ample, Andriesse (1974) with n = 2, obtains Td ~ 24K with
Im ~ 85 pm. For the intermediate case, n = 1.5, _m ~ 150- '
_00 _m. Future spectral measurements over the galactic
. plane in the far-lnfrared could thus help determine the "
wavelength dependence of QIR"
Using the relations derived by Stecker et al. (1975)
in conjunction with equations (6) and (i0) and employing
the data of Scoville and folomon on the molecular cloud
distribution in the galax) the total far-infrared emls-
slvity from molecular clouds as a function of galacto-
centric distance was calculated. The results are given
in figure 2.
[ (b) Galactic Center Region
! In the _alactic center region I_I < 3° Scoville
Solomon and Jefferts (1974) have already sho_n that a cor-
relation exists, as a function of galactic longitude, be- 2
i tween the i00 pm flux and the maximum CO brightness tem-
perature at each longitude. These authors conclude that
the CO and dust coexist in nearly thermal equlllbr]um.
The CO measurements indicate that the molecular cloud
disk surrounding the galactic nucleus has a radius of
250 pc and that the total mass of molecular Kas, mostly
H2, within the cloud is _ 5x107M.
In accordance with our assumed gas-to-dust ratio, the
implied dust mass is then Md _ 5 x l0 s M® or about I039 g.
The total number of grains is then
Ng = (3Md/4_a3p) _ 10 s2 (15)
and, from equation (I0), the total luminosity of the ga-
lactic center source is estimated to be
LG : % 8 x i0 _6 Td_ w (16)
.C. Ng_tg_ .
, which, using the data given by Hoffman, Fr_,derlck and
' 230
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'_ (kpc)
Fig.2. Predictedgalacticfar-infraredemissivitydis-
tributionusingequations(6) and (lO)togetherwith the
dataof Scovilleand Solomon(1975)and the valuesfor
nH2 derivedby Steckeret al. (1975). Again,a cloud ofT=
10K has beenassumed.
i !
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Emery (1971), yields an estimated temperature Td,C.C. off
the order of 25 K. The mean temperature of the CO _as,
_,-xp_cted to be somewhat cooler, is of the order of 20 K
(Scoville, Solomon arl,1 Jefferts, 1974) so that our model
glv-,_ r,i;asor_ablu resu]ts for the galactic center source.
• (c) ConeIu',_ionn
Our results indicate that much can be learned abeut
the physic._ and conditions of _nterstellar dust and mole-
cular oiouds as well as the galactic dust and cloud dl-
_:trlbution by making far-infrared studies of the galactic
plane. Tn ti_e inner [_alaxy, most of the inters'_.ellar me,I-
ium is in the form of the cold c]ouds. Far-infrared sur-
veys, in con,iunction with otl_er observations, will enable
us to I<et b,,tter estimates of quantities iIk_ HI{, Nd arid
Td. We i_awe pred_ct,_d t,h_ _ ¿ntc_nslty, arl_ular distribution
and spectrum ,_f'the diffuse far-lnfrared radiation ov,_r
that re_io_ of the _alactIc plane where sufficient CO ,ta_
are availab]o (4 ° < [ < )0°) using th_ data of' Scovi!l=
and ,_olom,_ (I')75)- C[mpari'.:on of our model with i00 _m .,
observab_orh% of the _a]actlc o._'r_tersource, which Is ex-
pected to b,_ at,out, three t_m,_s hotter than t_e averaw_ _
; _alactlc molecular cloud, _,ives us conf[d,_nce in the' basic
._ r_-,lat, ions given In this paper. We bellew_ _ the flux est_-
; mat{,s calculated here to be reasonable predict_onn, how-
• a_. umptlons made, inew._r, o_,c shou]d bear _n n,i_d the, _s
particular the wavelength deperdence of QIR' the uncer-
taint2 in the relatlonsh_p between ICO and ni{ and the as-
sumption of a uniform value of Td = i0 K since the [re-
d[cted flux has a steep temperature sensitivity.
(d) Other I_frared Exp{.r'im,_r_ts
Recently other [_frared experiments have b_en propos_d
l,o study _alactlc structure. Ito et al. (19_'3) ',_aveob-
serw:d the diffuse near-lnfrared radlation (.,.4 mlct_onz)
from the galactic plane and observed a correlation, with
the lon_,itude distributions of (.P molecular clouds, t_er-
real radio emlss[on, neutral hydrogen and y-ray emission.
The authors predict that models of the _,alactic mass dl-
stribution should De Improved by these observations.
! Puget et al. (1975) have discussed the general distrl-
bublon of Interstellar reddenln_ within ~ ] kpc of" the sun
4
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and flnd a correlatfc with the dlstrlbiJt!on and column
i density of nearby dense molecular clouds. From this mass
dlstrloution the nearby cosmic y-rav flux can be predicted
and subtracted from the measured Flux to obtain the true _-
'_ ray flux from the inner galaxy. Thls true flux then yields '
the large scale cosmlc-ray distribution in the galaxy.
3. The Gamma-Ray Flux from Dense Interstellar Clouds.
• In 1973 John Black and I (Bl_ck and Fazio, 1973) predicted
i that dense interstellar clouds could be detectable discrete
sources of y-rays ( > i00 MeV)_ produced by cosmlc-ray
L_ interactions with the gas in the cloud, particularly mole-
! cular hydrogen. The gamma-ray flux from a discrete cloud
of mass M at a dlstanc_ R (parsec) is given by the slm-
, ple expression: pc
Fy(> 100 HeY) : 1.3x10-_( )2 ( )photr,-s/cm 2 see ._._pc
This Formula assumes the cosmic ray intensity is _niform
in the galaxy, with the same intensity as observed at the
Earth.
Recently near- and far-lnfrared observations, as well
as radio molecular l[nc_ .m[sslon, of dense dark clouds
have yielded new information on the density, extent, and
central positlon of these clouds. Hence better estlmates
of the cosmic y-ray Fluxes can now be predicted. Also the
SAS-2 has now provided the most extensive and highest sen-
sitivity survey of y-rays from these clouds. It Is neces-
sary, therefore, to reinvestigate thls problem.
• The dark cloud south of the star p Oph _s perhaps the
! largest and densest of the nearby molecular clouds. It is
also one of _he best observed clouds at Infrared wave- _"
, ,_ lengths (Vrba_ Strom, Strom, and Grasdalen, 1975; Fazlo,
_ Wright, Zelllk, and Low, 1976) and In microwave lln_, em_s-
_ slon (Encrenaz et al., 1975). Using a gas density of
- ]0 _' cm -_ in the c[oud, and D ~ 3 pc, gives a total
mass of 4x10 _ M . The distance to the cloud is about
o
190 pc. Hence the predicted y-ray flux is 1.4x10 -_
photons/era _ sec. The SAS-2 observations of thIs sou_'ce
yield cnly at upper llmlt (95g confidence level) to the
_ y-ray flux above i00 MeV of 2xl0 -_ cm -_ sec (Knlffen, l,amb,
Fichtel, and Thompson, iq76). Thus the prese_,_ sensitivity
I is about a factor of I0 above the pred'cted flux. Other
I I possible sources have also been lnvestlgated, wlth negative
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results. Thes_ results are summarized in Table ].
As Black and Fazio (1973) pointed out earlier, the mo-
lecuiar cloud ring around t_e galactic center, which is at
a radius of 250 pc and moving radially outward, should be
a detactable gamma-ray source. For a total mass of
• ~ 108 M and a distance of i0 kpc the predicted flux is® •
~ 1.3x10 -6 photons/cm sec, and the predicted size is ~ 3°
along the plane and ~ 0.5 ° perpendicular to the plane.
However this source is presently obscured by the more in-
tense radiation from the 5 kpc ring and the lack of suf-
ficient angular resolution.
Further high-energy gamma-ray exFeriments with increased
angular resolution and sensitivity are obviously needed be-
fore important new information can be obtained on the dis-
crete molecular cloud sources and the density of cosmic
rays _n the galaxy.
It is interesting to note that although no discrete
sources were observed, that a plot of the positions of the
center of mass ._,fdark clouds along the plane, as given by
B.T. Lynds (1962), shows an inclination to the plane, above
it in tha 0° -o 150 ° region and below it in the 150°-250 °
region. Tbis inclination is the same as bright B stars and
indicates that these clouds are associated with Gould's
_ Belt. The SAS-2 gamma-ray flux measurements exhibit a sim-
ilar asymmetry to the plane, and although no discrete dark
cloud was observed, the cumulative effect of many smaller
clouds could be important.
i
I am particularly indebted to the SAS-2 group of D.A.
Kniffen, R.C. Lamb, C.E. Fichtel and D.J. Thompson for
their rapid analysis of the gamma-ray observations of dis-
i crete molecular clouds.
f
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TABLE I
UPPER LIMITS TO THE GAMMA-RAY
FLUX FROM DENSE MOLECULAR CLOUDS
GAMMA-RAY FLUX I> i00 MeV)
MOLECULAR UPPER LIMIT
CLOUD SOURCE (photons/cm 2 sec)*
Oph DARK C_,OUD 2 0 x lO
R Cot A DARK CLOUD 6 7 x 10 -7 '
Taurus DARK CLOUD 3 1 x 10 -6
IC 1548-1 2 0 x 10 -6
Orion A i i x IC -6
Orion 1-2 1 3 x 10 -6
B 227 5 0 x ]_0-6t
--7
L 134 5 4 x i0
L 121 i i x 10 -6
B 33'3 2 i x I0 -b
B 163 2 0 x 10 -6
NGC 1333 2 0 x 10 -6 i
M 78 i I x 10 -6
* Upper limits to the flux are at the 951 confidence
limit; results are from SAS-2 observatffons (Knlffen,
Lamb, Fichtel, and Thompson, private communffcatlon).
"h
This flux limit is high due to confusion with the
gamma-ray sources NP0532 and ¥(193+3). Whether this
cloud could be the latter source should be investi-
gated further.
1976022022-250
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"ULTRAVIOLET OBSERVATIONS OF LOCAL GAS" i ._-
E. B. Jenkins, Princeton University Observatory, Princeton, New Jerse_
', " 0854o U.S.A.
, ABSTRACT ,
: From satellite measurements of ultraviolet spectra -3
I of stars, an average density of approximately 1.1 cm for ._
_' hydrogen atoms, in both atomic and molecular form, _
i, is estimated for regions of space along the galactic . "
plane within about 1 kpc of the sun. About 20_0of _. ;
the atoms are bound in rmlecu_'Lar form although this
-"2
figure is uncertain since the ultraviolet measure-
ments avoid the very dense interstellar clouds.
Discrete values for this percentage are observed _.
" to vary markedly; regions with less than average ,,},
density seem to have fractional abundances of H2 :
several orders of n_gnitude lower than aver_,ge. A
ratio of CO/H which ranges from i0"_ to i0"_ is ._
observed for regions in front of stars observed
by the Copernicus satellite. :.,
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- I. Introduction i _
)
A basic theme which underlies many of the contributions to the _-
study of galactic structure is the complementarity of inforn_tion _
derived from such diverse observables as diffuse gam_ ray emission, ..3
• ,_
rc iio continuum fluxes, 21-cm and CO line emissions, and counts of
pulsars and supernova remnants. Against the backdrop of these methods,
studies on the distribution and properties of interstellar matter from _
observations in the ultraviolet seem relatively myopic, since only
about one percent of the volume of the galactic disk can be surveyed
by present-day orbiting telescopes. The primary factor which limits
ultraviolet studies to regions within a few kpc of the sun is the _.
strong attenuation of ultraviolet radiation by the intervening inter-
stellar dust. In spite of this restriction of range, we shall see in
J
the discussion which follows the special contributions which arise ._,
f_'umviewing interstellar absorption features in the ultraviolet. In
particular, one obtains unique information on the general behavior of e
atoms and molecules in space, which is of value in the interpretations _ ',
of data from other areas of research. Also, we can ascertain average _(_
densities of various gaseous constituents in the local part of our ;_,
galaxy, and such measurements serve as a benchmark for calibrating
t,_ebroader scale _appings of interstellar _tter which are quanti-
tatively uncertain.
II . Background ;_,
Just over ten years ago, the development of attitude control
systems for Aerobee sounding rockets triggered the beginning of the _"
age of ultraviolet stellar spectroscopy, since the spectrographs _ ._.
could be stabilized with enough precision to record exposures of ,
bright stars during the vehicle's coasting trajectory above the atmo- "
sphere. Owing to the moderate wavelength resolutions of the early j
observations (typically a few Angstroms), much of the research con-
centrated on the properties of stellar features, rather than absorption .:
features produced by the intervening gas in space. These early rocket :_
/
flights were able to provide, however, two important contributions ._
which furthered our understanding of the local interstellar gas. First,
a number of observations of LG absorption by interstellar H I estab- £,
lished that the average densities toward most of the stars observed
were substantially lower than expected in our region of the galaxy
from studies of 21-cm emission, suggesting that a good fraction of the ..i'
! volume of space within several hundred pc of the sun had densities
i lower than the overall mean density (Jenkins 1970). The second main @
i achievement in the study of the interstellar medium was the discovery
i of absorption by molecular hydrogen (Carruthers 1970, Smith 1973), a _
I form of matter long suspected to be an important constituent of the
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_, gas, but one which until then had been tantalizingly elusive to detect.
ii
_ The spectrometer aboard the first orbiting astronomical observa- "_
- _ tory OAO-2 permitted us to survey at 12 _ resolution the LG absorption I
for a substantial number of stars (Savage and Jenkins 1972). While J
: 21-cm radio line observations provide a rich backlog of information on
the distribution and kinematics of interstellar gas, _jeral importantC
• ,- differences in the way the gas is measured establish a unique value to --
: the LG data. First, the volume sampled toward a star has a definite "'
_._ length and virtually infinitesimal width, while the radio beam samples
a cone-shaped space of unlimited extent. Also, corrections for satur-
i_ ation are unnecessary for the LG line, since it is already heavily
saturated, so much so that the damping wings are the principal con-
tributors to the absorption. Hence the line strength is governed
purely by the column density of the gas rather than a complex inter-
relationship between the amount, velocities and spin temperatures of
i atoms along a llne of sight. Finally, the LG measurements allow one
_ to compare directly the abundances of H I to other species observed
toward the same stars, such as interstellar Na I, Ca II and K I (seen _-
by absolptions in the visible spectrum) and also interstellar dust
grains (revealed by continuous absorption).
_ In the discussions which will follow, we will draw heavily upon
' the inference from the OAO-2 L_ survey that hydrogen gas column ?
densities and obscuration by dust (as revealed by B-V color excesses)
are well correlated with each other, and that measurements of E(B-V)
toward a star can be used with reasonable accuracy to predlc_ the
total amount of gas present (Jenkins and Savage 197_). The colocation
_ of gas and dust has also been demonstrated in analyses of radio data
(e.g. see references cited in Jenkins (1970) and also recent work by
Grayzeck and Kerr 1974, Heiles 1976, and Heiles and Jenkins 1976).
Over the past four years the successful operation of the Copernicus
_: satellite, the last of the OAO's, has brought about a climax in the _,
_ study of the interstellar gas, since absorption by strong resonance
lines from the ground states of important constituents could be studied
ii'i in detail. Much has been lea_med about the composition and physical
_ state of interstellar gases from _he Copernicus observations; however
[_ it is out of place to summarize the broad spectrum of conclusions here,
especially since much of the material has already been reviewed in the
literature (Spitzer and Jenkins 1975, Snow 1976). Instead, we _ball
focus on two topics which have a special relevance to the study of
I! cosmic gamna rays and galactic structure. First, the ultravioletob ervations c n give an independent determination of the erage _
density of both atomic and molecular hydrogen, against which we can
compare the representative densities derived from larger scale obser-
vations at a galactocentric distance R = lO k-pc. The second area of
'_ interest is a study of the relative abundances of CO and H2 in the
interstellar medium, since it enables us to calibrate the H_ densities '_
241 _/_.
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in terms of CO radio measurements for gas outside the dense molec_Sar
clouds. - _"
III. Average Density of H I and H2
a) Observational S_l_ction
• Our objective in analyzing _he surveys of H I and Ho column " _._
densities (which we denote as N(H I) and N(il_))is to arrive at a re-
presentative average for the space dens!ties_within the ov_,rall
sampling volume. If the stars chosen for the survey are widely enough _
distributed and represent a truly random sample of directions in the _.
sky, one can total all the column densities and divide by the sum of
the distances r to give a meas'_re of average space density along all _
of the lines of sight. If we draw upon the L_ results of Savage and
Jenkins (1972), Jenkins and Savage (197_)*, Bohlin (1975) and pre- "_
liminary results from Bohlin, Drake and Savage (1976), we find for _
130 stars an average value _ _
L
(
Z N(H I) = 0.32 cm"3 ,_
From the work of Spitzer et al. _[973,_97_) and Bohlin, Drake and
Savage _97_ we find for 70 stars _
z N%) •
: = 0.043 cm"3 "
k
We must immediately realize, however, that these figures are fa_from • +,}
representative, since the choice of stars is not random. A stro_ "_t I '
reddened stars exists in all of the surveys. That such selection is
a dominant effect follows from two main factors: first, the distribu- _ '<
tion of gas in space is highly irreg_ar, and second, the extinction
of star light is very strong at short wavelengths (York et al. 1973). :,-
Another contributing factor is that some of the stars are at large
distances from the plane of the galaxy: 21% of the total sample path
length has z > lOOpc and lO_ is more than 200 pc away from the plane. _,
Figure i shows a plot of color excess per unit distance E(B-V)/r
against distance r for all of the stars studied for LG or H2 absorption.
•In all of our use of the data of Savage and Jenkins (1972) and Jenkins '_
and Savage (197_), we have rejected the type B1.5 and B2 stars for
which Savage and Panek (197_) estimated the stellar LG feature to be j
a significant part of the measured absorption• l
i
t
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: If one samples truly random regions of space in the plane of the _"
galaxy within i _pc of the sun, one should have an average E(B-V)/r . -_'..
i of O.61 mag kpc'_(Spitzer 1968), shown by the dotted line in the . _
diagram (about half this value is obtained if stars are selected to i I
a given magnitude limit in the visible). In the imnediate vicinity _
of the sun (a few hundred pc or so), the actual reddening per unit
• distance is som_rhat less than nor_l (FitzGerald1968). Figure 1 ,_
shows us that for stars more distant thzn about 300 pc the sample
represents lines of sight which avoid areas with normal reddening,
and this bias becomes worse with increasing distance. _or all of the _
stars shown on the diagram, Z E(B-V)/,qr= 0.23 _g kpc-±. Thus an ,;
interpretationof the H I and H2 data muzt contain some compensation
which overcomes the effects of this selection.
b) Ionization
L
Another effect which must be considered is the fact that every
measurement is toward a star which is hot enough to photoionize a "_ _
region of space around It. Thus, to varying degrees some of the gas
will be removed from sight in a systematic _nner, in addition to our
i_ having lines of sight which intersect by chance the ionization zones _
around other stars. One can assess bow important the observed stars'L
ionization is to an overall result by the following analysis: under
ideal circumstanceswe expect for each observation the equation
,. N(H I) + 2N(H2) + (3NLne/ 4_'a)I/3 = R E(B-V) ij,
,,J
to be valid, where R i] the ratio of ,hetotal gas column density to :_
' the color excess (we treat R as an unknown, but whose value is con- ii
stant everywhere). The third term in the equation is the expected _'
colunm density of ionized hyd;ogen around a star emitting NT.Lyman t _,_
limit photp.nsper second in a region with a uniform electro_ density '_ _
ne. At I0" °K the recombination coefficient _ to all levels of
l_vdrogenexcept n = i is estimated to be 2.6 x i0"I_ cm3 s"I (Spitzer
1968), and values of NL for stars of various spectral types are listed _
by Panagia (1973). We have no C_rect knowledge about values for ne _
in the vicinity of most of the stars, but H_ and radio continuum
emission measures indicate typical densities ranging from I to i0 cm"3, _i
although some of the more conspicuous H II regior_ have much higher
densities. For these two values of n, best solutions for R give
21 _ -2 -i
" 5.7 x 1021 cm"2 mag"I and 6.3 x I0 cm ms_ , respectively, for all 2
of the stars surveyed. A least-squares solution which allows both R .!
and neI/3 to vary as free parameters yields neI/3 - 0.33 em"2/3_ and
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R = 5.4 .x1021 cm"2 mag'l. (i) If ionization were neglected we would
i021. •._"_
_ have found R = 5.2 x -.
- [ To summarize, the least-squares solution suggests ionization by •
the target stars reduces the amount of gas seen by only about _, _ut _ _:
i this fraction_ could be as large as 17% if n were typically i0 cm-.°_ '
• The fact tha_ the least-squares s_lution fo_ a representative n^'/3
_. is small nay be an indication that the actual values for R inside the "':_
ionization zones are some,_hat larger than in the general gas regions.
r
' c) Evaluation of Overall Dens ities
i _ In analyzing the behavior of the average volume density n along
various lines of sight, it _s instructive to study the relationship
for different values of E(B-V)/r. For the 70 stars where both N(H I)
and N(II2) have been measured (see references cited in _IIIa), we see
from Figure 2(2) that the average total hydrogen densities n(III) + _ "_.
: 2n(H2) are linearly related to E(B-V)/r, although the points show _ ,,(
some scatter. This scatter is worse if one plots just n(H I) versus _.
_ E(B-V)/r, because of the large variability in the fraction of hydro-
i gen in molecular form (see _ IIId). _.
L
The lack of any gross irregularities in the relationship of total
gas density to dust density suggests tlm,t a derivation of an average _
!" density, with a compensation for the selection discussed in _llla, _
- is relatively straightforward. W_ may take the observed _N(H !) + _
i_ 2N(H2)] /_r, multiply it by the true average reddening per unit
i, (I) The expression
.. _, _[Nt 3nel 2! _ _,! 2_= + 8720 NL I/ /3 . R E(B-V)] 2/(Nt + R2 E(B-V) )2 , ,
i where Nt : N(H I) + 2N(H2),was minimized by varying the parameters _
_ R and n I/3. The error _trix terms _2 z _2/_R 2,
2 2e (n_I/3) and _2_: 2/ (neI/3)2 1020 "_ :]_ /_R _ g _ are 0.35, -1.7 x i
!! and 3.2 x lo_l,_respective]y.
%,
i::! (2) The points for a few of the 70 stars are outside of the range of _
t Fig. 2; they are reasonably in line with the average tendency but
i off beyond the upper right corner of the diagram. '_,
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distance, and divide by the observed XE(B-V)/Zr. The resulting esti-
mate for the overall density of hydrogen^atoms, in both atomic and -
molecular form, is approximately 1.1 cm"j, a figure which one might -
consider "'aising to 1.2 or 1.3 to compensate for the systematic losses _ ,
from ionization discussed in _ IIIb.
d) Behavior of H2 i
If we concentrate on the distribution of H2, we find considerably
more variability in the measurements. Early data from Copernicus I °
suggested a bimodal distribution in H2 colunnldensities (see Fig. 4 :_
of Spitzer and Jenkins, 1975); the here recent, extensive survey by
Bohlin, Drake ana_Sava_e (1976) confirms that v_lues fo_ n(!I_) are
either around lO-v cm-o or are in the range i0-_ to iO'- cm-_for
various lines of sight. (Cases with low and high molecular abundances •
are sho,_n_s different symbols in Fig. i. ) _ :
This phenomen_ may be qualitatively understood if one considers ._-
the formation and destruction of H2 in space (Hollenbach et al. 1971).
Since H2 is probably formed as the atoms collide with dust grains
and combine on the grain surfaces, the rate of H2 production scales
with the square of the density. The destruction of the molecules is
primarily from photodissociation by starlight, and for reasonabla J
i densities a d starlight fluxes the expected abundances are in accord
, with the v_ " low values for n(H2) quoted above. An important
. f_._tl_e of the photodissociation, however, is that it occurs by ab-
" sorp °discrete, strong lines, rather than by a continuum. This
.- process, originally proposed by Solomon (s_'eField et al. 1966), in-
volves tha absorption of an ultraviolet photon which raises the
molecmle to a higher level of electronic excitation, which is then
followed by a spontaneous decay to the ground electronic level. Oc-
casionally (about ll% of the time) the decays are to the vibrational
dissociative continuum of the ground st.ate, resulting in the destruc-
tion of the molecule. For moderate column densities of H2 ( -_iO_"
cm-2) the lines become optically thick, and thus for increasing inter-
stellar cloud thicknesses self-shielding becomes important. As a re-
su].t,an abrupt transition to high molem'lar density occurs, since i
photodestruction rates are markedly refaced in the cloud's interior.
For a given line of sight, we are unable to ascertain the details _i
of cloud geometry, incident starlight fluxes, or OtL r factors which /
govern the equilibrium ",?tween atoms and molecules. However, the
measured E(B-V)/r i_ a crude indicator of whether dense clouds are
presert. Figure 3 shows a plot of 2n(H2) versus E(B-V)/r for the
same stars as sho_a_in Figure 2. Instead of the direct proportion-
ality we saw for the total hydrogen density, the observed relationship
of molecules to dust suggests that for E(B-V)/r _ O.1 molecules have i
difficulty in accumulating, but as E(B-V)/r exceeds this value the
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/shielding becomes important and the average molec'tlar densities begin
_ to grow with increasing _mounts of material prese_t. We note that
; the scatter of points is larger here than in Figure 2, this is also . "
probably a consequence of the unusual evolution for molecular regions.
Because of the nonlinearity in the growth of molecu/es, it is !
• harder for us to derive an overall average for n(H2) which has the !
compensation for observational selection. In essence, we must know
a frequency distribution for the true E(B-V)/r for small volumes of
space in our part of the galaxy, rather than just a mean value. A
: crude esti_te for the best value of n(H2) can be made by assuming
the intersection of the dotted line (0.61 mag kpc -1) with the trend
of points in Figure 3 gives an indication of the average conditions,
under the assumption that when we observe this amount of reddening
per unit distance, the distribution of material is typical of more
general regions of space. A value of O.1 cm-3 seems to be a good _
: estimate for a representative H2 density; from the spread of points _,
we see this number could easily be in error by a factor of two. Com-
bining this result with the total density derived in _ IIIc, we find
that roughly 20_0of the neutral atoms are bound in molecuSa _ form.
IV. THE P_TI0 OF CO TO H2 _,
In addition to measuring column densities of H I and H2, the
: Copernicus satellite can scan absorptions by CO molecules in front
of a star. While this offers us some insight on the formation of
_ CO in space, measurements of the ratio of CO to H I and H2 are also
of' interest to compare with the adopted ratios used to derive H2
densities from radio measures of CO. The radio observations are, of
course, of prime importance in mapping the distribution of molecular
regions in our galaxy.
Figure 4 shows CO/H2 density ratios, plotted against our familiar
scale of E(B-V)/r, for 21 stars which were analyzed by Jenkins and
! Shaya (1976) for CO and by Spitzer et al. (1973, 1974) and Bohlin,
! Drake and Savage (1976) for H2. The uncertainties in some of the
ratios are as large as 50_o,although many of the values are betterr_
defined than this. The sharp change in the abundance ratio shown
[ here is reminiscent of the contrasts in H2 abundances discussed in
_. ,_ IIId. In fact, if we examine the ratio of CO to total hydrogen,
I as shown in Figure 5, we see that the variation of the CO to H2ratio is simply a result of the large changes in the fractional abun-
I_ dance of In other words, the density of CO isH2. governed more by
the total _ensity of gas than by the presence of H2. This conclusion _
l is of relevance to theories on the formation of CO, since ion-
_ molecule, reaction chains, initiated by the presence of H2, are a
' popular explanation for the origin of CO in interstellar clouds (e.g.,
i" see Glassgold and Langer 1975). The apparent insensitivity of the _
J
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presence of CO to the amount of H2 suggegts that other mechanisms,
such as direct formation of CO on grains, may be more important for .....:
the interstellar clouds observed here. , -,
When relating the observed values of C0/H shown in Figure 5 to
the radio observations, it is important to emphasize +.hatthe
Copernicus results refer to interstellar material of much lower
• den, t-r than the classical "molecular clouds" identified by most ""
radi_ _bservers. As suggested by the trend of points as E(B-V)/r
increases, the relative amount of CO increases as larger densities _
are reached. Still, it is interesting to note that the _'atios shown _
here are substantially lower than an estimate of log (C0/H) = -4.2
sometimes adopted for the dense clouds (e.g., see Gordon and Burton
1976 and references cited therein), the latter being equivalent to
roughly 10_0of the available cosmic abundance of carbon being bound
in the form of CO.
V. CONCLUS IONS
2
From the preceding discussion, we _have seen that information
gathered from ultraviolet telescopes covers several topics which are \
,_ helpful in synthesizing our concepts of galactic structure. We have
learned about some general properties of interstellar material, i.e.,
ratios of dust extinction and CO to w I and "'o and we have evalu-
ated the density of gas in our local part of the galaxy. Each of
these studies help to place quantitative constraints on t._einter-
pretations of those observations which provide a more global outlook
i on the distribution of material in the galaxy.
From a survey of galactic 21-cm and CO line emission, Gordon and
Burton (1976) mapped the distributions of n(H I) and n(H2) as a
function of distance from t]_e center of the galaxy. For a galacto- i ./
centric distance R = l0 k]_-they estimate both n(H I) and n(H2) to
be about 0.4 cm-3. On the other hand, the ultraviolet data suggest ' %
that n(H I)_ 0.9 cm-3 and n(H2)_ 0.i cm"3 within approximately one
kpc of the sun. Some of the discrepancy can be attributed to sys-
tematic errors or unrealistic assumptions inherent in the interpreta-
tions of these two quite different n_des of measurements. However_
even without these inaccuracies, the aifferences would be understand-
able: how could we possibly expect the local density of gas to
closely match the density found for a ring coverin_ -._ide azimuth
at the same distance from the galactic center? In _'_ct,we should
expect reasonably strong density contrasts across arms of the galaxy. %
Hence, although there is some disagreement, it does not seem to un- •
reasonable in view of the uncertainties in both evaluations and the
; variability we expect to have in the actual distribution of material. "%
When Gordon and Burton (19t6) defined an absolute scale for N(H2) (
to accompany their molecular density distribution function, they
t i
t i
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;. assumed a ratio log (CO/H2) = -4.2, a value considerably above the
_. ratio we observe for clouds having up to one magnitude of visual ex.....
tinction. It should be immediately apparent, however, that had they _ "
; assumed log (CO H2)_ -6 or -7, as suggested in Figure 4, they would " _ _
h_ve derived inordinantly high molecular densities toward the inner
region of the galaxy. We should recall from the preceding discussion
that their measurement of n(H_) of 0.4 cm.3 already seems a bit high '" ,._
" for R = lO kpc. One can sufntlse, therefore, that unless there is ,
some large and systematic error resulting from their assumptions used _:
to convert antenna temperatures to CO densities, practically all
(i.e., at least 99%) of the CO emission must come from clouds which i:.
are characteristically much more dense than we can observe in the
ultraviolet. The mar_ed irregularity in the distribution of CO emis- ::
sion in itself suggests dense clouds are primaw sources of the radi- ._,
ation; we can presume that the more diffuse emission which fills in -_
the spaces between the obvious clouds originates from sheller clouds
which, while still very dense, are unresolved by the radiotelescope. _ L
_ .' Finally, we have distilled from the Copernicus data a relation, ::_
which seems to be fai_ly universal under a variety of conditions,
_ _ for the amount of gas associated with given amount of extinction by "_
;_' dust. The value quoted here,[N(H I) + 2N(H2)]/E(B-V ) = 5.4 x 1021
" _ cm-2 mag-l, is somewhat lower than an earlier determination fro #_
OAO-2 data by Jenkins and Savage (1974) of 7.5 x lO21 cm- mag'_ As
I shown by Savage and Panek (197_) and Bohlin (1975), some of the stars '\
observed by OAO-2 had more than the expected contamination by stellar _
_. lines, and also Jenkins and Savage applied what appears to be too
_ large a corr6ction for ionization by the target stars. _j
_ We must bear in mind, of course, that the observed gas to dust ;
_ ratio may vary from place to place in the galaxy if there are abun- '-_
[ dance gradients (i.e., an enhancement of the relative CNO abundances l ._
toward the galactic center; see the discussion by Stecker et al. ! ."
[: (1975)). In addition, the character, and _ence extinction properties ' ;:
[-' of the dust grains may change as the interior densities of clouds
increase.
i
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ABSTRACT
In order to draw implications from nearby y-ray emission ._
the different ways which can be used to obtain an estimate
of the amount of matter on each line of sight are investi-
gated. Then it is shown that within present uncertainties _
the cosmic ray intensity inside molecular clouds within
I kpc from the sun is the same as the cosmic ray intensity
measured at the sun. In the last part, what can be learnt _ _,
from a comparison of far infra-red and gamma-ray data is _
discussed.
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I. The importance of local features. The galactic plane is transparent . ;
to gamma-rays produced in the interaction of cosmic rays with inter-
stellar matter so they are a good probe for the large scale structure
of our galaxy. It has been shown that longitude profiles of gamma-ray
intensity along the galactic plane can be unfolded, assuming cylindri- "_
cal symmetry, to obtain the gamma-ray production rate as a functio_l
of galacto centric distance (Puget and Stecker, 1974). Nevertheless, _:
due to poor resolution of gamma-ray detectors such profiles are :_
averaged over several degrees in latitude and this gives relatively
more importance to local features than distant ones for similar
contributions to the column density. In consequence it is important _
to substract the local contribution, which is very patchy due to the
structure of the interstellar medium where most of the mass is "_
gathered in dense clouds, in order to unfold meaningfully the
longitude profile. _.
: Solomon and Stecker (1974) pointed out the importance of molecu- :
lar clouds and their large scale distribution in the galaxy for
understanding of T-ray production. This has been confirmed since by
papers using different approaches : Stecker et al 1975, Paul et al
1976. The molecular clouds which contain most of the mass of the
interstellar medium in the inner galaxy have been shown to be 104-5 M0 ,,-
clouds with radii of a few parsecs and typical column densities of o_
1022 cm -2 except for a dense core for which the column density can be
up to 1023 cm-2 but which contains only a small fraction of the total :
; mass. The question of the density of cosmic rays in such clouds _
compared to the density of cosmic rays in the surrounding interstellar
medium is important for the interpretation of the large scale varia- r
tions of the matter density vs cosmic ray density and the implication _ _
on the hydrostatic _quilibrium of the gas disc (Wentzel et al 1975, _ ;.
Mouschovias 1975).
2. The matter column density. - The gas-to-dust ratio. In recent
years, it has become apparent that a substantial fraction of the
interstellar hydrogen is in molecular form, and that consequently,
s21 cm observations are not necessarily faithful tracers of the total
amount of interstellar gas. Here, we propose that interstellar
reddening and absorption allows quantitative estimates of column
densities to be made, at least within one kpc of the sun. This
requires a prior knowledge of the gas-to-dust ratio. ¢
Numerous studies of the gas-to-dust ratio can be found in :_i
published literature but the question does not seem to be understood
in any detail (see for instance Heiles, 1974), Puget et al (1976)
discussed the different estimates of this ratio made recently and "_:
showed that if all forms of hydrogen (atomic, molecular and ionized) /
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are included, it appears that the gas-to-dust ratio is constant in a
. "J ,
! wide range of densities, from a very teno',q, partly ionized medium to i -
obscured regions with EB_V _ 2 mag, or A _ 6.5 mag. Up to this value _"
i_ at least, one is able to assess the totaYmatter column d_nsity by !
using inte_tellar reddening data and the gas-to-dust ratio : we adopt i
here the relation i" ..
" -2
!. NH = 7 x 1021 EB_V U atoms cm (I) El
Some care, however, should be exercised when using equation (I) along _
; with large scale reddening surveys. As is well-known, obscured regions ii
_. frequently accomodate dense gas and dust clouds, with estinction in i
excess of I0 mag which practically escape detection in low angular
resolution maps, as obtained by star counts. In other words, the very _ .
strong extinction in the clouds, which reaches 50 mag or more, does i2
not contribute to the extinction when averaged in picture elements
of a few tens of square degrees. In such cases, equation (I) provides _--_
only a lower limit to the true average column density. One should
then rely on radio and far infrared observations (radiations for
, which the cores can be optlca]ly thin) to estimate the core contribu-
,. _ tion to the total mass. This contribution is negligible (within I0 %
uncJrtainty limit) for a few molecular clouds for which a detailed
comparison of molecular column densities and reddening have been made.
Star counts can be used to get the visual absorption on part of
the line ¢f sight for regions with up to 6 magnitudes extinction.
This rethod was used by Encrenaz et al (1975) to show that the ratio
_" Nco/A v is constant throughout the o Ophiucus clo,d.
When one wants the extinction integrated over the whole line of
sight the only way to get data covering completely large areas of the
sky is to use galaxy counts. For directions around the galactic
center data can be obtained only for latitudes b such that Ibl > 5°.
In the anticenter direction if averages are taken on wide enough
longitude ranges meaningful values can be obtained even down to b = 0.
I" Another questlo_ one must _sk is how good is the gas-to-dust
ratio when one looks z_ regions far away from the sun. This can be _
investigated by eompa:ing latitude distributions for H I (Daltabuit
and Meyer, 1972), reddening (Fitzgerald, 1968) and visual absorption
_' from galaxy z_,,_ts (Shane and Wirtanen, 1967, Kiang, 1969). 4 such
profiles are shown _n figure I for different longitude ranges around
the antlcenter dlrect{on _or Ibl _ 5 ° the column densities deduced _
from reddening or absol, 'on (in good agreement within uncertainties)
. are larger than the col densities deduced from 21 cm data. On th_ _:
i! other hand, at b = 0 they _.e significantly smaller. Puget et al
_, (1976) have argued that gas _o dust ratio is a well defined quanLity
t,
r,,
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Evidence for gas-to-dust gradient _ ,
-,_ in the outer region of the galac-
tic disc.4 " ".!
Histogram : total gas colu_
@ density deduced _,_
"'" from star reddening '
. )
Interrupted line : the san de- -:
| _-;"_/0---_._ duced from galactic
counts.
_'_ _ 210<1<240 , _)160<1<170, .
(_) 120<1<16_, 0 170<1<210
I I i I I I I I I I I _ _
only when all forms of hydrogen are included so we should take into
account _lecular hydrogen (H TI is negliglble). Gordon and Burton
(1976) _ive 48 % of hydrogen in ,_lecular form for the interstellar
gas at I0 knc from the center and 34 % on the llne of sight at b = 0
in the ant•center direction. So once again it is found that _ear the _
sun (b _ 7°) with N_ % 2 N,.. on the average, equation (I) gives the• -- .II 5
right column denslty, At "_= 0 we find <E..> = .95,
<N. _> = 9.8 lO21 cm-2. Assuming <NH> = I_3_ <NHI > _ [ 3 !_22 cm-2.
Thls implies a gas-to-dust ratio twlce as large on _h, s;v,,ragethan _
the value adopted in equation (I) or a 20 % decreas_ per ..lloparrec , '_
of the relative a_unt of dust.
Such a gradient compares well with the metal abu_au,'_ _r,dlents
ded,red fro_ observations of H II regions in external ,_alaxi_.s
(Searle, 197!), and in our galax_ (Pei_ert, Sivan, p=ivate co_.)
3. Gamma-ray emission. Most of the y-ray emission above IO0 MeV from
the Galactic plane is attributed to the decay of ne,_tral pions formed
in the interaction of cosmic rays with interstellar matter.
The y-ray intensity Iv associated with a line of sight is given
by
= _H/4_Ix 1.3 x I0 -25 photon cm"2 s I sr ! (2)
!
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using the production rate per hydrogen atom for a cosmic ray density
_ equal to that observed in the solar vicinity (Stecker, 1973). With ,_
equation (I) this relation becomes _ ."
i
i -2 -I -1 ! '
I I ffi7.25 10-5 EB_V (ncR/nCR ®) photon cm s sr (3)
I, where n__ is the density of cosmic rays and nORO the value of this ! .
': • ! denslty_n the solar neighbourhood. Their ratlo is not expected to 5°. i '! be very different from I when averaged over lines of sight at Ibl >
!' The latitude distribution of the intensity I averaged between
i £II 350° and £II ffi20° is given by the COS-B cat'vane collaboration! ffi
i (these proceedings, p. ). For ibl > 5° visual absorption deduced i
_, from galaxy counts is expected to give the best estimates of the total ,
Ii colunm densities as shown above For b > 5°" . , Shane and Wirtanen (1967) +
il and Kiang (1969) have been used, for b < I0° we used the 5 galaxies i
per square degree contour from Harvard counts as quoted by Shane an_ i"
i Wirtanen (1967). The y-ray fluxes are computed using (3) and
i EB_V = 0.4 log (65/N) (4)
'_' i where N is the number of galaxies per square degree. Considering the
t, uncertainties in relation (4) and statistical errors in the counts
_ of galaxies E V is obtained with uncertainties of the order of 20 %
lu and we conc'u_e from the fair agreement obtained in figure 2, that,li
, |_a -- I I I I I 'I I I I I I I I I I ' I 'I i U i _ -
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FIGIIRE 2 . Latitude distribution _f t_e _-ray emission in the giliccic
; center re_ion u measured by the ¢O$-B satelllte (iolid line) snd
i _ Y-fly ealssion predicted from th_ royal col_ d-'_',sity deduced from!
+ gal2_ counts (incerrupted 1the).
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within this precision range, cosmic ray in=ensity in these regions _
is on the average equal to the solar vicinity intensity. Mouschovias . :,
(1975) _uggests that for the product;on of y-rays in molecular clouds o "
there will be a trade off betw_,_n increased gas density and decreased _ _
cosmic ray ]',tensity. About half of the gas on the line of sight is
" in molecular form so we can conclude that there is no strong depletion
of cosmic rays in molecular clouds. This question can be investigated -':
in more detail by comparing, y-ray isophotes and galaxy counts contours.
The only published map of y-ray isophotes is the one given by Kniffen /
et al (1975) for the _ _i_enter direction. On figure 3 we compare the ,:
outermost isophote of this map with contours at I and I0 galaxies I,er
square degree co_-esponding to EB_V = respectively to 0.7 and 0.3 ,,
magnitudes.
:l° I I F'-_I ' _ T ! I I '0
I -. , , !
,o "-o
10 ,IO
,r
• ---_-,'_,--a;a,=,=-__- • _ _ -- X _P
, ¢" - _l_ "-'''_ t . __ ..... _
_© __.-" I _-I i. .. I I I { _o ,"
lifo _?0 IIO S_O 2OO 210 I'k_
I
FIGURE3. Gamma-ray emission and interstellar matter in the _alactic "
a-nt=icantr,r region. Heavy llne : outer contour of the y-ray _9 obtai- _ "._
ned from _5-2 satellite. Light s_lid line : contour of the '
EB_V _ 0.7 mag region. Interrupted llne : contour of the
EB_v _ 0.3 mag re_ion. Czosses • the two y-ral sources _au y-I and
195 + .
We estimate the y-ray intensity associated with this iso:hote by
normalisation the total flux of the Crab pulsar above 35 MeV which
shows very clearly on this map. We assumed the flhx to be 60 % pulsed :
from v_riation of the pulsed fraction with energy and the pulsed flux
is 6.2 10-6 photons cm-2 s-I (Knlffen et al, 1975). This leads to an
"r
intensity of 3.2 10-5 y c_-2 s"I Sr-l which would be associated with
lines of sight with E_ . = 0.44. From the relative p,§itions of the
y isophote, the E_ w = _ _.3 and E_ w =_"0.7 contours one can say that
there is no evlde_c_ for depletiOn-of cosm'a rays in molecular clouds _
as far as the envelope_ are concerned (Nothing can be said about cores).
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On figure 4 the same galaxy counts contours are shown for the " ..-."i.
:'_ _: whole galactic p_ane and should compare well with y-ray isophotes at : -..--'
"" _ 5 l0 -S .nd 2 10 y s-lsr -1 cm _2 , " ;
.. 4. Galactic far infra-red emission. Another probe for large scale ._
structure in the galaxy is far infra-red radiation emitted by dust. ;
L
Here again the study of individual clouds and comparison of infra-red .-_
,_ _. emission and y-rays can help to disantangle matter distribution and
_ cosmic ray distribution. Assuming known the gas to dust ratio the
_ infra-red intensity might be a tracer of interstellar matter. For ._,
any realistic dust model and for _ >:70 _m the Galaxy is optically
? thin. The integrated far infra-red intensity relies also on the
- _ energy density of the exciting field. Ryter and Puget (1976) have
_ shown that the power radiated by the dust mixed to the gas in clouds
_ _ is about "_factor 20 larger than the power that can be accounted for _
_ be the usual star light density u = 0.5 eV cm-3. This implies that _
•
strong power sources are inbedded in the clouds and a£e obviously _ #
_ attributed to new born stars. _ .
o_ _ The amount of dust and the source of the power (related to the %
_ star formation rate) can be separated if sufficient spectral informa- ._--
"_ i tion is obtained. The total power radiated by the dust can be evalua- _<,ted and expressed as a radiated power normalized per hydrogen atom !
L__. On the other hand, the temperature can be deduced from multi-
_ co_our photometry; Based on a realistic dust model (a mixture of ice i _
i! _ and silicates) Ryter and Puget find the approximate relation _
_ _ IHR (I) atom) - IL = 5 x 10-39 T5"8 W(H (5) ,::_
where T is the dust temperature. The general result is that for a
sample of clouds located between the sun and the 5 kpc ring, the _ "_.
temperatures needed to explain the total power radiated (through (5)) _
-_ are in good agreement with the colour temperatures. We can then \
use those results in the following way. The temperature can be
obtained precisely from (5) if the total power is measured and can be
used to infer the column density of dust from the infra-red intensity :_
at wavelengths such that the Rayleigh Jeans approximation is valid. ._
The different physical parameters _.. , r_. , n u__, n__, _ast and _.
_' gas temperatures are all phys_ca!ly relate_ an_ _e understanding of _,
_.
the physics implies the confrontation of y-ray, far infra-red and ,_
radio data for which dense molecular clouds and the whole galactic _
I plane are optically thin. &_,
"._i'
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DIFFUSE GALACTIC GAMMA RAY LINES i ,
; R.E. Lingenfelter, D_partment of Astronomy and Department
; • of Geophysics & Space Physics, University of California, "'4_
LOS Angeles, California 90024* }
, R. Ramaty, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Laboratory
%
for High Energy Astrophysics, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 ¢
_' ABSTRACT
We have studied the origin and observability of diffuse "'
'_ gamma ray line emission from our galaxy. We find that .. _
such lines could be formed by nuclear excitation inter- _. ._
actions of low energy cosmic rays with both interstellar
gas and dust grains. The gamma ray emission lines from _'
deexcitation of grain nuclei are sharp with Doppler widths _
,_0 of the order of i0 key or less; the lines from gas nuclei
are also relatively sharp with widths of the order of i_
_100 key for the most intense line 12C'4"439._ , and of the
-- 56Fe,0.order of a few kev for the 847 line; and the lines _"
from cosmic ray nuclei are broad with widths of the order _
of several hundred kev. _
:. We present here a detailed evaluation of the pro- -._
duction rate of the 4.44 Mev line for a variety of ,_
[; assumed cosmic ray spectra. We compare these results with .._ _.
_' reported galactic gamma ray line intensities and conclude 1
._ that the measurements are consistent with a low energy _ _.
cosmic ray density which increases toward the galactic
center in proportion to the molecular gas density :_
An exciting possibility for the future would be the <
; detection of nuclear gamma ray lines from interstellar "_
dust grain nuclei using a solid state detector with energy _
resolution of a few kev or better. %
•This research was sapported in part by National Science
_ Foundation grant AST67-08178. , --_
i.
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i. Introduction. We have calculated the gamma ray line -
emission expected to result from cosmic ray nuclear inter- i
actions with interstellar gas and dust in the galaxy.
This emission consists of a sharp line component from <
r deexcitation of interstellar grain nuclei, a relatively ?_
• narrow line component from deexcitation of gas nuclei,
_ and a broad line component from deexcitation of cosmic
< _ ray nuclei. These three components can in principle be ._
_" separated in measured spectra permitting study of both
_, _ the interstellar medium and the cosmic rays.
_ _ In the study of galactic structure the sharp line
_ component of nuclear gamma ray emission offers the first i
_ opportunity to determine the composition and spacial dis- _
_ tribution of interstellar grains. The narrow line com- _ponen also appea Sor to offer a better oppo tunitYdeterminingthan _either tomic m lecular line mission f r
_ _ the spacial distribution and composition of interstellar " _
_ gas because of the high transparency of even very dense _ _
_ interstellar clouds to gamma radiation, and the lack of :_
_ dependence of the gamma ray emissivity on the chemical _
_ state of the matter.
_ _ In addition the broader gamma ray line component :
_ _ provides the best opportunity available so far for ;_
I studying the low energy cosmic rays which are important
not only in conjunction with understanding the origin and
propagation of cosmic rays but also in the study of
galactic structure where the role of low energy cosmic
rays in heating of the interstellar gas and in nucleo- A
_ synthesis of the light elements is not yet understood. ! ._
_ At present galactic gamma ray line astronomy is only _
i in a rudimentary stage, but it has already produced
surprising results. Emission in several gamma ray lines
from the direction of the galactic center have been .: ,_
_ reported for balloon experiments by Haymes et al (1975) J_ ,_
and possibly confirmed at least for the 4 4 Mev line in a _"
_'_ preliminary analysis of Apollo experiments by Trombka I _ _'_
(private communication, 1976). The intensities of these .......
lines are roughly two orders of magnitude higher than _.......
would be predicted assuming uniform density and compo- , ....._ &_
% sition of the interstellar gas and cosmic rays throughout i_;_,;_ the galaxy. If these observations are orrect, then these ';_,_'
_;_ _°_
intensities suggest strong spacial variations in both the "_'_;i_,_"_:__ density and compo itic, .nterstellar gas and cosmic
_] rays. E__,_,_
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_! ; Very little systematic study has been made of gamma
ray line production by low energy cosmic rays in the
galaxy, although there have been extensive theoretical - _;
studies (e.g., Ramaty et al , 1975) of gamma ray line pro- ' _:t
duction by solar flare particles at the sun. _
_ • Fowler et al. (1970) first estimated the combined ._
line emission of gamma rays of energy greater than 1 Mev
__ as a possible limitation on the production of LiBeB in the
:" interstellar medium by low energy cosmic rays. Meneguzzi
and Reeves (1975), pursuing this problem further, have _
i calculated some individual line emissivities but only for
a very limited class of low energy cosmic ray spectra. ,_
Ramaty and Boldt (1971) also estimated the gamma ray
line emission at 4 4 and _6.2 Mev as a possible limit on _
• },
,_ their model of heating the Gum Nebula by low energy cos- " _
_ mic rays from the Vela supernova• _ _
The first measurements of broad line emission at /
_ slightly less than 0.5 Mev from the direction of the _ _
galactic center by Johnson et al. (1972) and Johnson and
Haymes (1973) led Fishman and Clayton (1972) to suggest _
the possibility of gamma ray emission at 0.478 and 0.431 _
Mev resulting from excitation and spallation of low energy
cosmic ray 7Li nuclei Kozlovsky and Ramaty (1974) also i_
considered the contribution to this emission from pro- i
duction of excited 7Li and 7Be in low energy alpha par-
_ ticle interactions with helium.
The most general study of the problem, of gamma ray _ %
_- line emission resulting from low energy cosmic ray inter- _ _[_
_ actions with the interstellar gas was made by Rygg and
_ Fishman (1973). They considered a larger number of -_
nuclear excitation processes and a wider range of possible ;
low energy cosmic ray spectra than were previously con- _,
sidered. They predicted significant emission in the 1 to _
i 2 Mev range which seems to have been observed by Haymes et !_" _:_
'_ al. (1975). But they calculated only direct excitation of _
_, low energy cosmic ray nuclei by interstellar hydrogen, , _
_ ignoring the broadening of excited cosmic ray emission -_
_ lines and the production of excited nuclei by spallation ....
reactions. They also apparently only estimated the con- _. ; _
_ , tribution from the excitation of cosmic ray nuclei by ....
] interstellar helium and the excitation of the interstellar i _&_ gas nuclei by cosmic ray protons and alpha particles. The _ _'_
_ production by these processes is very sensitive to the | _
_ i ._ assumed energy spectrum and should be calculated I , _v
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explicitly.
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_ - In the present study all of these processes are con- ;_
_, sidered, as well as additional direct excitation processes. , _
We also explore a much wider range of possible low energy
cosmic ray spectra and possible _alactic spacial varia- _
tions in both cosmic ray and interstellar gas compositionsin the hopes of better assessing the usefulness of gamma _ -
ray line observations for studies of galactic structure
_ and composition, the role of cosmic ray heating and light ,
_ element nucleosynthesis in the interstellar medium, and of _
_ course the nature, origin and propagation of the low energy _"
_ cosmic rays.
The full results of these calculations will be given
_ in a forthcoming paper. Here we will present only a
sampling of these calculations relating to the strongest
single line, that is the line at 4.44 Mev resulting from ._ ;
deexcitation of the first excited nuclear level in 12C
This is also currently the best measured line and we will Y
discuss the implications of these measurements in the light
of our calculations.
._ 2. Gamma Ray Line Emission. There is an enormous
" variety of nuclear interactions between cosmic rays and the .i
_ interstellar gas and dust which lead to gamma ray line
emission. The relative intensities of different lines _
_ depend on the excitation cross sections, the cosmic ray _
energy spectrum and composition, and the interstellar gas
and dust composition. The various gamma ray deexcitation ,/
lines which we consider, together with their nuclear _
excitation interactions, are listed in Table i. _ __-
For each of these lines we calculate a gamma ray emis- ! i}
sion rate or emissivity. In general the production rate i '_
_ of excited nuclei, which will emit deexcitation gamma rays I i
of energy _k' produced by cosmic ray interactions with the i <
interstellar gas may be simply written:
_ _ qk ZZ]odEni_ (E) (El (i) ._
._ = .. j _ijk -.
,, where E is the cosmic ray kinetic energy per nucleon;.n i N
• is the density of interstellar gas nuclei of isotope _; -_
a . %\.,, . .
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,F ;
:_. _j (E) is the flux of cosmic ray nuclei of isotope j as a i_
_. function of energy; Oijk(E) is the cross section for the .--;
interaction of nuclei i and j producing an excited i _'-:
-_ nucleus which at rest emits a gamma ray of energy ak. _._,
"_ If the excited nuclei were at rest with respect to _"
_i the observer the energy spectrum of the gamma ray emission ..
"_. would be essentially a series of delta functions at ""%
<_. energies ek. But since the excited nuclei have either .._
_ some residual or recoil velocity after the nuclear inter- ._
action, the observed gamma ray emission will be Doppler i_
_" shifted. This Doppler shifted energy,e is given by the _.
% trans formation c
"_ a = ek _ - (72 _ l) ½cosd_ -1 (2) "_. _.
,: where 7 is the Lorentz factor of the excited nucleus in r,
the rest frame of the observer, and 8 is the angle between
the direction of motion of the excited nucleus and the _
< line of sight between it and the observer. Then given a '_-
_' distribution of the Lorentz factor of the excited nuci_. _ -_,
_.. P(T)d7 and assuming the distribution of directions is iso- xi_
tropic, the observed distribution of gamma ray e.nergies 4
-'_
t P(_) = l_,d_P(7) 1 ..,_ :,_
_, 1% (3) ..).2e k , -\ -_,-
}_.. where 7" = (¢2 ! ...
4. k + ¢2)/(2¢gk) is the minimum Lorentz factor ;. :' _ ,'a_
-} "' which the excited nucleus must have in order to Doppler i . _:
_i:_:. ,. :. shift the gamma ray of energy ak to energy e. I:"-'">"}
_';:,...__'_...... The observed gamma ray emissivity, as a function of , .,.-._
.... ....: energy, including all lines k, is then , ,-
_g">'_>:'"_/:'_ Pijk (E, 7 ')
, ..._:,:!,,_:...>e,_, q(a1. = _/o¢::'_j(El (El$ ' , : ':' ..-"._.
_,o:........_,. ,. ., (7,2 . _ ,?.
_:"' RI_RODUCIBR/I'Y OF TR_ i '-_"
' ' ' -- PO0 ":::-.-.." .I " 270 ORIGINALPAGE IS- :<-
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noting that Pijk(E, y') is the probability that the
excited nucleus, resulting Jrom the interaction of nuclei
i and j and energy E, will have a Lorentz factor y' at
the time of deexcitation.
The gamma ray line emission resulting from these
interactions tends to fall into three components: sharp
line emission by excitated interstellar dust grain
• nuclei; narrow line emission by excited interstellar gas
nuclei; and broad line emission by excited cosmic ray
nuclei. Excited nuclei of dust grains lose most if not
all of their recoil kinetic energy before deexcitation _
so that their emission line widths primarily reflect the
bulk motions of the grains in the galaxy leading to
Doppler widths of the order of 10 key or less. The small .:
recoil energies of the excited interstellar gas nuclei :
cause the gamma ray lines emitted by them to have a typi- _
cal Doppler broadening of only _i00 kev, and the gamma ray _..
lines emitted by the excited cosmic ray nuclei, which
lose little kinetic energy in these interactions, have a
typical Doppler broadening of several hundred key. A
typical gamma ray linu profile from deexcitation of inter-
stellar gas and cosmic ray nuclei is shown in Figure i. ;_
Measurements of the integral intensity of individual
lines have much better statistical significance and a com-
parison of these with calculated integral intensities pro-
vides the 9ze_test information on the density, composition
and energy spectra of the cosmic rays and interstellar ;'_
gas.
The integral emissivity for a particular gamma ray _ .
line, k, can be obtained by integrating the emissivity
(Equation 4) over a gamma ra- energy range of ±Ae around
ek. If _e is larger than the broadening of the line emis-
sion from the excited interstellar gas and dust nuclei,
!_ then the integral emissivity q(_k ± _£) becomes,
).
q(ek± A_) = E (E)_ij_(E) +
i E E IE'dEni_j (E) °ijk (E) 2 ....2 (5)ij- Ck(7 - l)
whe re
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Figure i. A typical gamma _ay : _:_ profile showing the
narrow line emission spectrum _,, ,:,,:.edinterstellar gas :_
nuclei and the broad line emiss_:n ,.'_fcosmic ray nuclei. ,
4
is the incident cosmic ray energy per nucleon at which the ._:
width of the broadened line emission from the excited
cosmic ray nucleus equals 2/X_;. :_
q. i
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Since either tile energy density of the cosmic rays,
or the instantaneous energy loss rate of the cosmic rays
can be more easily related to other properties of the
interstellar medium than the intensity _(E), we normalize
J
J
the gamma ray line emissivity to these parameters. Thus
we calculate the emissivity per unit cosmic ray energy
-i -I
density, q(_)/w, in photons sec ev and the emissivity -
per unit energy loss, q(E)/w, _n photons erg -I The j
-3
cosmic ray energy density, in ev cm , is
7
w = 106Z/_dEAjCj(E_ /cB.-u (7) F
3
where A. is the atomic number of cosmic ray nuclei j and !
the instantaneous cosmic ray energy loss rate, _.
= E_:odE,j (EXd_x) (8) _. °
13 i :_
where the energy loss rate dE/dx is taken from Barkas and
Berger (1964).
From the above equations we can thus calculate gan_a
ray line emissivities for the interstellar medium based
on measured, or in some cases calculated, cross sections,
an assumed cosmic ray energy spectrum, and cosmic ray and
interstellar gas abundances.
The energy dependent excitation cross sections used .
in these calculations for the v_rious interactions listed
< in Table 1 will be published in a forthcoming paper. Most
of the measurements on which they are based are summarized •
in the extensive review papers on charged particle
reactions by McGowan and Milner (1972, 1973a, 1973b, i
• 1975). The energy dependent excitation cross sections for _
• some of these interactions have also been presented and • _
discussed in Ramaty et al. (1975) and Meneguzzi and Reeves _
(1975) . _
I ,The cosmic ray energy spectrum in interstellar space _ ,
i0 is not known below about 500 Mev/nucleon because the !%_
_ interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind exclude lower _ ";
!. energy particles from the inner part of the solar system. _.
_ Thus we must consider a range of different energy spectra _
! i ::J . f
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and then try to place some bounds on the spectral shape
from a comparison of the relative emissivisites of various
lines calculated for each spectrum with the observations
of relative line intensities.
For these calculations we have assumed that the cos-
mic ray intensity is a power law in energy per nucleon
• with a spectral index -F down to some cutoff energy Ec _
below which the intensity is constant, i.e. the intensity
of cosmic ray particles j has the form
_j (E) = _o. for E < E c (9) ,
3
and
= < E < E (i0)
_j (E) _o. (E/Ec) for Ec s
where
E s = Fmc2/(2.7- F) for i'< 2.7 and Es = _ for F_> 2.7 _
so that the flatter spectra join smoothly at high _
energies into a power law in total energy with the ,.
observed spectral index of -2.7, giving
*l
E F 2 2.7 _ -_
_j (E) = 14. (2.7- F) F-2"7(Fm _ mc . :. -----_) ( 2 ) (ii) _61_° 3 E + mc
'_ for E > E .
For the relative elemental and isotopic abundances
._n the combined interstellar gas and dust we have used _
the solar system abundances compiled by Cameron (1973). !
Although these may be representative of the local inter-. %
stellar medium, the recent work of gearle (1971), Shields
(1974), Smith (1975) and D'Odorico et al. (1976), _Ii
studying abundances in galactic nebulae suggest large ,)
, radial gradients in the abundances of He, N and O rela-
- tive to H across our galaxy. Such gradients in these and :_
other elements, such as C, are expected from galactic _
evolutionary models (e.g. Talbot and Arnett, 1975). The
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present observations allow only very preliminary model-
ling of the spacial dependence of the relative abun-
dances but gamma ray line observations may be able to
contribute significantly to our understanding of this
problem. J
For the relative elemental and isotopic abundances
. of the cosmic rays we have used the measurements of ele-
mental abundances of Smith et al. (1973) at energies
>1.5 Gev/nucleon except for the more recent iron abun-
dance measurement of Garcia-Munoz et al. (1975) and the
relative isotopic abundance measurements summarized by
Meyer (1975). For the initial calculations we have
assumed that these abundances are energy independent.
There is however a significant energy dependence in the
relative abundance of some nuclei especially those ele-
ments and isotopes which are mainly of secondary origin. ..
If the composition of cosmic rays reflects in any way the _.
gross composition of matter in the region of their source
we must also consider the possibility of cosmic ray abun-
dance gradients related to those in the interstellar gas
and dust.
3. Calculated Emissivity. With these relative abun-
dances we have calculated the gamma ray line emissivities
• for a variety of possible cosmic ray energy spectra
(Equations 9 to ii) characterized by a spectral index -£
and a cutoff energy E
c" ."
The emissivity per unit cosmic ray en rgy density,
q/w, for the combined gamma ray line emiss. ,n from the
nuclear excited states 12C'4"439 and IIB'4"_44 at i
energies of 4.44 _ 0.44 Mev is shown in Figure 2, calcu-
lated from Equations 5 and 7 for the interactions listed
from those lines in Table i. This is then the emissivity
in the local interstellar medium for an average hydrogen
density of 1 atom cm -3 and assuming a total cosmic ray
energy density of 1 ev cm -3. The emissivity q/w for this
line is roughly linear in the C/H ratio for changes of an
_ order of magnitude or less, if C/O is constant.
The peak in emissivity for essentially all spectra
at a cutoff E of _i0 Mev/nucleon reflects a peak in the
{ c
excitation cross sections at roughly that energy. Thus 7_
[ spectra which carry most of their energy in particles of
i around i0 Mev/nucleon are most efficient in prod,cing
, 275 _ _::
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Figure 2. The 4.44 ± 0.44 Mev gamma ray emissivity per
unit cosmic ray energy density as a function of the _ .'_
assumed cosmic ray energy spectral index -F and the cut- ' .i
off energy Ec defined in Equations 9 to ii.
12C,4-439 The fraction of the emissivity in the narrow
line component of excited interstellar gas and dust
depend] strongly on the spectral shape but for cases
with E c of _,i0 Mev/nucleon, which give the maximum emis-
sivity, roughly half is in the narrow line component
within 4.44 ± 0.05 Mev. Note also that for E > 3 Mev/c
nucleon the emissivity per unit energy density is rather
insensitive to the spectral index F so long as it is
greater than about 2.5.
These emissivities for the 4.44 Mev line are between
1.4 and 20 times larger than those calculated for that
276
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line by Rygg and Fishman (1973), depending on spectral
index, and are the same to two times higher than those of
Meneguzzi and Reeves (1975). Both differences result pri-
marily from our inclusion of additional excitation
interactions.
The emissivity per unit cosmic ray energy loss rate,
q/W, for the same line is shown in Figure 3 calculated
• I
• I r
0.5
I
.p. IO-I
0
_ 10-2
3.5 E_=4.438
_. 2.5 45
10.3 5.5
I0"l I I0 102 _
Ec (Mev/Nucleon)
Figure 3. The yield of 4.44 ± 0.44 Mev gamma rays per
erg of cosmic ray energy dzssipated in ionization and
nuclear interactions with the interstellar medium as a
; function of the assumed cosmic ray spectral parameters. <
from Equations 5 and 8. This is the yield of 4.44 Mev
gamma rays per erg of energy dissipated by ionization and .i
nuclear interactions in an ambient medium of solar compo-
:_" sition. This emissivity is also roughly linear in C/If for
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constant C/O. As can be seen the yield is greatest for
cutoff energies E c_ I0 Mev/nucleon and it is not strongly ..
dependent on the spectral index for these cases.
In addition to the 4.44 Mev line there are a number
of other lines which, depending on the assumed cosmic ray .:
. spectral shape and composition, can have comparable emis-
sivity. The combined emissivity per unit cosmic ray
energy den3ity of all gamma ray lines listed on Table 1
with gamma ray energies _0.8 Mev is shown in Figure 4,
for the same conditions as above.
10-24
E_>0.8 Mev 5.5
5
10-2_o 2.0 _
0
C_. '
_. 10-26
a" 0.5 i
10"27 , J
I0" I I0 I0"2 '
Ec (Mev/Nucleon)
Figure 4. The combined gamma ray line emissivity per
unit cosmic ray energy density of all of the gamma ray
lines of energy >0.8 Mev listed in Table i, as a function
of the assumed cosmic ray energy spectral parameters.
: As can be seen by comparison with Figure 2, the combined ..'.,.
gamma ray line emissivity is roughly 4 times that of the _
L
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4.44 Mev line alone. This ratio is essentially indepen- /
: dent of the assumed shape of the cosmic ray energy spec-
trum. Haymes et al. (1975) in fact report a total gamma
ray line intensity above 0.8 Mev that is about 4.1 ± 0.8
times that of the 4.4 Mev gamma rays. -
: If the reported gamma ray flux at about 4.4 Mev
" (Haymes et al., 1975, and Trombka, private communication,
1976) is of galactic origin then unresolved line emission • 0
at energies >0.8 Mev may make a significant contribution
to the apparent flattening of the diffuse gamma ray back-
ground at these energies. °
4. Galactic Gamma Ray Line Intensity. From these emis-
sivities we can estimate the expected galactic gamma ray
line intensity, assuming some distribution of the inter-
stellar gas, dust and cosmic rays. If the density and
composition of the cosmic rays, gas and dust were uniform
-3 -
throughout the galaxy with nH = 1 atom cm and w = 1 ev
cm -3and solar composition then the expected local galac-
'_ tic intensity of even the narrow line component of
4.44 ± 0.05 Mev gamma rays would be _3 × i0 photons cm _
--i
sec This intensity, as was previously noted by _"
• Meneguzzi and Reeves (1975), could not be detected above
-3 -2
the diffuse gamma ray background of _10 photons cm
--1
sec in that energy interval, i
But this is not the case, for the density and compo-
sition of the irterstellar gas and dust are now known to
vary significantly across the galaxy. The details of
these spacial dependences, however, are not yet fully i i
understood. The neutral hydrogen distribution in the
galaxy is fairly well determined from 21-cm observations
recently reevaluated by Burton et al. (1975). But esti-
mates of the molecular hydrogen distribution based on the
observed CO distribution (Scoville and Solomon, 1975;
Burton et al., 1975; and Gordon and Burton, 1976) neces- _
sarily reflect the uncertainties in possible C/H and O/H _
abundance variations. However, for the purpose of calcu- _.
lating the narrow line component of 4.44 Mev gamma ray
emission from deexcitation of carbon in the interstellar
gas and dust, we shall assume that the spacial distribu-
tion of the carbon and oxygen density in the galaxy is
directly proportional to that deduced for CO molecules at
! galactic radii >2 kpc (Gordon and Burton, 1976), ignoring
for the moment any contribution from the galactic nucleus.
: 279 _ '_,1 '
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< Then if the cosmic ray energy density were uniform
J -3
throughout the galaxy with w = 1 ev cm the local
galactic gamma ray intensity of the narrow line component
-4 -2 .
at 4.44 ± 0.05 Mev could be as much as 10 photons cm
-i
sec which is still only 10% of the diffuse background.
-_ However we might also expect the cosmic ray energy
density in the galaxy to vary because of a nonuniform
distribution of cosmic ray sources. Observations of the
spacial distribution of likely cosmic ray sources such
as supernovae (Ilovaisky and Lequeux, 1972) and pulsars
(Hulse and Taylor, 1974, 1975) show a strong dependence
on galactic radius. These distributions are qualita-
tively similar (Burton et al., 1975) to thnt of CO mole-
cules. If we thus assume that the cosmic ray energy
density is also proportional to the CO distribution of
Gordon and Burton (1976) with a local value of 1 ev
= -3
cm then the expected galactic gamma ray intensity in
_: the narrow line component at 4.44 ± 0.05 Mev could be as
"_ -3 -2 -i
• large as _0.6 × i0 photons cm sec which should be
resolvable above the background. In a preliminary anal-
_ ysis of measurements with an omnidirectional detector
on Apollo 16 Trombka (private communication, 1976)
reports seeing a 4.4 Mev gamma ray line intensity of
_1.5 ± 0.75 × 10-3 photons cm -2 sec -I, although part of
this flux is background due to neutron activation of the
detector. Further analysis of the background is required
before it can be established that diffuse gamma ray line
emission has been observed, i
5. Gamma Ray Line Emission from the Galactic Nuclear
Ring. A significant fraction of the intensity reported
by Tr_,mbka (private communication, 1976) may also come
from the direction of the galactic center from which
Haymes et al. (1975) report a spectral feature at about
4.4 Mev with an intensity of (0.95 ± 0.27) × 10 -3 photons
-2
cm sec -I. This emission could also result from cosmic
ray interactions in a dense ring of interstellar gas,
deduced from molecular line observations to lie in the
nuclear disc of the galaxy at a radius of about 270 pc
from the center (Kaifu et al., 1972; Scoville, 1972; and
Robinson, 1974). The hydrogen density in this ring must
be >103 cm -3 in order to excite the observed CO and NH 3
i
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emission lines and the total mass of the ring is esti-
mated to be between 108 and 109 M®, corresponding to a -_
volume of _i062 cm 3 This should be compared to esti- '
mates of the total mass of gas in the galaxy of _4 × 109
M® fGordon and Burton, 1976) .... k
%
• The local gamma ray line intensity coming from such
: a ring is simply
s
qnHV
- (12) :
4_r 2
where q is the emissivity, nHV is the total number of
hydrogen atoms in the ring, equal to 1065 to 1066 for a '" ._
ring mass of 108 to 109 M®, and r is 10 kpc, the distance _
of the sun from the galactic center. With these values ..
-3
the reported 4.4 Mev gamma ray intensity _ of 10 photon
'_. -2 -I -22 ,,',
cm sec would require an emissivity q of i0 to
23 3 -i
10 photons cm sec Assuming, as discussed above,
that the C/H and O/H ratios in the galactic nuclear ring
are an order of magnitude greater than solar values, then
we could expect q/w to be as much as 10 -24 photons sec -I ;:
- _ ev "'I. The reported emission could thus be produced by
cosmic ray interactions with the gas in the nuclear ring
2
if the cosmic ray energy density were between 10 and 10
-3
ev cm . This is comparable to cosmic ray energy den-
sities already suggested for a nuclear region by Sanders
and Wrixon (1973) who estimated that either a magnetic
field or a cosmic ray pressure, or energy density, of the
order of i0 ev cm 3 was required to keep the gas from _?
collapsing into the galactic equatorial plane. It is
also much less than might be expected if the cosmic ray
energy density were assumed to be roughly proportional to _ _i
the C and O density which is at least _i04 times larger i
in the nuclear ring than locally. The total energy in )
such low energy cosmic rays in the ring is only 1051 to _ -h
52 _ :"
i0 ergs which could in principle be produced by a ,
single supernova.
'r
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From the calculated q/w for the 4.44 Mev line shown 3
on Figure 3 we also see that the maximum gamma ray photon
yield per erg of cosmic ray energy lost in ionization and ..
nuclear interactions is on the order of unity for the _ " _
local C/H ratio. Hence it could be as much as i0 in the , i
gas in the nuclear ring, if the C/H ratio there is 10
--3
" times higher. The reported intensity # of i0 photons
-2 -i '"_
cm sec implies 4.4 Mev gamma ray luminosity of ._
4_r2¢ = 1043 photons sec -I for the nuclear ring. The _
above q/w further implies a total energy loss rate for
4
the cosmic rays in the ring of 1042 ergs sec -I. This is
comparable to the infrared luminosity of the gala, tic
nucleus (Hoffman et al., 1971). If the total cosmic ray
51 52 "<
energy is between i0 and i0 ergs, then the mean life
of such cosmic rays w/w is between 30 and 300 years. _
Since the estimated mass of molecular gas in the ring is _ _.
between 3% and 30% of the molecular gas in the galaxy
(Gordon & Burton, 1976) we might expect the relative fre-
quency of occurrence of supernovae in the ring and in the
galaxy to be similar. A galactic supernova rate of one
every 25 years (Tammann, 1974) could thus give a super- ;
nova rate of one every 75 to 750 years in the nuclear
51
ring. If each supernova produced a few times i0 ergs
in low energy cosmic rays, this rate could supply the
required cosmic ray energy a substantial fraction of the
time, producing a variable gamma ray source on time .:_
scales of the order of the cosmic ray energy loss time. :;
5
6. Summary. We have evaluated the production rate of I ._
the most significant nuclear gamma ray lines from 0.4 to ,
7 Mev, produced in cosmic ray interactions with the inter-
stellar material. Each of these lines consists of three _
components with different line widths. There is a sharp
line component with a Doppler width of the order of 10 '_
kev or less emitted on deexcitation of interstellar grain
nuclei which should be easily observed by solid state
detectors with energy resolution of a few kev or less "_" !
Studies of this component can give the first measurement
of the composition and spacial distribution of inter-
stellar grains throughout the galaxy. There is also a
relatively narrow gamma ray line component with a width
£
of the order of i00 kev for the most intense line,
12C'4"439, and of the order of a few kev for the 5
56Fe*0"847 line, emitted on deexcitation of interstellar "
gas nuclei, and lastly a broad line component with a
i
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width of several hundred key, emitted on deexcitation of .
low energy cosmic ray nuclei.
5
Here we have presented a detailed evaluation of the
production rate of the 4.44 Mev line for a variety of '
assumed cosmic ray spectra• Comparing these results with
reported (Haymes et al., 1975; Trombka, private communi-
• cation, 1976) galactic gamma ray line intensities, we
conclude that the measurements are consistent with a low
energy cosmic ray density which increases toward the
galactic center in proportion to the molecular gas
density•
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GAMMA RAYS AND SUPERNOVA EXPLOSIONS
I
W. David Arnett, Department of Astr_y, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois 61801
ABSTRACT
•_ The detection of gamma rays from supernovae will pro-
vide interesting tests of current theory. This discus-
sion will review some current ideas on the expected
ganmm ray flux, as modified by recent theoretical
results.
i
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i. Continuum Emission. After the explosion high energy electromagnetic
radiation may be produced by an uncovered pulsar or by the interaction
of the ejected debris with the interstellar medium. Here we will con-
sider instead the radiation associated with the explosion itself, es-
• pecially with high temperatures.
• It appears that most of the radiatiom from type II supernovae is
thermal radiation. To produce copious gan_a radiation of ".i_ sort
requires high temperature. The observational data is well represented
by low temperatures (T _ 20,000 OK). Thus k_ _ I0 ev which certainly
is not favorable for gamma emission. A detailed discussion for
SN 19696 is given by Falk and Arnett (1976). Most of the luminosity
seems to be due to the diffusive release of imprisoned radiation by
an expanding plasma. There is a "first burst" due to the arrival of
; the supernova shock at the stellar surface. It is not clear just how
high the temperatures get in this brief stage (At _ I day) The cal-
culations give Tma x _ 40=000 OK; it is unlikely that this is off by
orders of magnitude. Consequently it appears that type II supernovae
do not release very much of their energy as gamma ray continuum radia-
tion.
r There is a simple reason for this result. A massive star of, say, ::
I0 _ develops a large radius, r c 5 x 1013 cm, after helium burning.
The observed luminosity at peak, which looks like a black body, has
1043 "L _ erg, so if we allow for some expansion,
= 1028OT 4 L/4rrr2 _ I043/_ x ._
e _ ._
• or T _ 50,000 OK. Doppler shifts in absorption lines of up to about
; e
109 cm/sec are observed. The radius doubles in a time
1013/109 104 day, '_t _ r/v _ 5 x _ 5 x sec _ 112
and in two days r = 2 x 1014 cm so T e = 25,000 OK and it continues to
cool. When the photospheric temperature drops below about 6,000 OK ;_
the opacity decreases due to recombination and one sees in to deeper, "
hotter regions. Thus T decrease_ 1_elow 6,000 OK only slowly.
e
When will the temperature throubnout the envelope drop low enough ,_
to cause transparency? First the initial (post shock) temperature must
be estimated. For 10M O and an average velocity of 6,000 km/sec gives o
m
290 <
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a kinetic energy of 3.6 x 1051 ergs, a value in accord with that es-
timated as necessary to explain the nature of galactic supernova rem-
nants. This energy can fill a sphere of radius r = 5 x 1013 cm with _
°K.
l
black body radiation at a temperature T _ 1.0 x 106
Is the expansion approximately adiabatic? It seems possible;
• ° ,
" observed supernova luminosities, integrated over the outburst give -_
energies of order 1050 ergs. The diffusion time is
T _ 3r2/kc _ 3r2 p_/c .
1
Now most of the stellar mass is in an extended, almost constant density
envelope, so
° .
: P _ 3M/4rrr3
and the diffusion time is _"
M
7 = 2 x I08 sec _\0.4cm2//g. _)_-.
_ 1016This equals t r/v only for r so the dominant effect is expan- ,_
sion.
T3For quasi-adiabatic expansion, 0 so we have
1013T/106 OK = 5 x cm/(109 cm/sec t) , °_"
so for T _ 6000 OK,
t = 80 days. ,
After this time a significant fraction of the envelope becomes trans-
parent (This is sufficiently long to hide many gamma lines; see Table
1 below). More complex calculations support these simple arguments. _
It is not clear how high the energy densities associated with i
the "burst" in type I supernovae become. They may be similar to SN II.
The Morrison - Sartori (1969) model requires fairly hard (UV) radiation, i :_
in large amounts (energies > 1052 ergs). While Lasher (1975) has ex- _ 4
plained the shape of the visual light peak of SN I, his models do not '
yet explain the hard UV pulse. It is not at all obvious that a hard _
UV pulse, even if it exists, means that significant gamma radiation !
will result. Such radiation is difficult to rule out entirely for all _
(as yet unspecified) models. _
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Colgate (1975) assumes that the supernova shock has a high tem-
perature precursor. If instead the matter is accelerated by radiation
pressure (Falk and Arnett 1976) then the reason for expecting a strong
gamma-ray burst disappears. Until the physics of the "peak" in SN I
is wel] understood and agreed upon it seems wise to regard the theoreti-
cal situation as unclear.
6
Because of many underlying similarities it is beginning to appear
that both SN I and SN II may be the result of explosions in extended
stars. More condensed objects may explode and give rise to higher
effective temperatures and gamma radiation. Such events would not
correspond to those events astronomers term supernovae.
2. Line Emission. The last stable nucleus with Z = N is 40Ca. In
stars the thermonuclear synthesis of heavier nuclei tends to form Z = N
nuclei which are unstable toward electron capture or position emission.
Radiative decay from excited states of the daughter nucleus gives rise
to gamma ray lines. This process is particularly important because
a lot of mass - the iron group - is formed this way. Similarly nuclear
processing in proton rich, or neutron rich environments can also pro-
duce unstable nuclei whose decay may give gamma lines.
a. The "typical zone" approach. To be useful for the experiment-
er a theory of such processes should be able to predict gamma line
emission. To date m - predictions have relied on detailed analysis
of thermonuclear pro_essing in "typical zones". One specifies a set
of initial conditions (temperature, density and composition) and an
expa:_sion time scale, then solves the coupled nonlinear equations
(reaction network) for the evolution of the abundances. For a clear
review of the gamma line problem from this viewpoint see Clayton (1973).
l
Table I summarizes these results, and gives a few comments on the
problems with some of the proposed sources.
The astrophysical aspects of a single zone approximation are
clearly oversimplified. Stars are not homogeneous; they have structure.
Further, stars of different mass behave in very different ways. The
net result of all this complexity may be different in some in, rtant
details from a set of typical zones which reproduce some of the dumin-
ant features.
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b. The Stellar Model Approach. Some preliminary work which
attempts to go beyond the one zone approach has just been completed.
The evolution of the cores of stars of mass I0 _ M_ _ 95 have been
evolved to dynamical instability. They all develo_e a nickel-iron core
which exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass and contracts toward the neutron
star state (or beyond). The remaining matter is loosely bound in a
surrounding mantle. It is assumed that this mantle is explosively
. ejected from the star and that this process corresponds to at least
some observed supernovae (see Arnett 1975a). The circumstantial evi-
dence for this point of view is fairly strong. The precise mechanism
for the explosion is unclear (see papers by Wilson, et al., Colgate,
Arnett, Schramm and Brueen i_ the Seventh Texas Symposium, 1975).
I.) The Nucleosynthesis Yield per Star. The evolutionary
calculations dealt with helium cores of mass M To correlate these
with the masses M o_ main sequence stars (with which the initial mass
function, the IMF, deals) the carbon burning cores were compared with
carbon burning models of Paczynski (1970) and Lamb Iben and Howard _..
(in preparation). These models were more complete and consistent than
those of the other authors which were examined. The first two columns
in Table 2 give the derived transformation for M and M.
The other columns give the fractions by mass of the star in the ..,
form of 4He(if), 12C, 160, 20Ne, 24Mg and "Si + Fe". The latter entry
is the matter which has been processed through oxygen burning but not
silicon burning. It is expected that this matter, which lies just
outside the collapsing core, will undergo silicon burning upon ejection,
hence _he notation "Si + Fe". These entries for a given mass do not
sum to unity; the '_issing mass" is the collapsing core. The values
shown were taken when y became less than 4/3, that is, when dynamical
collapse began. Some nuclear rearrangement may yet occur during the
_xplosion, especially among the inner regions (higher Z nuclei). _
2.) The Nucleosynthesis yield per Generation. To get the
net yield we must weight the results in Table 2 by the (number x mass) i
of stars having a given mass M. This weighting is discussed in detail<.
in Talbot and Arnett (1973) and references therein. If Xi(m) is the
fraction by mass of a star of mass m, that is ejected (see Table 2)
then the yields are
m_x
l
= Ji _(m) Xi(m) dmql
where we use a Salpeter IMF, _
(m)= C(_- I)mTM
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for m" 1M_., where ;L= 4/3 and the lower end of the IMF has been cor-
rected for Weistrop's dwarfs (_ = 0.25, see Talbot and Arnett 1973).
This choice is probably the most straightforward at present. Table 3 -
gives these yields per generation.
• Table 3. Yield per Generation
Z qz qz/l-f X
2.2(-2) 2.5(-2) 2.4(-I)
C 4.4(-3) 5.3 (-3) 4.5 (-3)
O 1.7(-2) 2.0(-2) 1.1(-2)
Ne 4.2 (-3) 4.9(-3) 1.2 (-3) __.
Mg 1.7(-3) 2.0(-3) 5.6(-4) _
"Si + Fe" ].9(-3) 2.2(-3) 2.0(-3)
Galactic evolutionary models must be consistent with the Paucity
of metal-poor low-mass stars. The identification of Pu244, 1129 and
26AI as extinct radioactivities demands that nucleos)nthesis be an on-
going process in our galaxy. Those currently interesting models which
can satisfy these constraints predict that the abundance of a species i
approaches
X ,qi/(l - f)
where f is the fraction of matter returned to the interstellar medium
by stars of M _ I M_ (f = 0.15). This is true for infall models,
inhomogeneous models, or metal-enhanced star formation models. It is
not true for initial burst models. _
These predicted abundances are compared with solar system abun-
dances in Table 3. Except for 4He (which is thought to be produced
cosmologically anyway) the agreement is good. Uncertainties due to
further processing in the explosion, to errors in the IMF, and to errors
in the input physics will give rise to variations of factors of two in
these numbers. Larger variations are possible. Still it is encourag- _
ing that the most straightforward prediction of the absolute yield of
stellar nucleosynthesis comes out so well.
!
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3.) Implications for Gamma lines. These results have several
important implications for gamma-line astronomy.
a) Our ideas of explosive nucleosynthesis, and hence
our predictions of gan_na line luminosities, can be put on a firmer
foundation•
b) By filling in the gaps between "typical zones", the
production of important nuclei like Ti45 and Sc44 can be understood
(see Table I).
c) By pinniDg dowB^the exp_Qsive conditions we can see
how much of such nuclei as bOFe, bUCo and _ZNa are produced (see
Table 1).
d) We will be able to predict luminosities from par-
ticular events rather than be forced to consider a "typical supernova".
i
e) The more realistic approach to the problem may give
rise to some surprises!
i
This research has been supported in part by the National Science
Foundation•
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GALACTICDISTRIBUTION OF PULSARS
. J.H. Seiradakis
Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Radioastronomie, Auf dem HU_el 69,
5300 Bonn I, W. Germany
ABSTRACT
The density distributions of pulsars in luminosity,
period, Z-distance and galactocentric distance have been
derived using a uniform sample of pulsars detected during
a 408 MHz pulsar survey at Jodrell Bank. There are in- _.,
dications of a "fine scale" structure in the spatial
distribution and evidence that there is a gener_l corre-
lation with other galactic populations and the overall
_:_ spiral structure. The electron layer in our Galaxy is
: shown to be wider than the pulsar layer and uniform on .._
a large scale. The number of pulsars in the Galaxy has
:- been estimated and used to derive the pulsar birthrate.
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1. Introduction
i i
This paper attempts to establish the distribution of pulsars in
• luminosity, period and position within the Galaxy. Obviously, any such
attempt is limited not only by the small number of pulsars (149) so far '_
discovered, but also by the fact that these have been discovered by
many observatories, at many different frequencies and using widely
different techniques. Table I summarises the observatories and the
means by which pulsars have so far been discovered, i
Observatory Pulsars Technique
discovered
Arecibo (Puerto Rico) 45 Periodicity searches, de-dispersion
Bologna (Italy) 5 Paper charts
Cambridge (U.K.) 6 Paper charts
Jodrell Bank (U.K.) 42 Dispersion & periodicity technique
Molonglo (Australia) 32 Paper charts, de-dispersion
NRAO(U.S.A.) 6 Dispersion & periodicity technique ,_
Ootacamund (India) 3 Paper charts ? ,_
Parkes (Australia) 9 Periodicity searches "
Puschino (U.S.S.R.) I Paper charts
Table I. Observatories and techniques by which pulsars have been
discovered. _
It is obvious that any attempt to statistically analyse pulsar data _'
should take into account the uncertainties of the search techniques and
thus try to concentrate on a smaller sample with well defined selection i
effects.
Large (1971) studied the distribution of 29 pulsars observed at
Molonglo and was able to deduce the period, luminosity and galactic Z-
distance distributions from his data. Using this information it became
clear that a considerably more sensitive search confined to a limited
region close to the galactic plane would reveal a large number of =:
pulsars. In fact such a survey carried out at Jodrell Bank at 408 MHz,
has yielded 51 pulsars of which 31 were new discoveries (Davies, Lyne
aad Seiradakis 1972, 1973). Because of the greater sensitivity of the
"';rvey, these pulsars are generally rather more distant than those
obtained at Molonglo and show the distribution on a larger galactic
scale. The results of a statistical analysis of these pulsars show a ._number of features which had not been previously detected. The ',
galactocentric distribution has been derived, which combined with the
I 3OO ..
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Z-distribution, gives a good view of the distribution of pulsars in the
Galaxy. "
2. The Observations
The observing system employed during the survey was similar to that
described by Davies, Large and Pickwick (1970). The observations were
. made at 408 MHz using the 76-m MkIA radiotelescope at Jodrell Bank.
The total intensity of radiation from each beam area in the sky was
obtained by adding the outputs of two receivers, each sensitive to one
hand of circular polarisation. The receivers had excess noise temper-
ature of 110 K and bandwidths of 4 MHz. The overall system gave 1.2 K
per Jy for a source at the beamcentre. The half-power beamwidth of
the telescope was 0?7 at this frequency.
The detected receiver output was sampled in an on-line Ferranti
Argus 400 computer over 16384 intervals of 40 ms (a total of about II
minutes) and stored for further analysis. While one such observation
was in progress, the computer processed previously acquired data, the
analysis time for one observation taking about I0 minutes.
The main properties of the search system are summarized in Table II.
Telescope : MKIA
Frequency : 408 MHz
B_ndwidth : 4 MHz
;.
\
Beamwidth : O.750
Sensitivity : 1.2 K/Jy
Technique : Periodicity Search
Integration Time : I0 m 55s
Sampling Interval : 40 msec
Method of Analysis : Fast Folding Algorithm
Period Range : 0.16 to 4 sec
Other Characteristics : On-line analysis, gave about 2
pages of output per integration _'
Table II. The Jodrell Bank Pulsar Search System
; t
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Periodic signals having periodicities in the range 0.16 < P < 4
seconds were detected using a Fast Folding Algorithm (FFA) specially
adapted for a pulsar search. The basic algorithm has been described by
Staelin (1969). It amounts to cross correlating the data with pulse
trains of varying period and phase, having duty cycles between 12½%
and 25 %. The system was therefore equally sensitive to all pulsars
, within a large range of disDersion measures which would be expected to
lengthen the pulses in the receiver bandwidth. For pulsars having
dispersion measures up to about 500xP pc. cm-3, where P is the period
in seconds, the minimum detectable mean flux near the centre of the
beam was about 0.010 Jy for regions away from the galactic plane, where
the total system temperature was at a minimum. Figure I shows how the
sensitivity of the system varied as a function of pulsar period and
dispersion measure.
The area of the sky surveyed was systematically observed by setting
the telescope to track each position for 11 minutes and then moving it
to another. This area was chosen in order to study both the galactic _"
_ longitude and latitude distribution of pulsars
Figure 2 indicates the region of the galaxy surveyed, it covers
the areas with longitude extending from the galactic centre Co
I zz = 240o and latitude IbZZl < 5° . The latitude coverage for areas
with low longitude (I zz < 115° ) was extended to IbZZl < I0 °. The
survey was made in two sessions. In the first, the whole area was
surveyed on a primary grid of points having i ° spacing and centred on
the half degrees of both longitude and latitude. Since the beamwidth
_- was only 0?7, the observed region was considerably undersampled (_ 40% .'
coverage). In order to improve the statistics for the interesting
regions (at longitudes below 115°), in the second session, observations
were made at the interstices of the grid, i.e. at the integral degree _ ,.
points in longitude and lati.tude. These observations were essentially
independent of those at the primary grid points. About 80% of the
area where the two sessions overlap was covered. This area is shown
shaded in Figure 2.L
If during the search procedure there were any indications of the .!
presence of a periodicity in the datd, or if the observation was
spoiled by interference, a further observation was made at the same
position and the new observation was checked ".'or periodicities close to
any obtained in the first observation. If no cnincidence was found, a
negative observation was recorded. About 15% of the observations were ,_
repeatLd in this way. If there was a coincidence, a pulsar was likely
to be in the beam and the area was then searched by scanning across the
grid point using a simple pulsar observing programme which folded the _
data using the periodicity determined from the search observations, ._
This generally confirmed the presence of a pulsar and allowed a more _
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Figure i. The system sensitivity as a function of pulsar period ;
and dispersion measure. .
1
precise determination of the period and the position of the pulsar. ._.
During the survey 51 pulsars were detected, of which 31 were " '.i
previously unknown. Only one previously known pulsar which lay within : ._
the survey area, PSR 1915+13, was not detected using the procedure i
'_ described above. ;.i "
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Figure 2. The area searched. The coverage in the shaded area was
80% and in the rest it was 40%. _
Table III presents the data of the 51 pulsars which were detected.
The first seven columns give the observed parameters. The integrated
equivalent width quoted in this table is the ratio between the area
beneath the pulse profile and the peak of the profile. The last three
columns give derived parameters which will be discussed later.
3. The Analysis i
When the survey had finished about 5000 beam areas along the
galactic plane had been investigated in which 51 pulsars had been
detected. The sky backgroJnd temperature in each beam could be found
from the literature, e.g. Seeger, Westernout, Conway and Hoekama
(1965), and the sensitivity o_ the search system, S(P,D), was also
available.
Assuming that the spatial distribution of pulsars in the Galaxy is
cylindrically symmetrical, each of the 51 pulsars occupies a point in
a 4-dimensional space of luminosity (L = SD2), period (P), galactic
Z-dista_Ice (Z : D sin bIz) and galactocentric distance projected on the s
plane of _he Galaxy (R = (D_ cos 2 bzz + D_C - 2DDGc cosb _zcoslzz)½).
Here the dispersion measure, D, has been used directly as a measure of ._,.
distance and DGCis the dispersion measure corresponding to the
l 304 :
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distance of the centre of the Galaxy. This use of the dispersion
measure implies a uniform electron dersity throughout the region of
interest. If the electron density is averaged over long path lengths, ..
this assumption has been shown to be satisfied in the local neighbour-
hood of the Sun (Prentice and ter Haar 1969), and there are stron9 ' '
indications that over greater distances, and throughout the volume
containing the observed pulsars, the same assumption is true (Gu_lin
• 1974, Lyne 1974). -:
The aim of this work is to obtain from the observed distribution of "-
pulsars in L, P, Z and R, which contain a number of selection effects,
an estimate of their true density distribution.
The number of pulsars observed, having luminosity L, period P,
lying at a distance Z away from the galactic plane and at a distance R
from the galactic centre can be written
N(L,P,Z,R) dLdP_ZdR = V(L,P,Z,R) p(L,P,Z,R) dLdPdZdR (1)
, where V(L,P,Z,R) is the volume of the Galaxy explored and p(L,P,Z,R)is
the true pulsar density and dL, dP, dZ and dR are intervals in L, P, Z
-'. and R. Thus, in principle, it is possible to deduce an estimate of
p(L,P,Z,R) from the observed distribution of pulsars, N(L,P,Z,R) and a ,.-:
knowledge uf the volume searched.
Unfortunately, N(L,P,Z,R) is not a continuous function and is
everywhere zero except for 51 delta functions corresponding to the
positions of the pulsars, and it is clear that equation (i) cannot be _.
solved without some simplifying assumptions. In thi- we follow Large s
(1971) and assume that the variables are independent in density, and we
write:
I
p(L,P,Z,R) = p(L) p(P) p(Z) p(R) (2) i
Th.is separation of the variables would not, of course, be justificd if
"i
there were any correlation between them. It is shown, however later,
that no significant correlation exists, and hence the variables can be
treated as completely separable. '.
Combining equations (I) and (2) one gets: i
f
[Ill N(L,P,Z,R) dL dP dZ dR
p(k) = -- (3)
H/ P(P) p(Z) p(R) V(L,P,Z,R) dPdZdR
J
and three similar equations for p(P), p(Z) and p(R). If V(L,P,Z,R) is
known, the four equations can be solved iteratively using the observed
' distribution of pulsars N(L,P,Z,R). i
_ '
i
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The calculations for the volume, V(L,P,Z,R) are illustrated in
Fi gure 3.
THECONEFORMEDBYTHEBEAMOF " ,
THETELESCOPE
DM2 -
TrBZ<DM]-DM',)
B(p)
Lmin: (TB6+120).(DM)2.O.OI.30+170 I-A(p).DM
Figure 3. The explored volume calculations.
Each of the 5000 beams that were observed explored a region of the
(L,P,Z,R) space. The volume of the Galaxy searched for each element in
this space was obtained by considering the telescope beam, which
occupies a conical volume of width 0, to consist of a number ." seg-
ments at distance D (dispersion measure) of length 6D and diameter eD,
so that for each segment the volume searched is:
82 D2
_V(L,P,Z,R) : # _D .
Knowing the sky background temperature and the sensitivity of our
system, it was possible to calculate the minimum luminosity Lmin, that
a pulsar with period P and dispersion measure D would need to be |
detectable, q.
i
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0.01 T
L = Dz s
min S(P,D) 140 K
Ts consists of the sum of the receiver excess noise temperature (110K)
and the sky background temperature which varied over the sky between
about 30 K and several hundred K.
8
Thus, for this survey, P and L were incremented by small steps in
the range 2-3 _ P _ 22 s and I0 ° _ L _ I0 s Jy (pc. cm-3) 2, and we set
AV = 0 for L < Lmin or AV /DMz _V = _2 02 (DM_ - DM_) for L _ Lmin(see Figure 3). =DMI
By carrying out this procedure on all conical segments which form
the telescope beam for D incremented by small steps in the range
0 < D < I000 pc. cm-3 and for all the beam positions observed during
the survey, it was possible to estimate the volume of the Galaxy _. ;
searched for each point in the (L,P,Z,R) space. ._.
4. The Results
'L
The four distributions shown in Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 are the
density distributions of pulsars in luminosity, period, Z-distance and ;._
galactocentric distance. The units employed are arbitrary and are as
follows:
p(R) and p(Z) are chosen to be unity in t_solar neighbourhood
p(P) is unity for periods in the range 2-_/_ < P < 2-1/4 , i.e. at
_ P = Pmax .'=
and p(L) ir the number of pulsars per cubic dispersion measure unit,
per semidecade in luminosity, having period P = Pmax, in the
solar neighbourhood. _
This choice of units is convenient for estimating the true pulsar :
density in any volume of the 4-dimensional space (L,P,Z,R).
"i
The error bars in the above mentioned figures have been calculated
assuming that the number of pulsars observed in each interval is
small-samples-Poisson distributed. They give the 20% confidence limits
of the presented distributions. _
4.1 The Luminosity Distribution
Figure 4 shows that the number of pulsars per unit volume in the
Galaxy decreases rapidly with luminosity. A best fit to the data gives
• a power law
L-b
, p(L) : P(Lo) ,_
4
with b = 2 ± 0.2. This is in excellent agreement with Large's (1971) _
, _
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Figure 4. The luminosity distribution of pulsars.
results and *_.?most recent analysis of the Arecibo survey data "':
: (Roberts 1976/. The errors of the less luminous classes are quite
large and the possibility of a turnover at the faint pulsar end can not
be excluded. In fact, the high sensitivity pulsar search in Arecibo
(Hulse and Taylor 1974, 1975), in which a boundary to the spatial
distribution of pulsars was detected, didn't discover pulsars that were
intrinsicallyless luminous than the ones in our sample. Their pulsars
were fainter only because they were more distant. The fact that they
didn't discover many more intrinsically faint nearby pulsars indicates
that a turnover in the luminosity distribution should be placed at
about I Jy (pc. cm-3)2. This statement is corroborated by the negative
results of a low frequency (151MHz) pulsar search at Jodrell Bank in .i-
which a large portion of the northern hemisphere was covered using a
fairly sensitive system.
, 4.2 The Period Distribution
z
The median of the period distribution of pulsars is at 0.55±0.09 _,
seconds with a standard deviation of about l.O in log2P. The distribu-
tion shows a marked decrease in pulsar density for either short or long i
period pulsars. This is not due to any instrumental effects but is a
genuine property of pulsars. The decrease of the density of pulsars at
periods of around I second is independent of the period interval chosen
and has been confirmed by the Arecibo search (J.H. Taylor, private
communication). This is a result that needs further investigation.
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Figure 5. -ine period distribution of pulsars.
4.3 The Z-distance d,stribution
... The pulsar Z-distance distribution can be adequately described by
a Gaussian function:
(Z - 0.5) ";
p(Z) = p(Zo) e
.I.34.2
where Z is in dispersion measu,"_. units and p(Zn) is the pulsar density
on the galactic plane. Figure 6 shows this digtribution. It was
found convenient to describe our spatial distributions in dispersion .:
measure units (pc. cm-3). These are the units used in the horizontal
scale. The scale height is _ = 8.2 pc. cm-_. Assuming a uniform
electron density of 0.025 electrons/cm 3, extending beyond the pulsar
layer, the full width of the pulsar Z-distance dist, ihution to half
f
i oL ';' Io IS 20 -_ ._
IZ-DISTANCEI_-e. PCCM")
I
i Figure 6. The Z-distance distribution of pulsars.
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_s" r,power points can be calculated to be _.._pL. The pulsar layer seems
to be considerably wider than that ot :.y other class of young popu!a- '
tion objects. In particular, it is much wider than the supernova • •
remnants layer (flovaisky and Lequeux 1972, Kodaira 1974), but one _ •
should carry in mind that this may simply reflect the effect of pulsar
high velocities as reported by several authors.
Recent observations (Falgarone and Lequeux 1973) suggest that the
full width of the electron layer is of the order of I kpc or greater.
This is much wider than the pulsa,' layer. In fact, a careful inspec-
tion of Table III shows that no pulsar at such high Z-distance was
detected (assuming an electron density of 0.025 electron_/cm _, I kpc
corresponds to 25 pc. cm-3). Some further comments on the electron
layer are made later.
Our results, although heavily affected by statistical ambiouities,
give evidence that the median of the Z-distribution occur_ at -0.5
pc. cm-3 (with a standard error of 1.5 pc. cm-_). Assuming a mean -.,
electron density of 0.025 electrons/cm _, this corresponds to -20 pc ,.
from the plar,e. In other words, the suggestion that the Sun lies 20 pc
north of the galactic plane (e.g. Elvis 1965) has also been revealed
by our pulsar observations.
B
4.4 The _alactocentric distribution
Figure 7 illustrates our best estimate for pulsar galactocentric '_
distribution. The horizontal scale is, as explained in the previous .1
section, in dispersion _asure units (to convert into pc, divide by the .,
electron density, i.e. 0.025 electrons/cm3).
9
The distribution of pulsars in galactocentric distance shows a ,
marked decrease away from the galactic centre. The median of the i
distribution is at 161 ± 13 pc. cm-3 (6.4 ± 0.5 kpc). No pulsar with
R < 70 pc. cm-3 (_. 3 kpc) was detected but the erro-s cF the intervals
in the inner region are so large that the possibility that the pulsar
. density may still be quite high near the galactic centre can not be v-
excluded. On the other side, towards the anticentre there i_ a genuine
decrease of the number of pulsars. The density distribution becomes
practically zero after the Perse_; arm (_ 13 kpc), in excel'lent agree-
ment with the spatial boundary found by the Arecibo search.
, Among _he pulsars which were detected, PSR 182_ 17 was the closest .
to the galactic centre (_ 3 kpc) and PSR 0611+22 - the IC 443 pulsar -
was the furthest away (_ 14 kpc).
In the distribution shown in Figure 7 there are indications oF ....
spirul structure. The tangential points of the Norma-Scutum, the '_
,4
Sagittarius and the Perseus arms are shown and it is obvious that the
312 ._.
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Figure 7. The galactocentric distribution of pulsars.
pulsar density follows this pattern quite closely. The large statis-
tical errors of the present distribution do not allow any conclusive
statement to be made.
In order to investigate the significance of the spiral structure
round, we scaled our Galaxy differently and, using the same procedure,
tried to fit the observations to the new model. If the spiral
structure originally found was due to periodicities created by the
anal_is procedure, they should show up again. Figure 8 shows the i
results of such an exercise. The galactic centre distance has been
taken to be 400 pc. cm 3 (16 kpc). No other change to our data or
analysis procedure was r_ade. It is obvious that any trace of spiral --
structure has disappeared. The other distributions (luminosity, period i
and Z-distance) did not change by more than 0.I %. This was expected
unless there was some significant degree of correlation among them.
The existence of a definite cut-off in pulsar density and the
indications of (a) the off-set of the Sun's position by 20 pc and (b)
the spiral structure revealed, suggests that pulsars may prove to be a
very powerful tool in studying the spiral structure of our Galaxy. _
Their built-in measure of distance (the dispersion measure), the in-
dependent measure of distance that can be obtained by hydrogen absorp-
tion measurements and the fact that they can be observed at much
greater distances than optical observations allow, make them unique in
313
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Figure 8. The hypothetical galactocentricdistribution of pulsars
assuming that the distance to the galactic centre is 16 kpc. --
this field. A more sensitive survey than the one presented here should
reveal many more pulsars, as indicated by their luminosity distribution
(Figure 4) and confirmed by the Arecibo search.
5. Discussion i
Throughout the analysis_ the dispersion measure of pulsars has been >
taken as a measure of distance. This assumption is justified only if
the electron layer is (a) wider than the pulsar layer and (b) uniform :,
on a scale comparable to the interval scale used during the analysis. --.:
Many authors have contributed to the understanding of these
problems. Falgarone and Lequeux (1973) give a comprehensive review of
the relevant arguments. They show that the width of the ionised layer +
is _ I000 pc, i.e. wider than the pulsar layer. This result is further
corroborated by the pulsar Z-distance distribution shown in Figure 6.
This shows a monotonic decrease in density with Z-distance. If the
ionlsed layer was substanti_lly thinner than the pulsar layer_ this j
would have been indicated by a peak at non-zero Z-distance. (For more
details see Gould 1971). Such an effect has not been found.
}
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Inhomogeneities in the distribution of thermal electrons are
expected to occur in the interstellar medium. Not only is a correla-
tion with the spiral structure expected, but also local variations of " --.-
the electron density due to the different components of the inter- , .-
stellar gas will inevitably upset a uniform distribution. However,
Gomez-Gonzales and Gu_lin (1974), Lyne (1974) and other authors have
shown that the electron density near the galactic plane may be _
regarded as uniform when averaged over a pathlength of a few kilo-
parsecs. The mean electron density suggested is _ 0.025 electrons/cm 3.
Figure 9 illustrates the above arguments. It shows the dispersion +
.
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Figure 9. Pulsar dispersion measures as a function of galactic
latitude.
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measure of 147 pulsars plotted as a function of galactic latitude. It
indicates that if one uses the dispersion measure as a measure of .
distance, pulsars do follow the cosec bzT law predicted by a uniform
disk-shaped distribution of sources, having distances greater than a
few hundred parsecs.
A justification of the assumption of the independence of the ..-
examined distributions was mentioned in § 4.4. In order to further
investigate this an other method was devised.
From the previously derived distribution of pulsars and a know-
ledge of our system sensitivity it was possible to calculate the
number of pulsars expected to be observed in each range of the 4-
dimensional space (L,P,Z,R). Assuming that there were no digitization
errors and no correlation between the examined distributions, this -'
number should be very close T.o the observed number of pulsars. Any _
correlation between the distributions would upset this result. Table '-
IV presents xZ-tests for the observed and expected two dimensional -_,
Table IV :"
Distribution Classes (n) X2 P (%) ,.'i
R - Z 4 0.379 93.5
R-- P 4 0.564 82.5
R - L 3 0.222 81.5
Z - P 4 0.305 95.8
Z - L 3 1.493 71.9 "
P- L 4 1.053 78.9 i
distributions. The first two columns give the distribution to be i
tested and the number of classes into which it was divided. The last '
two show the statistic (×2) and the result (P) of the te_t. It is
obvious that no discrepancy between expected and observed numbers was
found, which suggests that the assumption of no correlation between
the examined distributions is correct. •
Recombination line observations, e.g. Matthews, Pedlar and Davies
(1972), indicate the existence of a dense ionised bulk of material in
the inner region of the Galaxy (R < 5 kpc). The effect of such a
region on pulsar observations would be of great importance. Dispersion
and scintillation broadening would make pulsars practically undetect-
able in such a region. The effect would be a kind of "brick wall" i
where the observed pulsars show first a sudden increase of their ._:
dispersion measure and then a sharp cut off of their number density. -..
Our observations indeed show such a sharp cut off at about >
;
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130 pc. cm-3 (_ 5 kpc, Figure 7). However, we claim that this is due
to limitations in our sensitivity and it is quite independent of any .-
"brick wall" effect. Only if the observed number of pulsars in a
certain region was significantly different from the expected number
(calculated by the method mentioned above) could it be said that an
effect which had not been taken into account had been discovered. In .-
this survey, no such region wa3 found. The "brick wall" effect was •
not detected. .:
?
However, what was detected is an enhancement of pulsar dens._y in
the region 5 to 6 kpc (Figure 7). This is in excellent agreement with
the distribution of many important constituents of our Galaxy, such I
as molecular clouds, HII regions, supernova remnants, cosmic rays and
y-rays (see Stecker 1976). In particular, HII regions (a good indica- -
tor of the distribution of massive hot star3) appear to correlate very
well with the distribution of pulsars. As explained earlier, pulsars -
which happen to lie in dense ionised regions would be practically un- ---.
detectable. However, high pulsar velocities would result in the bulk
of pulsars escaping from their birthplaces. They would then surround
" their parent population, and thus still be detectable. All of the
above mentioned constituents are associated with the formation and
destruction of young OB stars in our Galaxy• As explained by Stecker ,._.
(1976) the correlation of these components can be physically explained.
Of course, the mean Z-distance of pulsars is much wider than the
mean Z-distance of any of these populations. However, one should bear
in mind that this only reflects high pulsar velocities. On the other .
_. hand, these high velocities, in conjunction with the indications of :'
spiral structure found (Figure 7), support other evidence that pulsar
true ages do not exceed _ 5 x 106 years (Lyne, Ritchings and Smith
1975). A mean age of _ 107 years and a typical velocity of _200km/sec _
would have resulted in the disappearance of any spiral structure.
6. Conclusions =
.. The distributions illustrated in Figures 4 to 7 are, to our best
estimate, independent of selection effects due to either pu_sar
position or system sensitivity. They describe the density distribu- _
tion of pulsars in luminosity, period, Z-distance and galactocentrlc
distance.
Using these distributions and equation (I), it is possible to
calculate the total number of pulsars in the Galaxy. It is reasonable
to use a lower limit of I Jy (pc. cm-3) 2 for the luminosity distrlhu-
tion, i.e. the luminosity of the least luminous pulsar observed
" However, it must be pointed out that the e_ror bars of the last two
i: luminosity intervals in Figure 4 indicate that the uncertainties are
about one order of magnitude. These uncertainties become the largest
I
?
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source of error in the estimation of the total number of pulsars. The
unknown distribution of pulsars in the inner regien of the Galaxy
(Figure 7) does not give rise to significa,t errors since the corre-
sponding volume of space decreases rapidly at this region. The
calculated number of pulsars does not vary by more than 20% if one
assumes a) a uniform distribution with space density 5.6 units (see
Figure 7) and b) a distribution extending to the maximum value indi-
cated by the error bars in the range 0 < R < 70 pc. cm-3.
The estimated number of pulsars in the Galaxy with luminosity
exceeding 1Jy (pc. cm-3) 2 and period in the range 2-3 < P < 22
seconds, is (6±5) x 10". The errors are mainly due to uncertainties
in the luminosity distribution. No beaming factor has been taken into
account.
Assuming a two beam model, the probability of a pulsar being
observable is given by f = _ sin e, where 8 is the angle between the
rotation and the magnetic axes and _J is the integrated pulse width.
If the rotation and magnetic axes are randomly distributed, then -"
<sinO> = _/4 and taking a value of _ = 20° , it is found that f=0.25.
Taking into account this beaming factor, we find that the number of
pulsars in the Galaxy is
N = 2 x I0 s ,._'i
in good agreement with Large's (1971) estimate of 5 x i0 s pulsars.
Taking a mean age of 5 x 106 years for pulsars (Lyne, Ritching and
: Smith 1975, Manchester, Taylor and Van 1974), we find a pulsar birth- -
rate of
I pulsar every 25 years.
This is in good agreement with previous publications and the rate of _ '
occurance of supernovae, e.g. Tammann (1973). However, supernovae and
pulsar birthrates are subject to many assumptions (distances, life-
time, beaming factor etc.) and hence they are not very reliable.
It is n_ pleasure to thank Professor J.G. Davies and Dr. A.G. Lyne
for their continuous help during this work.
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COSMIC RAY PROPAGATION AND CONTAINMENT " "_
i
E. N. Parker, Laboratory for Astrophysics and Space <
Research, 933 E. 56th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637
ABSTRACT "_
" The cosmic rays are an active gaseous compc _ent of the
disk of the galaxy, and their propagation and containment _."
is a part of the general dynamics of the disk. The sources k
of cosmic rays are a matter of speculation. The disk is :
f
s inflated by the cosmic ray gas pressure _ comparable _o
i
i the magnetic pressure B_, but the rate of inflation is ":_
• _ unknown. The time spent by the individual cosmic ray
_ particles in the disk is inversely prooortional to the_ :
cosmic ray production rate and may be anything from i0 _ _"
< k
,_ years to more than 107 years. It is evident from the de-
cay of _ ic that the cosmic rays circulate through a volume
of space perhaps ten times the thickness of the gaseous m
disk, suggesting a magnetic halo extending out "_ i kpc
from either face of the disk. The cosmic rays may be re-
sponsible for the halo by inflating the magnetic fields _
of the disk. Extension of the fields to i k_c would imply
a high production rate and short life ( < i01 years) of
cosmic rays in the dense gaseous _isk of the galaxy. But
the dynamical questions, including the role of the tun- I "_
nels of superhot gas produced by supernovae, cannot yet be _"
answered in any unique way The purpose of this review ::• ?
is to outline the problem as it faces us at the present i ?
time. "_
I
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INTRODUCTION ,
There has accumulated in the last three decades a
body of detailed information on the properties of the gal-
• actic cosmic rays as they show themselves at the present
time in the solar system. From this information we now
believe, with some confidence, that cosmic rays are a
permanent feature of the galactiz environment, with an
intensity that has not varied much over the last 104-109
years. Information is beginning to be available on the
relative abundances and the energy spectra of the many
isotopes that make up the cosmic rays. The abundances
probably vary with time, reflecting the activity of nearby
sources. Some cosmic ray isotopes are collision products,
some are synthesized in the neutron rich environment be- _-
fore acceleration, and some are just the "natural" iso-
topes found in all matter. The measurements of relative
abundances, and the variation of those abundances with
-. energy, are our strongest tool for probing the origin of
cosmic rays. "'
At the same time there has become available eonsi_er-
able, but by no means complete, information on the gas and
fields through which the cosmic rays move in the gaseous
disk of the galaxy. The galactic nonthermal radio emis-
sion has been mapped, presumably giving a picture of the
distribution of cosmic ray electrons across the celestial
sphere, and, finally _ -ray observations are available,
mapping the collisions of the cosmic ray protons with the 1 .-i
interstellar gas.
These observational facts and inferences have been _
explored with a multitude of theoretical models, so that
today we have an idea of the possibilities for the origin
and behavior of cosmic rays in the galaxy. It is the task
,_
_ of the present review to sift from our heap of knowledge ¢
and interpretations those ideas and principles that seem ,_
to be basic for understanding the role played by cosmic -_
i rays galaxy. ,,
in the
Now the complex observational and theoretical pic- .\,
tures of cosmic rays in the galaxy are far from complete, ._
i and so are ambiguous. Hence it is possible to form a sum- "_:
' _ mary opinion only by looking at the overall picture with a _'.
: I not unJaundiced eye. This review is, then, co be under- .'<!_
stood as a view of cosmic rays through tinted eyeglasses _
' 321
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Whenever confronted with alternatives, I choose what seems
to be the simpler. The choice that I make will, therefore,
not always be the most interesting choice. And I stand
ready to amend an opinion whenever observational or theo-
retical facts suggest a simpler.
I should emphasize that it is possible to put together
" a "plausible" picture of cosmic rays only because so many
workers have had the patience, determination_ and ingenuity
to explore so many alternatives. It is not possible in the
av2ilable time to give proper credit to all those whose ef-
forts have made an opinion possible.
Consider, then, the circumstances in which we find
cosmic rays in the galaxy. They appear to be a permanent
fixture, at about their present level in the solar neigh-
borhood. "Y -ray observations, on which others will speak _
at length, suggest somewhat greater and smaller cosmic ray _.
intensities elsewhere in the gaseous disk of the galaxy.
The cosmic rays are trapped in the general galactic mag-
netic field and the field is embedded in the gaseous disk.
Without the weight of the interstellar gas to confine the
field, the field and the cosmic rays would expand out of .,:
the galaxy and disappear. The basic point of departure
for understanding cosmic rays in the galaxy is their role
in the local dynamics of the galactic disk. The cosmic
rays, the magnetic field, and the interstellar gas shape
each other, so that the propagation and containment of
co'stoic rays in the galaxy are inseparable from the dynami-
cal theory of the disk.
Considering the individual cosmic ray proton at the i .:•
median energy of i0 Gev we note that its yclotron radius
_n the mean azimuthal field of 3-_ x 10-6Cgauss (Hiltner, _
1956; Manchester, 1972) is 1013 cm. This is so small com- $
pared to the characteristic thickness 1021 cm (300 pc) of
the gaseous disk and field that the particle may be con-
sidered tied to the local lines of force. Scattering
i across the field by any conceivable field irregularities
I (say, one scattering through a large angle every cyc±o_ron
period of 2 x lO 3 sec) is negligible over the lO 6 - lO V
year life of the particle in the galaxy, as are the grad-
_ent and curvature drifts of lO 3 cm/sec in the observed
large fluctuations in the field, wi_h scales of 30-150 pc
(Jokipii and Lerche_ 1969; Jokipii, Lerche, and Schommer,
1969). So a cosmic ray particle is a permanent companion Ji]
of the flux tube in which it is born, condemned to roam
this one dimensional space until it dies by collisions or
until the tube is convected out of the galaxy. •_
%'!
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So far as motion along the line of force is con-
cerned, note that cosmic rays of i-i0 Gev are scattered "_
principally by field variations with scales of 1012 - 1013 - ,_
g
cm. These scales lie in the large and unknown interval be- _
tween the strong fluctuations at i0 II cm, determined from -_
pulsar scintillation studies, and the strong fluctuations
at scales of 3 x 1018 cm and isrger, observed directly with .-\
• instruments on telescopes. Whether there are fluctuations _.
in the range of i012 - 1013 cm determines whether cosmic )
rays are significantly scattered back and forth along the _
magnetic lines of force, or whether they stream unhindered
along the lines. Scattering is not necessary to understand -_.
the observed behavior of cosmic rays, so far as we are able
to tell. But it is a necessary condition for Fermi accel- ":i-
eration in interstellar space, so the question must be
J
settled if we are to decide the role of interstellar Fermz
acceleration. The reader is referred to a recent paper %
by Lee and Jokipii (1976) where the problem of cosmic ray _ '_
propagation and interstellar density and field fluctua- -i_,
, tions is reviewed. _
g
'_ But we should not think of the propagation and con-
tainment of cosmic rays in terms of the individual patti- .,_-'
cle. The indi', dual particles do not interact directly
with each other but, nonetheless, they ccnstitute a fluid Jt
constituent of the disk. They form a relativistic gas ._
with a density of about 10-10/cm 3 (or 3 x i045/pc3), and
with a pressure P (equal to one-third their energy densi- ,..w
"_ ty,) of about 0.5 x 10 -12 dynes/cm 2. Their pressure is as
large as the Reynolds stresses of the mean turbulent mo- _
tion of the interstellar gas, as large as the magnetic ,_
pressure of the galactic field, and very much larger than _ i
the mean thermal pressure of the interstellar gas. ' _
Observations of the gaseous disk of the galaxy show a
• mean gas density of some 2 hydrogen atoms/cm 3 over a thick ....
ness of 300 pc. The disk is thinner toward the center of
i the galaxy and considerably thicker farther out. The gas _
is distributed very inhomogeneously in cloud complexe_ -'!_
separated by distances of the order of 500 pc. There is
an irregular magnetic field embedded in the gas. The mean
field is in the azimuth_l direction around the disk (Hilt-
': nor, 1956) with a local strength of 3-h x l0 -6 gauss (Man- i "
chester, 1972) The fluctuations _8 are as large as the J ';"_
• _ ._
> mean field _ , with a characteristic correlation length
of 102 pc (Jokipii and Lerche, 1969; Jokipii, Lerche, and ! ._!,_' Schommer, 1969). _:
[
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The magnetic field is observed only within the dense .
gaseous disk of the galaxy, of course, where there is
enough dust to polarize the passing starlight and enough --
free electrons te give a measurable Faraday rotation.
Hence we have no direct information on the lines of force
as they extend outside the gaseous disk. We can say, how-
ever, that the external magnetic field of any astrophysical
• body tends toward the lowest energy state available to it, <
and that is a closed configuration, of the form of a dipole
for a globular object like the sun or the Earth. The
closed configuration is rapidly achieved by dynamical line
cutting (neutral point annihilation). So wc expect to find _
astrophysical fields to be largely closed on themselves !
(Parker, 1973a, b_ Jokipii, 1973). In some cases, of
course, there is an active outflow of gas from the body
that forces the field open. The solar wind extends the _
magnetic lines of force oi" the sun out through the _iar f
system; there may be a galactic wind from the nucleus of
the galaxy (Burke, 1968; Johnson and Axford, 1971) which ._:
forces open the magnetic field of the nucleus• But there
is no evidence of an outflow of gas from the surface of ._
the thin gsseous disk. So we suggest that the local galac-
tic magnetic field is largely closed. Hence most of the ,_
• magneti_ lines of force extending out of the disk in the
local irregularities are reent_ant nearby. _
Altogether, then, the cosmic rays below some 1016 ev/ _:
nucleon are tied to the lines of force and the lines have a
closed topology. The cosmic rays are bottled up and are "_
not free to escape individually from the surface of the _.
galaxy. This view forces us to the _onclusion that, if
they escape at all, it must be as a consequence of the i .:
group pressure inflating the field and pushing outward from . _
the galaxy. The i0 Gev particles escape along with the 104 -
Gev particles, etc. (Parker 1965, 1966, 1968b, 1969, _.
1975). The cosmic rays "bubble" out of the galaxy, if <
they escape at all (see below), i'
Other possibilities have been contemplated, in _hich L
the lines of force of the galactic magnetic field are pre- ..,_
sumed open to the outside in some way. In that case the
cosmic rays are confined by scattering from the fluctua-
tions in the field, their theoratical escape rate deter-
mined by whatever mean cosmic ra," age seems appropriate.
Thus, for instance, if the distance to the _xit is
L = 1 kpc = 3 x 1921 cm and we be'iieve that the cosmic ray _;i
age is t = 2 x lO° years, the sca _ering must reduce cos-
mic ray transport along the magnetic field to the effective
_ 1029 cm2/sec |diffusion coefficient 5, = L /t = 2 x
• _'
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2The various options and possibilities have been thoroughly %
explored (see, for instance, Ramaty, E_ames, and Lingen- :_
felter, 1970; Jokipii, 1973; Ramaty, 1974). If cosmic rays "C
are generated within the disk at a suitably high rate, then,
there is also the possibility that the cosmic rays are ' _
scattered, and their escape limited, by the Alfven waves
caused by their own rapid streaming (Wentzel, 1968, 1969_ _
Kulsrud and Pearce, 1969). "'?
The ideas invoking an open magnetic topology are
• faced with the problem of explaining the turbulent spectrum _
and the gas densit_ variations in just such a way that all _ %
energies from 1-10t Gev have about the sane diffusion co- _ ""
efficient (Kulsrud and Cesarsky, 1971; Skiliing, 1971; _ _,_
Cesarsky and Kulsrud, 1973; Skilling, Mclvor, and Holmes,
197h; Holmes, 1974 Jokippi 1976) We might expec that _ "_"
the more energetic particles, being fewer in number and _ ,_
having higher rigidity, would escape more freely along the
magnetic lines of force, so that the cosmic ray spe=trum
would cut off ratLer sharply above 102 or 103 GNV. The i -i:
fact that the spectrum extends as E'_witL _ = Z _ all i _:
the way to 107 Gev indicates that the very high energy i '
_ particles are locked up in the same box as the particles _ _
at I0 Gev. Thus we interpret the absence of a high energy ; _i
cut off as direct evidence that the galactic magnetic field _ ._
topology is closed. It remains to be seen, then, whether _
cosmic rays are significantly scattered as they move. as in-
dividuals, or stream in bulk, along the galactic magnetic
field. There is no evident theoretical need for scatter- _
ing, nor are observations able to come to grips with the
.17
magnetic fluctuations over the scales l012 - 1013 cm that
are relevant for the median energy (I0 Gev) particles. It _ :>
is the accumulated effects of the small angle scattering , %
of these magnetic fluctuations that may reduce the e_'fec- _ _
t_ve mean free path to l018 - 1020 cm. Insofar as the _
individual cosmi_ rays are scattered as _he cosmic ray gas _._
flows slowly along the lines of force, the theoretical _'i
treatment would presumably combine diffusion with the fo-
cusing effects of the large-sca_e field, as pointed cut b_ .F
Earl (1974a, b, 1975), to give a realistic treatment of the ' ;
stochastic and ordered component: of the particle motion _ .,:,
in the stochastic lines of force of the general field. _ <_
If we are to think of cosmic _ays as a hot gas in- " _
flating the gaseous disk, there are several obvious ques- ._i(_
I! tions that come to mind, such as their source and theirultimate destination Is the cosmic ray gas streaming by ,,i_
: the solar system on its way to escape from the galaxy? A '_' relative bulk veloci,y u leads to a.. anisotropy in the , :%--
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frame cf the sc±ar system. The fractional intensity dif-
ference recorded _y a detector -'*_ i>: gy_z_.. a f ed ener w _ndow
!ccking first urs=ream and then downstream is _Z/ [ =
2(Z*_) _/_ for the differential energy spectrum E TM "_
..... e. _:_ can he a_l_ed to the proton_ (above about 500
qev) =ha< Fenetrate %c th crbit of Earth without being
%c g.e_., deflected by the interflanetary magnetic field
" A i:ik snream:ng velocity of 102 km/sec yields _l/I =%_ie _
7he mar" "-n and its daily rotation can be used to scan around i
%he directions perpendicular tc the axis of Eazth. It is a
d'fficuit experimental task, but possible in principle, to (
detect such small intensity differences. One needs a suit-
ably large, stable detector at a sufficient depth under-
<
ground. There must be enough atmospheric information avai]-
atle to mak_ suitable corrections for the height and densi- _
%y variations cf the air overhead. It is a complicated
undertaking with a long and troubled history, but there is _
some _eason to think that the major pitfalls have been dis- ""
- $
covered and understood, so that such efforts as the Utah
experiment (hergeson, Groom, and West, 1975) will soon have
definite results. The work done already shows that the
anisotropy is small, of the order of ]0-3 or less. (See
the summary of results in Osborne, 1975). ,_:_
There is no experiment of which ! am aware that can ._
look for _I/X in the direction parallel to the axis of
Earth. So a null result from the sidereal diurnal varia-
tion above 500 Gev proves nothing. Indeed, Jones (1970)
_' has pointed out that whatever the variable streaming of ' _"
cosmic rays n t e galaxy, the single most probable result
of a measurement of _i/I is zero. We have every right to i.
expect that A_II is not zero, however, and look forward to i ._
a positive answer.
s
Lacking a direct measurement of the local bulk stream-
ing of the cosmic rays, what can we deduce about their _;
origin and their ultimate fate? What is the source of the
cosmic ray gas that inflates the interstellar medium? The
simplest assumption is that the cosmic rays are produced
here in the galaxy, although _t has been fashionable in
some ci_'cles tu argue other more _pectacular possibilities.
Supernovae, flare stars, and the _urbulence of the inter-
stellar gas and field are among the obvious possible ac- ,:
celeraters. The e_ormous energy (1051 - 1052 ergs) of the
type II supernova, the copious supply of relativistic par-
ticles observed in the remnant after the explcsicn, and the -_
large relative abundance of heavy elements within the ex- -_
ploding star, are the circumstantial evidence on which the
supernova is considered to be a major source (Ginzberg, -_.
i
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1958; Ginzhurg an2 2yrevatskii, 1964). The recent work of
Schramm and Arnett (197_) on neutral current interactions
indicates that enough cf the heavy elements in the interior
of the supernova can be blasted outward in the explosion _o .
supply the observed heavy _iements. The spinning neutron _
star (pulsar) left behind, and the interstellar blast wave
produced by the supernova, may accelerate the individual
nuclei tc relativistic energies (Pacini, 1968; Gunn and . _
• Ostricker, 1969; Kulsrud, Cstricker, and Gunn, 1972; Mertz, .:
1974; Scott and Chevalier, 1975; Jodogne, 1975). One of
the outstanding theoretical obstacles, however, is the in-
jection of the accelerated particles into the surrounding
interstellar magnetic field. First of all, fast particles _
remaining for long within the expanding blast wave (the
supernova remnant) are rapidly decelerated by the expansion.
So they must leave quickly and enter the intc_steilar field
outside the expanding remnant. But, on the other hand, it
has been pointed out (Wentzel, 1968, 1969, 1974; Kulsrud
and Pearce, 1969; Tademaru, 1969; Lee, 1972) that the bulk _.
streaming of cosmic rays along a magnetic field is limited
, to a few times the Alfven speed computed in the ionized
component of the thermal gas. Faster streaming generates
_ransverse fluctuations in the magnetic field (Alfven
• waves) that scatter the individual cosmic ray particles and _
s_rongly impede their flow. A single suoernova must pro-
duce some 1049 - 1051 ergs of relativistic particles at
the time of the explosion and/or in the next thousand years _
] or so in the active remnant (Woltjer, 1972) if one super-
nova every 50 years in the galaxy is to _upp_y most of the =
:; cosmic rays. How can so many fast particles be absorbed
quickly into the surrounding interstellar gas and field?
It is not obvious that escape into the interstellar medium
is possible (see, for instance, the discussion of Cowsik
and Wilsc.n, 1975). Hence, the possibility that there are
other major sources of cosmic rays cannot be ignored. The
flare stars are a popular alternative (Cowsik, 1975). _hey
. are cool subdwarfs of small mass, roughly one thousandth or
le_s as bright as the sun, commonly occurring throughout
the galaxy. Some few of them have been observed to flar_
every few hours with outbursts on_ thousand times larger '_
than the big cosmic ray flares on the sun (see, for in-
stance, Moffet, 1974). But even if all red subdwarfs were
i as active as the more extreme cases, there would be barely }_
enough total energy available. The local cosmic ray energy •
density of 1.6 x 10 -12 ergs/cm 3 with a nominal replacement '_
time of ]07 years, require_ an input of 0.5 x i0- ergs/ _
cm 3 sec. If there is one active flare star in each 4 pc 3 ,'_
(1056 cm 3) then each such flare star must s,:pply rela- .,
tivistic particles at a rate of 0.5 x 1030 ergs/sec. This !_
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is i0-i the totaZ luminosity of the flare star. The ac-
celeration mechanism on the flare star must be very ef-
ficient indeed. It would appear that the flare stars are .-'i
a contributor, but not the major source. .
8
The general feeling on the subject is that both flare •
stars and supernovae produce cosmic rays, but how much is
an open question (see, for instance, Cowsik, 1975). By
analogy to solar flares, we may guess that the flare star
contributes heavily at the low energy end of the spectrum,
below, say, 109 ev per nucleon. The study of isotopic abun-
dances among cosmic rays is the principal tool for getting _
at these auestions The problem is complicated by the
local solar modulation and by competition between the spal-
lation and fragmentation of cosmic ray nuclei within the
_ source and while in transit in interstellar space. A num-
ber of authors have worked for many years now conducting
numerical experiments on parameterized hypothetical models
> of the cosmic rays and galactic field, exploring the con-
! sequences at Earth of a variety of cosmic ray energy spec-
tra and nuclear compositions at the sources, the distribu-
tion of sources in space, the mean cosmic ray life or path
length before arrival at Earth, the interstellar scattering _:
mean free paths, the interstellar gas density distributions,
and finally the unknown modulation of the cosmic rays by
_- the solar wind, necessary to account for the observed en-
ergy spectra and abundances of the nuclear species pres-
ently observed (see, for instance, Ramaty, Reames, and
Lingenfelter, 1970; Lingenfelter, Ramaty, and Fisk, 1971;
and the review by Osborne, 1975) A number of preliminary
' suggestions are already available, but, to carry the task _
: through to completion, the isotopic observations must be _ -:
_ extended to more massive nuclei. Whatever the outcome of _ ;
the isotopic studies, a host of possible sources, from
young massive stars to old black holes, must be considered.
Presumably the sources are concentrated in the dense gas-
; eous disk. The old idea, that there may be a strong con- •
tribution to cosmic ray acceleration from the turbulence
in the interstellar gas (Fermi, 19h9, 195h; Morrison,
Olbert, and Rossi, 1954, Parker, 1955) has surfaced again,
As not_ above, an interstellar energy input of the order _
: of i0 -_ ergs/cm3 sec to the cosmic rays is required, so _
that significant interstellar cosmic ray acceleration would _,
_ be a major sink of energy for the turbulence of the inter- _o
stellar _as. And it would occur only if there were _trong _
turbulence over scales of 1012 - 1013 cm.
The work on cosmic ray propagation in the galaxy has :_
_ come a long way from the early days when the concept was - _
•
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J. first pointed out (Fermi, 1949, 1954). In those days we
thought of the field as wholly chaotic, with cosmic ray
transport a matter of random walk through space (Morrison,
01bert, and Rossi, 1954) to free escape at the "surface" of j"
the disk. The general ordered pattern of the mean galactic
field of some 3-4 x l0 -6 gauss is now an observational fact
of life (Hiltner, 1956; Manchester, 1972). But, noting
_: . tha_ the scattering of most cosmic ray particles
(E _ 1013 ev) across the magnetic field is completely neg- -
ligible, the random walk of the magnetic lines of force
_ (Getmantsev, 1963; Jokipii 1966; Jokipii and Parker, 1969a,
b; Parker, 1969; Jones, 1971, 1972) is the principal trans-
port of cosmic ray particles from the interior to the sur-
face of the disk of the galaxy. It is the random walk of
the lines of force, described by the mean square trans-
verse displacement _a of the line per unit length_, along
: the field, that permits the cosmic rays to diffuse across
the disk and escape The correlation length A for the
field fluctuation _ is of the order of i00 pc and
_8/ B)_ _* _ O._ (Jokipii and Lerc_ , 1969; Jokipii,
Lerche, and Schommer, 1969). Hence, in order of magnitude
_2)_/_h _ O-S A. The scale height of the disk is of
the order ¢f A = I SA so that a magnetic line of force
wanders the distance A from the center to the "surface"
_ of the disk in a distance s where
from which iz follows that s = 4.5 _ = 500 pc, in order
of magnitude. Thus escape follows in distances of 0.5 kp i.
= 1.5 x 1021 cm. A mean life of t = 107 years implies a I
" I _ t
_ mean streaming velocity of u = s/t = 50 km/sec, or an
anisotopy of _[/_ = I'_1_ -_
,< The diffusion of cosmic ray particles, _tered back , :
and forth along t_e stochastic lines of foree,.._s been ex-
,. plored in the literature under the name of "compound dif-
fusion." (Lingenfelter, Ramaty, and Fisk, 1971; Allen,
_ 1972).
_ It is possible t_ obtain information on the electron
component of the cosmic rays as they progress out from
_ " their sources in the d_sk by _iooking at the nonthermal
_- galactic radio emission (Ginzburgand Syrovatskii, 1964,
_-/,-- 1965).
_:" Badhwar and Stephens "_1975) have put to,ether a self
_., consistent model including hydrostatic equilicrium of the
_.,_., 4isk an the nonthermal rad .o emission (presumed to be
329
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: from the cosmic ray electrons in the galactic field B).
The requirement for mean hydrostatic equilibrium of the
gas pressure _ and density /_ , the field pressure _
and the cosmic ray pressure _" in the local gravitat_onal
acceleration _ of the galactic disk, is (Parker, 19o6,
1969)
. _ p _ _ . p : -/og , ..[
while the nonthermal radio emission (synchroton emission)
is proportional to the square of the energy of the indivi-
dual electrons and to the energy density of the magnetic
field (Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964, 1965). The calcu- ,:
- l_tions of B_dhwar and Stephens lead to a model of broad -_
e.:tent, with the gas, field and cosmic rays extending out -i
a kpc on either side of the disk, in order to account for
the observed radio emission from directions perpendicular
to the plane of the disk. Webster (1975) has suggested a _ •
" weaker broader halo, of some i0 kpc extent, containing
relativistic electrons with a steeper energy spectrum,
based on radio data alone. The reconciliation, or the re-
lation, of these halo models has yet to be straightened
" out.
The broad distribution of gas, field, and cosmic rays
: implied by this theoretical model is most interesting in
view of the recent measurements of the low Be I0 abundance _
and the implications for the existence of a cosmic ray ._
halo around the galaxy.
The recent observational determination (Garcia-Munoz,
_• Mason, and Simpson, 1975a, b) of the nearly complete ab- _ "_
._; sence of the spallation product Be I0 has direct implica- ' _
tions for the region cf space occupied by the cosmic rays. "
? Garcia-Munoz, et al, point out that, if i_e_rpreted in ._
terms of the usual ideas of cosmic ray pr_t_on _:ithin
the disk, followed by escape from the gal_af_er penetra-
ting h-5 gm/cm 3, the very low abundance of 3_i,0 indicates
a low average spallation rate of the heav_, _u_ciei. That _,
is to say, the cosmic rays circulate throuEd_: volume of _
space in which the mean density is one tenth or less the
mean value of 2 hydrogen atoms/cm3 in the gaseous disk.
Since the cosmic rays are observed here among the dense
,, gases of the disk, they must spend ten times as long in
-,. some other region of much lower density (N_ 0.i atom/cm3). _"
Evidently the cosmic rays circulate freely through the
disk and an extensive magnetic halo surrounding the disk :_,
to a distance of i kpc or more on either side, Presumably
W
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i the magnetic field_ of the gaseous disk are inflated to
_ form magnetic bubbles extending outward for 1-2 kpc from o_
_ either surface of the disk so that the galaxy has a signi- - "_"
i ficant halo of magnetic field and cosmic rays (Parker, _ ;
_ 1965, 1968b, 1969). In view of the fundamental importance
_ of the result an independent direct determination in space
, . is desirable (see, for instance, the balloon work of
_ Preszler, Kish, Lezniak, Simpson, and Weber; 1975 Hagen,• !
Fisher, Ormes, and Arens, 1975; Fisher, Hagen, Maehl,
Ormes, and Arens, 1976). ?
Now _e have learned from the development of the many !
parametrized models of cosmic ray diffusion and spallation
that the possibilities range all the way from the minimum
*: _ cosmic ray life of 105-106 years before escaping from the
I gaseous disk of the galaxy (Just enough time to penetratethe h-5 gm/cm 2 to account for the observed spallation in - _i_ interstellar space and/or in the source. See, for in- I_ i
stance, Ramaty, Reaves, and Lingenfelter, 1970; Silberberg _
and Tsao, 1973, Shapiro and Silberberg, 1975, Shapiro, :_
Silberberg, and Tsao, 1975) to the opposite extreme that _
cosmic ray _art_cles never escape but knock around in the
disk for 10_-10 years before losing their energy and be- _
_ coming diluted with fresh particles (Rasmussen and Peters,
1975). These views have various fundamental consequences _
for the dynamics of the cosmic rays and the gaseous disk. _ _
First of all, the calculated.production rate is profoundly i,
., affected. A life of on!_ lO b years averages out to _n
energy input of 5 x i0 -26 ergs/cm 3 sec, or 1.5 x l0 hl ergs/ _
: sec over an estimated volume of 3 x 1060 cm 3 for the gas- *
_ eous disk of the galaxy, whereas the production rate need [ _ *_
be only 0.03 as large if the cosmic rays do not escape. I
Second, the high production, short life cosmic ray model i _. :
implies that the galactic nagnet!c field is rapidly in-
flated by the cosmic ray gas produced in the disk, blowing i
magnetic bubbles out the sides of the disk at some 102 km/ _
sec (Parker, 1965, 1966, 196_b, 1969). The cosmic rays
are a ma_or source of activity in the interstellar medium, ,;
and it wouSd appear unlikely therefore that the inter- - _
i
stellar turbulenco rould be the source of significant cos- ._
mic ray acceleration, The tail cannot be expected to wag !_
the dog. We would expect to find cosmic rays streaming _,_
at 1-2 x ]02 km/sec along the field in the disk, producing
a local anisotropy possibly as large as Z_/_ = 3 x 10 -3 .
T_e dynamical limitations to cosmic ray streaming pointed
: out by Wentzel and Kulsrud would come into play, so that ,'L
the cosmic rays would often be strongly scattered as they _.
_ move along the galactic field ( _, _ 1029 cm2/sec), , ._
x, 331 " ' ;_
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;_ On the other hand, the long life model leads to little
: or no blowing of magnetic bubbles, to very little streaming ._
( of cosmic rays, to lo_ anisotropy _K/_ "_ l0 -_, and to no ._
large contribution fro_ cosmic rays to interstellar turbu- . _ _
-_ lence The activity of the interstellar gas and field i
_ would be largely a consequence of the formation, passage, ",
and explosion of massive stars within the interstellar
. gas. I Significant Fermi acceleration in interstellar space "i
(say 0.3 x 10 -26 ergs/cm 3 sec) is then a real possibility
in the long-life model. It needs only to be shown that the
cosmic ray particles are strongly scattered back and forth
al_ng the magnetic field by the local turbulent fluctua-
• tions.
From the purely theoretical point of view, the control-
ling effect is the production rate of cosmic rays within _
the disk of the galaxy. For a given cosmic ray density,
-: the life within the disk is inversely proportional to the :
production. So long as their strength is not negligible,
. the sources build up the cosmic ray pressure until it be-
comes comparable to the magnetic pressure _/_ . Thus,
over a wide range of source strength P= 6 _ and the cos-
! mic ray density is fixed by the strength of the field.
._ _ Hence, we do not learn much from the observational fact _
?
that P_ B_/Sn (Parker, 1968b)• Instead we try to deter-
mine the age of the local cosmic rays, hoping that it re-
presents the mean life of the cosmic rays in the disk. _.
_, The age is inferred from the abundance of spallation pro-
- ducts and the decay of those spallatiou products that are
radio active, such as Be I0. The source strength is then ._
assumed to be inversely proportional to the estimated age _/
(
,_ These issues are the principal questions concerning _
the containment and propagation of cosmic rays in the '_ -_
galaxy: Are cosmic rays generated so rapidly in the _sk
of the galaxy that they escape in only a few times i0 _
years, with considerable dynamical agitation of the mag-
L netic fields of the disk, or are they generated slowly, so
that escape is negligible and they slowly die through col- _....
lisions while remaining captive withi_ the galaxy? It ap- _ '"i_
/ pears that cosmic rays circulate freely through a volume ! :-_
_ of space an order of magnitude thicker than the disk. Is (_ ." ,.,.i:/._that volume anything more than the magnetic bubbles
• 1 Incidentally, the recent observational work of Hobbs ii_:" _':*_
_ (1976) shows that_ whatever the cosmic ray life may be, "I_"_:"_°_
,,' the interstellar gas is heated principally by dissipation _i
_,_ of turbulence and by the UV from hot stars (Oort and _,"'*'=_:_i";'_
Spitzer, 1955_ Parker, 1968a) rather than by a high inten- "," _.,.'_._:._!
i sity of low energy cosmic rays. !_!_i_
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extended out the side of the disk by the pressure of the .
cosmic rays 9 It should be noted that a large ( _ I0 -3) ;'
• .-_
- loaal cosmic ray anisotropy would imply a high production "
i rate and a short life A measured small anisotropy (in a J_
;- direction perpendicular to the axis of Earth) would imply _
v: nothing (Jones, 1970). As already noted, isotopic studies
are the principal means for getting at the ages, and hence 4
I the source strengths. As a working hypothesis we suppose _!T
that all abundances represent steady-state mean values when
it comes to working ou_ their implications. But it must be -4
kept in mind that, although there is observational _vidence _:_
that the mean overall cosmic ray intensity (made up largely
of protons) has not fluctuated much, we ave no proof that I
the v_rious spallation products do not vary (over periods [
of i0 _ - 106 years). The different energies and isotopes
may be the transient products of different nearby sources. I "_ °_
PThere is some possibility that the high energy elec-trons may shed light on cosmic ray life in the galaxy(with the usual assumption that the electrons have the - _
same origin as the protons, of course). The point is that _
the very high energy electrons (i0 - 103 Gev) lose energy
rapidly by synchrotron emission, wi_h the characteristic . i_
life diminishing with increasing particle energy. The : _:._
power emitted is proportional to the square of the electron _
energy. Thus, the electron spectrum is depressed at high _ •"_
: energies (relative to the source spectrum) by the synchro- _;' '_
ton losses. It has been hoped that a careful study of the _"'_
'_ spectrum might reveal the energy at which the losses be- ,_ii/.;_
come severe, giving an indication of the time the elec-
trons have been in the galactic magnetic_fieid since their
acceleration to the energies of which they are observed.
For a thorough review of the present state of knowledge :_:_
of the electron component, the reader is referred to
Ramaty (l_7h) and Meyer, (197h, 1975). The other side of
this picture is the point of Ginzburg and 8yrovatskil al- ..:
ready noted, that the synchrotron emission is obse_ived _s.
the principal component of the galactic no_therm_l r_di_._,:_ ._.:_ .._
: emission, giving us the product_ of the number ef[e_ct_h_s
per unit. volume, their mean square energy, -an_ _hemag_ _ _
_ netic field energy density _i_tegrated aiO__h_,:i_,ii_).!_/_'-_; '
_. sight. Unfortunately it is difficult, from our positlon
_. near the central p_!ane Of. the gaseous disk,-to' disentan_le
_ " the c ontribution.._ relativistic e_eotrons _rapp_d in the" ,.,._
'_.... strong fiel@e _ s_pernova remnants from the _e_e_al _ac_& ._i___
_-,_. ground-. OT_t_e cosmic ray electrons, T_e nou_h_rkal .eats:." " .'"
sion _rom directions p_+_dicular '_o t.he plane ofthai -- :.:i_.-.
.... disk is mor'e reliably emple_ed (_a_e, _ _|t_n_e, ._var i _i!:_i'i -
; ;;" :" and Stephens, l_T_') _hau _he thten_e hedge-pod,s _h_ ila F. :" i I_-_
.... LN, .._..... .: ;_-,.
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: seen from the directions of low galactic latitu]_, slong
lines of sight that traverse long listances th:'ougL the j
disk.
l
Finally it should be mentioned that the most direct
view of cosmic rays in the gaseous disk is provided by the
• 7_ -ray observations, which are thoroughly discussed by
several other speakers at this Symposium. The _ -rays
give the integral of the products of the gas density and
_* the cosmic ray intensity along t e line of sight. Hence,
unfortunately, their sensitivit$ falls off rapidly when we
look to the galactic halo, because of the small gas density
there. It is difficult to separate the small halo contri-
bution from the massive signal from the dense gaseous disk. o
There is a lot of theoretical work to be done yet,
based ol the studies of magnetohydrostatic equilibrium of ,,,
.. the cosmic rays and the gaseous disk already available _ _
(Parker, 1966, 1968a, 1969; Le_che 1967a, b; Mouschovias,
1974; Mouschovias, Shu, and Woodward, 1974; Badhwar and '_
Stephens, 1975) showing the structure of the gas concen-
trations with the expanded field between. Appenzeller ._(1971) has observations of the compressed configuration of
the field where it is weighed down in regions of dense gas.
i The full problem is not static, of course, but dynamical,
because the equilibrium of the interstellar gas, field,
and cosmic rays is unstable, over dimensions of 500 pc
along the magnetic field. The dynamical instability is ._
the major factor in the formation of the large cloud com-
plexes, and the bulging magnetic bubbles in between. The , j
bulges are inflated by the cosmic rays and the inflation, _ .;
at whatever rate it may occur, provides the escape of cos- ,
mic rays from the disk of the galaxy. The inflated loops
of field may extend 500 pc or _re out from the disk, pro-
viding the halo indicated by the very low abundance of ._
< Be lO in the cosmic rays. Fig. 1 shows a formal example of
the inflated magnetic field, (Parker, 1968b) above the _
_ surface of the disk, on which the normal component of the
_7' field is specified as 8_%,_k_ and the cosmic ray pres-
_ _. sure is & (B_)co%_k_ with _ = 0.9. The field out- i
_._ . side the disk is extended by about a factor of three be- _'
_""_ yond the nermal magnetostatic form in the absence of cos- _
_ •_ , mic ray pressure. Noting the neutral sheets between suc-
•'_'_:_:_ cessive bulges and the possibility for rapid reconnection
_,.'<"::-,',:_5 Of the lines of force, it seems to us that, if the exten-
_._-,>,._<_._ sive (i kpc) halo is to be accounted for by inflation by ,_
_.<_._A---,_'_ cosmic rays, then the inflation of the loops of field must _
_,_-,_,:_,,_.,,, proceed at a lively pace ( _ 100 km/sec) or _he loops,
:_,_,_,_,._o_ with the dynamical instability (Parker, 1975) would not #'"
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jsurvive to such great distance. We suggest _hen, that
the simplest explanation of the absence of Be-0 is a high
cosmic ray production rate, so that the mean dwell time in - :
the disk is closer to 106 years L _n to 107 If the cos-
mic ray life is, in fact, very long (_ 107 years), then i
some other dynamical origin of an extended (i kpc) mag-
netic halo must be imagined.
A variety of effects need yet to be fitted into the
overall picture. The implications of extensive tunnels of
; very' hot gas (Cox and Smith, 1974; Scott, 1975; Jones, 1973)
from supernova remnants ar_ estimated to occupy fully half
of interstellar space. Their properties, and their conse-
quences to the dynamics of the gaseous disk, have not yet
been fully explored. We should begin thinking about the
problem because the enormous scale height of the hot gas _
(106 Ok) suggests that it plays a dynamic, rather than a
static, role in the disk. The formation of the tunnels '_
from supernova remnants to occupy half of the interstellar _ -_
space must have a cooling effect on the cosmic rays inside,
and a warming effect on the cosmic rays in the interstellar
medium outside. The superheated tunnel gss is tenuous
(_ 10-2/cm 3) and buoyant, representing a bubble relative
to the surrounding "normal" traditional two-phased inter- _
stellar medium. The tunnels rise out of the gaseous disk
in characteristic times 2 x l07 years or less, which is
a little shorter than the estimated cooling t_me. Hence :_
the escaping tunnels of hot gas contribute a corona of gas .
- and field around the gaseous disk of the galaxy. The mag- _
netic fields in the expanded tunnels would be expected to <
: be very weak, so that they are more likely to permit free
escape, than effective confinement, of the cosmic ray gas f
withi,_ them. It is not obvious, therefore, that they con-
tribute to the cosmic ray halo around the galaxy. The
r tunnels of supernova remnantsare one more complex reason
why it is so difficult to form a unique picture of the
_' dynamical life of the cosmic ray gas in the galaxy. _i
i },
Finally, we should not fail to note that the galactic
magnetic field appears to be generated by the nonuniform
rotation of the gaseous disk in concert with the local cy-
clonic turbulence of the disk (Parker, 1971a; Stix, 1975). r
Hence the origin of the field is closely tied to the mo- 7,_
tions in the disk to which the cosmic rays may make a sig- _o
nificant contribution, Apart from some very much idealized ._ _
examples (Parker, 1971b) this larger p_oblem has not been ....:_
explored at all. _ ,_;
33_ _
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GA_4A RAYS AND "_RGE SCALE GALACTIC STRUC?IR_E i.c
4
: L D.A. Kniffen, C. E. Fichtel and D. J. Thompson
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
_ Greenbelt, Md. 20771
f
_ ABSTRACT :
_- Recent T-ray observations have provided a new means of _
, studying large scale galactic structure. Many theoret- -
ical models have been developed in an attempt to explain
i_ the spatial structure in the observed emission which _- _
[. results from interaction:_ of energetic cosmic rays with
the interstellar gas. Bignami and Fichtel (1974) and
_ Bignami et al. (1975) have pointed out that the peaks
_ i_ in the observed distribution are remarkably well cor-
-_ related with longitudes corresponding to tangential
_ __ directions to known spiral arm features. Based on theo- t.
: _ retical and experimental arguments, they assumed that
on the scale of galactic arms the cosmic rays are more
i intense where the mass of the gas to which they are o.
coupled is greatest. Refining this model with the
results of recent surveys of the interstellar gas (Gordon .
and Burton, 1976) as interpreted by the Simonson model _
(1976) of the galactic structure, a good fit to the ob- _"• ,"
serva_tons is obtained whether the cosmic rays are con- --_
fined to the spiral a1_ns in the disk or are more evenly _: confined as in a flat halo model. A universal cosmic _,. "
: ray distribution leads to a distribution which disagrees
with the observations but this interpretation is subject
to the large uncertainties in the molecular hydrogen -_
densities deduced from the observations of the 2.6 nm .,.
carbon monoxide line. ?
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i. Introduction. Ga_aa-ray astronomy is now emerging as an impor-
tant observational technique for the study of the structure and content
of our galaxy. The intensity of the radiation stands clearly above the
diffuse celestial background, and the fluctuations in the spatial dis- "
tribution provide important information on the dynamic conditions in
the galaxy. Furthermore, the highly penetrating nature of the 7-radia-
tion makes it a valuable probe across the densest regions of inter-
• stellar space without the uncertainties introduced when absorption -._
corrections are required.
The question of the origin of the galactic plane emisslon has _
been the object of intensive study since the first clearly positive :
_ observation of galactic T-rays by Kraushaar et al. (1972) which indi-
cated a general galactic disk enhancement with a peak intensity toward
the galactic center. It has been recognized for some time (Pollack
and Fazio, 1963; Stecker, 1971) that cosmic rays in the Galaxy inter- "
act with the interstellar gas, leading to high energy 7-rays.
Krausi.aar et al. (1972) pointed out that the observations were not con- :
• sistent with a uniform cosmic-ray distribution. _
Strong et al. (1973) assumed that the cosmic-ray density has a _
: distribution which increases smoothly toward the galactic centez. :
Using the galactic magnetic field model of Thielheim and Langhoff
(1968) they developed a model in which the cosmic rays were assumed to _
_ vary proportionally to the magnetic field to the first and second
powers. Although the model failed to produce some of the detail in
the distribution, it was the first to assume a variable cosmic-ray
• intensity and gave improved results over previous models. Many _'
attempts have subsequently been made to develop models which yield the
longitude distribution of T-radiation above 100 MeV observed by SAg-2.
With the greater sensitivity and the improved spectral and spatial
resolutions available with the gAS-2 observations (Fichte] et al., 1975) _
and with the recent radio surveys of interstellar atomic and molecular _
hydrogen densities (Burton et al., 975; Gordon and Burton, 1976), it
is possible to study the details of the conditions in the emission
region. _
%
2. Development of Theoretical Models. Knlffen et al, (1973) sug- _
gested that the large intensity increases in the longitude distribution :_
of T-radiation above lO0 MeV over a broad 70 ° to 90 ° galactic interval _
" toward the galactic center are possibly due predominantly to radiation • -
: ' from galactic ieatures, especially from the spiral arm segments, : :.:_-_;
- Following the initial report of the SAg-2. galactic 7-ray obser- _.:_,._ -::_:
:_ vations, several theoretical models were developed in an attempt to -.-_:_-,_-_-"
_. explain the details of the spatial distribution. Bignam£ and FichCel _:__:_._:'
, (1974) proposed that the cosmic rays were enhanced where the inter- " ' __:_-_:._,::_
'_ stellar gas to which the cosmic rays are coupled is more dense. - 3inca- ..... _, o ,_._.,,,
_ the production of T-rays is proportional to the product of the c_mic- " -' - :."_,;_-.°-
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ray intensity and gas density, the resulting 7-ray emission tends to be
higher within the galactic spiral arms, with the longitude aistribution - :"
showing an overall enhancement toward the central galactic region with , •
peaks in the directions tangential to the spiral arms.
An approach similar to that of Strong et al. (1973) has been
taken by Schlickeiser and Thielheim (1974a,b) and Thielheim (1975). +
" They al_o note that the cosmic rays should be dynamically coupled to
some portion of the matter through galactic fields. Assuming a power _
law dependence of the cosmic-ray-interstellar gas density product on
the magnetic field strength, they determine the relationship which
gives the best fit to the 7-ray distribution. Using the spiral shaped
galactic magnetic field model of Thielheim and Langhoff (1968) reason-
able agreement with the observations is obtained by assuming a third
to fourth power dependence of this product on the magnetic field. __
i
Paul et al. (1974, 1975) using the same galactic magnetic field
_ distribution have used the observation of synchrotron radiation to :
deduce the cosndc-ray distribution and again find it consistent with
the assumption of proportionality with the interstellar gas density, i
_. They also note that the confinement region is more important to 7-ray
• production than is the distribution of sources.
Stecker et al. (1975) have used the distribution of molecular
_ hydrogen inferred from the carbon monoxide observations of Scoville
' and Solomon (1975). They determine that the best agreement to the i
: 7-ray distribution is obtained with cosmic rays proportional to the '_
0.3 power of the gas density. As an alternate approach, Stecker (1975)
has assumed that the supernova distribution obtained by Kodaira (1974)
is representative of the galactic cosmic ray distribution and again, _
;: using the carbon monoxide observations obtains a good fit to the ob- ,
} servations. However this interpretation is subject to the experl- _
mental uncertainties in the observed interstellar gas and 7-ray
distributions and conversion of these observations to galactocentric
radial'distributions, as well as the uncertainties in the determination _
of supernova remnant distributions (llovaisky and Lequeux,1972;Kodalra, •
._ 1974; Clark and Caswell, 1976). A significant contribution from the
inverse Compton production of high energy 7-rays on the enhanced star-
_. light density at the galactic center is required to produce the ob-
served intensities in the 0°-30 ° galactlc longitude range for both of
_/.. •these models. Galactic plane surveys do not yet exist for the southern
hemisphere, so this theory is developed only for the 0°-180 ° longitude
range and cannot yet speak to the 180°-360 ° range where the evidence of
sFiral st-ucture is most pronounced in the 7-ray distribution. F11chs
, et al. (1975) have performed an analysis similar to that of Stecker et :_
- al. (1975) with different estimates of the atomic and molecular hydro-
gen and reach the conclusion that no power of the cosmic ray-gas '_
density Lelatlonship gives a particularly good llt to the observations. _ :i
"_ _ ' _ 343
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The resolution of the open questions on the distribution and
relative influence of the interstellar hydrogen, especially the moler-
ular component where the values are obtained from tbe rather uncertaiiL
interpretat'on of the 2.6 mm line of carbon monoxide, and the form of ,
the coupling of the cosmic rays to the various gas components must
await more and better observations both in radio and F-ray astronomy.
. In addition, the resolution of the question of the contribution of dis-
crete sour_ o to the y-ray distribution depends on y-ray observations -_
with Petter aiLgular resolution.
This brief summary of some of the models currently being used to
explain the observed distribution of high energy 7-rays is not intended
to be a complete review, but to set the background for a more complete
discussion of the model of Bignami et al. (1975) and Fichtel et al.
(19763 for explaining the observed distribution of high energy galactic
y-rays and the importance of making observatior, in the medium energy
(8-50 _V) y-ray energy range. '*
3. The Model. In this section a model is developed for the emission
of y-radiation from the galactic disk. To introduce the mode] the
original work of Bignami and Fichtel (1974) and Bignami et el. (1975)
for explaining the observed spatial distribution of galactic y-radiation
above I00 MeV is briefly discussed. The importance of making observa- ,'_
tions at medium y-ray energies for studying _he galactic cosmic ray electron
distribution and its relationship to these concepts will be disc.ssed. "*
Finally, the most recent survey of the interstellar gas densities is
used to update the calculations.
As alrcc,_v discussed, Bignami and Fichtel (1974) proposed a model
which assumed that the cosmic rays were proportional to the inter-
stellar gas to which they are coupled. Assuming that the cosmic rays
and magnetic fields are galactic in nature, this hypothesis is sup- _
ported by the following considerations. Bierman and Davis (1960) and
Parker (1966) in more detail have shown that the expansive pressures
of the magnetic fields, Lhe kinetic motion of matter and the cosmic
rays, can only be balanced by the gravitational attraction of the mat-
ter. In particular the only matter which is relevant to the portion
ol _he expansive pressure due to the cosmic rays and magnetic fields is
that through which the magnetic fields penetrate. Moreover, the galac- i
tic cosmic-ray energy density cannot substantially exceed ,ha. of the
magnetic fields, or the cosmic ray pressure will push a bL ga into the _
fields, ult'imately allowing the cosmic rays to escape. Locally the
energy density in each of the expansive pressures discussed above appears
to be approxLmately the same and the total of the three together is 4'
about equal to that allowed by the gravitational attraction of the gas. ._
This suggests that the cosmic-ray density may generally be as large as ,,
would be expected under quasi-equilibrium conditions. This concept is '(
i
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given some theoretical support by the calculated slow diffuslon rate of
cosmic rays (Parker, 1969; Lee, 1972; Wentzel, 1974). ./
Based on these concepts and the trial assumption that cosmic
rays are coupled to the interstellar gas on the scale of galactic arms, "_
Bignami and Fichtel (1974) and Bignami et al. (1975) calculated the _
expected longitude distribution of the 7-rays with energies above i00
MeV principally from the Froduction of 7-rays by the decay of neutral
pions produced ill cosmic ray-gas collisions. Bignami et al. (1975)
have pointed out that he enhancements in the y-ray longitude distri-
0° 345 ° 330 °, andbution seen by SAS-2 at £ values of about 35 °, , ,
315 ° £Fichtel et al., 1975) are remarkably well correlated with the
:
galactic longitude directions tangent to the major spiral arm features
in Simonson's model of galactic structure. The Simonson model, shown
in Figure I, is based on the density wave theory with an arm to inter-
arm contrast of about 3 to I. The enhanced 7-ray intensities seem to
240" 210" 180" 150" 120* :
2.0, // \;, (
/ .
_K)O" I _ foe '
i
' / { "
¢1
330" O" 30" ,:
: Figure i. A smoothed spatial diagram of the ! _--
ridges of the gas density deduced from 21-cm ,_
, measurements of HI and the density wave theory ,_
(Simonson, 197 6).
345 ,_,{ -_
j,
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rbe correlated with the directions of the Scutum (35°), 4 kpc (345°),
Norma (330°), and again the Scutum (315°) arm. The strong correlation <
• . ,[
with these features led Bignami et al. (1975) to adopt a model for the
total galactic gas distribution based on 21 cm observations of neutral ,
atomic hydrogen as interpreted by the Simonson model. The 7-ray inten-
?
sity is then determined by the expression
_(ET,_) = _ _ S(ET) g(r,_,b) N(r,L,B) drdb •4_
where S(ET) is the local source function for the production of 7-rays
of energy _. S(_) is dominated by the decay of neutral pions formed in
collisions of the cosmic rays with the interstellar gase whose total
density is N(r,_,b). g(r,_,b) is a factor which takes into considera-
• tion the spatial dependence of the source function due to the variation
of the cosmic-ray density, r i_ the radial distance from the Sun and
_ and b are galactic longitude and latitude• As a trial assumption, _
based on the arguments given above, a linear dependence on the gas
density was assumed.
In the model of Bignami et al. (1975) it is assumed that the
spiral structure is co_o_, .o both the atomic and molecular hydrogen.
Although the question of the degree of spiral structure in our Galaxy
is still an open question, recent studies (Georgelin and Georgeiin,1976;
Clark and Caswell, 1976) give strong new evidence for a spiral struc-
? ture in the distribution of HI, HII and supernova remnants, hence the r
assumption of a common distribution for HI and H2 seems reasonable. _
A density of molecular hydrogen equal to _hat of the atomic hydrogen _'
(Spitzer et al., 1973; Jenkins and Savage, 1974) as observed locally
is assumed throughout the inner galaxy with a forty percent contrlbu- I
tion beyond the solar cycle. The resulting calculation reproduces the ,
essential features of the dlstributlonwlth a direct calculation in-
volving no normalization, i_
%
The discussion to this point has been based on the production of
galactic 7-rays above I00 FeV. Fichtel et al. (1976) have pointed out ._
the significant new information obtainable from observat_on_ at some-
what lower energies, In the 10-30 _eV energy ranFa, addltional impor-
• rant production mechanisms include bremsstrahlung production by ener-
: getic cosmic.ray electrons traversing the interstellar gas, Compton emis-
sion of cosmio-ray electrons colliding wLth interstellar photons and the _
synchrotron emission o£ electrons interactin_ with the galactic mag- *_
netic fields. "Local" source functions for each of these mechanisms
for the production of medlum (I0-30 MeV) and high (> I00 MeV) 7- - ,_:
radiation are given in Table I. The bremsstrahlung source function ,_<
is calculated using the cross sections of Koch and Motz (1959), inte- ,_
grated over the interstellar spectrum deduced by Daugherty et al. _,_ ._
%
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(1975), and the secondary electron spectrum calculated by Ramaty (1974). i
The density of higher z elements in the interstellar gas is more impor-
tant in this case because of the Z(Z+I) dependence on charge. This
increases the production rate by a factor of 0.55. The Compton and .
synchrotron cross sections are given by Ginzburg and Syrovatskii (1964%
The pion decay source mechanism is taken from the work of Stecker
(1971).
.-
• Table I -- Source Functions in Solar Vicinity
VALUE OF SOURCE FUNCTION
-3 -i
SO_CE MECHANISM _cm sec )
10-30 MeV > I00 _
Neutral Pion Decay* 6.5xi0 -27 13.0x10 -26
Electron Bremsstrahlung* 1.2xlO-25 3.5xi0 -26
Compton Scattering (starlight) 0.6xlO "26 0.2x10 -26 :
_ Compton Scattering (3°K) 1.0xl0-26 0.2x10 -26
Synchrotron Radiation 1.0xl0-30 0.2x10 -30 "':
•Assuming 1.05 hydrogen nuclei/cm 3 locally in the galaxy, a helium to
hydrogen ratio of 0.J and heavy nuclei to hydrogen ratio of 0.01.
Electron Spectrum: J(Ee) = (6.8xl0-3)Ee'l'8,Ee _ 2 GeV
i -3 -2.8
_ J(Ee) = (l.4x10 )Ee ,Ee > 2 GeV i
_ Photon Energy Densities: (starlight) _ .45 eV/cm3
i (3"K) _ .25 eV/cm 3 _!
_ The Table shows clearly the shift from a nucleoni_ mechanism at
: higher energies to an electron mechanism in the medium energy range. °
However, the cosmic-ray--gas interactions dominate over other processes
in all energy ranges for regiuns except where the starlight photon/
interstellar gas density ratio, Nvh(r,2_b)/N(r,£,b) , is much larger ithan its local value. This condition is expected to exist throughout _
the galaxy ex=ept possibly at the center. There is no direct evideDce 4
pertaining to the photon density in the region of the galactic center, ! -
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so this possibility remains an open quest on. The 3°K black universal
blackbody radiation is a source of Compton produced 7-radiation, but
this contribution is only a significant 7-ray producer where the inter-
stellar gas density is much lower than it is locally.
The 7-ray intensity applicable to this more general case is
given by {
_(ET,_) = i _ drdb IS (Ey,r =0)g (r,_,b) N(r,%,b)
4_ _ 7n N(r=0)
+ STep(E7,r,%,b) (i) !
+ S7e (Ey,r,_,b)] . _:s
4.
S represents the 7-rays created per second by the decay of pions pro-
7n -'_
duced in interactions of nucleonic cosmic rays (with the intensity and
spectral distribution in the solar vicinity) with the interstellar gas.
S and S^ are similar functions for primary and secondary cosmic ray [
7ep Ye s
electrons, respectively. Fichtel et al. (1976) have shown that the "_
primary cosmic ray electrons contribute to the 7-ray production in pro-
portion to N2 times a function which decreases the strength of the de-
pendence to some degree. At the same time the secondary cosmic ray i
electrons contribute as N3 times a term which somewhat decreases the / -
strength of the dependence. Hence, the secohdaries become somewhat
more significant in high density regions, but remain a minority con-
tribution within the range of densities considered here.
As in the nuclear cosmic ray case, _he electron contribution to
the 7-radiation from a specific direction can be calculated by per-
forming the appropriate integral of the cosmic ray--gas density product
for a given galactic longitude. The calculated 10-30 MeV emission _
gives a longitude distribution similar, though not exactly the same as
the high energy distribution. The outstanding feature of the resulting _
emission can be seen from the spectral distribution for the direction i
= 335 °, b =0° shown in Figure 2 taken from Fichtel et al. (1976).
This calculation uses the model of Bignami et al. (1975) although the _
basic features of the spectrum are not very model dependent. The
dramatic shift from the bremsstrahlung mechanism at lower energies to
the pion decay mechanism at higher energies is evident. Thus, com- !
paring the longitude distribution of medium energy y-ray observations p_
with tho_e at higher energies provides a test of the hypothesis that •
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Figure 2. Expected 7-ray spectrum -
,> for _=335 °, b=0 °. Dashed line in-
- I_6 t '.
c'_des total of contributions from
_ "._<.rTOTAL cosmic-ray--interstellar gas inter-
. < _ actions and bremsstrahlung emission _
_ from both primary and secondaryr
U • electrons This _pectrum she_lld
", _ I__ _ •be typical except near the galac- :_
_ PRIMARY tic center _here a substantial
ELECTRON Compton component may be present.
z
O _I0-e0
z ELECTRON i.
I0 I0 _ I0 3 104
z.' PHOTON ENERGY (MeV)
cosmic ray electrons are predominantly primary in origin and produced
in the same sources and in the same proportion as the nucleonic com- .'f-
ponent.
There are very few experimental data with which to compare the
medium to high energy 7-ray emission over the galaxy. A comparison of
the Share et al. (1974) observations of the galactic center with thosa
of SAS-2 (Fichtel et al., 1975) tend to confirm the spectral shape
shown in Figure 2. A comparison of high energy F-ray observations with
radio observations of synchrotron emission are inconclusive because of i
the difficulty of interpretation due to the lack of a detailed know-
ledge of the interstellar fields,
Rasmussen and Peters (1975) have recently reexamined the closed-
galaxy model for cosmic rays and shown thatD tindercertain ass,_ptions, _.,
it can explai_ the observed nuclear composition and flux of cosmic _ays ;
near the earth. 0,.o _nte_estlng prediction of this model as noted by
Ramaty and WestergaarJ "76) is that the cosmic ray electron brens-
strahlung would be iar_ relative to the cosmic ray nucleon _o 7-ray '
flux than in the more _ en¢ly popular model discussed here wherel_ _
there is significant cos,, c-ray leakage from the galaxy. An acc_-
, rarely measured 7-_ay energy spectrum can clearly help to reso], _he
iL qu,'_lon of whether thls alternate theory is correct. L
I 4. Inter_tellar Gas Di;rrJbutioa. A crucial Input to any model of s
1 galactic 7-ray production _ _e to co_-t_cray interactions is thu distri- +
butlon of the interstellar gas. The most recent large scale galactic _
I 349
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survey of the 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen of which the authors are
aware is the work of Burton (1976) and Gordon and Burton (1976). Recent
surveys of the 2.6 n_n line cf carbon monoxide from which the densities
of molecular hydrogen are inferred include those of Scoville and Solomon .
(1975), Burton et al. (1975), and Gordon and Burton (1976). The limited s
data on dis|, thicknesses indicate that the molecular hydrogen with a
scale height of about 50 pc is apparently more closely confined to the
disk (Burton and Gordon, 1976) than is the neutral atomic hydrogen
• which has a scale height of 120 pc inside the solar circle, increasing
linearly beyond the sun to about twice this value at about 15 kpc
_ (Baker and Gordon_ 1975). The_e scale heights somewhat reduce the
dominance of the molecular hydrogen at galactocentric radii observed in
the surveys. Unfortunately these surveys do not cover the entire
galactic plane_ since the observations were made from the northern
hemisphere. Hence, any model attempting to explain the 7-ray emission
over the entire plane from these data must necessarily infer the densi- ._
ties for the galactic longitude region from 180 to 360 degrees. Fur-
thermore, the densities of molecular hydrogen depend on a rather un- •
certain evaluation of the CO/H2 ratio in inter_tellar space. _
The model of Bignami et al. (1975) has been applied to these
: recent obser ,ations of the interstellar constituents. The data have
_ been interpreted in terms of the Simonson mod_l of galactic structure
_ (1976). The arm densities are estimated by modulating the radial dis-
tribution of both atomic and molecular hydrogen given by Gordon and
Burton (1976). The modu]_tion provides a 3 to I arm to interarm con-
trast with a peak at the galactocentric radius of tb_ _ and with an -_
average value consistent with the radial distribut_-_ ,'lined from
! the surveys. For the portions of the plane where ¢, :_l,,-Lons (270 _ _
_ 360) do not exist the densities in the extensiol. _, a gl, _ arm _
were reduced by 20 percent to reflect the larger gal_c ecen=r ( _is-
tances. The height dependence o_ each col_stituent is t_!,::_t_ 'e a
gausslan with the scale heights given by Baker and Burru]_ _lq,') and %
Burton and Cordon (1976). As be T_re, the cosmic rays _er,• a,,_u_ed to
: be coupled iznearly to the total gas density with a _-ale ;_elght similar
_o that of the atomic hydrogen. The contributions t(, the galactic 7=ray ,
distribution were calculated in the same manner as descrloed before.
Figure 3 indicates the 7-ray distribution calculated for this
model. As in the previous model, most of the major features of the
observed distribution are reproduced, with an excellent intensity fit :_
for most cases. The success of the model in reproducing the 7-ray _
distribution for the portion of the plane where the gas densities are _
observed indicates the validity of the reasormble assumption of _
linear coupling betwec,n the cosmic rays and the interstellar gas.
For comparison_ Figure 4 indlcat_ _ "he distrlbution expected for a _
._ thick, or fat "disk"model of th. salactic cosmic rays in which the _._'
cosmic ra3s are still conflned by the galactic magnetic fields anchored _':_
:" 4= 350
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Figure 3. The solid line represents the longitude distribution of the
calculated /-ray emission above I00 MeV summed from -I0° to +IC ° in
galactic latitude. The distribution obtained by applying the model of
Bignami et al. (1975) to the recent HI and H2 distributions of Cordon
and Burton (1976) as interpreted by the Simonson model (I_76) of galac- '_
tic structure. The cosmic rays are assumed to have the ,,,mescale
heights as the HI. The SAS-2 data is shown for comparison. Open cir-
cles represent the residual intens'ties wi_hknown point source con- i
tributlons removed.
" _ in the spiral arms but have a scale height s 500 pc, much greater than
that of the gas. Within the experimental uncertainties aa equally good
_ fit is obtained to the observed 7-ray dtstr_b',,tton, _'_
7
Figure 5 _ndlcates the 7-ray longitude distributlrn expected for
a model in which the cosmic-rays are c¢,nsc_,, _. through_'J_; the galaxy :_
with a value equal to that observed n_r the Sun. el, -ly this distrl- _;
bution is inconsistent with the _AS-2 ob_ezva :ions, an_ would seem to __
offer evidence against the universality ,)_ co, talc rays. Unfortun_ _ly, _}
the uncertainty in the measured interste] 1.,_ n_lecular hydrogen _en_£- s
f ties weaker this interpretation. _
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; Figure 4. Same as Fig1:re 3 with a thick "disk" _odel for _
the cosmic rays. A scale height of 500 pc is assumed.
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'_ Figu_, 5. Same as Fisure 4 for a cor_._ne co_, ,_¢ may model _ " ._ _"
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5. Concl,Jsion. 7-ray astronomy is now beginning to provide a new
look at galactic structure, and the distribution of cosmic rays, both
: electrons and nucleons, within the galaxy. The observations are con-
sistent with a galactic spiral arm model in which the cosmic rays are
linearly coupled to the interstellar gas on the scale of the spiral
: arms. The agreement between the predictions of the model and the ob-
servations for regions of the plane where both 21 cm and 2.6 mm CO
surveys exist emphasizes the need to extend these observations to :
• include the entire plane. Future 7-ray observations with more sensi-
%.
tivity and better angular resolutions co_bined with these radio st, rve)s
should shed new light on the distribution c_ cosmic rays, the nature of
- _
; the galaxy and the location and intensity of the spiral arms.
: #
i _ ":
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:. GAMMARAYS, COSMICRAYSAND GALACTICSTRUCTURE i
F. W. Stecker, Theoretical Studies Group, Goddard Space Flight Center,
" Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
; ABSTRACT
Working primarily from the recent SAS-2 observations of galactic 7-rays,
the relation of these observations to the large scale distribution of cosmic rays
_ and interstellar gas in the galaxy is reviewed and re-examined. Starting with a
_ discussion of production rates, the case for _o decay being the predominanti
_- production mecz._nism in the galactic disk above 100 MeV is reestablished and
it is also pointed out that Compton v-rays can be a significant source near
_ _ = 0 °. To facilitate discussion, the concepts of four distinct galactic regions :
_ are defined, viz. the nebulodisk, ectodisk, radiodisk and exodisk. Bremsstrahlung
and 77° decay },-rays are associated with the first two (primarily the first) re- '
, gions and Compton T-r:tys and synchrotron radiation are associated with the
• latter two regions. On a large scale, the cosmic rays, interstellar gas (pri-
_- marily H 2 cloudsintheinnergalaxy)and _-ray emissivityallpeak in _ region
between 5 and 6 kpc from the galactic center. This correlation is related to
correlation with other population I phenomena and is discussed in terms of the _
" density wave concept of galactic structure. The singular nature of the HI dis-
tribution has led to the concept of population 0. The deduced cosmic-ray dis-
_ tribution appears to follow the supernova remnant and pulsar distributions in _
:_ the galaxy. This fact, together with the fall--off of cosmic rays in the outer " '_
:, galaxy favors a galactic or._gtn theory for most cosmic rays.
._, Correlationswitharm featuresdo notappear tobe evidentatlongitudes
0 ° < _ _ 180 °. Between 180 ° and 360 ° some evidence for correlation with armj# -- y
_ [ features may or may not exist but arguments against confinement of cosmic
• rays in spiral arms (with Ice _=n ) are given on the basis of y-ray evidence,
lifetime of cosmic rays, tsotropy, etc. The galactic T-ray and non-thermal ,_.
_ radio distribution are compared with similarities and differences noted. Finally,
: the contribution of high-latitude T-rays to the observed cosmic backgr(mnd is
discussed and this contribution is shown to reasonably account for the observed ,,_
spectrum of high-latitude T-rays between 35 and 200 MeV. ....
5
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1. Introduction. The pioneering work of Kraushaar, et al. {1972) with their OSO-3
satellite experiment showed that the Milky Way dominates the sky at r/-ray wave-
lengths and that the galactic T-radiation is much more intense in directions toward _
• the galactic center than away from it. With the advent of the successful SAS-2
satellite detector (Fichtel et al. 1975) we have our sharpest view yet of the galaxy
in T-rays. In addition, new data from the European COS-B satellite is now be- _'
coming available. Although we still do not have many of the answers we want
regarding galactic T-rays we are now in a position to allow us to start asking
questions about what v-ray astronomy tells us about the galaxy and to begin
answering them in a cautious way. In order to find plausible answers, we must
consider the new information provided by the T-zay observations together with .
related information from other branches of astronomy. I will attempt here a re- .;_
view and reexamination of some of these questions in order to basically clarify _"
some of the answers. _'_
2. Data. We start with a summary of the general features of the SAS-2 observa- :
tions which are as follows: ::
i (1) On a large scale, the cosmic 3,-ray radiation can be considered as con-
sisting of two components; there is a general cosmic background radiation com-
ing from all directions which may be cosmological in origin (Stecker 1971, 1975a,
_ Stecker et al. 1971) and also _ bright band of radiation coinciding with the galac- :
tic plane or Milky Way which is, relative to the background components, both :
_, much more intense and harder. :_
_: (2) The galactic ),-radiation is most intense in the region within *40 ° from _
the galactic center where it is almost an order of magnitude stronger than in _,, _
directions away from the galactic center. ;_'
(3) Two young nearby pulsars, viz., the Vela pulsar and the Crab Nel;ula 7
_ pulsar (NP0532).stand out strongly in the observations at galactic longitudes ,;
264 ° and 185 ° respectively. In addition, another T-ray source, as yet unldenti- i
fled has been reported at 193 ° longitude (Kniffen et al. 1975). 1 r
(4) There are indications of more fine-scale structure in the observations _,:,,
_ possibly due to such causes as (a) more distant discrete sources such as pulsars, :
(b) 'q_ot spots" due to supernova remnants and gas clouds, and (c) possible gen- :_*
/
;: eral correlations due to _piral structure.
1Evidencefor7-rayemissionfron_two otherpulsars,PSR1747-46andPSRhasnowbeenreportedby the
" : SAS-2group(seeThompson,theseproceedings). '_.I.N "'
3.58 '._,
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In order to arrive at an understanding of these observations, we must first
plausibly establish what the predominant mechanism is which produces the ob-
served galactic >,-rays. In addition to the production of y-rays in discrete
galactic objects such as pulsars, there are three main mechanisms by which
high energy (greater than 100 MeV) radiation is produced by high energy inter-
actions involving cosmic rays in interstellar space. These processes which
produce what may be called "diffuse galactic ),-rays" are (a) the decay of n°
mesons produced by interactions of cosmic ray nucleons with interstellar gas --
• nuclei, (b) the bremsstrahiung radiation producecl by cosmic-ray electrons 1.1ter-
acting in the Coulomb fields of nuclei of interstellar gas atoms, and (c) Compton
interactions between cosmic ray electrons and low energy photons in interstellar
space.
3. Production Mechanisms and Spectra. For the ),-ray region above 100 MeV,
it is easy to show that 77° decay y-rays dominate over bremsstrahlung )'-rays
in the galaxy since one knows the relevant cross sections and the estimates of
the cosmic ray electron-nucleon ratio are good enough for this conclusion to be
reached (Stecker 1968, 1971, 1975). (Of course, the reverse is true for lower
_ energy "z-rays since the ,_° decay differential spectrum turns over at _-70 MeV.)
The above conclusion is valid independent of the gas density distribution in the
' galaxy if the cosmic ray electrons and nucleons have similar distributions since
both production processes are proportional to the total gas density. Thus, one #
would therefore expect similar y-ray emissivity distributions in the galaxy in
both cases.
, Using recent estimates of the demodulated cosmic-ray electron spectrum ;_
in the solar vicinity of the galaxy (Goldstein, et al, 1970, Daugherty et al. 1975,
Daniel and Stephens 1975) and a cannonical total mean hydrogen density in the
solar vicinity of n H= 1 cm "s, the integral and differential production rates of
),-rays at 10 kpc from the various processes have been calculated and are shown
:: in Figures 1 and 2. The _° decay production rate is taken from Stecker (1970).
The bremsstrahlung anal Compton production rates have been calculated using i'
i the formulas for a KE "_ differential electron spectrum ,,,
qB(E_) = 4.33F × 10"2Sl KE "Fcm-3 s"I McV "l (I) :'- nH _:
and
" 8_ (m, c _)l -Y _
_i qc(E_) = "_ O'TPph KE + I)]2 (2) -:_
"_ 359 ':.
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': (see, e.q. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii 1964, Stecker, 1971, 1975a). The brems-
strahlung rate is given specifically for the cosmic mixture of H and He based .,,:_
on the cross sections for these elements given by Dovzhenko and Pomanskii
(1964). In the equations n His the hydrogen atomic density, _T is the Thomson ,
cross section equal to 6.65 x 10-2s cm 2 Pph is the photon energy density and
(e_ is the mean photon energy such that ," :
• ; i :,
--'t (e_ = 3.1 × 10"4T(eV) (3) _ ::2.
;= Equations (1) and (2) are accurate to within a few percent. For the Compton
process, Ginzburg and Syrovatskii (1963) give a correction factor f_(F) dependent
on the differential electron spectral index _, such that f (2) = 0.86, f(3) = 0.99 ":
• and f (4) = 1.4. For bremsstrahlung, us_,_ the formulas given by Blumenthal _
and Gould (1970), I find the correction factor to be
: fa- 1 2 (V 2) (4) _3 F(F + I)
: so that IB(2) = 1, fs(2.5) = 0.96 and fs(3) = 0.94. (The local bremsstrahlung rate _r_
_ calculated here is similar to that given by Ftchtel et al. (1976) and Ramaty and
Westergaard (I976)). The Compton productio,, rate was calculated for a 2.7K ;;
_ blackbody background and a two component starlight model of total radiation .
r density 0.44 eV cm "a (Allen 1973) consisting of a 104K graybody component of _:
• energy density 0.22 eV cm "a and a 5 x 10aK graybody component of equal energy _.
: density 0.22 eV cm -a (Lillie, quoted by Greenberg 1971). The 104K component _ _::
-_ will hereafter be referred to as the Population I component since it is due pri- , _.
marily to Population I stars and the 5 x 10aK component will be referred to as , -_
the Population II component. Although these components contribute approximately :
equally at a galactocentric distance of 10 kpc, it is expected that the Population I
o component will be negligible at the galactic center region, which, we will see, is
the only region where Compton interactions are expected to play a significant s
,_ role (Stecker et al 1975). I _The Populatio,_ I component produces a break in the starlight Compton spec- _.
trum at a critical energy I_c.' I _'z60 MeV, for the Population II compovent, Ec, Ix _
; 30 MeV. The total starll_,h'__ Compton spectrum is shown in the figures.
A comparison of the plon-decay and Compton processes throughout the -;_,
galaxy is not as straightforward as the comparison with bremsst_ahlung since, '-i_
in this case, the Ccmpton process scales like the low-energy photon density in ;,
,_
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the gala_ y whereas the pion-decay process scales like the gas density distribu-
tion. There isalsothepossibility,pointedoutby Cowsik and Voges (1975),that
Compton production takes place throughout a greater volume of the galaxy since _
starlightis expectedto existathigherdistancesfrom thegalacticplanethan . --_
gas. Therefore, for the purposes of _rther discussion, I will introduce the use- i
ful concepts of various galactic disk regions with differer, t thicknesses as shown
in Figure 3. These disks are defined as follows:
_ (a) The nebulodisk is defined as the region where most of the dust clouds
and molecular clouds are found. Its thickness is of the order of 130 pc (Scoville
and Solomon 1975, Burton and Gordon 1976).
(b) The ectodisk is the domain of the more diffuse atomic hydrogen (HI).
Its thickness is of the order of 260 pc (Burton et al. 1975).
(c) The radiodisk, about 500 pc thick, is the region from which most of the
synchrotronemission inthegalaxyoriginatesaccordingtothe interpretationf
Ilovaiskyand Lequeux (1972)of the 150 MHz dataof Landecker and Wieblinski
(1970).For conceptualpurposes,Iwillconsiderthisas thediffusion=trapping
' regionofmost cosmic rays. Trapping ina more extensive'_mlo"willtendto v
wipe out radialgradientsinthe cosmic-ray intensitywhich are necessaryto _.n :_
explanation of the 7 -ray measurements (Stecker 1975b, Dodds et al. 1975, ',
Steckeretal.1975),as willbe discussedin more detailinsection8. Inany _
case, recentobservationsappear to ruleoutsignificanttrappingina halo-type :
region (Webster 1975).
(d) The exodisk, here tentatively identified with a disk about 2 kpc thick
from which some synchrotron emission is also occurring according to the in=
terpretation of Ilovaisky and Lequeux. I call this the exodisk because cosmic _
rays may be escaping from the galaxy primarily from this region (soe the dis-
cussion of Jokipii 1976). '
/
Usingthislanguage,_ -rayb from bremsstrahlungand pion decay originate
in the nebulodisk and ectodisk whereas those from Compton scattering originate _
in the radiodisk and exodisk. Even so, the theoretical estimates shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 2 indicate that in typical regions of the galactic disk (excluding the
galactic nuclear region we will be discussing separately) pion-decay dominates , ,_-
:_ over Compton scattering even if the Compton-producing disk is an order of ,_
/ magnitude thicker than the gas disk. Furthermore, the latitude distribution of _
galactic _-rays obtained by SA,_-2 shows that the galactic 7-ray disk is thinner _
_' than the radiodisk whereas dominant Compton production would imply that the I _/
_ _-ray disk should be comparablt in width to the radiodisk. Stronger evidence I _'_.
_i for the thinness of the T-ray dtsk has been reported by Samaml et al. (1974) _ _:
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F=gure 3. Regions of the galaxy as defined in the discussion _;iven in the text.
which place this width at 3 ° whe_'eas the SAS-2 resolution can only place an upper
limit of about c ° on this width.2 The asymmetry in the latitude distributions of
),-rays in the center and anticenter directions is further found to correlate well ,
with the gas distribution again arguing for the dominance of pion-bremsstrahhng _-
_,;, processes (Fichtel et al. 1975, Stecker et al. 1975, Puget et al. 1976). ;,
', 4. Compton y-Rays from the G_iactic Center. The observed angular distribu-
°, tion of galactic ),-rays does not exclude the Dossibility of a significant Compt_n :;
: component being produced near the galactic center which is far enough away so
that only a small angle i_, subtended by the galactic bulge. With a half angle of
t 0.1 rad (-_5"), a source of 2 kpc thickness will be consistent with the T-ray ob- _i.
servations at the galactic center. Assuming that the starlight radiation density ._
varies as the total ma,_ distribution of Perek (1662) as suggested by Cowsik and _ ':
Voges (1974), but with the radiation density at 10 kpc taken to be 0.44 eV/cm a ' .
(Allen 1973), I have recalculated the galactic Compton T-ray flux as a function
of galactic longitude assuming a cosmic-ray electron flux equal to its value at
: 10 kpc. The results are shown in Figt, re 4 for two different values of the _y-ray i_
disk haft-width h as indicated. For 9, -ray production in the inner galaxy, where _
the det Jctor beam covers the whole source, the line intensity is simply propor-
tional to h and is given by _-
I_(_) h cos _ 1,1fxm/1o)_ 2xdxQ_ (x) where x : R/IO, (5)
" "2_ 4i.2_ (I- x:) (x2 . sin2 _)z,'2 :_
R isthegalacticradiusinkpc and ,_ Istakento be _.9 kpe. {Pugetand 8tecker
1974).
f
2TheCOS.Bresultsin the300.2000MeVrangereportedhereplaceanupperlimitof4° onthiswidth. _-
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Fsgure4, Compton production rate calculated .si,lg the method of Puget and Stecker 119741 for two v. lues uf ha,f- -_
thicknessof the production disk h = 200 pc and 400 pc. These ratesare showntog ,ther with the SAS-2 data reported ?_
:' by Fichte, et at. (1975).
It can be seen that, given an increased cosmic-ray electron intensity near ':;
" the galactic center or a large enough value of h, it is possible for Compton
scattering to provide a significant, or even major portion of the y-ray flux near
: thegalactic enteras suggestedby Cowsik and coworkers,contrarytothe con- J
,: ,.- clusions of Shukla et al. (1975). However, at longitudes lec_ than 10° oz 15 _ from
the galactic center, the Cot pton contribution to the galactic /-ray flux becomes _
relatively unimportant. This calcvlation is essentially in agreement with that oi _:
Dodds et al. (1975) for h = 115 pc. Stecker et al. (1975) pointed oat that because _ ._
of the relative lack of both HI and H 2 gas inside of 3 kpc .lexeept at the galactic , ._
nucleus)notenoughpion-decavand bremsstrahlung_-rays couldbe produced to _-
•_; account for the flux at the galactic center but point_ed out that th_ inclusion of _
Compton y-rays could ad: ,_.,_tel_ account for the observed flux distrtbdtton and _;
intensiW.
'
One may ask wheLhc," ":be ob,,_erved spectrum of T-rays coming from t_,e _,g_lactic center region ca]: toll us i_e production source. Using a 5 x 103 K
(_upulation ID photon field in ','hecentral region of the galaxy, and based on the _"_;
radio synchrotron data, one would expect a differential ),-ray spectral index uf 1.8 _"
from Compton produced 7-rays in the 35-200 MeV energy range. The pion- ,._ ,:__-
bremsstrshlung spectrm'n shown in Figures I and 2 has an average index of 1.4
: in this energy range. The ob_ervations (Flchtel et al. 1975t yield a mean index _.
of about 1.65 ._ 0.25 which is, unfortunately, not t'ccurate enough to tell us :,:_;._,.,y_
whether Compton or plon-bremsstrahlung T-rays provide the dominant contribution, i _:.Y_o,_
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5..-Rays in the Galactic Disk. As was discussed earlier, it is expected that
cosmic-ray-gas interactions (pion-bremsstrahlung) are more important than -
Compton interactions in producing )-rays in most of the galactic disk. There
remains the question of whether most of the galactic ,-rays are produced by
diffuse processes or point sou_'ces. Here, the lines are not clearly drawn but
tnvo arguments seem to favor diffuse processes (a) only three significant point ..
• sources have been found by SAS-2, two of which are relatively nearby pulsars;
: moreover they have steeper spectra than the general galactic :-radiation, and
_ (b) by analogy with the case of the nonthermal radio radiation from cosmic ray
electrons in the galaxy, one may argue that it is expected that the :,-rays also
_. • should be produced mainly by cosmic rays after they have left their sources and
_! _ are in interstellar space rather than when they are still at the source (Lequeux _
4 i 1971). _
_ Since, therefore, it is most likely that most galactic -rays with energy _"
? above 100 MeV result from the decay of -: °-mesons which were produced in "_
! interstellar interactions of cosmic-ray nucleons with interstellar gas nuclei, it :
; follows that by studying the -ray emissivity distribution in the galaxy, one may
-_ _ learn about the distribution of cosmic-rays, mainly 1-10 GeV pro'ons (Stecker
: : 1973), and gas in the galaxy. We thus turn our attention, in the rest of this ,:
ii article, to a discussion of the implication of the SAS-2 observations of _alactic ._
ii -rays for determining new ilfformation about the distribution and origin of
il cosmic rays and about the ,¢tructure and composition of the galaxy.
It was first deduced by Stecker et al. (1974) {later supported in calculations _ "'
_ by Puget and Stecker (1974), Str(mg (1975), and Puget et al. (1976)) that the SAS-2 :
observations imply that "/-ray emission is highly nonuniform in the gala._y and that i
the emissivity distribution peaks in the region of the galaxy about halfway between ) k "i..
the sun and the galactic center. My analysis of the latest version of the SAS-2 data ._' '_.
with more events and smaller longitude bins (see paper of Kniffen, these proceed- _ t
lags) using the method of Puget and Stecker (1974) places this peak emissivity in :_
: the region between 5 and 6 kpc from the galactic center for the positive longitude
side of the galaxy (0° -< _, <- 180_ and at _.5 kpc for the "negative" longitud_ side _ "
: (180" <- £ S 360") (See Figures 5 and 6 and section 7). The correlation between 1_ i: the CGand y-ray distribution is excellent for he range 0° S _ S 180"; unfor- ?
tunately, there is presently no CO data yet available for the range 180 ° -< _ _ ,:
': 360 °. "l_e new y -ray unfolding is in good agreement with th,_t of Puget et al. ,:
(1976) for the range 0 ° _ ,_:< 180 °, however there are some differences in the
.: range 180 ° S _ _< 360 ° due mainly to differences in the data used and the sub-
t traction of a pulsar contribution at 345". %
It was noted by Solomon and Stecker (1974) that the y-ray emissivity dis-
tribu_ion bears a strong similarity to the distribution of molecular clouds in the _,
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: galmxy which also peaks in the 5 to 6 kpc region (Scoville and Solomon 1975,
Burton et al. 1975). This similarity, coupled with the lack of enough gas in atomic
form to explain the :_-ray measurements led to the supposition that H: is far
more abundant in the inner galaxy than HI and that H_ plays the majgr role in
producing galactic )/-rays (Solomon and Stecker 1974, Burton et al. 1975, Stecker
et al. 1975). In fact a/-ray emissivity which scales like the more uniform HI
distribution will not explain the observations. An alternative explanation for the
• /-ray observations is to assume that the cosmic rays increase by more than an
order of magnitude in intensity in the inner galaxy (Stecker et al. 1974) but this
alte.-mative encounters difficulties in producing instability in the galactic gas
disk (Wentzel et al. 1975). The remaining problem has been to determine the
: absolute amount of H 2 in the galaxy as well as its distribution. This can be
estimated both by using the UV observations of H_ in the local galactic neigh-
borhood as typical of the H2 at a galactocentric distance of 10 kpc and by using
the infrared and x-ray absorption measurements in the direction of the galactic
center to estimate the total column density of gas in that direction. Stecker et
a1.(1975) used the data shown in Table 1 to estimate a total column density of
--7 x 10 22 cm-2. Gordon and Burton (1976) worked directly from their CO data
' to determine the H2 density. Both these methods yield consistent results and
indicate that the volume averaged density of H2 is of the order of 2 molecules
: per cm 3 in the 5 to 6 kpc region (Steck_ et al. 1975, Gordon and Burton 1976) •
and drops off dramatically inside of 4 kI. and in the outer galaxy. At 10 kpc, at
least half of the interstellar gas is probably in atomic form and there is a negli-
gible amount of H2 in the outer regions of the galaxy (Scoville and Solomon 1975,
: Burton etal.1976). The gas distributionsobtainedare shown in Figures7 and J.
• A subsequentdeductionoftheimpliedcosmic ray distributionindicatesthatthe
cosmic rays increase (relative to the local intensity) by about a factor of two !
(_tecker et al. 1975) or slightly more (Puget et al. 1976) at a maximum coincid- !
ingwiththe maximum inthe gas densityinth_o to6 kpc regionand thatthe i_
_ cosmic rays drop off rather rapidly in the outer galaxy (Stecker et al. 1975, Dodds
' et al. 1975). Dodds et al. (1975) have calculated the latitude distribution of
: _-rays in detail under the "exh'agalactic" hypothesis (uniform cosmic ray inten-
_. sity) and "galactic" hypothesis (reduced cosmic ray intensity in the outer galaxy) ,
and compared the results with the SAS-2 observations as shown in Figure 9.
i Stecker(1975b)has shown thatthecosmic-ray distributiondeduced using
the "/-ray observations in conjunction with the deduced variation of total gas
(HI + H2) in the galaxy is, within experimental error, identical to the distribu-
tion of supernova remnants (Ilovaisky and Lequeax 1972, Kodaira 1974) and pul-
sars (Lyne 1974, Hulse and Taylor 1975, Sieradakis, these proceedings). The
similarity of the deduced cosmic ray distribution and the distribution of super-
nova remnants providesour strongestevidenceto datethattheobserved cosmic
ray nucleons, which make up 99% of the cosmic rays, originate in galactic super
novae eitherintheexplosionor the resultingpulsars. Itsupportsotherevidence
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Table I. Column Denr_ties of Hydrogen at (J= 0 ° Excluding
the Galactic Nucleus (xl0 -22) (cra -2 ) _NG.c. 'e ) i
< NHI _ _. 0.6 to 1.5 Daltabuit and Meyer (1972) . .i
: from 21 cm radio _ 2 Kerr and Westerhout 11965) i _
• < 1.2 Clark (1965) _:
<2N.2 _ 3 to 10 Scoville and Solomon (1975) "
• from CO
<2N.2 + NHI_ _<(11.5_:2) thiswork (Ic_> I®) _
; from SAS-2 _-ray flux
_2NH_ + NHI _ 6.5 to 9 or.2/2cr.i < 1.7 (Kaplan and ...
: Markin 1973) as verified by _
from x-ray absorption the measurements of Crase-
"_ mann et al. 11974). :_
<2N,2 + N,z _ 5 to 7.5 Ryter, et al. (1975) !
from IN absorption _
2, ',
- from measurements of abundance ratios of heavy nuclides (see, e.g. Reeves, _
= 1975).
Figure 9 shows the rough distributions of supernova remnants and total gas ._
in the galaxy and Figure 10 shows the implied _-ray longitude distribution cal- _ :,
culated by Stecker (I975b) with Compton interactions included at the galactic ,
center.Also shown istheobserved longitudedistribution(Fichtelet al.1975)• \
! 6. Implication of the Large-Scale Galactic Distributions. On an overall large *
: scale, there appears to be an excellent correlation between several important :'_
constituents of the galaxy in terms of their distributions as a function of galac- _
tocentricdistance•These constituentsare molecular clouds,HIIregions _
(ionized hydrogen), cosmic rays, _-rays, supernova remnants and pulsars. All _:_
•i of these constituents of the galaxy seem to be most dense in the 5 to 6 kpc region .;
and appear to drop off sharply inside of 4 kpc and in the outer galaxy. They all /
can be associated with the formation and evolution of the so-called Population I
stars in the galaxy and are known to have a Population I distribution. They are _
associated with the formation and destruction of hot young O and g stars in the _
galaxy which delineate arms in other spiral galaxies. That lhe correlation of ,t
• f
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these components is natural can be seen in Figure 11. The gravitational collapse
of molecular clouds is expected to lead to the formation of OB associations con- _,_
taining the massive, hot, short-lived O and B stars whose ultraviolet radiation :
causes the formation of zones of ionized gas around them (HII regions). The |
massive O and B stars, after a few million years, terminate their existence as
supernovae which in turn leads to the generation of cosmic rays• It has also
• been suggested that the supernova explosions can trigger the formation of new • ._
OB associations in a feedback effect (Opik, 1953, Ogelman and Maran 1975). The
: compound effect of cosmic rays and molecular clouds being enhanced in the same _.
region of the galaxy then leads to an even stronger enhancement in the 7-ray
• emissivity in the enhanced region. In addition, an increase in the flux of sub-
=- relativistic cosmic rays may help lead to an additional increase in the amount
of ionized gas in the region around 5 kpc as indicated in recent surveys (Mezger :,
1970, Lockman 1976). "*
. _ As a final note, Hayakawa et al. (1976) have recently ruported a correlation _ !
: _ between their observed 2.4 _m infrared flux and CO emission on a galactic scale. :_
• _ The shape of the longitude distribution given by Hayakawa et al. (see Figure 12)
implies a strong maximum near 5 kpc which, one can argue, points to the emis-
:, sion originality in very young Population I objects. Thus, one may speculate that
a major contribution comes from circumstellar shells surrounding pre-main _,
sequence stars such as T Tauri stars or close surrounding Be stars {see e.g., i
the review of Neugelbauer, et al. 1971). A similar galactic distribution of diffuse ii far-infrared (100 _m-300 _m) emission originating in dust in molecular clouds _ :
has been predicted by Fazio and Stecker (1976). _ _
'_ ............. IW- MOLECULARCLOUDS
_: 0_]_SCCFLIIO,ISREGIO;JS
" SUPE::;:9':.'I
! ;
_i Figure 11. Plausible generic relations betw_n various "Populetion I" '_
S oalectic constituents (Stecker 1976). _.
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Figure 12. Galactic longitude distribution of 2.4 _m infrared :
mission reported by Hayakawa et el. (1976).
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Whereas all of the components of the galaxy just discussed have correlated
large-scale galactic distributions with maximum densities in the 5 to 6 kpe
_ region, 21 cm radio observations of HI indicate a relatively constant overall
density distribution of atomic hydrogen between 4 and 14 kpc from the galactic
center with no evidence for a significant enhancement in the 5-6 region (Kerr
and Westerhout 1965, Burton et al. 1975). This implies that the H2 distribution
. is much more sensitive to the compression effects expected in density wave ,_
-_ models of galactic structure than the more diffuse HI with the ratio H2/HI having
*_ a radialgalacticdependence somewhat similarto thatof HII/HIas discussedby l
:" Shu (1973).
The density wave models have the attractive feature of explaining the per-
._
'i sistence of spiral arms in galaxies over time periods for which the differential >.
' rotation of these galaxies would destroy material arms. In these models, a
'. spiral perturbation on the overall gravitational field of a galaxy results in ex-
• cess gas accumulating in troughs of gravitational potential where star formation '?
" will then preferentially take place leading to the young OB associations and asso- :_
ctated HH regions which stand out in optical surveys of external galaxies and _'
i- delineate spiral arms. In this case then, one is only seeing the wave of new star :';
' formation rather than the real bulk of existing stars (approximately 95% as they _
move around the galactic center. The density wave models provide a plausiblei' framework in which to consider the structure of spiral galaxies, but they are not .
k
: complete in that they do not explain the origin of the spiral wave pattern itself
t372
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or the energy input required to maintain it. In the context of the density wave
theories, however, a crowding of the wave pattern and an increase in the fre-
' quency of gas shocking in the region of the inner arms would naturally lead to
an increased density of molecular clouds, young stars, supernovae and HII re-
; gions in the 5 to 6 kpc region. The question of the details of spiral structure in ' :
,_ the Galaxy is, however, more difficult. Our Galaxy apparently shares with other ,
spiral galaxies a lack of gas of all types in the innermost region (radius less than i
• 4 kpc with the exception of the galactic nucleus). Similar structural character- ;
:- istics have been found in other spiral galaxies (Roberts 1974).
However, there is a large variation in structural details amcng spiral galax- =
ies. This range of detail, from those with long thin well developed arms and high
surface brightness (van den Bergh type I) to those with only a bare hint of arm :
: structure (van den Bergh type V) has been incorporated into the general frame- .
work of density wave theory by Roberts et al. (1975). The galaxies with well _
developed arms and high surface brightness with an implied high star formation "-
- rate are found to satisfy the condition (Wl0/a) > 1 where W±0 is the velocity corn- _'- :
ponent of basic rotation normal to the spiral arms and a is the effective acoustic _
speed of the interstellar gas. Within galaxies themselves there can exist in the
_, inner regions, zones of strong nonlinear compression where (Wl0/a) > 1 and in the
outer regions, zones of weak linear compression where (Wl0/a) < 1 Burton (1976) ,.
has estimated the interface between these two zones in our own Galaxy to occur
at a galactocentric radius R _ 10 kpc (see paper of Roberts, these proceedings).
)
Figure 13 shows the smoothed radial distribution of mean surface density i _.
of the atomic and molecular components of interstellar gas in our Galaxy based i '!
on recent data of Burton et al. (1975) where the H 2 density is normalized ac- _
cording to the methods of Stecker et a1.(1975) with a scale height of _ 65 pc for ,' :.
: the molecular clouds (Seoville and Solomon 1975, Burton and Gordon 1976). Also _ .:
shown are the regions of weak and strong compression. It can be seen that the
transition region near 10 kpc is one in which the total surface density is roughly
constant but where larger and larger amounts of gas are converted from HI to (
4 H2 as R decreases. :
: All of these recent observational and theoretical developments regarding
galacticstructure3 prompted Stecker(1976)to suggestthefollowingchanges in -_
the Baade (1944) classification scheme for galactic objects:
(I) The classification "Population II" which consists of old disk stars ("high .
velocity"stars)nuclearbulgestars,halostarsand globularclusterstarsstays
the same. _
_'.
:; 3See alsothe summaryand discussionof Burton(1976).
c
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Figure 13. Surface density distribution of HI, H2 and total gas,derived as describedin the text, shownwith regions of
weak (linear) and strong (nonlinearI density wave compressionas determined by Burton (1976}. The figure is from
Stacker (1976). '_
(TD The classification "Population I" should be exl_nded to include all i
galactic objects narrowly confined to the galactic plane and associated with the , "
formation of Population I stars. Thus the set of galactic population I objects
will include molecular clouds, OB associations, HII regions, dark nebulae, dust,
supernovae and even associated radiation fields such as infrared (Fazio and
Stacker 1976) synchrotron and _°-decay T-radiation from molecular clouds.
This population is expected to predominate in regions of the galaxy where "
(W10/a) > 1 (strong compression).
(fill I define a new population class, "Population 0" consisting of the more
diffuse atomic hydrogen which is now considered not to play a primary role in
star formation. (In the case of some of the denser HI clouds there may be some °
blurring of definition). This population will be important in regions where
(Wl0/a) < 1 (weak compression). The main distinction between population 0
and I stems from the effects of compression and with the higher compression
stemming from the nonlinear density waves. Two basic differences between the
374 I _:l
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galactic distributions of the population I and Population 0 components are shown -_
in Table 2.
Table 2 }::
t
Scale height perpen- Galactocentric Radius
Population
dicular to plane of Maximum Surface Density ,.
Population I _ 50 to 70 pc (nebulodisk) 5 to 6 kpc
Population 0 > 110 pc (ectodisk) 12 to 13 kpc
The population i component is thus associated with the nebModisk and the
population 0 component with the ectodisk. It is found that in late-type spiral
galaxies it is characteristic for the neutral hydrogen density to peak well out-
side the visible radius of the galaxy. (Roberts 1974). T_s is illustrated by "_t
Figures 14 and 15 from the work of Rots and Shane (1975) which shows clearly ._
that for M81 the 21 cm emission peaks outside the optical disk of the galaxy.
The above classification, with population 0 removed from a primary role in the
: star formation process, naturally accommodates this hitherto somewhat myster-
ious fact.
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Fiour• 14. Optical im_le of M81 together with 21 cm ¢ontourl (riots •nd $hene 19751.
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7. SpiraL Features and "Solid Arm" Models. As has been discussed above, _.
there is a large variation il_ structural details among spiral galaxies, ranging
from a bright and well defined arm structure (the so-called grand design) in _
galaxies such as M51 and M101, to the more crowded complpx and nondescript _ _i
features of galaxies such as M33. (Roberts, et al. 1975, Sandage 1961). In the
" latter cases, ordered spiral featules extending over distances of the order of
several kpc would be difficult, if not impossible to determine from a point within
the galactic disk.
This brings us to the question of what can be learned about the "small scale"
, structure of the galaxy (i.e. spiral density perturbations) from the r ,_ent _-ray :o
observations.
In considering the question of looking for evidence of spiral structure in the _:
_-ray observations, two points must be kept in mind: the limited resolution of
the SAS-2 telescope and the ambiguous interpretation of data from other types
of astronomical observations as to the character of the spiral features of our
Galaxy (Simonson 1970, Burton 1974). Burton (1974) has pointed out that 21 cm
features associated with spiral arms could be due mainly or in part to idn_matic _'
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effccL. "':,,,., ,_., while the overall distribution of "Population I" material can
_,e trader.,, , ! ,:_ terms of density wave models of the Galaxy, one is on much
sh:,k.:,_r ;., o_:_ when it comes to analyzing the detailed structural features such
as recot:._,:,.cting spiral arms. :_
,
Attempts have been made to interpret the SAS-2 -/-ray data based on grand-
design spiral models of the galaxy (Simonson 1976) with large arm-interarm
ratios of both gas and cosmic rays (Bignami and Fichtel 1974), Bignami et al.
; 1975, Paul et al. 1976).
Because of the lack of CO data at negative longitudes, Bignami et al. con-
structed models based on 21 cm studies of atomic hydrogen. These models did
not fully utilize the emerging implications of recent molecular cloud observations
: with regard to the galactic H2 component in the inner galaxy. The models of ,_
Bignami et al. had therefore required unrealistically high amo_mts of HI at loca-
tions which have been attributed to arm features (see Figure 16) and proportionally
large amounts of cosmic rays relative to the solar intensities (Icr . nH) in order " ,_
to obtain fluxes of y-rays to compare with the observations in the range I:I -< "_
40 °. These models also assumed that H2 was proportional to HI everywhere in _
the galaxy so that (nil2 + nHI)/nHi = K with (in the recent model of Bignami et al.
-_ (1975)) K = 2. Then since the /-ray emissivity is proportional te the product :
Icrn. with ICR assumed proportional to nH, I/ '' (Knt:i) 2 _'; 4n2H_."_ith this sensi- ;
tive density dependence, the assumptions about nx_ shown in Figure 16 with :_
_ i _nHi _ above the recently observed values took on critical importance. There-
; fore, Kniffen et al. (these proceedings) have reexamined this model including the }
1 implications of the recent CO data. The model of Paul et al. (1976) has sought
: _ to relate the radio data to the )'-ray data by making the additional assumptions /
Icr _ I _ n H _ B 2. They themselves point out, however, that the b distribution
of the radio--synchrotron and /-ray emission are different (see Figure 17). Also,
there is only a rough relation between the longitude distributions of the two _ _
_ components which mainly reflects the overall structural features discussed
_ earlier (see also section 9).
Passing on then from specific spiral arm models one may still consider :_
the general queqtion of whether the ) -ray observations provide evidence of
spiral features. In this context, I previously noted that the expanding "3 kpc"
arm, observed by its distinct separation on velocity-longitude plots of both HI
and CO emission, has ir_ufficient material either in atomic or molecular form
to account for the largest peak in the observed galactic ),-ray distribution at :;
340 ° -<_ <- 545 ° shown in Figure 4 as proposed by Bignaml et al. The new '_
longitude distribution reported here no longer has such a prominent feature as
showc in Figure 5 with a _-§% contribution from PSR 1747-46 subtracted out (see
Hartman, these proceedings). The unfolding of the new SAS-2 data shown in
Figure 6 is compatible with emission from the 3 kpc feature, however, the
explanation of a superimposed nearby source together with statistical fluctuations
t cannot be ruled out. ,_
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The large peak in the data in the range 310 °< • _ 315 ° has been associated
by the SAS-2 group (Fichtel et al. 1975) with the "Scutum ar_" feature as in-
terpreted by some 21 cm observers. However, the narrow profile of this feature
is hard to recon_i]e with that expected from a spiral arm. An ideal uniform spiral
arm will fill in at longitudes closer to the galactic center than the tangential lon-
gitude so that it traces out a characteristic longitude distribution shaped some-
what like a shallow letter M. The inside slope of this pattern as calculated by
the SAS-2 group in this model should be shallower than that actually observed.
; Looking at it another way, if one tries to unfold the longitude data for 180 ° _<_ __
3602, it requires a l_egative T -ray emissivity for R -_ 7 kpc (see the dot-dashed
curve in Figure 6) in order to obtain the steep slope inside of 315 oon the longi- •
tude distribution. Since this is clearly nonphysical, one must look for an alter-
nate explar_tion. One such explanation is to assume that the true flux is near
the low end of the statistical error bars. The unfolding then results in the solid
" lineshown in Figure6 witha relativelysmall arm type feature at R -_7.7kpc _.
which may be associated with the "Scutum arm." Such a feature is compatible _._
with the mean gas density falling outside of 6 kpc. Another possibility is point
sourcecontamination.Inorder totrulyresolvethisproblem and the whole
problem of gas density on the "negative longitude" side of the galaxy, we must
await further ?,-ray observations with better statistics near 310 ° and fill_.ng in
the data gap in the range 290 ° < _ -<315 °. We also need CO observations from "
=_ a millimeterwave facilityinthesouthernhemisphere which willhave access to
this half of the galachc plane, and we also _ovld make use ol related fa,- infrared :
observations (Fazio and Stecker, 1976).
s
: In summary, neither the _ -ray nor CO cbservations vrovide clear evidence _
of arm featuresatpositivelongitudes,butan ,.,veralllargerscalestructure, _
fairly symmetric vis-a-vis posittve and negs_.ive longitudes, indicating a maxi- _ ! _
mum emissivity in the 5 to 6 kpc region is seen (see Figure 6). Possible evi-
dence of arm features if found at negative longitudes (Fichtel et al. 1975) which _ :
may be associated with the complex distr_bt_tion of HII regions at those longitudes
{Puget et al. 1976) but which does not correspond to the fiat _nsl _ distribution i!
_ seen in 21 cm observations, even modulated with a large arm-interarm ratio.
Such a model will not give the proper intensity or distribution of galactic 7 -rays _
unless the H2 cloud distribution is taken into account (Stecker et al. 1975). _
Further evidence for this may be seen in the lack of a '_Sagittarius arm" feature .,
at _ = 50" which is absent in both the CO observations (Scoville and Solomon _
_ _975, Burton et al. 1975) and the SAS-2 7-ray observations (Fichtel et al. 1975).
?
A strongSagittariusarm would alsobe inconsistentwiththe.y-raylatitudeob-
servationsof Samlmi et a1.(1974). The small T -ray enhancement in the Cygnus
"_ resion (65.° < _ _ 80") has been identified with the Orion arm by the SAS-2 group,
however, the existence of the Orion arm is in serious question from the kine- _
• matical evidence of HI gas in that region (Burton and Bania 1974) and known ,
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clumpiness of gas with relatively large amounts of CO emission in that region,
together with supernova remnants in that direction may help account for the ob-
served / -ray enhancement. 4 Additional evidence against cosmic ray confine-
ment in a local ("Orion") arm comes from the lack of cosmic-ray anisotropy in .:
this direction as well as the long-term constancy of the cosmic ray flux (Brecher
and Burbidge 1972). New evidence of a possible 2 × 10 _ yr lifetime for cosmic-
rays in the solar neighborhood {Garcia-Munoz et al. 1975) would rule out strict
.._
" cosmic-ray confinement in arms with a _/-ray production rate proportional to
n_ as suggested by Bignami and Fichtel (1974) and Paul et al. {1976). Such a
:" lifetime, although still uncertain (O'Dell et al. (1973), Hagen et al. 1975), would
argue for diffusion of cosmic-rays in a larger region of the galaxy (Jokipii 1976)
as will be discussed in more detail in the next section, and will support a weaker
cosmic-ray correlation with larger scale galactic features as argued by Stecker
et al. (]975) on the basis of the CO data. 5 These authors note that an approxi-
_- _ -_ and 0.2 _<
mate relation IcR nToT holds in the inner galaxy where nTo v nil2
_< 0.5.
; 8. Implications of a 20 My Lifetime for Cosmic-Rays on Interpretation of the
),-Ray Data. It has been established earlier that there must be a positive over-
_ all correlation between cosmic-rays and matter in the galaxy in order to explain
:" the :_-ray production rate. On the other hand, should it be established that cos-
mic rays have a mean lifetime "-2 x 10 _ yr. as obtained by Garica-Munoz et al. ""
(1975), this would imply a relatively small mean gas density seen by cosmic- ':
rays throughout their lifetime. Studies of cosmic-ray secondaries have revealed
that cosmic rays travel through an average of 1.5 to 3 x 10 24 atoms/cm 2 through-
out their lifetime in the galaxy. Taking that lifetime to be 6 x ]0_4s implies
(1.5 - 3) × 1024 cn72
<na) cosmic ray -': -'20.1 - 0.2cm-3(6) i
confinement voltJme (3x lOtOcm,'s)(6× lOt4s)
Jokipii (1976) has pointed out that the :y -ray evidence argues against their
being trapped in "tunnels" in the galactic disk as suggested by Scott {1975). The
other alternative, arguing against confinement in spiral arms, is that the cosmic
rays spend considerable time in regions where n H£ 0.2 cm -3 as well as those ..
where n > 0.2 cm "3, and in a region thicker than the gas disk such as the radio-
, disk or exodisk (see Figure 3). Confinement in a large halo would require a
_10 8 yr trapping time (Ginsburg and Syrovatskii 1974) and appears not to be
_: 4Muchof theCygnuseahancementhasnow beenassociatedwithCygnusX-3(Thompson,these proceedings). ;
: 5Anneffectsin the"¢.,raylongitudeprofilecan, of course,be causedby densityand sourceperturbationsalone
withoutinvokingcosmic-rayconfinement. !"
S
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fconsistent with the radio evidence (Webster ]975). In addition confinement in :
such a large region would tend to wipe out any radial gradient in the cosmic-ray
flux as suggested by the , -r_y observations (Stecker 1975, Dodds et al. 1975).
Thus, one might presently favor an "exodisk" ccncept as suggested by Jokipii
(1976) and as perhaps as illustrated by the radiodisk studies of some spiral ,
galaxies in the observation of Ekers and Sancisi (1976). An example from these
observations is NGC4631 shown in Figure 18. As can be seen from the figure,
a fat disk or flat halo type region of synchrotron emission surrounds NGC4631;
such a region may also exist around our own galaxy. An even more apt example
may be the spiral NGC891 which show:: a radiodisk of thickness -- 4 kpc (Van der
Kruit and Allen 1976) and a gas disk, seen in 21 cm, of thickness < 500 pc
(Sancisi, quoted by Ekers 1975). (See paper of Baldwin, these proceedings).
9. Comparison of Radio and ) -Ray Longitude Distributions. Paul et al. (1976)
have constructed a model of y -ray emission in our Galaxy based in part on the
assumption of the relation IeB 2 _ IcRnH which implies Isync ' L_. It is my own -
philosophy that one shou,,, eliminate such a priori assumptions and work from _'_
the data as much as possible. One can learn from comparisons of the distribu-
tions of various galactic emissions, both from their similarities and their
differences. It has already been remarked that the 150 MHz radio and . -ray
emissions have different latitude distributions. Figure 19 shows that similari- ,.°
ties and differences also exist in the longitude distributions. The SAS-2 )'-ray
data is shown by the histogram and the radio data is taken from Price (1974)
with the positions of the tangents of 21 cm features shown by the arrows. Note
that the y -ray distribution is generally wider in the inner galaxy than the radio .
distribution. Both are enhanced in the Cygnus region (_ -_ 80 °) and in the lon- :,
gitude range near 310 °. Note, however, that in the later case, the reported
_/-ray emission is relatively much more intense than the 150 MHz emission, _ '
supporting the suggestion made earlier in this paper regarding the 310 ° feature i
(see Figure 6). The peak in the -/-ray distribution at "_260 ° can be attributed to
the Vela pulsar and the enhancement in the anticenter direction is due primarily
to the Crab pulsar and another ?,-ray source at _ _- 193 ° . '_
10. The Galactic Contribution to the High-Latitude/-Ray Background. The re- :
vised Apollo data shown in Figure 20 (Trombka et al. 1976) are consistent with ,:
other data in the "_1 MeV range and are consistent with cosmological redshifted _ _
_°-decay processes proposed by the author in the past (Stecker 1969, 1971, _ :,
Stecker et al. 1971, Stecker 1974, 1975a) which predict a shelf-like feature near
_-1 MeV and a steep spectrum _E "3 above 10 MeV. At energies between 35 and _ _
200 MeV, the observed spectrum at high galactic la_itudes (b > 30 °) appears to _,,_
be flatter than at lower energies, _ E" ( 2.4 '-0.2) (Fichtel et al. 1975). This can
be readily explained as high latitude galactic background emission due to the _. :_!
finite thickness of the galactic y-ray disk. Taking a typical SAS-2 path length _ _
i 381 _ -,_,
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of 3 × 1020 csc b cm"2 (Falgarone and Lequeux 1973) with b = 40 °, and using the l
i differential production rate shown in Figure 2. Choosing an E 3 power law above
10 MeV which runs through both the SAS-2 and Apollo data (shown in Figure 20
i by a dashed line) and adding in the galactic flux, the total flux expected is shown
by the solid !inc. This can be seen to be flatter than the pure extragalactic -
l background component and consistent with the SAS-2 data. The effect of the i
galactic contamination can be reduced ideally by _33% by making observation at _
i b = 90°. However, it should be noted that the galactic background can still be• expected to dominate at energies above 300 MeV making a proposed test (Stecker t
1974, 1975) between the cosmok _cal _-decay models of the _-ray background t
• invalid.6
11. _-Rays and Galactic Structure: An Approach for the Future. The early
• optimistic hope of 21 cm observers to delineate the spiral structure of the
• Galaxy has been dimmed by complications in the analysis of even the most
thorough velocity-longit_Jde plots due to kinematic (velocity streaming) effects,
' nonuniformities within arm features (fragmentation, branching, etc.) and strong
non-circular gas velocities as evidenced at _ = 0°. At the same time, high-
resolution 21 cm surveys of external spirals, such as the Rots and Shane (1975)
• "kon M81 shown in Figure 14, have shown that large-scale spiral structure
exists in the gas in spiral galaxies, as we know it exists in other components
such as dust clouds, HH regions and OB associations. The CO observations of
our Galaxy, which should reflect arm structure in young molecular clouds even
more strongly than the 21 cm observations, have not revealed such structure in
the 0°_ _ _. 180 ° range. However, they have excitingly revealed a larger scale
overall galactic structure which shows a broad maximum in the 5-6 kpc region. :_
The existence of this structure is supported by the _-ray observations. Strong
correlations with other Population I phenomena in the galaxy suggest that a new
picture of overall galactic structure is emerging and will lead to new under-
standings of the nature of the Galaxy. _ s
Some _-ray observers have exhibited the _ timism shown in the early 21 cm ' ::
work in looking for spiral features. However, it should be remembered that
_-ray observations have some difficulties in their analysis as do 21 cm observa- _
: tions. Three problems inherent to the interpretation of _--ray observations and
not the 21 cm observations are (1) no velocity information to help determine from _"_
: where in the galaxy emission at a specific longitude originates (2) relatively "
poor angular resolution in the present data, which restricts fine-scale structure
6Theoreticaldifficultieshavearisenwithregardto variousaspectsof the Omnesmodelforbatyon-antibatyon
:_ separationin the early'universe. At present,the authorconsidersthesedifficultiesto be intrinsically _,
no worsethanthosewiththestandard"big-bang"cosmology(seee.g.,GunnandTinfley 1975). The , _i_
possibilityof somemechanismof baryonseparationon a largescaleas an explanationfor the v-ray
backgroundshouldnotbe prematurelydiscardedat this time. ,_,k
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studies and (3) fhe fact that the _-ray emission is proportional to the product of
gas density and cosmic-ray intensity integrated along the line-of-sight so that
assumptions must be made to separate these two quantities or, preferably, other
observations must also be used to determine the gas density. . :,
I
Of course, the ) -ray observations have their advantages. Optical depth
• corrections are entirely unnecessary. And, to the extent that the gas density
distribution can be obtained by other means (using as much of the electromag-
netic spectrum as possible, e.g., radio, microwave and far-infrared observa-
tions (Fazio and Stecker (1976)) the galactic cosmic-ray nucleon distribution can
then be deduced. Indeed, 100 MeV v-ray observations are unique in their
potential for determining information about the large-scale distribution of galac-
tic cosmic-ray nucleons. Using the above approach, large-scale structure in _"
both the interstellar gas and the cosmic-ray distributions is now becoming
apparent. Higher resolution 7-ray observations should enable us to study
important unresolved questions about small-scale and spiral structure features. _-
A co,lcerted "synoptic" approach to galactic surveys by observers at all wave--
lengths should enable us in the future to take advantage of complementary
" observations and improve our understanding of the structure and dynamics of the
', galaxy.
\
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